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V.I

INTRODUCTION.

"If it cann(»t be said of Comte that lie has created a science, it

may l)e said truly that he has, for the first time, made the creation

possible. This is a great achievement, and, with the extraordinary

merit of his historical analysis, and of his philosophy of the phy-

sical sciences, is enough to immortalize his name."

—

John Stuart
Mill.

"Comte is now geiieially admitted to have been the most emi-

nent and impf)rtant of tiiat iiiteresting groujt of thinkers whom
the overthrow of old institutions in France turned towards social

speculations."

—

John Morley.

THE foregoing- quotations f]-om the two English

authorities who have most severely criticized the

" Positive Polity " of Auguste Comte, bear witness to

the profound imj^ulse given to modern thought by the

publication of the " Positive Philosophy," more than half

a century ago. Miss Martineau's condensation appeared

eleven years later, during the lifetime of Comte and before

the completion of his later works. It was warmly
welcomed by the philosopher himself, and adopted by him

as the popular form of his own voluminous treatise.

Since that time an immense amount of discussion has

arisen about the philosophy itself, about the subsequent

development of Comte's own career and sj^eculations, and

on the incidents of his strenuous life. In placing before

the public Miss Martineau's version of the " Philosophie

Positive " in a new form, it seems a fitting occasion to in-

troduce it by some notice of Comte's own life and labours,
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VI INTRODUCTION.

as well as by some account of that which he called his

"fundamental work," and of the very remarkable version

by which Harriet Martineau gave it a new literary form.

Auguste Comte Avas born at Montpellier, in the south of

France. 19th Jan., 1798, the eldest son of Louis Comte,

treasurer of taxes for the department of Hcrault, and of

Rosalie Boyer, whose family produced some eminent

l)hysicians. Both father and mother were sincere Catholics

and ardent royalists. Their son was christened Isidore

Auguste Marie Francois Xavier. The house in which he

was born is still to be seen opposite the church of Sainte

Eulalie. At the age of nine, a small and delicate child, he

was placed as a boarder in the Lycee of his native city.

He soon showed extraordinary intelligence and industry,

a character of singular coui*age and resolution, and a spirit

of defiance towards religious and civil authority. He re-

fused to conform to any worship, and avowed an open

hatred of Napoleon and his schemes of conquest. Anec-

dotes are still told of his prodigious memory ; he could

repeat a hundred verses after a single recital, and could

recite backwards the words of a page that he had once

read. He carried off all prizes, and at the age of fourteen

and a half lie had passed through the entire course of

the Lycee. He then studied mathematics under Daniel

Encontre, a teacher of great ability, whose place he was

able to take in his fifteenth year. At the age of sixteen he

passed in the Ecole Pojyfech/ilque, the first on the list of

candidates for the south and centime of France.

In October, 1814, the young Comte, then in his seven-

teenth year, entered the great college at Paris, and there

applied himself with his usual energy to mathematics and

physics under the illustrious Poinsot. He was called " the

philosopher," and took the lead amongst his fellow pupils

by his energy as well as his abilities. He was known as

an ardent republican, a fierce opponent of tyranny, whether
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theological, political, or academic. In 1816, one of the

tutors having given offence to the younger pupils, Comte
took the lead in demanding his resignation, and drew up a

curt memorial to this effect. The college was sent down,

and Comte, who was only in his second year of residence,

as the author of the insurrection, was sent home to his

despairing parents and placed under the surveillance of

the police, with his hopes of a future career entirely

destroyed.

For some time he studied biology in the medical school of

Montpellier, but in September, 1816, being then eighteen,

he returned to Paris with the brave intention of suj)port-

ing himself l\v lessons. He now dropped the mediaeval

name of Isidore by which he had been known from infancy,

and took his Roman baptismal name of Auguste. In the

following year he was introduced to Saiut-Simou, with

whom he remained in relations for four or five years. The

vague, optimistic, aud humanitarian dreams of this singular

reformer did undoubtedly exercise a certain fascination

over the youthful mind oi Comte, and gave his genius aud

character an iuHexible bent towards a scheme of social

reorganization. But the shallowness of Saint-Simon's

acquirements could not impart anything of a solid kind to

such a mind as Comte's ; and the vanity and charlatanry

of the famous socialist alienated his young follower. They

soon came into direct opposition on Saint-Simon's con-

tention that intellectual aud moral re-organization could

only proceed from the authority of government. Saint-

Simon claimed as liis own the work of his youfig colleague,

and when he fell back on a mystical theologism, the

rupture became final.

Auguste Comte wrote a few pieces for various periodicals

in Paris, to which he attached but little importance. His

first great philosophical woi'k was a pamphlet in 191

pages, published in May. 1822, with an introduction by
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Saint-Simon. It was entitled a " Prospectus of the

scientific works required for the reorganization of Society,

byAuguste Comte, former pnpil of the Ecole Polytechniqne."

He republished his pamphlet witli some small modifica-

tions and additions in 1824, under the title " System of

Positive Polity," and this is reprinted in vol. iv. of the

" Politique Positive," 1854. A full account and the text of

both editions is given in the " Revue Oceidentale " (1895,

vol. xi. p. 1). This essay of 1822 contains a statement of

the classification of the sciences, of the law of the three

states, and the suggestion of a science of sociology. It is

in truth the prospectus of "^that Avhich for thirty years

Comte continued to elaborate. It has not the smallest

connection with Saint-Simon, nor with contemporary

socialism or mysticism, and has always l>een treated by

Comte and by his adherents as the the first sketch of the

" Positive Philosophy."

Between 1816 and 1826 (jetat. 18 to 28) Comte
laboured and read with extraordinary energy, frequently

absorbed for twenty-four hours at a stretch, and writing

all through the night. By his essay of 1822 and one or

two other pieces in the " Producteur." 1825-26. he had won
the favourable opinion of many eminent men of science

and literature. Amongst these are mentioned Delambre,

Fourier, Blainville, Bonniu, Poinsot. Carnot. Guizot. J. B.

Say, Dnnoyer, Professor Buchholtz of Berlin, de VillMe.

Lamennais. For a few weeks he was private secretary to

Casimir-Perier, but his independent spirit declined to

accept the duties required. In April, 1826 (fetat. 28). he

opened iu his own rooms a course of jtublic leetiu'es on the

Positive Philosophy, which was to extend to seventy-two

lectures, from 1st April, 1826. to 1st April, 1827. Amongst
his audience were such men as Broussais, Blainville,

Poinsot, J. Fourier, Alexander von Humboldt, D'Eichthal,

Montebello, Carnot, son of the famous yeneral, Cerclet,
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Montgerv, and other young students. The series was in

fact that which was subsequently published. At the

fourth lecture the course was abrviptly broken off. Intense

mental strain, together with domestic misery, brought on

an attack of insanity. He left his home in a state of dis-

traction, and was placed in an asylum by his friend

Broussais. There he remained for seven months.

The devotion of his mother and his wife, who took him
from the care of Dr. Esquii'ol whilst still suffering from

the disease, succeeded in gradually restoring his reason.

An epoch of profound despair followed, during which he

threw himself into the Seine, but was rescued ; and thence-

forth he resolved to devote himself with patience and

resignation to the work of his life, supporting himself

with private lessons. In January, 1829, he resumed his

course of lectures on the Positive Philosojjhy, and he had

the satisfaction of seeing the same eminent men amongst

his audience, with the excepti(m of Humboldt, who Avas no

longer in France. On this occasion he completed the

whole series of lectures, and in December, 1829, he re-

peated them in a public coi;rse at the Athetiee. He also

gave other gratuitous public lectures, including the series

on Popular Astronomy whicii he repeated during eighteen

years, from 1830 to 1848. In 1832, Comte was apj^ointed

repetiteur of analytic mathematics at the Ecole Poly-

technique, at the instance of M. Navier, then professor

there ; and in 1837 he was named examiner of the > andi-

dates for admission. For a short time he filled the place

of the Professor.

The work of which these three volumes are a condensa-

tion was published at intervals from 1830 to 1842. The

first volume, containing the Introduction and the philo-

sophy of Mathematics, was published sejmrately, with

a dedication to Baron Fourier and M. de Blainville. A
brief note described it as the result of the author's labours
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from the year 1816, and as a development of the new ideas

put forth in his early essay of 1822, entitled a " System

of Positive Polity." The second volume, comprising

Astronomy and Physics, did not appear until 1835, owing

to the commercial disasters of the Revolution of July.

The third volume, comprising Chemistry and Biology,

appeared in 1838. The new science of Sociology, which

was intended to he comprised in a single volume, ulti-

mately extended to three volumes, published in 1839, 1841,

and 1842. The last volume, containing nearly a thousand

pages, was introduced by a personal preface to explain the

prolongation of the work over twelve years, and the

grounds for devoting one half of the entire work to the

new Social Science. And it contained in notes Comte's

vehement repvidiation of Saint-Simon, and his do less

vehement condemnation of M. Arago and the official

directors of the Ecole Polytechnique.

M. Littrc has described, with the knowledge of intimacy

and the warmth of a disciple, the colossal task which

Comte had now brought to a conclusion. " Twelve years

had passed," he says, ^ during which his life had been

closed against any kind of disti'action. No wish for pre-

mature publication was suffered to lead his mind oft' the

conscientious completion of his task. No ambition of

gaining popularity was allowed to modify a single line in

conformity with the opinions of the time. With stern

resolution, and deaf to all external distractions, he con-

centrated his whole soul upon his Avork. In the history of

men who have devoted their lives to great thoughts, I

know nothing nobler than that of these twelve years."
'

There was indeed nothing exceptional in these twelve

years. Precisely the same may be said of the whole forty

years of Comte's life from the time of his leaving the

college, at the age of eighteen, until his death in 1857.

' " Auguste Conite, et la Philosopliie Positive," 1863, p. 188.
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His method, of coraposition was unique and has been

dwelt upon by all his biographers. His marvellous

memory and power of mental concentration enabled him

to think out an entire volume in all its parts, plan, sub-

divisions, ideas, arguments, and details, without putting a

word to paper. When this was completed, he regarded

the work as ready. His courses of lectures were all

delivered without writing. When he commenced to pre-

pare them for the press, he simply wrote them down from

memory with great rapidity, composing the matter as fast

as the sheets were printed, and without altering the proofs.

For example, the first chapter of the sixth volume consists

of 343 octavo j>ages and was written in twenty-eight days,

althougli its mental elaboration was the outcome of years

of meditation. As M. Littrc remarks, this method of

composition was only possible to abnormal powers, and it

secured an extraordinary unity of conception and organic

symmetry of plan. But it had the obvious disadvantages

of a certain multiplicity of phrase, a monotony, and that

repetition which is only proper to oral exposition. These

defects have been universally imputed to the written style

of Comte, who has shown that on occasions he could rise

into dignity and 23athos, or illumine his discourse with a

profound epigram or even a brilliant sally. But habitually

and on system, he suppressed any such gifts, and uniformly

cast his philosophic thoughts into a very formal, artificial,

and undoubtedly cumbrous style which he elaborated for

himself and which gi-adually became a confirmed man-
nerism.

Tedious and even repidsive as it is to the average

reader, to the serious student of Positivism this method
of exposition has rare and paramount advantages. It is

unerringly precise, lucid, qualified, and suggestive. Comte
certainly had nothing of the literary genius of Bossuet and
Voltaire, Hume and Berkeley. But his long-drawn and
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over-elaborated sentences never leave the student in doubt

for a moment as to his meaning, as to his whole meaning,

as to all that he wishes to express, and all that he means
to disclaim or exclude. The result is, that the genei'al

reader can hardly follow these crowded and closely welded

paragraphs without the assistance of an expert, whilst the

serious student of the Positive Philosophy finds some new
light or some needful warning in everyone of these

pregnant epithets and precise limitations. Comte saw this

clearly himself ; and hence, in his " Popular Library,"

embodied in his later works, he inserts—not his own
" Positive Philosophy " in six volumes—but Miss Marti-

neau's condensed English version. Unfortunately not

only the general reader, but the professed critics of

Positivism have too ofteu adopted his generous sug-

gestion.

" The Philosojihie Positive " as a whole received an

earlier and more open welcome in England than in France.

Sir David Brewster, the eminent physicist, a strong oppo-

nent of Positivism as a religious and social philosophy,

reviewed the first two volumes in the " Edinburgh Review,"

(No. 136, 1838, vol. Ixvii., p. 271). In this essay, which is

far from being the work of a partisan or even a friend,

Brewster pays homage to the depth and sagacity of

Comte's mind, and he accepts in principle the law of the

Three States, the Classification of the Sciences, and the

ultimate extension of the methods of Science to Sociology.

Mr. Mill followed in his " System of Logic," 1843, in

which he spoke of Auguste Comte as amongst the first of

European thinkers, and by his institution of a new social

science, as in some respects, the first. In 1845-6, George

Henry Lewes published his " Biographical History of

Philosophy," enlarged in 1857, 1867, 1870. and 1880, in

which he treated of Auguste Comte as " the greatest of

modern thinkers," and as crowning the general history
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of ijbilosophical evolution. lu 1853, Lewes published

Comte's " Philosophy of the Sciences," a volume in

Bohn's Philosophical Library. And in the same year Miss

Martineau published the condensed translation which at

once made Comte familiar to all English students. This

has been translated into French by M. Avezac-Lavigne,

and has passed through more than one edition. It is a

singular fact in literary history, and a striking testimony

to the merit of Miss Martineau, that the work of a French

philosopher should be studied in France in a French re-

translation from his English translator—and that at his

own formal desire and by his own special followers.

An interesting account of Miss Martineau's own labours

on the translation may be found in her " Autobiography

and Letters" (2nd edition, 1877, vol. ii., p. 385, etc., etc.).

The work appeared fiually, after some interruptions, in the

beginning of November, 1853, and it was received with a

chorus of approval by the French philosopher and by bis

English readers. Comte's own opinion is set forth in the

letters of his printed by M. Littrc in his biographical work,

to which we shall presently return. George Grrote, the

historian, wrote to Miss Martineau :
" Not only is it ex-

tremely well done, but it could not be better done." The
French translation of Miss Martineau's condensation by

M. .\vezac-Lavigne, a Bordeaux disciple of Comte, appeared

in May, 1871. The correspondence between him and Miss

Martineau is set out in the " Autobiographv " (vol. iii.,

p. 310;.

The outspoken language of the " personal preface " to

the sixth volume of the " Philosoijhie " brought down upon
Comte even severer sufferings than either he or his friends

had anticipated. He was deprived first of one, then of

both his official posts, was treated as an outcast from the

academic world, and was reduced to absolute penury. But
in August, 1842, just before the actual publication of the
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sixth volume, liis wife carried out the intention which she

had long meditated and announced, and insisted on a

separation. The story of Comte's married life is full of

interest and of tragedy, but it is too intricate, and still too

much disputed, to be here fully told. The case of Madame
Comte has been presented by M. Littre in the work cited

above, and the case of Auguste Comte has been recently

set forth by M. Lonchampt, one of his executors, in the

"Revue Occidentale" (vol xxii., p. 271 ; and vol. xxiii.,

pp. 1, 135). As a young man of twenty-three, Comte

casually fell in with a certain Caroline Massin, a young

Parisian, of a degraded past life, of singular intelligence,

with gi'eat ambition, and many fascinating gifts. He felt

for her affection and pity, took her under his protection,

and ultimately married her. In spite of real affection on

his side, real admiration on hers, long-suffering self-

control on his ])art, and some fitful acts of self-devotion on

her part, their union became unhappy, and at last intoler-

able. She never learned either to love her husband or to

respect her own position as a wife. His entire absorption

in his work, and his defiance of the academic and literary

world, and all that it had to offer, alienated her selfish

nature; she left him more than once, and, on the com-

pletion of the polemical preface to vol. vi., she left him for

ever, after seventeen years of married life. They continued

to correspond for some years ; but separation ultimately

passed into mutual estrangement and bitter feeling. In

his last will he spoke of her with poignant reproaches, the

pround of which has now been divulged, and he described

his marriage as the one great error of his life.

It is not proposed in this brief introduction to Miss

Martineau's work to enlarge on the subsequent life and the

later works of Auguste Comte. By the intervention of

Mr. Mill, three Englishmen, Mr. Grote, Mr. Raikes Currie,

and Sir W. Molesworth, provided, in 1844, the salary of
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d£200 of which he was dejjrived ; but to the surprise, and

even the indignation, of Conite, they declined to make this

permanent. Mr. Grote and other friends made some

further contributions ; and ultimately, by the help of M.
Littrc, Dr. Charles Robin, Dr. Seg-onc], and others, a

regular subsidy was established in 1849. It began with

8,000 francs (^120), idtimately rose to 8,000 francs (^6320),

and it has been continued until the pi-esent time, in order

to carry out the purposes of the last will. On this pittance

Comte lived until his death, absorbed in his philosophic

work, and continuing the allowance to his wife. He
adopted an almost ascetic life, avoiding the use of alcohol,

coffee, tobacco, and all stimulants, limiting his food bv

weight to the minimum of two meals per diem, one of

these being of bread and milk only. During a few years

his income had been d8400, Init for the greater part of his

life it had fallen much below this amount. There can be

no question that his whole career was one of the niost

intense concentration of mind, gigantic industry, rigid

economy, and singular punctuality and exactness in all his

habits. Though far from conforming to any saintly ideal,

it was a life of devotion to philosophy, as all his biographers

agree to describe it. John Morley truly says, "Neither

Franklin nor any man that ever lived, could surpass him
in the heroic tenacity with which, in the face of a thousand

obstacles, he pursued his own ideal of a vocation."

In 1844, two years after the desertion of his wife, Comte
saw Madame Clotilde de Vaux, the sister of one of his dis-

ciples, the wife of a man of good family, condemned for

life to penal servitude. In the course of the next year, he

fell in love with her, entered into the closest intimacy with

her, which she succeeded in maintaining quite irreproach-

able, whilst he insisted on claiming her as his spiritual wife.

After one year of devoted friendship, she died in his arms,

leaving him inconsolable in what he called his veuvage
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i'ternel. From this point began the second period of his

life, and of his philosophic career. He gave public lectures

again in 1848-1850, until the hall was closed by the

Empire, and he published his second great work, the

"Positive Polity," in four vols., 1851-1854. The "Cate-

chism " was published in 1852, the " Appeal to Conserva-

tives " in 1855, and the " Subjective Synthesis " in 1856.

In the year following his health, perhaps affected by his

rigid austerity of life, began to give way, and lie died of

cancer on September 5th, 1857. He was buried in Pcre la

Chaise ; the day of his death has since been commemorated
yearly by his followers, who now for thirty-eight years have

maintained his rooms, books, and effects intact, and have

carried out the dii'ections of his last will.

This is not the place to enter on the comjjlex question

whether the subsequent works of Comte were a normal

and legitimate development of his fundamental " Philo-

sophy." Gr. H. Lewes and John Morley have amply shown

that it was, though both of them refuse their assent to the

teaching of the " Polity." But, as Mr. Morley says, for

the purposes of Comte' s career the two " ought to be

regarded as an integral whole." And he also remarks,

" A great analysis was to precede a great synthesis, but it

was the synthesis on which Comte' s vision was centred

from the first." This is now so clear from the mass of

correspondence and biogra2:)hy which recent years have

produced, that it would no doubt modify the contrary

opinion expressed by Mr. Mill, thirty years ago. When
Miss Martineau translated the " Philosopliy," more than

forty years ago, the later works of Comte were not before

her ; and, as she frankly states in her preface, the later

works of Comte are not referred to in her book at all. She

carried this decision to the very extreme point of suppress-

ing, without any mention, the last ten pages of the sixth

and concluding volume of the " Philosophy." Now, from the
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pointof view of the unity of Comte's career these ten pages are

crucial, for they contain the entire scheme of Comte's future

philosojjhical labours as he designed them in 1842. ainl as

they were ultimately carried out in the "Polity," "Cate-

chism," " Synthesis," etc., etc. These important pages

have been added by the present writer, in the condensed

form adopted by Miss Martineau.

A few words only are needed as to her very remarkable

work. It has been already shown that the singularly arti-

ficial style in which Comte chose to express his ideas, with

elaborate qualifications, provisoes, suggestions, and con-

notations crowded into every sentence, made his " Philo-

sophy " very irksome reading to any but a patient student.

The language is not at all verbose, nor are the qualifying

words useless, for every one of them adds some new idea

or guards against some misconception. But the mass of

these reiterated adjectives and adverbs certainly wearies

the average reader. Miss Martineau seized the dominant

idea of each sentence or rather paragraph—not without

much sacrifice of the continuity of thought, no little loss

in precision and accuracy of definition, sometimes a serious

omission of important matter—but on the whole with an

extraordinary gain to the freshness of impi-ession on the

general reader.

In the work already cited. M. Littre has printed three

letters of Comte to Miss Martineau on receipt of her trans-

lation of his work. He welcomes it with gratitude and
enthusiasm. He says, " I have already read the noble

preface and the excellent table of contents, as well as some
decisive chapters. And I am convinced that you have

displayed clearness of thought, truth, and sagacity in your

long and diflicult task." " The important undertaking

that you so happily conceived and have so worthily accom-

])lislied will give my ' Positive Philosophy ' a competent

audience greater than I could have hoped to find in mj
I. b
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own lifetime." " It is due to you, that the arduous study

of my fundamental treatise is now indispensable only for

the small number of those who purpose to become sys-

tematic students of philosophy. But the majority of readers,

with whom theoretic training is only intended to provide

them with practical good sense, may now prefer, and even

ought to prefer for ordinary use, your admirable condensa-

tion [sic in orig.]. It realises a wish of mine that I formed

ten years ago. And looking at it from the point of view

of future generations, I feel sure that your name will be

linked with mine, for you have executed the only one of

those works that will survive amongst all those which my
fundamental treatise has called forth."

With great generosity Miss Martiueau offered to Comte

a considerable share in the profits of her book. He declined

on the ground that he had made it a rule that all his

literary work should be gratuitous. On her still pressing on

him this offer, he consented so far as to accept her gift

towards meeting the cost of printing his " Polity."

It is right to point out that the systematic students of

Comte' s works, whilst fully accepting the condensation of

Miss Martineau for a poj^ular exposition, and admiring the

energy and skill Avith which Miss Martineau performed a

most difficult literary feat, do not admit that for purposes

of serious study, much less of hostile criticism, the English

condensation can ever dispense with knowledge of the

French original. As Comte justly said, that original

remains indispensable to students of philosophy who look

for more than a popular exposition. It could not be other-

wise. Miss Martineau reduced more than four thousand

jmges to somethmg over one thousand. And as no one of

these four thousand pages was without its careful limita-

tions cf the author's meaning, it follows that much of his

thought has Iteen presented in outline and not in detail.

Nor can it be denied that there are points, and even points
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of great importance, iu which the translator failed to grasp

the author's meaning. In a treatise of a scope so vast,

ranging over the whole held of knowledge, some such slips

were quite inevitable. It is an extraordinary fact that

they were not more numerous. Whatever they were, the

present writer has made no attemj^t to modify or even to

indicate them. It has been no jiart of his task to edit

Miss Martineau's version, which will long remain for

ordinary use, as Comte himself said, the popular form of

his great fundamental treatise of " that great analysis," to

use the words of John Morley, *' which was to precede the

great synthesis."

Frederic Harrison.
189.").

For biographies and criticisms of Comte the following

woi'ks may be consulted :

G. H. Lewes. "History of PIuloso]ihy." 5th eilition, 1S8U.

vol. 11.

J. Stuart Mill. "System of Logic," vol. ii ., and " Auouste Comte
anil Po.sltlvism,"' I860.

John Morley. CoMTE, " EncyclopcTtUa Brit.," vol. vl. ;
" Critical

Miscellanies," vol. Hi.

Littre. " Aujjnste Comte et la Phllosophle Positive," 1863.

Herbert Spencer. " Essays," vol. 111. T.Huxley. "Essays.'

"Revue Occldentale," jxtssiiu, 1878-1S95, and especially three

articles hy Lon('lianii)t, vol. xxii. \>. 271, vol. xxlll. pp. 1, 135

(1889).

Koblnet. " Vie d'Auguste Comte," 1860.

Dr. Bridges. " LTnity of Comte's Life and Doctrine," 1866.
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PREFACE
BY

HAERIET MARTINEAU.'

IT may appear strange that, in these days, when the

French language is ahiiost as familiar to English

readers as their own, I should have spent many months in

rendering into English a work which presents no diffi-

culties of language, and which is undoubtedly known to

all philosophical students. Seldom as Comte's name is

mentioned in England, there is no doubt in the minds of

students of his great work that most or all of those who
have added substantially to our knowledge for many years

past are fully acquainted with it, and are under obligations

to it which they would have thankfully acknowledged, bul

for the fear of offending the prejudices of the society in

which they live. Whichever way we look over the whole

field of science, we see the truths and ideas presented by

Comte cropping out from the surface, and tacitly recog-

nized as the fuumhition of all that is systematic in our

knowledge. This being the case, it may appear to be a

needless labour to render into our own tongue what is

clearly existing in so many of the minds which are guiding

and forming popular views. But it was not without reason

that I undertook so serious a labour, while so much work
was waiting to be done which might seem to be more
urgent.

One reason, though not the chief, was that it seems to

me unfair, through fear or indolence, to use the benefits

conferred on us by M. Comte without acknowledgment.
His fame is no doubt safe. Such a work as this is sure

' To the first edition pviljlisihed by John Chapman in 1853, in two
vohunes 8vo, of wliicli tlic present edition is a rejuint.
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of receiving due honour, sooner or later. Befon^ the end
of the century, society at large will have becume aw^are

that this work is one of the chief honour? of the century,

and that its author's name vpill rank with those of the

worthies who have illustrated former ages : hut it does

not seem to me right to assist in delaying the recognition

till the author of so noble a service is beyond the reach of

our gratitude and honour : and that it is demoralizing to

ourselves to accept and use such a boon as he has given us

in a silence which is in fact ingratitude. His honours we
cannot share : they are his own and incommunicable. His
trials we may share, and. by sharing, lighten ; and he has

the strongest claim upon us for sympathy and fellowship

in any popular disrepute which, in this case, as in all cases

of signal social service, attends upon a first movement.
Such sympathy and fellowship will. I trust, be awakeaed
and extended in proportion to the spread among us of a

popular knowledge of what M. Comte has done : and this

hope was one reason, though, as I have said, not the chief,

for my undertaking to reproduce his work in England iu a

form as popular as its nature admits.

A stronger reason was that M. Comte's work, in its

original form, does no justice to its importance, even in

France ; and much less in England. It is m the form of

lectures, the delivery of which was spread over a long

course of years ; and this extension of time necessitated

an amount of recapitulation very injurious to its interest

and philosophical aspect. M. Comte's style is singular.

It is at the same time rich and diffuse. Evcny sentence is

full fraught with meaning
;
yet it is overloaded with words.

His scrupulous honesty leads him to guard his enuncia-

tions with epithets so constantly repeated, that though, to

his own mind, they are necessary in each individual in-

stance, they become wearisome, especially towards the end
of his work, and lose their effect by constant repetition.

This practice, which might be strength in a series of in-

structions spread over twenty yeai's. becomes weakness
when those instructions are presented as a whole ; and it

appeared to me worth while to condense his work, if I

undertook nothing more, in order to divest it of the dis-

advantages arising from redundancy alone. My belief is
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that thus, if nothing more were done, it might be brought

before the minds of many who would be deterred from the

study of it by its bulk. What I have given in these two
volumes occupies in the original six volumes averaging

nearly eight hundred pages : and yet I believe it will be

found that nothing essential to either statement or illus-

tration is omitted.

My strongest inducement to this enterprise was my deep

conviction of our need of this book in my own country, in

a form which renders it accessible to the largest number
of intelligent readers. We are living in a remarkable time,

when the conflict of opinions renders a firm foundation of

knowledge indispensable, not only to our intellectual, moral,

and social progress, but to our holding such ground as we
have gained from former ages. While our science is split

up into arbitrary divisions ; while abstract and concrete

science are confounded together, and even mixed up with

their application to the arts, and with natural history

;

and while the reseai-ches of the scientific world are pre-

sented as mere accretions to a heterogeneous mass of facts,

there can be no hope of a scientific progress which shall

satisfy and benefit those large classes of students whose
business it is, not to explore, but to receive. The growth
of a scientific taste among the working classes of this

country is one of the most striking of the signs of the

times. I believe no ono can inquire into the mode of life

of young men of the middle an 1 operative classes without
being struck with the desire that is shown, and the sacri-

fices that are made, to obtain the means of scientific study.

That such a disposition should be baffled, and such study

rendered almost ineffectual, by the desultory character of

scientific exposition in England, while such a work as

Comte's was in existence, was not to be boi'ne, if a year

or two of humble toil could help, more or less, to supply
the need.

In close connection with this was another of my reasons.

The supreme dread of eveiy one who cares for the good of

nation or race is that men should be adrift for want of an
anchorage for their convictions. I believe that no one
questions that a very large proportion of our people are

now so adrift. With pain and fear, we see that a multi-
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tude, who might and should he among the wisest and best
of our citizens, are alienated for ever from the kind of

faith which sufficed for all in an organic period which has
passed away, while no one has presented to them, and
they cannot obtain for themselves, any ground of con-

viction as firm and clear as that which sufficed for our
fathers in their day. The moral dangers of such a state

of fluctuation as has thus arisen are fearful in the ex-

treme, whether the transition stage from one order of

convictions to another be long or short. The work of

M. Comte is unquestionably the greatest single eft'oi-t that

has been made to obviate this kind of danger ; and my
dee]) persuasion is that it will be found to retrieve a vast

amount of wandering, of unsound speculation, of listless

or reckless doubt, and of moral uncertainty and depression.

Whatever else may be thought of the work, it will not be
denied that it ascertains with singular sagacity and sound-

ness the foundations of human knowledge, and its true

object and scope ; and that it establishes the true tiliation

of the sciences within the bcnindaries of its own principle.

Some may wish to interpolate this or that ; some to

amplify, and perhaps, here and there, in the most obscure

recesses of the great edifice, to transpose, more or less

:

but any who cpiestion the general soundness of the exposi-

tion, or of the relations of its j^arts, are of another school,

and will simply neglect the book, and occupy themselves

as if it had never existed. It is not for such that I have
been working, but for students who are not schoolmen

;

who need conviction, and must best know when their need

is satisfied. When this exposition of Positive Philoso]>liy

unfolds itself in order before their eyes, they will, I am
persuaded, find there at least a resting-place for their

thought,—a rallying-point of their scattered speculations,

—and possibly an immoveable basis for their intellectual

and moral convictions. The time will come when the

book itself will, for a while, be most discussed on account

of the deficiencies which M. Comte himself presses on our

notice ; and when his philosophy will sustain amplifications

of which he himself does not dream. It must bo so, in

the inevitable growth of knowledge and evolution of

philosophy ; and it is the fate which the philosopher him-
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self should covet, because it is only a true book that could

survive to be so treated : but, in the meantime, it gives us

the basis that we demand, and the principle of action that

we want, and as much instruction in the procedure, and

information as to what has been already achieved, as could

be given in our time ;—perhaps more than could have been

given by any other mind of our time. Even Mathematics

is here first constituted a science, venerable and unquestion-

able as mathematical truths have been for ages past : and

we are led on, tracing as we go the clear genealogy of the

sciences, till we find ourselves among the elements of

Social science, as yet too crude and confused to be estab-

lished, like the others, by a review of what had before

been achieved ; but now, by the band of our master, dis-

criminated, arranged, and consolidated, so as to be ready

to fulfil the conditions of true science as future generations

bring their contributions of knowledge and experience to

liuild upon the foundation here laid. A thorough fami-

liarity with the work in which all this is done would avail

more to extinguish the anarchy of popular and sectional

opinion in this country than any other influence that has

yet been exerted, or, I believe, proposed.

It was under such convictions as these that I began, in

the spring of 1851, the analysis of this work, in preparation

for a translation. A few months afterwards, an unexpected

aid presented itself. My purpose was related to the late

Mr. Lombe, who was then residing at Florence. He was
a perfect stranger to me. He told me, in a subsequent

letter, that he had wished, for many years, to do what I

was then attempting, and had been prevented only by ill

health. My estimate of M. Comte's work, and my expecta-

tions from its introduction into England in the form of a

condensed translation, were fully shared by him ; and, to

my utter amazement, he sent me, as the first act of our
correspondence, an order on his bankers for .£500. There
was time, before his lamented death, for me to communi-
cate to him my views as to the disposal of this money, and
to obtain the assurance of his approbation. We planned
that the larger proportion of it should be expended in

getting out the work, and promoting its circulation. Tlie

last words of his last letter were an entreaty that I would
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let him know if more money would, in any way, improve
the quality of my version, or aid the pi'oniulgation of the
book. It was a matter of deep concern to me that he died

before I could obtain his opinion as to the manner in

which I was doing my work. All that remained was to

carry oi;t his wishes as far as possible ; and to do this, no
pains have been spared by myself, or by Mr. Chapman,
who gave him the information that called forth his bounty.

As to the method I have pursued with my worlv,—thei'e

will be different opinions about it, of course. Some will

wish that there had been no omissions, while others would
have complained of length and heaviness, if I had ottered

a complete translation. Some will ask why it is not a
close version as far as it goes ; and others, I have reason

to believe, would have preferred a brief account, out of my
own mind, of what Comte's philosophy is, accompanied by
illustrations of my own devising. A wider ex]!ectation

seems to be that I should record my own dissent, and that

of some critics of much more weight, from certain of

M. Comte's views. I thought long and anxiously of this
;

and I was not insensible to the temptation of entering my
])rotest, here and there, against a statement, a conclusion,

or a method of treatment. I should have been better

satisfied still to have adduced some critical opinions of

much higher value than any of mine can be. But my
deliberate conclusion was that this was not the place nor

the occasion for any such controversy. What I engaged to

<lo was to present M. Comte's first gi-eat work in a useful

form for English study : and it appears to me that it would
be presum])tuous to thrust in my own criticisms, and out

of place to insert those of others. Those others can s|>eak

for themselves, and the readers of the book can criticize it

for themselves. No doubt, they may be trusted not to

mistake my silence for assent, nor to charge me with

neglect of such criticism as the work has already evoked in

this country. While I have omitted some pages of the

Author's comments on French affairs, I have not attempted

to alter his French view of European politics. In short, I

have endeavoured to bring M. Comte and his English

readers face to face, with as little drawback as possible

from intervention.
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This by no means implies tliat the translation is a close

one. It is a very free translation. It is more a condensa-

tion than an abridgment : but it is an abridgment too.

My object was to convey the meaning of the original in the

clearest way I could ; and to this all other considerations

were made to yield. The serious view that I have taken

of my enterprise is proved by the amount of labour and of

pecuniary sacrifice that I have devoted to my task. Where
I have erred, it is from want of ability ; for I have taken
all the pains I could.

One suggestion that I made to Mr. Lombe, and that he
approved, was that the three sections—Mathematics, Astro-

nomy, and Physics—should be revised by a qualified man
of science. My personal friend, Professor Nichol, of

Grlasgow, was kind enough to undertake this service.

After two careful readings, he suggested nothing material

in the way of alteration, in the case of the first two
sections, except the omission of Conite's speculation on the

possible mathematical verification of Laplace's Cosmogony.
But more had to be done with regard to the treatment of

Physics. Every reader will see that that section is the

weakest part of the book, in regard both to the organization

and the details of the subject. In regard to the first, the

author explains the fact, from the nature of the case,—that

Physics is rather a repository of somewhat fragmentary
portions of physical science, the correlation of which is not

yet clear, than a single circumscribed science. And we
must say for him, in regard to the other kind of imperfec-

tion, that such advances have been made in almost every

department of Physics since his second volume was pub-
lished, that it would Vie unfair to ]:)resent what he wrote
under that head in 1835 as what he would have to say

now. The choice lay therefore between almost re-writing

this portion of M. Comte's work, or so Jargelv abridging it

that only a skeleton presentment of general principles

should remain. But as the system of Positive Philosophy
is much less an Expository than a Critical work, the latter

alternative alone seemed open, under due consideration of

justice to the Author. I have adopted therefore the plan
of extensive omissions, and have retained the few short

memoranda in which Professor Nichol sutrgested these, as
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uotes. Although this gentleman has sanctioned my pre-

sentment of Comte's chapters on Mathematics and Physics,

it must not be inferred that he agrees with his Method iu

Mental Philosophy, or assents to other conclusions held of

main importance by the disciples of the Positive Philo-

sophy. The conti'ary, indeed, is so apparent in the tenour

of his own writings, that so far as his numerous readers

are concerned, this remark need not have l>een offered.

With the reservation I have made, I am bound to take the

entire responsibility,—the Work being absolutely and
wholly my own.

It will be observed that M. Comte's later works are not

referred to in any part of this book. It appears to me
that they, like our English criticisms on the present Work,
had better be treated of sepai-ately. Here his analytical

genius has full scope ; and what there is of synthesis is, in

regard to social science, merely what is necessary to render

his analysis possilile and available. For various reasons, I

think it best to stop here, feeling assured that if this Work
fulfils its function, all else with which M. Comte lias

thought fit to follow it up will be obtained as it is

demanded.
During the whole course of my long task, it has appeared

to me that Comte's work is the strongest embodied rebuke

ever given to that form of theological intolerance which
censures Positive Philosophy for pride of reason and low-

ness of morals. The imputation will not be dropped, and
the enmity of the religious world to the book wall not

slacken for its appearing among us in an English version.

It cannot lie otherwise. The theological world cannot but

hate a book which ti'eats of theological belief as a transient

state of the human mind. And again, the preachers and
teachers, of all sects and schools, who keep to the ancient

practice, once inevitable, of contemplating and judging of

the universe from the point of view of their own minds,

instead of having learned to take their stand out of them-

selves, investigating from the universe inwards, and not

from wdthin outwards, must necessarily think ill of a work
which exposes the futility of their method, and the worth-

lessness of the results to which it leads. As M. Comte
treats of theology and metaphysics as destined to pass
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away, theologians and metapliysiciaus must necessarily

abhor, dread, and despise his work. They merely express

their own natural feelings on behalf of the objects of their

reverence and the purpose of their lives, when they charge
Positive Philosophy with irreverence, lack of aspiration,

hardness, deficiency of grace and beauty, and so on. They
are no judges of the case. Those who are—those who have
passed through theology and metapthysics. and. finding

what they are now worth, have risen above them—will

pronounce a very ditt'erent judgment on the contents of

this book, though no appeal for such a judgment is made
in it, and this kind of discussion is nowhere expiessly pro-

vided for. To those who have learned the difficult task of

postponing dreams to realities till the beauty of reality is

seen in its full disclosure, while that of dreams melts into

darkness, the moral charm of this work will be as im-
pressive as its intellectual satisfactions. The aspect in

which it presents Man is as favourable to his moral discip-

line, as it is fresh and stinndating to his intellectual taste.

We find ourselves suddenly living and moving in the midst of

the univei'se,—as a part of it. and not as its aim and object.

We find ourselves living, not under capricious and arbi-

trary conditions, unconnected with the constitution and
movements of the whole, but under great, general, in-

variable laws, which operate on us as a part of the whole.

Certainly, I can conceive oi no instruction so favourable to

aspii'ation as that which shows us how great are our
faculties, how small our knowledge, how sublime the

heights which we may hope to attain, and how boundless
an infinity may be assumed to spread out beyond. Wc
find here indications in passing of the evils we suffer from
our low aims, our selfish passions, and our proud ignor-

ance ; and in contrast with them, animating displays of

the beauty and glory of the everlasting laws, and of the

sweet serenity, lofty courage, and noble resignation that

are the natural consequence of pursuits so pure, and aims
so true, as those of Positive Philosophy. Pride of intellect

surely abides with those Avho insist on belief without
evidence and on a pliilost)phy derived from their own in-

tellectual action, without material and corroboration from
without, and not with those Avho are too scrupulous and
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too humble to transcend evidence, and to add, ovit of their

own imaginations, to that which is, and may be, referred

to other judgments. If it be desired to extinguish ]»re-

sumption, to diuw away from low aims, to fill life with
worthy occupations and elevating pleasures, and to raise

human hope and human effort to the highest attainable

point, it seems to me that the best resource is the pursuit

of Positive Philosophy, with its train of noble truths and
irresistible inducements. The prospects it opens are

boundless ; for among the laws it establishes that of

human progress is conspicuous. The virtues it fosters are

all those of which Man is capable ; and the noblest ai"e

those which are more eminoDtly fostered. The habit of

truth-seeking and truth-speaking, and of true dealing with

self and with all things, is evidently a primary requisite
;

and this habit once perfected, the natural conscience, thus
disciplined, will train up all other moral attributes to some
equality with it. To all who know what the stndy of

philosophy really is,—which means the study of Positive

Philosophy,—its effect on human aspiration and human
discij)line is so plain that any doubt can be explained only

on the supposition that accusers do not know what it is

that they are calling in question. My hoj^e is that this

book may achieve, besides the purposes entertained by its

author, the one more that he did not intend, of conveying

a sufficient rebuke to those who, m theological selfishness

or metaphysical pride, speak evil of a philosophy which is

too lofty and too simple, too humble and too generous, for

the habit of their minds. The case is clear. The law of

])rogress is conspicuously at work throughout human his-

tory. The only field of progress is now that of Positive

Philosophy, under whatever name it may be known to the

real students of eveiy sect ; and therefore must that philo-

sophy be favourable to those virtues whose repression

would be incompatible with progress.
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THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY OF

AUGUSTE COMTE.

INTEODUCTION.

CHAPTER I.

ACCOUNT OF THE AIM OF THIS WOKK. VIEW OF THE NATURE
AND IMPORTANCE OF THE POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY.

A GENERAL statement of any system of philosophy
may be either a sketch of a doctrine to be established,

or a summary of a doctrine already established. If greater

value belongs to the last, the first is still important, as

characterizing from its origin the subject to be treated.

In a case like the present, where the proposed study is

vast and hitherto indeterminate, it is esjjecially important
that the field of research should be marked out with all

possible accuracy. For this purpose, I will glance at the
considerations which have originated this work, and which
will be fully elaborated in the course of it.

In order to understand the true value and character of

the Positive Philosophy, we must take a brief general view
of the progressive course of the human mind, regarded as

a whole ; for no conception can be understood otherwise
than through its history.

From the study of the development of

human intelligence, in all directions, and progress"™*"
through all times, the discovery arises of a °

*

great fundamental law, to which it is necessarily subject,

and which has a solid foundation of pi'oof, both in the
facts of our organization and in our historical experience.

The law is this :—that each of our leading conceptions,

—

I. B
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each braucli of our knowledge,—passes successively through

three different theoretical conditions : the Theological, or

fictitious ; the Metaphysical, or abstract ; and the Scientific,

or positive. In other words, the human mind, by its

nature, employs in its progress three methods of philoso-

phizing, the character of which is essentially different, and

even radically oj^posed : viz., the theological method, the

metaphysical, and the positive. Hence arise three philoso-

phies, or general systems of conceptions on the aggregate

of phenomena, each of which excludes the others. The
first is the necessary point of departure of the human
understanding ; and the third is its fixed and definitive

state. The second is merely a state of transition.

In the theological state, the human mind,
^

' ^ • seeking the essential nature of beings, the

first and final causes (the origin and i^urpose) of all effects,

—in short, Absolute knowledge,—supposes all phenomena to

be produced by the immediate action of suj)ernatural beings.

, „ In the metaphysical state, which is only a
econ e .

j^Q(j^f^(,g^^|Qjj^ Qf the first, the mind supposes,

instead of supernatural beings, abstract forces, veritable

entities (that is, personified abstractions) inherent in all

beings, and capable of producing all phenomena. What
is called the explanation of phenomena is, in this stage, a

mere reference of each to its proper entity.

™, . , ^^ In the final, the positive state, the mind
" ' has given over the vain search after Absolute

notions, the origin and destination of the universe, and the

causes of phenomena, and applies itself to the study of

their laws,—that is, their invariable relations of succession

and resemblance. Reasoning and observation, duly com-

bined, are the means of this knowledge. What is now
understood when we speak of an explanation of facts is

simply the establishment of a connection between single

phenomena and some general facts, the number of which

continually diminishes with the progress of science.

The Theological system arrived at the

of each.*''

^''''"*'
highest perfection of which it is capable

when it substituted the providential action of

a single Being for the varied operations of the numerous
divinities which had been before imagined. In the same
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way, in the last stage of the Metaphysical system, meu
substitute one great entity (Nature) as the cause of all

phenomena, instead of the multitude of entities at first

supposed. In the same way, again, the ultimate perfection

of the Positive system would be (if such perfection could
be hoped for) to represent allphenomena as j^articular aspects

of a single general fact ;—such as Gravitation, for instance.

The importance of the working of this general law will

be established hereafter. At j^resent, it must suffice to

point out some of the grounds of it.

There is no science which, having attained

the positive stage, does not bear marks of
the Kw^^*^

*^

having passed through the others. Some
time since it was (whatever it might be) composed, as we can
now perceive, of metaphysical abstractions ; and, further

back in the course of time, it took its form from theological

conceptions. We shall have only too much . , ,

occasion to see, as we proceed, that our

most advanced sciences still bear very evident marks of

the two earlier periods through which they have passed.

The progress of the individual mind is not only an illus-

tration, but an indirect evidence of that of the general

mind. The j^oiut of departure of the individual and of

the race being the same, the phases of the mind of a man
correspond to the epochs of the mind of the race. Now,
each of us is aware, if he looks back upon his own history,

that he was a theologian in his childhood, a metaphysician
in his youth, and a natural philosopher in his manhood. All
men who are up to their age can verify this for themselves.

Besides the observation of facts, we have theoretical

reasons in support of this law.

The most important of these reasons arises rpi
..g+jcni

from the necessity that always exists for

some theory to which to refer our facts, combined with the

clear impossibility that, at the outset of human knowledge,

men could have formed theories out of the observation of

facts. All good intellects have rej^eated, since Bacon's

time, that there can be no real knowledgs but that which
is based on observed facts. This is incontestible, in our

present advanced stage ; but, if we look back to the

primitive stage of human knowledge, we shall see that it
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must have been otherwise then. If it is true that every

theory must be based upon observed facts, it is equally

true that facts cannot be observed without the guidance of

some theory. Without such guidance, our facts would be
desultory and fruitless ; we could not retain them : for the

most part we could not even perceive them.

Thus, between the necessity of observing facts in order

to form a theory, and having a theory in order to observe

facts, the human mind would have been entangled in a

vicious circle, but for the natural opening afforded by
Theological conceptions. This is the fundamental reason

for the theological character of the primitive philosophy.

This necessity is confirmed by the perfect suitability of the

theological philosophy to the earliest researches of the

human mind. It is remarkable that the most inaccessible

questions,—those of the nature of beings, and the origin

and purpose of phenomena,—should be the first to occur

in a primitive state, while those which are really within

our reach are regarded as almost unworthy of serious

study. The reason is evident enough :—that experience

alone can teach us the measure of our powers ; and if men
had not begun by an exaggerated estimate of what they

can do, they would never have done all that they are capable

of. Our organization requires this. At such a period

there coxild have been no reception of a positive philosophy,

whose function is to discover the laws of phenomena, and
whose leading characteristic it is to regard as interdicted

to human reason those sublime mysteries which theology

explains, even to their minutest details, with the most
attractive facility. It is just so under a practical view of

the nature of the researches with which men first occupied

themselves. Such inquiries offered the powerful charm of

unlimited empire over the external world,—a world destined

wholly for our use, and involved in every way with our

existence. The theological philosophy^ presenting this view,

administered exactly the stimulus necessary to incite the

human mind to the irksome labour without which it could

make no progress. We can now scarcely conceive of such

a state of things, our reason having become sufficiently

mature to enter upon laborious scientific researches, without

needing any such stimulus as wrought upon the imagina-
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tions of astrologers and alchemists. We have motive enough
in the hope of discovering the laws of phenomena, with a
view to the confii-mation or rejection of a theory. But it

could not be so in the earliest days ; and it is to the
chimeras of astrology and alchemy that we owe the long
series of observations and experiments on which our positive

science is based. Kepler felt this on behalf of astronomy,
and Berthollet on behalf of chemistry. Thus was a spon-
taneous philosophy, the theological, the only possible be-
ginning, method, and provisional system, out of which the
Positive philosophy could grow. It is easy, after this, to
perceive how Metaphysical methods and doctrines must
have afforded the means of transition from the one to the
other.

The human understanding, slow in its advance, could
not step at once from the theological into the positive

philosophy. The two are so radically opposed, that an
intermediate system of conceptions has been necessary to
render the transition possible. It is only in doing this, that
Metaphysical conceptions have any utility whatever. In
contemplating phenomena, men substitute for supernatural
direction a corresponding entity. This entity may have
been supposed to be derived from the supernatural action

:

but it is more easily lost sight of, leaving attention free

for the facts themselves, till, at length, metaphysical agents
have ceased to be anything more than the abstract names
of phenomena. It is not easy to say by what other process
than this our minds could have passed from supernatural
considerations to natural ; from the theological system to
the positive.

The Law of human development being thus established,

let us consider what is the proper nature of the Positive
Philosophy.

As we have seen, the first characteristic of Character of

the Positive Philosophy is that it regards all the Positive

phenomena as subjected to invariable natural Philosophy.

Laws. Our business is,—seeing how vain is any research

into what are called Causes, whether first or final,—to

pursue an accurate discovery of these Laws, with a view
to reducing them to the smallest possible number. By
speculating upon causes, we could solve no difficulty about
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oi'igin and purpose. Our real business is to analyse accu-

rately the circumstances of phenomena, and to connect

them by the natural relations of succession and resemblance.

The best illustration of this is in the case of the doctrine

of Gravitation. We say that the general phenomena of

the universe are explained by it, becaiise it connects under
one head the whole immense variety of astronomical facts

;

exhibiting the constant tendency of atoms towards each

other in direct proportion to their masses, and in inverse

proportion to the squares of their distances ; whilst the

general fact itself is a mere extension of one which is per-

fectly familiar to us, and which we therefore say that we
know ;—the weight of bodies on the surface of the earth.

As to what weight and attraction are, we have nothing to

do with that, for it is not a matter of knowledge at all.

Theologians and metaphysicians may imagine and refine

about such questions ; but positive philosophy rejects

them. When any attempt has been made to explain them,

it has ended only in saying that attraction is universal

weight, and that weight is terrestrial attraction: that is,

that the two orders of j^henomena are identical ; which is

the point fi'om which the question set out. Again, M.
Fourier, in his fine series of researches on Heat, has given

us all the most important and precise laws of the pheno-

mena of heat, and many large and new truths, without

once inquiring into its nature, as his predecessors had done
when they disputed about calorific matter and the action of

an universal ether. In treating his subject in the Positive

method, he finds inexhaustible material for all his activity of

research, without betaking himself to insoluble questions.

History of the Before ascertaining the stage which the

Positive Phi- Positive Philosophy has reached, we must
losophy. bear in mind that the different kinds of our
knowledge have passed through the three stages of progress

at different rates, and have not therefore arrived at the

same time. The rate of advance depends on the nature of

the knowledge in question, so distinctly that, as we shall

see hereafter, this consideration constitutes an accessory to

the fundamental law of progress. Any kind of knowledge
reaches the positive stage early in proportion to its gene-

rality, simplicity, and independence of other departments.
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Astronomical science, wliicli is above all made np of facts

tliat are general, simple, and independent of other sciences,

arrived first ; then terrestrial Physics ; then Chemistry
;

and, at length, Physiology.

It is difficult to assign any precise date to this revolution

in science. It may be said, like everything else, to have
been alvrays going on ; and especially since the labours of

Aristotle and the school of Alexandria ; and then from the

introdiiction of natural science into the West of Europe by
the Arabs. But, if we must fix upon some marked period,

to serve as a rallying point, it must be that,—about tvro

centuries ago,—when the human mind was astir under the

precepts of Bacon, the conceptions of Descartes, and the

discoveries of Galileo. Then it was that the spirit of the

Positive philosophy rose \vp in opposition to that of the

superstitious and scholastic systems which had hitherto

obscured the true character of all science. Since that date,

the progress of the Positive philosophy, and the decline of

the other two, have been so marked that no rational mind
now doubts that the revolution is destined to go on to its

completion,^every branch of knowledge being, sooner or

later, brought within the operation of Positive philosophy.

This is not yet the case. Some are still lying outside : and-

not till they are brought in will the Positive philosophy

possess that character of universality which is necessary to

its definitive constitution.

In mentioning just now the four principal categories of

phenomena,—astronomical, physical, chemical, and jjhysio-

logical,—there was an omission which will have been
noticed. Nothing was said of Social pheno- ]s[ew depart-
mena. Though involved with the physio- ment of Posi-

logical. Social phenomena demand a distinct ^ive philoso-

elassification, both on account of their im- 1'
^^'

portance and of tbeir difficulty. They are the most indi-

vidual, the most complicated, the most dependent on all

others ; and therefore they must be the latest,—even if

they had no special obstacle to encounter. This branch of ^

science has not hitherto entered into the domain of Positive ,

philosophy. Theological and metaphysical methods, ex-

ploded in other departments, are as yet exclusively applied,

both in the way of inquiry and discussion, in all treatment
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of Social subjects, though the best minds are heartily

weary of eternal disputes about divine right and the sove-

reignty of the people. This is the great, while it is

evidently the only gap which has to be filled, to constitute,

solid and entire, the Positive Philosophy. Now that the

human mind has grasped celestial and terrestrial physics,

—mechanical and chemical; organic physics, both vege-

table and animal,—there remains one science, to fill up
the series of sciences of observation,—Social physics.

This is what men have now most need of : and this it is the

principal aim of the jDresent work to establish.

r, • 1 Til • It would be absurd to pretend to offer this
Social Physics. .

,
.

^
i , , ,new science at once m a complete state.

Others, less new, are in very unequal conditions of forward-

ness. But the same character of positivity which is im-
pressed on all the others will be shown to belong to this.

This once done, the philosophical system of the moderns
will be in fact complete, as there will then be no pheno-
menon which does not naturally enter into some one of the

five great categories. All our fundamental conceptions

having become homogeneous, the Positive state will be
fully established. It can never again change its character,

though it will be for ever in course of development by
additions of new knowledge. Having acquired the character

of universality which has hitherto been the only advantage
resting with the two preceding systems, it will supersede

them by its natural supeinority, and leave to them only an
historical existence.

„ , . We have stated the special aim of this
becondary aim i tx t i i •

of this work "work. Its secondary and general aim is

this :—to review what has been effected in

the Sciences, in order to show that they are not radically

separate, but all branches from the same trunk. If we had
confined ourselves to the first and special object of the

work, we should have produced merely a study of Social

physics : whereas, in introducing the second and general, we
offer a study of Positive philosophy, passing in review all

the positive sciences already formed.

To review the ^^^ jDurpose of this work is not to give au
Ijhik)sophy of account of the Natural Sciences. Besides
tlie Sciences, that it would be endless, and that it would
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require a scientific preparation sucli as no one man possesses,

it would be ajiart from our object, which is to go through a

course of not Positive Science, but Positive Philosophy.

We have only to consider each fundamental science in its

relation to the whole'positive system, and to the spirit which
characterizes it ; that is, with regard to its methods and its

chief results.

The two aims, though distinct, are inseparable ; for, on
the one hand, there can be no positive jjliilosophy without

a basis of social science, without which it could not be all-

comprehensive ; and, on the other hand, we could not pursue

Social science without having been prepared by the study

of phenomena less complicated than those of society, and
furnished with a knowledge of laws and anterior facts

which have a bearing upon social science. Though the

fundamental sciences are not all equally interesting to

ordinary minds, there is no one of them that can be
neglected in an inquiry like the pi'esent ; and, in the eye of

philosophy, all are of equal value to human welfare. Even
those which appear the least interesting have their own
value, either on account of the perfection of their methods,
or as being the necessary basis of all the others.

Lest it should be suY>posed that our course
^ p„j„i ;*.

,

will lead us into a wilderness of such special

studies as are at present the bane of a true positive philo-

sophy, we will briefly advert to the existing prevalence of

such special pursuit. In the primitive state of human
knowledge there is no regular division of intellectual

labour. Every student cultivates all the sciences. As
knowledge accrues, the sciences part off; and students de-

vote themselves each to some one branch. It is owing to this

division of employment, and concentration of whole minds
upon a single department, that science has made so pro-

digious an advance in modern times ; and the perfection of

this division is one of the most important characteristics of

the Positive philosophy. But, while admitting all the

merits of this change, we cannot be blind to the eminent
disadvantages which arise from the limitation of minds to

a particidar study. It is inevitable that each should be

possessed with exclusive notions, and be thei'efore in-

capable of the general superiority of ancient students.
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who actually owed that general superiority to the in-

feriority of their knowledge. We must consider whether
the evil can be avoided without losing the good of the

modern arrangement ; for the evil is becoming urgent.

We all acknowledge that the divisions established for the

convenience of scientific pursuit are radically artificial ; and
yet there are very few who can embrace in idea the whole
of any one science : each science moreover being itself only

a part of a great whole. Almost every one is busy about
his own particular section, without much thought about its

relation to the general system of positive knowledge. We
must not be blind to the evil, nor slow in seeking a remedy.

We must not forget that this is the weak side of the posi-

tive philosophy, by which it may yet be attacked, with

some hope of success, by the adherents of the theological and
metaphysical systems. As to the remedy, it certainly does

not lie in a return to the ancient confusion of pursuits,

which would be mere retrogression, if it were possible,

which it is not. It lies in perfecting the division of em-
ployments itself,—in carrying it one degree higher,-—in

constituting one more speciality from the study of scientific

generalities. Let us have a new class of students, suitably

Proposed new prepared, whose business it shall be to take
class of stu- the respective sciences as they are, determine
dents. i\^Q sjjirit of each, ascertain their relations

and mutual connection, and reduce their respective princi-

ples to the smallest number of general principles, in con-

formity with the fundamental rules of the Positive Method.
At the same time, let other students be j)rei3ared for their

special pursuit by an education which recognizes the whole
scope of positive science, so as to profit by the labours of

the students of generalities, and so as to correct recipro-

cally, under that guidance, the residts obtained by each.

We see some aj^proach already to this arrangement. Once
established, there would be nothing to apprehend from any
extent of division of employments. When we once have a

class of learned men, at the disposal of all others, whose
business it shall be to connect each new discovery with the

general system, we may dismiss all fear of the great whole
being lost sight of in the pursuit of the details of know-
ledge. The organization of scientific research will then be
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complete ; and it will henceforth have occasion only to ex-

tend its development, and not to change its character.

After all, the formation of such a new class as is proposed

would be merely an extension of the principle which has
created all the classes we have. While science was narrow,

there was only one class : as it expanded, more were insti-

tuted. With a further advance a fresh need arises, and
this new class will be the result.

The general spirit of a course of Positive Advantages of

Philosophy having been thus set forth, we the Po.sitive

must now glance at the chief advantages t*liilosopliy.

which may be derived, on behalf of human progression,

from the study of it. Of these advantages, four may be
especially pointed out.

I. The study of the Positive Philosophy lllnstratesthe

affords the only rational means of exhibiting Intellectual

thelogical laws of thehuman mind, which have function,

hitherto been sought by unfit methods. To explain what
is meant by this, we may refer to a saying of M. de Blain-

ville, in his work on Comparative Anatomy, that every

active, and especially every living being, may be regarded
under two relations—the Statical and the Dynamical ; that

is, under conditions or in action. It is clear that all con-

siderations range themselves under the one or the other of

these heads. Let us apply this classification to the intel-

lectual functions.

If we regard these functions under their Statical aspect

—that is, if we consider the conditions under which they
exist—we must determine the organic circumstances of the

case, which inquiry involves it with anatomy and physiology.

If we look at the Dynamic aspect, we have to study simply
the exercise and results of the intellectual powers of the

human race, which is neither more nor less than the general

object of the Positive Philosophy. In short, looking at all

scientific theories as so many great logical facts, it is

only by the thorough observation of these facts that we can
arrive at the knowledge of logical laws. These being the
only means of knowledge of intellectual phenomena, the

illusory psychology, which is the last phase of theology, is

excluded. It pretends to accomplish the discovery of the

laws of the human mind by contemplating it in itself
;
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that is, by separating it from causes and effects. Such
an attempt, made in defiance of the physiological study
of our intellectual organs, and of the observation of

rational methods of procedure, cannot succeed at this time
of day.

The Positive Philosophy, which has been rising since the

time of Bacon, has now secured such a preponderance, that

the metaphysicians themselves profess to ground their pre-

tended science on an observation of facts. They talk of ex-

ternal and internal facts, and say that their business is with
the latter. This is much like saying that vision is explained

by luminous objects painting their images upon the retina.

To this the physiologists reply that another eye woiild be

needed to see the image. In the same manner, the mind
may observe all phenomena but its own. It may be said

that a man's intellect may observe his passions, the

seat of the reason being somewhat apart from that of

the emotions in the brain ; but there can be nothing
like scientific observation of the passions, except from,

without, as the stir of the emotions disturbs the observ-

ing faculties more or less. It is yet more out of the ques-

tion to make an intellectual observation of intellectual

processes. The observing and observed organ are here the

same, and its action cannot be pure and natural. In order

to observe, your intellect must j^ause from activity
;
yet it

is this very activity that you want to observe. If you can-

not effect the pause, you cannot observe : if you do effect

it, there is nothing to observe. The results of such a

method are in proportion to its absurdity. After two
thousand years of psychological jjursuit, no one proposition

is established to the satisfaction of its followers. They are

divided, to this day, into a multitude of schools, still dis-

jjuting about the very elements of their doctrine. This in-

terior observation gives birth to almost as many theories as

there are observers. We ask in vain for any one discovery,

great or small, which has been made under this method.

The psychologists have done some good in keeping up the

activity of our understandings, when there was no better

work for our faculties to do ; and they may have added
something to our stock of knowledge. If they have done

so, it is by practising the Positive method—by observing
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the progress of tlie liuman mind in the light of science

;

that is, by ceasing, for the moment, to be psychologists.

The view just given in relation to logical Science becomes
yet more striking when we consider the logical Art.

The Positive Method can be judged of only in action.

It cannot be looked at by itself, apart from the work
on which it is employed. At all events, such a contempla-
tion would be only a dead study, which could produce
nothing in the mind which loses time upon it. We may
talk for ever about the method, and state it in terms very
wisely, withoi:t knowing half so much about it as the man
who has once j^ut it in practice ujDon a single particular of

actual research, even without any philosophical intention.

Thus it is that psychologists, by dint of reading the pre-

cepts of Bacon and the discourses of Descartes, have mis-
taken their own dreams for science.

Without saying whether it will ever be possible to estab-

lish a priori a true method of investigation, independent
of a philosophical study of the sciences, it is clear that the
thing has never been done yet, and that we are not capable
of doing it now. We cannot as yet explain the great
logical procedures, apart from their ajiplications. If we
ever do, it will remain as necessary then as now to

form good intellectual habits by studying the regular
application of the scientific methods which we shall have
attained.

This, then, is the first great result of the Positive Philo-
sophy—the mai^ifestation by experiment of the laws which
rule the Intellect in the investigation of truth ; and, as

a consequence the knowledge of the general rules suitable

for that object.

II. The second effect of the Positive Must re^ene-

Philosophy, an effect not less important and late Educa-

far more urgently wanted, will be to regene- *^'^"-

rate Education.

The best minds are agreed that our European education,

still essentially theological, metaphysical, and literary,

must be superseded by a Positive training, conformable to

our time and needs. Even the governments of our day
have shared, where they have not originated, the attempts
to establish positive instruction ; and this is a striking in-
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dication of the prevalent sense of what is wanted. While
encouraging such endeavours to the utmost, we must not

however conceal from ourselves that everything yet done
is inadequate to the object. The j^resent exclusive speciality

of our pursuits, and the consequent isolation of the sciences,

spoil our teaching. If any student desires to form an idea

of natural philosophy as a whole, he is compelled to go

through each department as it is now taught, as if he were

to be only an astronomer, or only a chemist ; so that, be

his intellect what it may, his training must remain very

imperfect. And yet his object requires that he should

obtain general positive concej^tious of all the classes of

natural phenomena. It is such an aggregate of concep-

tions, whether on a great or on a small scale, which must
henceforth be the permanent basis of all human combina-

tions. It will constitute the mind of future generations.

In order to this regeneration of our intellectual system, it

is necesary that the sciences, considered as branches from
one trunk, should yield us, as a whole, their chief methods
and their most important results. The specialities of

science can be pursued by those whose vocation lies in that

direction. They are indispensable ; and they are not likely

to be neglected ; but they can never of themselves renovate

our system of Education ; and, to be of their full use, they

must rest upon the basis of that general instruction which

is a direct result of the Positive Philosophy.

Advances HI- The same special study of scientific

sciences by generalities must also aid the progress of the
combining respective positive sciences : and this consti-
them. tutes our third head of advantages.

The divisions which we establish between the sciences

are, though not arbitrary, essentially artificial. The sub-

ject of our researches is one : we divide it for our con-

venience, in order to deal the more easily with its difficul-

ties. But it sometimes happens—-and especially with the

most important doctrines of each science—that we need

what we cannot obtain under the present isolation of the

sciences,—a combination of sevei'al special points of view

;

and for want of this, very important problems wait for

their solution much longer than they otherwise need do.

To go back into the past for an examj)le : Descartes' grand
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conception with regard to analytical geometry is a dis-

covery which has changed the whole aspect of mathe-
matical science, and yielded the germ of all future pro-

gress ; aud it issued from the union of two sciences which
had always before been separately regai'ded and pursued.

The case of pending questions is yet more impressive ; as,

for instance, in Chemistry, the doctrine of Definite Propor-
tions. Without entering upon the discussion of the funda-
mental principle of this theoxy, we may say with assurance

that, in order to determine it—in order to determine
whether it is a law of nature that atoms should necessarily

combine in fixed numbers,—it will be indispensable that

the chemical point of view should be united with the
physiological. The failure of the theory with regard to

organic bodies indicates that the cause of this immense
exception must be investigated ; and such an inquiry be-

longs as much to physiology as to chemistry. Again, it is

as yet undecided whether azote is a simj^le or a compound
body. It was concluded by almost all chemists that azote

is a simple body ; the illustrious Berzelius liesitated, on
purely chemical considerations ; but he was also influenced

by the physiological observation that animals which receive

no azote in their food have as much of it in their tissues as

carnivorous animals. From this we see how physiology
must unite with chemistry to inform us whether azote is

simple or compound, and to institute a new series of re-

searches upon the relation between the composition of

living bodies and their mode of alimentation.

Such is the advantage which, in the third place, we shall

owe to Positive philosophy—the elucidation of the respec-

tive sciences by their combination. In the fourth place

IV. The Positive Philosophy offers the

only solid basis for that Social Reorganiza- „^,j.\.^„;„(!;'

'

tion which must succeed the critical condition

in which the most civilized nations are now living.

It cannot be necessary to prove to anybody who reads

this work that Ideas govern the world, or throw it into

chaos ; in other words, that all social mechanism rests upon
Opinions. The great political and moral crisis that societies

are now undergoing is shown by a rigid analysis to arise

out of intellectual anarchy. While stability in funda-
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mental maxims is the first condition of genuine social

order, we are suffering under an utter disagreement which
may be called universal. Till a certain number of general

ideas can be acknowledged as a rallying-point of social

doctrine, the nations will remain in a revolutionary state,

whatever palliatives may be devised; and their institutions

can be only provisional. But whenever the necessary

agreement on first principles can be obtained, appropriate

institutions will issue from them, without shock or resis-

tance ; for the causes of disorder will have been arrested

by the mere fact of the agreement. It is in this direction

that those must look who desire a natural and regular, a

normal state of society.

Now, the existing disorder is abundantly accounted for

by the existence, all at once, of three incompatible philo-

sophies,—the theological, the metaphysical, and the posi-

tive. Any one of these might alone secure some sort of

social order ; but while the three co-exist, it is impossible

for us to understand one another upon any essential point

whatever. If this is true, we have only to ascertain which
of the philosophies must, in the nature of things, prevail

;

aud, this ascertained, every man, whatever may have been
his former views, cannot but concur in its triumph. The
problem once recognized cannot remain long unsolved ; for

all considerations whatever point to the Positive Philosophy
as the one destined to prevail. It alone has been advancing
during a course of centuries, throughout which the others

have been declining. The fact is incontestable. Some
may deplore it, but none can destroy it, nor therefore

neglect it but under penalty of being betrayed by illusory

speculations. This genei'al revolution of the human mind
is nearly accomplished. We have only to complete the

Positive Philosophy by bringing Social phenomena within

its comprehension, and afterwards consolidating the whole
into one body of homogeneous doctrine. The marked pre-

ference which almost all minds, from the highest to the

commonest, accord to positive knowledge over vague and
mystical conceptions, is a pledge of what the reception of

this philosophy will be when it has acquired the only

quality that it now wants—a character of due generality.

When it has become complete, its supremacy will take
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place spontaneously, and will re-establisli order throughout
society. There is, at present, no conflict but between the
theological and the metaphysical philosophies. They are

contending for the task of reorganizing society ; but it is a
work too mighty for either of them. The positive philo-

sophy has hitherto intervened only to examine both, and
both are abuudaiitly discredited by the process. It is

time now to be doing something more effective, without
wasting our forces in needless controversy. It is time to

complete the vast intellectual operation begun by Bacon,
Descartes, and Galileo, by constructing the system of

general ideas which must henceforth j^revail among the
human race. This is the way to put an end to the revolu-

tionary crisis which is tormenting the civilized nations of

the world.

Leaving these four points of advantage, we must attend
to one precautionary reflection.

Because it is proposed to consolidate the No hope of re-

whole of our acquired knowledge into one chiction to a

body of homogeneous doctrine, it must not single law.

be supposed that we are going to study this vast variety as

proceeding from a single principle, and as subjected to a
single law. There is something so chimerical in attempts
at universal explanation by a single law, that it may be as

Avell to secure this Work at once from any imputation of

the kind, though its development will show how luideserved
such an imputation would be. Our intellectual resources
are too narrow, and the universe is too complex, to leave

any hope that it will ever be within our power to carry
scientific perfection to its last degree of simplicity. More-
over, it appears as if the value of such an attainment, sup-
posing it possible, were greatly overrated. The only way,
for instance, in which we could achieve the business, would
be by connecting all natural phenomena with the most
general law we know,^—which is that of Gravitation, by
which astronomical phenomena are already connected witli

a portion of terrestrial physics. Laplace has indicated
that chemical phenomena may be regarded as simple
atomic effects of the Newtonian attraction, modified by
the form and mutual position of the atoms. But sup-
posing this view jjroveable (which it cannot be wliile we are

I. c
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without data about the constitution of bodies), the difficulty

of its application would doubtless be found so great that

we must still maintain the existing division between
astronomy and chemistry, with the difference that we now
regard as natural that division which we should then call

artificial. Laplace himself presented his idea only as a

philosophic device, incapable of exercising any useful in-

fluence over the progress of chemical science. Moreover,
supposing this insuperable difficulty overcome, we should

be no nearer to scientific unity, since we then should still

have to connect the whole of physiological phenomena with

the same law, which certainly would not be the least diffi-

cult part of the enterprise. Yet, all things considered, the

hypothesis we have glanced at would be the most favour-

able to the desired unity.

The consideration of all phenomena as referable to a

single origin is by no means necessary to the systematic

formation of science, any more than to the realization of the

great and happy consequences that we anticipate from the

positive philosophy. The only necessary unity is that of

Method, which is already in great part established. As for

the doctrine, it need not be one ; it is enough that it should

be homogeneous. It is, then, under the double aspect of

unity of method and homogeneousness of doctrine that we
shall consider the different classes of positive theories in

this work. While pursuing the philosophical aim of all

science, the lessening of the number of general laws

requisite for the explanation of natural phenomena, we
shall regard as presumptuous every attemj^t, in all future

time, to reduce them rigorously to one.

Having thus endeavoured to determine the spii'it and
influence of the Positive Philosophy, and to mark the goal

of our labours, we have now to proceed to the exposition of

the system ; that is, to the determination of the universal,

or encyclopaedic order, which must regulate the different

classes of natural j^henomena, and consequently the corre-

sjionding jDositive sciences.
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CHAPTER II.

VIEW OF THE HIERARCHY OF THE POSITIVE SCIENCES.

IN proceeding to offer a Classificatiou of the Sciences, we
must leave on one side all others that have as yet been

attempted. Snch scales are those of Bacon and D'Alembert
are constructed upon an arbitrary division of Faihireof pro-

the faculties of the mind ; whereas, our posed classiti-

principal faculties are often engaged at the cations,

same time in any scientific pursuit. As for other classifica-

tions, they have failed, through one fault or another, to

command assent : so that there are almost as many schemes
as there are individuals to propose them. The failui-e has
been so conspicuous, that the best minds feel a prejudice

against this kind of enterprise, in any shape.

Now, what is the reason of this ?—For one reason, the
distribution of the sciences, having become a somewhat
discredited task, has of late been undertaken chiefly by
persons who have no sound knowledge of any science at all.

A more important and less personal reason, however, is,

the want of homogeueousness in the different parts of the
intellectual system,—some having successively become posi-

tive, while others remain theological or metai^hysical.

Among such incoherent materials, classification is of course

impossible. Every attempt at a distribution has failed

from this cause, without the distributor being able to

see why ;—without his discovering that a radical con-

trariety existed between the materials he was endeavouring
to combine. The fact was clear enough, if it had but been
understood, that the enterprise was premature ; and that

it was useless to undertake it till our principal scientific

conceptions should all have become positive. The preceding

chapter seems to show that this indispensable condition

may now be considered fulfilled : and thus the time has
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arrived for laying down a sound and durable system of

scientific order.

We may derive encouragement from tbe example set by
recent botanists and zoologists, whose philosophical labours

have exhibited the true principle of classification ; viz. that

the classification must proceed from the study of the

things to be classified, and must by no means be deter-

mined by a priori considerations. The real afiinities and
natural connections presented by objects being allowed to

determine their order, the classification itself becomes the

expression of the most general fact. And thus does the

positive method apply to the question of classification

itself, as well as to the objects included under it. It follows

True principle that the mutual dependence of the sciences,

—

of classifica- a dependence resulting from that of the corre-
tion. sponding phenomena,—must determine the

arrangement of the system of human knowledge. Before

proceeding to investigate this mutual dependence, we have
only to ascertain the real bounds of the classification pro-

posed : in other words, to settle what we mean by human
knowledge, as the subject of this work.

„ , . . The field of human labour is either specula-
lioundaries or , ,

.

, ,i ^

,

-v

our field
""^^^ ^'' ^^ction : and thus, we are accustomed
to divide our knowledge into the theoretical

and the practical. It is obvious that, in this inquiry, we
have to do only with the theoretical. We are not going
to treat of all human notions whatever, but of those funda-
mental conceptions of the different orders of phenomena
which furnish a solid basis to all combinations, and are not

founded on any antecedent intellectual system. In such a
study, speculation is our material, and not the application

of it,—except where the application may happen to throw
back light on its speculative origin. This is probably what
Bacon meant by that First Philosophy which lie declared to

be an extract from the whole of Science, and which has
been so differently and so strangely interpreted by his

metaphysical commentators.
There can be no doubt that Man's study of nature must

furnish the only basis of his action upon nature ; for it is

only by knowing the laws of phenomena, and thus being
able to foresee them, that we can, in active life, set them
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to modify one another for our advantage. Our direct

natural power over everything about us is extremely weak,

and altogether disproportioned to our needs. Whenever
we effect anything great it is through a knowledge of

natural laws, by which we can set one agent to work upon
another,—even very weak modifying elements producing a
change in the results of a large aggregate of causes. The
relation of science to art may be summed up in a brief

expression

:

From Science comes Prevision : from Prevision comes
Action.

We must not, however, fall into the error of our time, of

regarding Science chiefly as a basis of Art. However great

may be the services rendered to Industry by science, how-
ever true may be the saying that Knowledge is Power, we
must never forget that the sciences have a higher destina-

tion still ;—and not only higher but more direct ;—that of

satisfying the craving of our understanding to know the

laws of phenomena. To feel how deep and urgent this

need is, we have only to consider for a moment the physio-

logical effects of consternation, and to remember that the

most terrible sensation we are capable of, is that which we
experience when aiiy phenomenon seems to arise in violation

of the familiar laws of nature. This need of disposing

facts in a comprehensible order (which is the proper object

of all scientific theories) is so inherent in our organization,

that if we could not satisfy it by positive conceptions, we
must inevitably return to those theological and metaphy-
sical explanations which had their origin in this very fact

of human nature.—It is this original tendency which acts

as a preservative, in the minds of men of science, against

the narrowness and incompleteness which the practical

habits of our age are apt to produce. It is through this

that we are able to maintain just and noble ideas of the

importance and destination of the sciences ; and if it were
not thus, the human understanding would soon, as Con-
dorcet has observed, come to a stand, even as to the practical

applications for the sake of which higher things had been
sacrificed ; for, if the arts flow from science, the neglect of

science must destroy the consequent arts. Some of the

most important arts are derived from speculations pvu'sued
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duriBg long ages with a purely scientific intention. For
instance, the ancient Greek geometers delighted themselves
with beautiful sj^eculations on Conic Sections ; those specu-

lations wrought, after a long series of generations, the

renovation of astronomy ; and out of this has the art of

navigation attained a perfection which it never could have
reached otherwise than through the speculative labours of

Archimedes and Apollonius : so that, to iise Condorcet's

illustration, " the sailor who is preserved from shipwreck
by the exact observation of the longitude, owes his life to

a theory conceived two thousand years before by men of

genius who had in view simply geometrical speculations."

Our business, it is clear, is with theoretical researches,

letting alone their practical application altogether. Though
we may conceive of a course of study which should unite

the generalities of speculation and application, the time
is not come for it. To say nothing of its vast extent, it

would require preliminary achievements which have not
yet been attempted. We must first be in possession of

appropriate Special concejjtions, formed according to scien-

tific theories ; and for these we have yet to wait. Mean-
time, an intermediate class is rising up, whose particular

destination is to organize the relations of theory and prac-

tice ; such as the engineers, who do not labour in the

advancement of science, but who study it in its existing

state, to apply it to practical purposes. Such classes are

furnishing us with the elements of a future body of doc-

trine on the theories of the different arts. Already, Monge,
in his view of descriptive geometry, has given us a general

theory of the arts of construction. But we have as yet

only a few scattered instances of this nature. The time

will come when out of such results, a dejjartment of Positive

philosophy may arise : but it will be in a distant future.

If we remember that several sciences are implicated in

every important art,—that, for instance, a true theory of

Agriculture requires a combination of physiological, chemi-
cal, mechanical, and even astronomical and mathematical
science,— it will be evident that true theories of the arts

must wait for a large and equable develo])ment of these

constituent sciences.

One more preliminary remark occurs, before we finish the
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prescription of our limits,—the ascertainment of our field

of inquiry. We must distinguish between the two classes

of Natural science ;—the abstract or general,
Abstract

which have for their object the discovery of science,

the laws which regulate phenomena in all

conceivable cases : and the concrete, particu- Concrete

lar, or descriptive, which are sometimes called
science.

Natural sciences in a restricted sense, whose function it is

to apply these laws to the actual history of existing beings.

The first are fundamental ; and oiir business is with them
alone, as the second are derived, and however important,

not rising into the rank of our subjects of contemplation.

We shall treat of physiology, but not of botany and
zoology, which are derived from it. We shall treat of

chemisti-y, but not of mineralogy, which is secondary to it.

We may say of Concrete Physics, as these secondary
sciences are called, the same thing that we said of theories

of the arts,—that they require a preliminai'y knowledge of

several sciences, and an advance of those sciences not yet

achieved ; so that, if there were no other reason, we must
leave these secondary classes alone. At a future time
Concrete Physics will have made progress, according to

the development of Abstract Physics, and will afford a
mass of less incoherent materials than those which it now
presents. At present, too few of the students of these
secondary sciences appear to be even aware that a due
acquaintance with the primary sciences is requisite to all

successful prosecution of their own.
We have now considered.

First, that science being composed of speculative know-
ledge and of practical knowledge, we have to deal only
with the first ; and

Second, that theoretical knowledge, or science properly so

called, being divided into general and particular, or abstract
and concrete science, we have again to deal only with the first.

Being thus in possession of our proper subject, duly
prescribed, we may proceed to the ascertainment of the
true order of the fundamental sciences.

The classification of the sciences is not so

easy a matter as it may appear. However
elLificSion.

natural it may be, it will always involve
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something, if not arbitrary, at least artificial ; and in so far,

it will always involve imperfection. It is impossible to

fulfil, quite rigorously, the object of presenting the sciences

iu their natural connection, and according to their mutual
dependence, so as to avoid the smallest danger of being in-

volved in a vicious circle. It is easy to show why.

Historical and Every science may be exhibited under two
dogmatic methods or procedures, the Historical and
methods. ^i^q Dogmatic. These are wholly distinct from
each other, and any other method can be nothing but some
combination of these two. By the first method know-
ledge is presented in the same order in which it was actu-

ally obtained by the human mind, together with the way
iu which it was obtained. By the second, the system of

ideas is presented as it might be conceived of at this day,

by a mind which, duly prepared and placed at the right

l>oint of view, should begin to reconstitute the science as a

whole. A new science must be pursued historically, the

only thing to be done being to study in chronological order

the different works which have contributed to the progress

of the science. But when such materials have become re-

cast to form a general system, to meet the demand for a
moi*e natural logical order, it is because the science is too

far advanced for the historical order to be practicable or

suitable. The more discoveries are made, the greater be-

comes the labour of the historical method of study, and the

more effectual the dogmatic, because the new conceptions

bring forward the earlier ones in a fresh light. Thus, the

education of an ancient geometer consisted simply in the

study, in their due order, of the very small number of original

treatises then existing on the dilferent parts of geometry.
The writings of Archimedes and Apollonius were, in fact,

about all. On the contrary, a modern geometer comnronly
finishes his education without having read a single original

work dating further back than the most recent discoveries,

which cannot be known by any other means. Thus the

Dogmatic Method is for ever superseding the Historical, as

we advance to a higher j^osition in science. If every mind
had to pass through all the stages that every predecessor

iu the study had gone through, it is clear that, however
easy it is to learn rather than invent, it would be impossible
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to effect the purpose of education,—to place the student

on the vantage-ground gained by the labours of all the

men who have gone before. By the dogmatic method this

is done, even though the living student may have only an
ordinary intellect, and the dead may have been men of lofty

genius. By the dogmatic method, therefore, must every

advanced science be attained, with so much of the historical

combined with it as is rendered necessary by discoveries

too recent to be studied elsewhere than in their own records.

The only objection to the preference of the Dogmatic method
is that it does not show how the science was attained; but
a moment's reflection will show that this is the case also

with the Historical method. To pursue a science histori-

cally is quite a different thing from learning the history of

its progress. This last pertains to the study of human
history, as we shall see when we reach the final division of

this work. It is true that a science cannot l)e completely
understood without a knowledge of how it arose ; and again,

a dogmatic knowledge of any science is necessary to an un-
derstanding of its history ; and therefore we shall notice, in

treating of the fundamental sciences, the incidents of their

origin, when distinct and illustrative ; and we shall use
their history, in a scientific sense, in our treatment of Social

Physics ; but the historical study, important, even essential,

as it is, remains entirely distinct from the 2)roper dogmatic
study of science. These considerations, in this place, tend
to define more precisely the spirit of our course of inquiry,

while they more exactly determine the conditions imder
which we may hope to succeed in the construction of a true

scale of the aggregate fundamental sciences. Great con-

fusion would arise from any attempt to adhere strictly to

historical order in our exposition of the sciences, for they
have not all advanced at the same rate ; and we must be
for ever borrowing from each some fact to illustrate another,
without regard to priority of origin. Thus, it is clear that,

in the system of the sciences, astronomy must come before
physics, properly so called : and yet, several branches of

physics, above all, optics, are indispensable to the complete
exposition of astronomy. Minor defects, if inevitable, can-
not invalidate a classification which, on the whole, fulfils

the principal conditions of the case. They belong to what
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is essentially artificial in our division of intellectual labour.

In the main, however, our classification agrees with the

history of science ; the more general and simple sciences

actually occurrring first and advancing best in human his-

tory, and being followed by the more complex and restricted,

though all wei'e, since the earliest times, enlarging simul-

taneously.

A simple mathematical illustration will precisely represent

the difficulty of the question we have to resolve, while it

will sum up the preliminary considerations we have just

concluded.

We propose to classify the fundamental sciences. They
are six, as we shall soon see. We cannot make them less

;

and most scientific men would reckon them as more. Six

objects admit of 720 different dispositions, or, in populai"

language, changes. Thus we have to choose the one right

order (and there can be but one right) out of 720 possible

ones. Very few of these have ever been proposed
;
yet we

might venture to say that there is probably not one in favour

of which some plausible reason might not be assigned ; for

Ave see the wildest divergences among the schemes which
have been proposed,—the sciences which are placed by some
at the head of the scale being sent by others to the further

extremity. Our problem is, then, to find the one rational

order, among a host of possible systems.

True principle Now we must remember that we have to

of classifica- look for the principle of classification in the
t'ion. comparison of the different orders of pheno-
mena, through which science discovers the laws which are

her object. What we have to determine is the real de-

pendence of scientific studies. Now, this dependence can
result only from that of the corresponding phenomena.
All observable ]>henomena may be included within a very

few natural categories, so arranged as that the study of

each category may be grounded on the principal laws of the

preceding, and serve as the basis of the next ensuing.

This order is determined by the degree of simplicity,

GeneraUty. <^>r. what comes to the same thing, of gene-

rality of their phenomena. Hence results
Dependence. their successive dependence, and the greater

or lesser facility for being studied.
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It is clear, a priori, that the most simple phenomena
must be the most general; for whatever is observed in the

greatest number of cases is of course the most disengaged

from the incidents of particular cases. We must begin

then with the study of the most general or simple pheno-
mena, going on successively to the more particular or com-
plex. This must be the most methodical way, for this

order of generality or simplicity fixes the degree of facility

in the study of phenomena, while it detennines the neces-

sary connection of the sciences by the successive depen-
dence of their phenomena. It is worthy of remark in this

j^lace that the most general and simple phenomena are the

furthest removed from Man's ordinary sphere, and must
thereby be studied in a calmer and more rational frame of

mind than those in which he is more nearly implicated

;

and this constitutes a new ground for the corresponding

sciences being developed more rapidly.

We have now obtained our rule. Next we j^roceed to our
classification.

We ai'e first struck by the clear division of Inor<jcanic ami

all natural phenomena into two classes—of Organic phe-

inorganic and of organic bodies. The orga- n"i»ena.

nized are evidently, in fact, more complex and less general

than the inorganic, and depend upon them, instead of

being depended on by them. Therefore it is that physio-

logical study should begin with inorganic phenomena

;

since the organic include all the qualities belonging to

them, with a special order added, viz. the vital phenomena,
which belong to organization. We have not to investigate

the nature of either ; for the positive philosophy does not

inquire into natures. Whether their nature be supposed
different or the same, it is evidently necessary to separate

the two studies of inorganic matter and of living bodies.

Our classification will stand through any future decision as

to the way in which living bodies are to be regarded ; for,

on any supposition, the general laws of inorganic physics

must be established before we can proceed with success to

the examination of a dependent class of phenomena.
Each of these great halves of natural t t

philosophy has subdivisions, inorganic phy-
sics must, in accordance with our rule of generality and the
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order of dependence of phenomena, be divided into two
, . , ^ sections—of celestial and terrestrial pheno-

mena. Thus we have Astronomy, geometri-

cal and mechanical, and Terrestrial Physics. The neces-

sity of this division is exactly the same as in the former
case.

Astronomical phenomena are the most general, simple,

aud abstract of all ; and therefore the study of natural

philosoj^hy must clearly begin with them. They are them-
selves independent, while the laws to which they are subject

influence all others whatsoever. The general eifects of

gravitation preponderate, in all terrestrial phenomena, over

all effects which may be peculiar to them, and modify the

original ones. It follows that the analysis of the simplest

terrestrial phenomenon, not only chemical, but even purely

mechanical, presents a greater complication than the most
compound astronomical phenomeuon. The most difficult

astronomical question involves less intricacy than the

sinaple movement of even a solid body, when the determin-

iug circumstances are to be computed. Thus we see that

we must separate these two studies and proceed to the

second only through the first, from which it is derived.

In the same manner, we find a natural division of Terres-

trial Physics into two, according as we regard bodies in

their mechanical or their chemical character.
2. 1 hysics. Hence we have Physics, properly so called,

3 Chemistrv. ''^^^ Chemistry. Again, the second class

must be studied through the first. Chemi-
cal phenomena are more complicated than mechanical, and
depend upon them, without influencing them in return.

Every one knows that all chemical action is first submitted

to the influence of weight, heat, electricity, etc., and pre-

sents moreover something which modifies all these. Thus,

while it follows Physics, it presents itself as a distinct

science.

Such are the divisions of the sciences relating to in-

TT Orpa-vto organic matter. An analogous division arises

in the other half of Natural Philosophy—the

science of organized bodies.

Here we find ourselves j^resented with two orders of

phenomena ; those which relate to the individual, and
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those which relate to the species, especially when it is

gregarious. With regard to Man, especially, this distinc-

tion is fundamental. The last order of phenomena is

evidently dependent on the first, and is more complex.
Hence we have two great sections in organic physics

—

Physiology, properly so called, and Social

Physics, which is dependent on it. In all ^' P'lysiology.

Social phenomena we perceive the working 2 Sociolof-v
of the physiological laws of the individual

;

and moreover something which modifies their effects, and
which belongs to the influence of individuals over each
other—singularly complicated in the case of the human
race by the influence of generations on their successors.

Thus it is clear that our social science must issue from that
which relates to the life of the individual. On the other
hand, there is no occasion to suppose, as some eminent
physiologists have done, that Social Physics is only an
appendage to physiology. The phenomena of the two
are not identical, though they are homogeneous ; and it is

of high importance to hold the two sciences separate.

As social conditions modify the operation of physiological

laws, Social Physics must have a set of observations of
its own.

It would be easy to make the divisions of the Organic
half of Science correspond with those of the Inorganic, by
dividing j^hysiology into vegetable and animal, according
to popular custom. But this distinction, however im-
portant in Concrete Physics (in that secondary and special

class of studies before declared to be inappropriate to this

wox'k), hardly extends into those Abstract Physics with
which we have to do. Vegetables and animals come alike
under our notice, when our object is to learn the general
laws of life—that is, to study physiology. To say nothing
of the fact that the distinction grows ever fainter and
more dubious with new discoveries, it bears no relation
to our plan of research ; and we shall therefore consider
that there is only one division in the science of organized
bodies.

Thus we have before us Five fundamental
Sciences in successive dependence,—Astro-

gcien^*^^^''^
.nomy, Physics, Chemistry, Physiology, and
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finally Social Physics. The first considers the most general,

simple, abstract, and remote phenomena known to ns, and
those which affect all others without being affected by them.

The last considers the most particular, compound, concrete

phenomena, and those which are the most interesting to

Man. Between these two, the degrees of speciality, of

complexity, and individuality are in regular proportion to

the place of the respective sciences in the scale exhibited.

Ti --n- f This—casting out everything arbitrary—we
must regard as the true fihation ot the

sciences ; and in it we find the plan of this work.
. As we proceed, we shall find that the same

their parts principle which gives this order to the whole
body of science arranges the parts of each

science ; and its soundness will therefore be freshly attested

us often as it presents itself afresh. There is no refusing

a principle which distributes the interior of each science

after the same method with the aggregate sciences. But
this is not the place in which to do more than indicate what
we shall contemplate more closely hereafter. We must
now rapidly review some of the leading properties of the
hierarchy of science that has been disclosed.

Corroborations. This gradation is in essential conformity

. with the order which has spontaneously

lication follows
taken place among the branches of natural

the order of philosophy, when pursued separately, and
disclosure of without any purposeofestablishing such order,
sciences. Such an accordance is a strong presumption

that the arrangement is natural. Again, it coincides with

the actual development of natural philosophy. If no lead-

ing science can be effectually pursued otherwise than

through those which precede it in the scale, it is evident

that no vast development of any science could take place

prior to the great astronomical discoveries to which we owe
the impulse given to the whole. The progression may
since have been simultaneous ; but it has taken place in

the order we have recognized.

This consideration is so important that it

ro-eneousnS." i^ difiicult to understand without it the
° •

'
•

]^jg^Qj,y Qf ^]^Q human mind. The general

law which governs this history, as we have already seen,
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cannot be verified, unless we combine it with the scientific

gradation just laid down : for it is according to this grada-
tion that the different human theories have attained in

succession the theological state, the metaphysical, and
finally the positive. If we do not bear in mind the law
which governs progression, we shall encounter insurmount-
able difiiculties : for it is clear that the theological or meta-
physical state of some fundamental theories must have
temporarily coincided with the positive state of others
which precede them in our established gradation, and
actually have at times coincided with them ; and this

must involve the law itself in an obscurity which can be
cleared up only by the classification we have proposed.

Again, this classification marks, with pre- 3. Marks rela-

cision, the relative perfection of the different tive perfection

sciences, which consists in the degree of pre- ^^ sciences,

cision of knowledge, and in the relation of its different

branches. It is easy to see that the more general, simple,

and abstract any phenomena are, the less they depend on
others, and the more jjrecise they are in themselves, and
the more clear in their relations with each other. Thus,
organic phenomena are less exact and systematic than
inorganic ; and of these again terrestrial are less exact and
systematic than those of astronomy. This fact is completely

accounted for by the gradation we have laid down ; and
we shall see as we proceed, that the possibility of applying
mathematical analysis to the study of phenomena is exactly

in proportion to the rank which they hold in the scale of

the whole.

There is one liability to be guarded against, Defects are in

which we may mention here. We must beware iis, not in

of confounding the degree of precision which science.

we are able to attain in regard to any science, with the cer-

tainty of the science itself. The certainty of science, and
our precision in the knowledge of it, are two very different

things, which have been too often confounded ; and are so

still, though less than formerly. A very absurd proposition

may be very precise ; as if we should say, for instance, that

the sum of the angles of a triangle is equal to three right

angles ; and a very certain proposition may be wanting in

precision in our statement of it ; as, for instance, when we
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assert that every man will die. If the different sciences

offer to us a varying degree of precision, it is frona no want
of certainty in themselves, but of our mastery of their

phenomena.
The most interesting property of our

Education formula of gradation is its effect on educa-

tion, both general and scientific. This is its

direct and unquestionable result. It will be more and
more evident as we proceed, that no science can be effectually

pursued without the preparation of a competent knowledge
of the anterior sciences on which it depends. Physical

])hiloso])hers cannot understand Physics without at least a

general knowledge of Astronomy ; nor Chemists, without
Physics and Astronomy ; nor Physiologists, without

Chemistry, Physics, and Astronomy ; nor, above all, the

students of Social philosophy, without a general knowledge
of all the anterior sciences. As such conditions are, as yet,

rarely fulfilled, and as no organization exists for their

fulfilment, there is amongst us, in fact, no rational scientific

education. To this may be attributed, in great part, the

imperfection of even the most important sciences at this

day. If the fact is so in regard to scientific education, it

is no less striking in regard to general education. Our
intellectual system cannot be renovated till the natural

sciences are studied in their proper order. Even the highest

understandings are apt to associate their ideas according

to the order in which they were received : and it is only

an intellect here and there, in any age, which in its utmost
vigour can, like Bacon, Descartes, and Leibnitz, make a

clearance in their field of knowledge, so as to reconstruct

from the foundation their system of ideas.

Such is the operation of our great law

Method upon scientific education through its effect

on Doctrine. We cannot appreciate it duly
without seeing how it affects Method.
As the phenomena which are homogeneous have been

classed under one science, while those which belong to

other sciences are heterogeneous, it follows that the Positive

Method must be constantly modified in an uniform manner
in the T-ange of the same fundamental science, and will

luidergo modifications, different and more and more com-
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pound, in passing from one science to another. Thus,

under the scale laid down, we shall meet with it in all its

varieties ; which could not happen if we were to adopt a

scale which should not fulfil the conditions we have ad-

mitted. This is an all-important consideration ; for if, as

we have already seen, we cannot understand the positive

method in the abstract, but only by its application, it is

clear that we can have no adequate conception of it but by
studying it in its varieties of application. Wo one science,

however well chosen, could exhibit it. Though the Method
is always the same, its j^rocedure is varied. For instance,

it should be Observation with regard to one kind of

phenomena, and Experiment with regard to another ; and
different kinds of experiment, according to the case. In
the same way, a general precept, derived from one funda-
mental science, however applicable to another, must have
its spirit preserved by a reference to its origin ; as in the

case of the theory of Classifications. The best idea of the

Positive Method would, of course, be obtained by the study
of the most primitive and exalted of the sciences, if we
were confined to one ; but this isolated view would give no
idea of its capacity of application to others in a modified
form. Each science has its own proper advantages ; and
without some knowledge of them all, no conception can be
formed of the power of the Method.
One more consideration must be briefly

adverted to. It is necessary, not only to have
o/sciences"*^

^

a general knowledge of all the sciences, but
to study them in their order. What can come of a study

of complicated phenomena, if the student have not learned,

by the contemplation of the simpler, what a Law is, what
it is to Observe ; what a Positive conception is ; and even

what a chain of 2*easoning is ? Yet this is the way our
young physiologists proceed every day,—plunging into the

study of living bodies, without any other preparation than
a knowledge of a dead language or two, or at most a super-

ficial acquaintance with Physics and Chemistry, acquired

without any philosophical method, or reference to any true

point of departure in Natural philosophy. In the same
way, with x'egard to Social phenomena, which are yet more
complicated, what can be effected but by the rectification

I. D
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of tlie intellectnal iustrument, through an adequate study

of the range of anterior phenomena ? There are many who
admit this : but they do not see how to set about the

work, nor understand the Method itself, for want of the

preparatory study ; and thus, the admission remains barren,

and social theories abide in the theological or metaphysical

state, in spite of the efforts of those who believe themselves

positive reformers.

These, then, are the four points of view under which Ave

have recognized the importance of a Rational and Positive

Classification.

AT . . ,. . r^.^r. It cannot but have been observed that in
Mathematics. .. „ ., . ,,

our enumeration of the sciences there is a

prodigious omission. We have said nothing of Mathe-
matical science. The omission was intentional ; and the

reason is no other than the vast importance of mathe-
matics. This science will be the first of which we shall

treat. Meantime, in order not to omit from our sketch a

department so prominent, we may indicate here the general

results of the study we are about to enter upon.

. , In the present stage of our knowledge we
'^ ' must regard Mathematics less as a constituent

part of natural philosophy than as having been, since the

. , . time of Descartes and Newton, the true basis

of the whole of natural jihilosophy ; though
it is, exactly sj^eaking, both the one and the other. To us

it is of less value for the knowledge of which it consists,

substantial and valuable as that knowledge is, than as

... , beinof the most powerful instrument that the

human mind can employ m the investigation

of the laws of natural phenomena.
In due precision, Mathematics must be

science divided into two great sciences, quite distinct

from each other—Abstract Mathematics, or

the Calculus (taking the word in its most extended sense),

and Concrete Mathematics, which is composed of General
Geometry and of Rational Mechanics. The Concrete part

is necessarily founded on the Abstract, and it becomes
in its turn the basis of all natural philosophy ; all the

phenomena of the universe being regarded, as far as

possible, as geometrical or mechanical.
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The Abstract portion is the only one which Abstract ma-
is purely instrumental, it being simply an thematics an

immense extension of natural logic to a cer- nistruinent.

tain order of deductions. G-eometry and Concrete ma-
mechanics must, on the contrary, be re- tlieniatics a

garded as true natural sciences, founded, science,

like all others, on observation, though, by the extreme
simplicity of their phenomena, they can be systematized
to much greater perfection. It is this capacity which
has caused the experimental character of their first

principles to be too much lost sight of. But these two
physical sciences have this peculiarity, that they are now,
and will be more and more, employed rather as method
than as doctrine.

It needs scarcely be j^ointed out that in placing Mathe-
matics at the head of Positive Philosophy, we are only ex-

tending the application of the jsrincijile which has governed
our whole Classification. We are simply carrying back our
principle to its first manifestation. Geometricaland Mechani-
cal phenomena are the most general, the most simple, the
most abstract of all,—the most irreducible to others, the
most independent of them ; serving, in fact, as a basis to all

others. It follows that the study of them is an indispen-

sable preliminary to that of all others. Therefore must
Mathematics hold the first place in the Mathematics
hierarchy of the sciences, and be the point pre-eminent

of departure of all Education, whether general ^" the scale.

or special. In an empirical way, this has hitherto been the
custom,—a custom which arose from the great antiquity of

mathematical science. We now see why it must be
renewed on a rational foundation.

We have now considered, in the form of a philosophical

problem, the rational plan of the study of the Positive

Philosophy. The order that results is this ; an order
which of all possible arrangements is the only one that

accords with the natural manifestation of all phenomena.
Mathematics, Astronomy, Physics, Chemistry, Physio-
logy, Social Physics.
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BOOK I.

MATHEMATICS.

CHAPTER I.

MATHEMATICS, ABSTRACT AND COKCRETE.

WE are now to enter upon the study of the first of the

Six great Sciences ; and we begin by establishing

the importance of the Positive Philosophy in perfecting the

character of each science in itself.

Though Mathematics is the most ancient and the most
perfect science of all, the general idea of it is far from
being clearly determined. The definition of the science,

and its chief divisions, have remained up to this time vague
and uncertain. The plural form of the name (grammati-
cally used as singular) indicates the want of unity in its

philosophical character, as commonly conceived. In fact,

it is only since the beginning of the last century that it

could be conceived of as a whole ; and since that time

geometers have been too much engaged on its different

branches, and in apjjlying it to the most important laws of

the universe, to have much attention left for the general

system of the science. Now however the pursuit of its

specialities is no longer so engrossing as to exclude us from
the study of Mathematics in its unity. It has now reached

a degree of consistency which admits of the effort to reduce

its parts into a system, in preparation for further advance.

The latest achievements of mathematicians have prepared
the way for this by evidencing a character of unity in its

principal parts which was not before known to exist. Such
is eminently the sjiirit of the great author of the Theory of

Eunctions and of Analytical Mechanics.
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The common description of Mathematics, „ . .

as the science of Magnitudes, or, somewhat
niath"matics*

more i^ositively, the science which relates to

the Measurement of Mag7iitudes, is too vague and unmean-
ing to have been used but for want of a better. Yet the

idea contained in it is just at bottom, and is even suffi-

ciently extensive, if proj^erly understood ; but it needs
precision and depth. It is important in such matters not

to depart unnecessarily from notions generally admitted
;

and we will therefore see how, from this point of view, we
can rise to such a definition of Mathematics as will be
adequate to the importance, extent, and difficulty of the

science.

Our first idea of measuring a magnitude
r^-i

i. f

is simply that of comparing the magnitude mathematics,
in question with another supposed to be
known, which is taken for the unit of comparison among
all others of the same kind. Thus, when we define mathe-
matics as being the measurement of magnitudes, we give a
very imperfect idea of it, and one which seems to bear no
relation, in this respect, to any science whatever. We seem
to speak only of a series of mechanical procedures, like a
superposition of lines, for obtaining the comparison of

magnitudes, instead of a vast chain of reasonings, inex-

haustible by the intellect. Nevertheless, this definition

has no other fault than not being deep enough. It does
not mistake the real aim of mathematics, but it presents as

direct an object which is usually indirect ; and thus it mis-

leads us as to the nature of the science. To rectify this,

we must attend to a general fact, which is easily estab-

lished ; that the direct measurement of a magnitude is

often an impossible operation ; so that if we had no other

means of doing what we Avant, we must often forego the
knowledge we desire. We can rarely even measure a right

line by another right line ; and this is the simplest measure-
ment of all. The very first condition of this is that we
should be able to traverse the line from one end to the

other ; and this cannot be done with the greater number of

the distances which interest us the most. We cannot do
it with the heavenly bodies, nor with the earth and any
heavenly body, nor even with many distances on the earth

;
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aud again, the length must be neither too great nor too

small, and it must be conveniently situated ; and a line

which could be easily measured if it were horizontal be-

comes impracticable if vertical. There are so few lines

capable of being directly measured with precision, that

we are compelled to resort to artificial lines, created to

admit of a direct determination, aud to be the point of

refei'ence for all others. If there is difficulty about the

m.easurement of lines, the embarrassment is much greater

when we have to deal with surfaces, volumes, velocities,

times, forces, etc., and in general with all other magni-
tudes susceptible of estimate, and, by their nature, difficult

of direct measurement. It is the general fact of this diffi-

culty, inherent in almost every case, which necessitates the

formation of mathematical science ; for, finding direct

measurement so often impossible, we are compelled to

devise means of doing it indirectly. Hence arose Mathe-
matics.

. The general method employed, and the

method only conceivable one, is to connect the mag-
nitudes in question with some that can be

directly determined, and thus to ascertain the former,

through their relations with the latter. Such is the precise

object of Mathematics, regarded as a whole. To form any-

thing like a wortliy idea of it, we must remember that the

indirect determination of magnitudes may have many
degrees of indirectness. It often happens that the magni-
tudes to which undetermined magnitudes are to be referred

cannot themselves be measured directly, and must them-
selves be made the subject of a prior process, and so on
through a whole series ; and thus, the mind is often

obliged to establish a long course of intermediaries between
the one aud the other point of the inquiry—points which
may appear at the outset to have no connection whatever.

-p . , If this appears too abstract, it may become
plain by a tew examples. In observmg a

falling body, we are aware that two quantities are involved :

the height from which the body falls, and the time
occupied in its descent. These two quantities are connected,

as they vary together, and together remain fixed. In the
language of mathematicians, they are functions of each
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other. The measurement of one being impracticable, it is

supplied by that of the other. By observing the time
occupied by a stone in falling down a j^recipice, we can
ascertain the height of the precipice as accurately as if we
could measure it with a horizontal line. In another case,

we may be able to know the height whence a body has
fallen, and unable to observe the time with precision, and
then we must have recourse to the inverse cjuestion,—to

determine the time by the distance ; as, for instance, if we
were to inquire how long it would take for a body to fall

from the moon. In these cases, the question is very

simple, supposing we do not complicate it with considera-

tions of intensity of gravity, resistance of a fluid medium,
etc. But, to enlarge the question, we must contemplate
the phenomenon in its greatest generality by supposing the

fall to be oblique, and taking into account all the principal

circumstances. Then, instead of two variable quantities,

simply connected, the phenomenon will present a consider-

able number,—the sjDace traversed, whether in a vertical or

horizontal direction ; the time employed in traversing it

:

the velocity of the body at each point of its course ; and
even the intensity and direction of the impulse which sent

it forth ; and finally, in some cases, the resistance of the
medium, and the intensity of gravity. All these quantities

are so connected that each in its turn may be determined
indirectly by means of the others, and thus we shall have
as many mathematical inquiries as there are magnitudes
co-existing in the phenomenon considered. Such a very
simple change as this in the physical conditions of a
problem may place a mathematical question, originally quite

elementary, in the rank of those difficult questions whose
complete and rigorous solution transcends the power of

the human understanding.

Again,—we may take a geometrical example. We want
to determine a distance not directly measurable. We
shall conceive of it as making a part of some ficjure, or
system of lines of some soi't, of which the other parts are

directly measurable ; let us say a triangle (for this is the
simplest, and to it all others are reducible). The distance

in question is supposed to form a portion of a triangle, in

which we are able to determine directly, either another
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side and two angles, or two sides and one angle. The
knowledge required is obtained by the mathematical
labour of deducing the unknown distance from the ob-

served elements, by means of the relation between them.
The process may, and commonly does, become highly com-
plicated by the elements supjDosed to be known being them-
selves determinable only in an indirect manner, by the aid

of fresh auxiliary systems, the number of which may be
very considerable. The distance, once ascertained, will

often enable us to obtain new quantities, which will offer

occasion for new mathematical questions. Thus, when we
once know the distance of any object, the observation,

simple and always possible, of its apparent diameter, may
disclose to us, with certainty, however indirectly, its real

dimensions ; and at length, by a series of analogous in-

quiries, its surface, its volume, even its weight, and a mul-
titude of other qualities which might have seemed out of

the reach of our knowledge for ever. It is by such labours

that Man has learned to know, not only the distances of the

planets from the earth and from each other, but their actual

magnitude,-—their true form, even to the inequalities on
their surface, and (what seems much more out of his reach)

their resj^ective masses, their mean densities, and the lead-

ing circumstances of the fall of heavy bodies on their

respective surfaces, etc. Through the power of mathema-
tical theories, all this and very much more has been
obtained by means of a very small number of straight

lines, properly chosen, and a larger number of angles. We
might even say, to describe the general bearing of the

science in a sentence, that, but for the fear of multiplying

mathematical operations unnecessarily, and for the conse-

quent necessity of reserving them for the determination of

quantities which could not be measured directly, the know-
ledge of all magnitudes susceptible of precise estimate

which can be offered by the various orders of phenomena,
would be finally reducible to the immediate measure-
ment of a single straight line, and of a suitable number of

angles.

True defini- We can now define Mathematical science

tion of mathe- with precision. It has for its object the
matics. indirect measurement of magnitudes, and it
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proposes to determine magnitudes by each other, according to

the precise relations tvhich exist between them. Preceding

definitions Lave given to Mathematics the character of an
Art ; this raises it at once to the rank of a true Science.

According to this definition, the spirit of Mathematics con-

sists in regarding as mutually connected all the quantities

which can be presented by any phenomenon whatsoever, in

order to deduce all from each other. Now, there is evi-

dently no phenomenon which may not be regarded as

affoi'ding such considerations. Hence results the naturally

indefinite extent, and the rigorous logical universality of

Mathematical science. As for its actual practical extent,

we shall see what that is hereafter.

These explanations justify the name of Mathematics,

applied to the science we are considering. By itself it

signifies Science. The G-reeks had no other, and we may
call it the science ; for its definition is neither more nor less

(if we omit the specific notion of magnitudes) than the

definition of all science whatsoever. All science cousists in

the co-ordination of facts ; and no science could exist among
isolated observations. It might even be said that Mathe-
matics might enable us to dispense with all direct observa-

tion, by empowering us to deduce from the smallest possible

number of immediate data the largest possible amount of

results. Is not this the real use, both in speculation and in

action, of the laws which we discover among natural pheno-
mena? If so, Mathematics merely urges to the ultimate

degree, in its own way, researches which every real science

pursues, in various inferior degrees, in its own sphere.

Thus it is only through Mathematics that we can thoroughly
understand what true science is. Here alone can we find

in the highest degree simplicity and severity of scientific

law, and such abstraction as the human mind can attain.

Any scientific education setting forth from any other point,

is faulty in its basis.

Thus far, we have viewed the science as a whole. We
must now consider its primary division. The secondary
divisions will be laid down afterwards.

Every mathematical solution spontaneously tt-stwop\rts
separates into two parts. The inquiry being,

as we have seen, the determination of unknown magnitudes.
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through their relation to the known, the student must, in

„, . ,.™ , the first phice, ascertain what these relations
Ineir dmerent • xi i i

• a- mi • ^ i
obiects ^^®' ^-"^ '^^^ ^^^*^ under his notice, iliis first

is the Concrete part of the inquiry. When it

is accomplished, what remains is a pure question of num-
hers, consisting simply in the determination of unknown
numbers, when we know by what relation they are con-

nected with known numbers. This second operation is the

Abstract jjart of the inquiry. The primary division of

Mathematics is therefore into two great sciences :

—

Abstract
Mathematics, and Concrete Mathematics. This divi-

sion exists in all complete mathematical questions what-
ever, whether more or less simple.

Recurring to the simplest case of a falling body, we must
begin by learning the relation between the height from
which it falls and the time occupied in falling. As
Geometers say, we must find the equation which exists be-

tween them. Till this is done, there is no basis for a com-
putation. This ascertainment may be extremely difficult,

and it is incomparably the superior part of the problem.

The true scientific spirit is so modern, that as far as we
know, no one before Galileo had remarked the acceleration

of velocity in a falling body, the natural supposition having
been that the height was in uniform proportion to the

time. This first inquiry issued in the discovery of the law
of Galileo. The Concrete part being accomplished, the

Abstract remains. We have ascertained that the spaces

traversed in each second increase as the series of odd num-
bers, and we now have only the task of the computation of

the height from the time, or of the time from the height

;

and this consists in finding that, by the established law, the

first of these two quantities is a known multiple of the

second power of the other ; whence we may finally deter-

mine the value of the one when that of the other is given.

In this instance the concrete question is the more difficult

of the two. If the same phenomenon were taken in its

greatest generality, the reverse would be the case. Take
the two together, and they may be regarded as exactly

equivalent in difficulty. The mathematical law may be

easy to ascertain, and difficult to work ; or it may be diffi-

cult to ascertain, and easy to work. In imi^ortance, in ex-
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tent, and in difficulty, these two great sections of Mathe-
matical Science will be seen hereafter to be equivalent.

We have seen the difference in their Their difterent

objects. They are no less different in their natures,

nature.

The Concrete must depend on the character of the

objects examined, and must vary when new phenomena
present themselves : whereas, the Abstract is wholly inde-

pendent of the nature of the objects, and is concerned only

with their numerical relations. Thus, a great variety

of phenomena may be brought under one geometrical

solution. Cases which appear as unlike each other as

possible may stand for one another under the Abstract pro-

cess, which thus serves for all, while the Concrete process

must be new in each case. Thus the Concrete process is

Special, and the Abstract is General. The character of the

Concrete is experimental, physical, phenomenal : while the

Abstract is purely logical, rational. The Concrete pai't of

every mathematical question is necessarily founded on con-

sideration of the external world ; while the Abstract part
consists of a series of logical deductions. The equations
being once found, in any case, it is for the understanding,
without external aid, to educe the results which these
equations contain.

We see how natural and complete this main division is.

We will briefly j^rescribe the limits of each section.

As it is the business of Concrete Mathe- ,,

matics to discover the equations of pheno- ^Mathematics
mena, we might suppose that it must com-
prehend as many distinct sciences as there are distinct

categories of phenomena ; bvit we are very far indeed from
having discovered mathematical laws in all orders of

phenomena. In fact, there are as yet only two great

categories of phenomena whose equations are constantly

known :—Geometrical and Mechanical phenomena. Thus,
the Concrete part of Mathematics consists of Geometry
and Kational Mechanics.

There is a point of view from which all phenomena
might be included under these two divisions. All natural
effects, considered statically or dynamically, might be re-

ferred to laws of extension or laws of motion. But this
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jjoint of view is too high for us at present ; and it is only

in the regions of Astronomy, and, partially, of terrestrial

Physics, that this vast transformation has taken place.

We will then proceed on the supposition that Geometry
and Mechanics are the constituents of Conci'ete Mathe-
matics.

., ^ ^ The nature of Abstract Mathematics is

Mathematics precisely determined. It is composed of

what is called the Calctdus, taking this word
in its widest extension, which reaches from the simplest
numerical operations to the highest combinations of trans-

cendental analysis. Its proper object is to resolve all

questions of numbers. Its starting-point is that which is

the limit of Concrete Mathematics,—the knowledge of the
precise relations—that is, the equations—between different

magnitudes which are considered simultaneously. The
object of the Calculus, however indirect or complicated the
relations may be, is to discover unknown quantities by the
known. This science, though more advanced than any
other, is, in reality, only at its beginning yet ; but it is

necessary, in order to define the nature of any science,

to suppose it perfect. And the true character of the
Calculus is what we have said.

From an historical point of view. Mathematical Analysis
appeal's to have arisen out of the contemplation of geome-
trical and mechanical facts ; but it is not the less indepen-
dent of these sciences, logically speaking. Analytical ideas

are, above all others, universal, abstract, and simj^le ; and
geometrical and mechanical conceptions are necessarily

founded on them. Mathematical Analysis is therefore

the true rational basis of the whole system of our positive

knowledge. We can now also explain why it not only gives

precisiou to our actual knowledge, but establishes a far

more perfect co-ordination in the study of phenomena
which allow of such an application. If a single analytical

question, brought to an abstract solution, involves the

implicit solution of a multitude of physical questions, the

mind is enabled to perceive relations between i)henomena
apparently isolated, and to extract from them the quality

which they have in common. To the wonder of the student,

unsuspected relations arise between problems which, instead
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of being, as they appeared before, wholly unconnected, turn

out to be identical. There appears to be no connection

between the determination of the direction of a curve at

each of its points and that of the velocity of a body at

each moment of its variable motion
;
yet, in the eyes of the

geometer, these questions are but one.

Wlien we have seized the true general character of Mathe-
matical Analysis, we easily see how perfect it is, in com-
parison with all other branches of our positive science.

The 2)erfection consists in the simjilicity of the ideas con-

templated ; and not, as Condillac and others have supposed,

to the conciseness and generality of the signs used as instru-

ments of reasoning. The signs are of admirable use to

work out the ideas, when once obtained ; but, in fact, all

the great analytical conceptions were formed without any
essential aid from the signs. Subjects which are by their

nature inferior in simplicity and generality cannot be raised

to logical perfection by any artifice of scientific language.

We have now seen what is the object and
what is the character of Mathematical Science. ,t^„^II„'^

^
^

It remains tor us to consider the extent or

its domain.

We must first admit that, in a logical view, r± • i-^.
,1 . . . -1 -,

'^.
1 Itsiiniversahty,

this science is necessarily and. rigorously

universal. There is no inquiry which is not finally reducible

to a question of Numbers ; for there is none which may
not be conceived of as consisting in the determination of

quantities by each other, according to certain relations.

The fact is, we are always endeavouring to arrive at

numbers, at fixed quantities, whatever may be our subject,

however uncertain our methods, and however rough our
results. Nothing can appear less like a mathematical
inquiry than the study of living bodies in a state of disease

;

yet, in studying the cure of disease, we are endeavouring
to ascertain the quantities of the different agents which
are to modify the organism, in order to bring it to its

natural state, admitting, as geometers do, for some of these
quantities, in certain cases, values which are equal to zero,

negative, or even contradictory. It is not meant that such
a method can be actually followed in the case of complicated
phenomena ; but the logical extension of the science, which
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is what we are now considering, conij)reliends such instances

as this.

Kant has divided human ideas into the two categories of

quantity and quahty, which, if true, would destroy the

universality of Mathematics ; but Descartes' fundamental
conception of the relation of the concrete to the abstract in

Mathematics abolishes this division, and proves that all

ideas of quality are reducible to ideas of cj^uantity. He had
m view geometrical phenomena only ; but his successors

have included in this generalization, first, mechanical
phenomena, and, more recently, those of heat. There are

now no geometers who do not consider it of universal ap-

j)lication, and admit that every phenomenon may be as

Jogically capable of being represented by an equation as a
curve or a motion, if only we were always capable (whicli

we are very far from being) of first discovering, and then
resolving it.

., ,. ., ,.
_,

The limitations of Mathematical science are

not, then, in its nature. The limitations are

in our intelligence : and by these we find the domain of

the science remarkably restricted, in proportion as pheno-
meua, in becoming special, become complex.

Though, as we have seen, every question may be con-

ceived of as reducible to numbers, the reduction cannot be
made by us except in the case of the simplest and most
general phenomena. The difiiculty of finding the equation
in the case of special, and therefore complex phenomena,
soon becomes insurmountable, so that, at the utmost, it is

only the phenomena of the first three classes,—that is,

only those of Inorganic Physics,—that we can even hope
to subject to the process. The properties of inorganic

bodies are nearly invariable ; and therefore, with regard to

them, the first condition of mathematical inquiry can be

fulfilled : the different quantities which they present may
be resolved into fixed numbers ; but the variableness of

the properties of organic bodies is beyond our management.
An inorganic body, possessing solidity, form, consistency,

specific gravity, elasticity, etc., presents qualities which are

within our estimate, and can be treated mathematically
;

but the case is altered when Chemical action is added to

these. Comjilications and variations then enter into the
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question which at present baffle mathematical analysis.

Hereafter, it may be discovered what fixed numbers exist

in chemical combinations : but we are as yet very far from
having any practical knowledge of them. Still further are

we from being able to foi'm such computations amidst the

continual agitation of atoms which constitutes what we
call life, and therefore from being able to carry mathe-

matical analysis into the study of Physiology. By the

rapidity of their changes, and their incessant numerical

variations, vital phenomena are, practically, placed in

opposition to mathematical jirocesses. If we should desire

to compute, in a single case, the most simple facts of a
living body,—such as its mean density, its teinperature,

the velocity of its circulation, the proportion of elements

which at any moment compose its solids or its fluids, the

quantity of oxygen which it consumes in a given time, the

amount of its absorptions or its exhalations,—and, yet

more, the energy of its muscular force, the intensity of its

impressions, etc., we must make as many observations as

there are sjjecies or races, and varieties in each ; we must
measure the changes which take place ia passing from one
individual to another, and in the same individual, according

to age, health, interior condition, surrounding circum-

stances perpetually varying, such as the constitution of the

atmosphere, etc. It is clear that no mathematical precision

can be attained amidst a complexity like this. Social

phenomena, being more complicated still, are even more
out of the question, as subjects for mathematical analysis.

It is not that a mathematical basis does not exist in these

cases, as truly as in phenomena which exhibit, in all clear-

ness, the law of gravitation : but that our faculties are toa
limited for the working of problems so intricate. We are

baffled by various phenomena of inorganic bodies, when
they are very complex. For instance, no one doubts tiiat

meteorological phenomena are subject to mathematical
laws, however little we yet know about them ; but their

multiplicity renders their observed results as variable and
irregular as if each cause were free of all such conditions.

We find a second limitation in the number of conditions

to be studied, even if we were sure of the mathematical
law which governs each accent. Our feeble faculties could
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not grasp and wield sucli an aggregate of conditions, how-
ever certain might be our knowledge of each. In the

simplest cases in which we desire to approximate the

abstract to the concrete conditions, with any completeness,

—as in the phenomenon of the flow of a fluid from a given

orifice, by virtue of its gravity alone,—the difiiculty is such

that we are, as yet, without any mathematical solution of

this very problem. The same is the case with the yet

more simple instance of the movement of a solid projectile

through a resisting medium.
To the popular mind it may appear strange, considering

these facts, that we know so much as we do about the

planets. But in reality, that class of phenomena is the

most simple of all within our cognizance. The most com-
plex problem which they j)resent is the influence of a third

body acting in the same way on two which are tending to-

wards each other in virtue of gravitation ; and this is a

more simple question than any terrestrial problem what-

ever. We have, however, attained only approximate solu-

tions in this case. And the high perfection to which solar

astronomy has been brought by the use of mathematical

science is owing to our having profited by those facilities

that we may call accidental, which the favourable constitu-

tion of our planetary system presents. The planets which
compose it are few ; their masses are very unequal, and
mvich less than that of the sun ; they are far distant from
each other ; their forms are nearly spherical ; their orbits

are nearly circular, and only slightly inclined in relation to

each other ; and so on. Their perturbations are, in conse-

quence, inconsiderable, for the most part ; and all we have
to do is usually to take into the account, together with the

influence of the sun on each planet, the influence of one

other planet, capable, by its size and its nearness, of occa-

sioning perceptible derangements. If any of the condi-

tions mentioned above had been different, though the law

of gravitatii.m had existed as it is, we might not at this day
have discovered it. And if we were now to try to investi-

gate Chemical phenomena by the same law, we should find

a solution as imjiossible as it would be in astronomy, if the

conditions of the heavenly bodies were such as we could

not reduce to an analysis.
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In showing that Mathematical analysis can be applied

only to Inorganic Physics, we are not restricting its domain.

Its rigorous universality, in a logical view, has been estab-

lished. To pretend that it is practically applicable to the

same extent would be merely to lead away the human mind
from the true direction of scientific study, in pursuit of an
impossible perfection. The most difficult sciences must
remain, for an indefinite time, in that preliminary state

which prepares for the others the time when they too may
become capable of mathematical treatment. Our business

is to study phenomena, in the characters and relations in

which they present themselves to us, abstaining from intro-

ducing considerations of quantities, and mathematical laws,

which it is beyond our power to apply.

We owe to Mathematics both the origin of Positive

Philosophy and its Method. When this method was in-

troduced into the other sciences, it was natural that it

should be urged too far. But each science modified the

method by the operation of its own peculiar phenomena.
Thus only could that true definitive character be brought
out, which must prevent its being ever confounded with

that of any other fundamental science.

The aim, character, and general relations of Mathema-
tical Science have now been exhibited as fully as they could

be in such a sketch as this. We must next pass in review

the three great sciences of which it is composed,—the

Calculus, G-eometry, and Rational Mechanics.
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CHAPTER II.

GENERAL VIEW OF MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS.

.
''

I
"HE historical develoinneut of the Ab-

-L stract portion of Mathematical science

has, since the time of Descartes, been for the most part

determined by that of the Concrete. Yet the Calculus in

all its principal branches must be understood before pass-

ing on to Geometry and Mechanics. The Concrete portions

of the science depend on the Abstract, which are wholly
independent of them. We will now therefore proceed to a

rapid review of the leading conceptions of the Analysis.

. , ^ First, however, we must take some notice
1 rue idea oi o ,-, ^ • i <• • -\

an equation '^^ ^^® general idea of an equation, and see

how far it is from being the true one on
which geometers proceed in practice ; for without settling

tliis point we cannot determine, with any precision, the
real aim and extent of abstract mathematics.
The business of concrete mathematics is to discover the

equations which express the mathematical laws of the

phenomenon under consideration ; and these equations are

the starting-point of the calculus, which must obtain from
them certain quantities by means of others. It is only by
forming a true idea of an equation that we can lay down
the real line of separation between the concrete and the
abstract part of mathematics.

It is giving much too extended a sense to the notion of

an equation to suppose that it means every kind of relation

of equality between any two functions of the magnitudes
under consideration ; for, if every equation is a relation of

equality, it is far from being the case that, reciprocally,

every relation of equality must be an equation of the kind
to which analysis is, by the nature of the case, applicable.

It is evident that this confusion must render it almost im-

l)ossible to explain the difficulty we find in establishing the
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relation of tlie concrete to the abstract whicli meets us in

every great mathematical question, taken by itself. If the
word equation meant what we are apt to suppose, it is not
easy to see what difficulty there could be, in general, in
establishing the equations of any problem whatever. This
ordinary notion of an equation is widely unlike what
geometers understand in the actual working of the science.

According to my view, functions must themselves be
divided into Abstract and Concrete ; the first of which
alone can enter into true equations. Every equation is a
relation of equality between two abstract functions of the
magnitudes in question, including with the primarv mag-
nitudes all the auxiliary magnitudes which mav be con-
nected with the problem, and the introduction of which may
facilitate the discovery of the ec|uations sought.

This distinction may be established by both the a priori
and a posteriori methods ; by characterizing each kind of
function, and by enumerating all the abstract functions yet
known,—at least with regard to their elements.

Apriori; Abstract functions express a mode
of dependence between magnitudes which may tioS'^^*
be conceived between numbers alone, without
the need of pointing out any phenomena in whichitmay be
found reahzed ; while Concrete functions are „ .

those whose expression requires a sjjecified
^ions^^

^ ^^

actual case of physics, geometry, mechanics,
etc.

Most functions were concrete in their origin,—even those

which are at present the most purely abstract ; and the

ancients discovered only through geometrical definitions

elementary algebraic properties of functions, to which a
numerical value was not attached till long afterwards,

rendering abstract to us what was concrete to the old

geometers. There is another example which well exhibits

the distinction just made—that of circular functions, both
direct and inverse, which are still sometimes concrete, some-
times abstract, according to the point of view from which
they are regarded.

A posteriori ; the distinguishing character, abstract or

concrete, of a function having been established, the ques-

tion of any determinate function being abstract, and thei*e-
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fore able to euter into true analytical equations, becomes a

simple question of fact, as we are acquainted with the

elements which compose all the abstract functions at

present known. We say we know them all, though analy-

tical functions are infinite in number, because we are here

speaking, it must be remembered,—of the elements—of the

simple, not of the compound. We have ten elementary
formulas ; and, few as they are, they may give rise to an
infinite number of analytical combinations. There is no
reason for supposing that there can never be more. We
have more than Descartes had, and even Newton and
Leibnitz ; and our successors will doubtless introduce

additions, though there is so much difficulty attending

their augmentation, that we cannot hope that it will pro-

ceed -very far.

It is the insufficiency of this very small number of analy-

tical elements which constitutes our difficulty in passing

from the concrete to the abstract. In order to establish

the equations of phenomena, we must conceive of their

mathematical laws by the aid of functions composed of

these few elements. Up to this point the question has

been essentially concrete, not coming within the domain of

the calculus. The difficulty of the passage from the con-

crete to the abstract in general consists in our having only

these few analytical elements with which to represent all

the precise relations which the whole range of natural

phenomena afford to us. Amidst their infinite variety,

our conceptions must be far below the real difficulty ; and
especially because these elements of our analysis have been
supplied to us by the mathematical consideration of the

simplest phenomena of a geometrical origin, which can

afford us a priori no rational guarantee of their fitness

to represent the mathematical laws of all other classes of

phenomena. We shall hereafter see how this difficulty of

the relation of the concrete to the abstract has been

diminished, without its being necessary to multiply the

number of analytical elements.

Thus far we have considered the Calculus as a whole.

™ . We must now consider its divisions. These

the Calculus divisions we must call the Algebraic Calculus,

or Algebra, and the Arithmetical Calctdus, or
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Arithmetic, taking care to give them the most extended

logical sense, and not the restricted one in which the terms

are usually received.

It is clear that every question of Mathematical Analysis

presents two successive parts, perfectly distinct in their

nature. The first stage is the transformation of the pro-

posed equations, so as to exhibit the mode of formation of

unknown quantities by the known. This ., ,

constitutes the «Z(/e&ratc question. Then en-

sues the task of finding the values of the formulas thus ob-

tained. The values of the numbers sought are already

represented by certain explicit functions of given numbers :

these values must be determined ; and this . ,.,, ,

.

is the arithmetical question. Thus the alge-

braic and the arithmetical calculus differ in their object.

They differ also in their view of quantities,—Algebra con-

sidering quantities in regard to their relations, and Arith-

metic in regard to their values. In practice, it is not

always possible, owing to the imperfection of the science of

the calculus, to separate the processes entirely in obtaining

a solution ; but the radical difference of the two operations

should never be lost sight of. Algebra, then, is the

Calctilus of Functions, and Arithmetic the Calculus of

Values.

We have seen that the division of the Calculus is into

two branches. It remains for us to compare the two,

in order to learn their respective extent, importance, and
difficulty.

TheCalculus of Values, Ai-ithmetic, appears . .. , ,.

at first to have as wide a field as Algebra,

since as many cjuestions might seem to arise from it as we
can conceive different algebraic formulas to be valued.

But a very simple reflection will show that it is not so.

Functions being divided into simple and compound, it is

evident that when we become able to deter- j. . p, , ,

mine the value of simple functions, there

will be no difficulty with the compound. In the algebraic

relation, a compound function plays a very different part

from that of the elementary functions which constitute it

;

and this is the source of our chief analytical difficulties.

But it is quite otherwise with the Arithmetical Calculus.
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Thus, the number of distinct arithmetical operations is

indicated by that of the abstract elementary functions,

which we have seen to be very few. The determination of

the values of these ten functions necessarily affords that of

all the infinite niamber comprehended in the whole of

mathematical analysis : and there can be no new arith-

metical operations otherwise than by the creation of new
analytical elements, which must, in any case, for ever

be extremely small. The domain of arithmetic then is, by
its nature, narrowly restricted, while that of algebra is

rigorously indefinite. Still, the domain of arithmetic is

more extensive than is commonly represented ; for there

are many questions treated as incidental in the midst of a

body of analytical researches, which, consisting of determi-

nations of values, are truly arithmetical. Of this kind are

the construction of a table of logarithms, and the calcula-

tion of trigonometrical tables, and some distinct and higher

procedures ; in short, every operation which has for its

object the determination of the values of functions. And
we must also include that part of the science of the Calculus

which we call the Theory of Numbers, the object of which
is to discover the properties inherent in different numbei'S,

in virtue of their values, independent of any particular

system of numeration. It constitutes a sort of transcen-

dental arithmetic. Though the domain of arithmetic is

thus larger than is commonly supposed, this Calculus of

values will yet never be more than a point, as it were, in

comparison with the calculus of functions, of which mathe-
matical science essentially consists. This is evident, when
we look into the real nature of arithmetical questions.

Determinations of values are, in fact, nothing else than

y, , , real transformations of the functions to be
valued. These transformations have a special

end ; but they are essentially of the same nature as all

taught by analysis. In this view, the Calculus of vahies

may be regarded as a supplement, and a particular appli-

cation of the Calculus of functions, so that arithmetic dis-

appears, as it were, as a distinct section in the body of

abstract mathematics. To make this evident, we must ob-

serve that when we desire to determine the value of an un-

known number whose mode of formation is given, we define
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and express that value iu merely announcing the arith-

metical question, already defined and expressed under a
certain form ; and that, in determining its value, we merely
express it under another determinate form, to which we are

in the habit of referring the idea of each particular number
by making it re-enter into the regular system of numera-
tion. This is made clear by what happens when the mode
of numeration is such that the question is its own answer

;

as, for instance, when we want to add together seven and
thirty, and call the result seven-and-thirty. In adding
other numbers, the terms are not so ready, and we trans-

form the question ; as when we add together twenty-three
and fourteen : but not the less is the operation merelv one
of transformation of a question already defined and ex-

pressed. In this view, the calculus of values might be re-

garded as a particular application of the calculus of func-
tions, arithmetic thereby disappearing, as a distinct section,

from the domain of abstract mathematics.—And here we
have done with the Calculus of values, and pass to the
Calculus of functions, of which abstract mathematics is

essentially composed.
We have seen that the difiiculty of esta- ., ,

blishing the relation of the concrete to the
abstract is owing to the insufiicieucy of the very small
number of analytical elements that we are in possession
of. The obstacle has been surmounted in a great number
of important cases : and we will now see how the esta-

blishment of the equations of phenomena has been
achieved.

The first means of remedying the difiiculty

of the small number of analytical elements newfunctions
seems to be to create new ones. But a little

consideration will show that this resource is illusory. A
new analytical element would not serve unless we could
immediately determine its value : but how can we deter-

mine the value of a function which is simple ; that is,

which is not formed by a combination of those alreadv
known ? This appears almost impossible : but the intro-

duction of another elementary abstract function into

analysis supposes the simultaneous creation of a new
arithmetical operation ; which is certainly extremely diffi-
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cult. If we try to proceed according to the method which
procured us the elements we possess, we are left in entire

uncertainty ; for the artifices thus employed are evidently

exhausted. We have thus no idea how to proceed to create

new elementary abstract functions. Yet, we must not

therefore conclude that we have reached the limit appointed

by the powers of our understanding. Special imjjrove-

ments in mathematical analysis have yielded us some
]»artial substitutes, which have increased our resources

:

but it is clear that the augmentation of these elements

cannot proceed but with extreme slowness. It is not in this

direction, then, that the human mind has found its means
of facilitating the establishment of equations.

Findin<^enua- This first method being discarded, there

tions between remains only one other. As it is impossible
auxiliary to find the equations directly, we must seek
quantities. forcorresponding ones between other auxiliary

(quantities, connected with the first according to a certain

determinate law, and from the relation between which we
may ascend to that of the primitive magnitudes. This is

the fertile conception which we term the transcendental

analysis, and use as our finest instrument for the mathema-
tical exploration of natural phenomena.

This conception has a much larger scope than even pro-

found geometers have hitherto supposed ; for the auxiliary

quantities resorted to might be derived, according to any
law whatever, from the immediate elements of the ques-

tion. It is well to notice this ; becaiise our future im-

proved analytical resources may perhaps be found in a new
mode of derivation. But, at present, the only auxiliary

quantities habitually substituted for the primitive quanti-

ties in transcendental analysis are what are called—

•

1st, infinitely small elements, the differentials of different

oi'ders of those quantities, if we conceive of this analysis in

the manner of Leibnitz : or

2nd, the fluxions, the limits of the ratios of the simulta-

neous increments of the primitive quantities, compared
with one another ; or, more briefly, the prime and ultimate

ratios of these increments, if we adopt the conception of

Newton : or

3rd, the derivatives, properly so called, of these quanti-
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ties ; that is, the coefficients of the different terms of their

respective increments, according to the conception of La-

grange.

These conceptions, and all others that have been pro-

posed, are by their nature identical. The various grounds

of preference of each of them will be exhibited hereafter.

We now see that the Calculus of func- Division of

tions, or Algebra, must consist of two distinct the Calculus

l>ranches. The one has for its object the of functions.

resolution of equations when they are directly established

between the magnitudes in question : the other, setting out

from equations (generally much more easy to form) between

quantities indirectly connected with those of the problem,

has to deduce, by invariable analytical procedures, the corre-

sponding equations between the direct magnitudes in ques-

tion ;—bringing the problem within the domain of the pre-

ceding calculus.—It might seem that the transcendental

analysis ought to be studied before the ordinary, as it pro-

vides the equations which the other has to resolve. But,

though the transcendental is logically indej^endent of the

ordinary, it is best to follow the usual method of study,

taking the ordinary first ; for, the proposed questions always

requiring to be completed by ordinary analysis, they must
be left in suspense if the instrument of resolution had not

been studied beforehand.

To ordinary analysis I propose to give the name of Cal-
CTTLIJS OF DiKECT FUNCTIONS. To transcendental analysis,

(which is known by the names of Infinitesimal Calculus,

Calculus of fluxions and of fluents, Calculus of Vanishing

quantities, the Differential and Integral Calculus, etc., ac-

cording to the view in which it has been conceived,) I shall

give the title of Calculus of Indikect Functions. I

obtain these terms by generalizing and giving precision to

the ideas of Lagrange, and employ them to indicate the

exact character of the two forms of analysis.
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SECTION I.

ORDINARY ANALYSIS, OR CALCULUS OF DIRECT FUNCTIONS.

Algebra is adequate to the solution of mathematical ques-

tions which are so simple that we can form directly the

equations between the magnitudes considered, without its

being necessary to bring into the problem, either in substi-

tution or alliance, any system of auxiliary quantities de-

rived from the primary. It is true, in the majority of im-

portant cases, its use requires to be preceded and prepared

for by that of the calculus of indirect functions, by which
the establishment of equations is facilitated : but though
algebra then takes the second place, it is not the less a

necessary agent in the solution of the question ; so that the

Calculus of direct functions must continue to be, by its

nature, the basis of mathematical analysis. We must now,

then, notice the rational composition of this calculus, and
the degree of development it has attained.

J. -I f
Its object being the resolution of equations

(that is, the discovery of the mode of forma-
tion of unknown quantities by the known, according to the

equations which exist between them), it presents as many
parts as we can imagine distinct classes of equations ; and
its extent is therefore rigorously indefinite, because the

number of analytical functions susceptible of entering into

equations is illimitable, though, as we have seen, composed
of a very small number of primitive elements.

„, .„ ,. The rational classification of equations
Classiiic.ation , •liii i. ni .1 j.

of Eouations ^m^^t evidently be determiued by the nature

of the analytical elements of which their

members are comjiosed. Accordingly, analysts first divide

equations Avith one or more variables into two principal

classes, according as they contain functions of only the first

three of the ten couples, or as they include also either ex-

ponential or circular functions. Though the names of

algebraic and transcendental functions given to these prin-

cipal groups are inapt, the division between the corre-

sponding equations is real enough, insofar as that the re-

solution of equations containing the transcendental func-
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tions is more difficult than that of algebraic equations.

Hence the study of the first is extremely imperfect, and
our analytical methods relate almost exclusively to the

elaboration of the second.

Our business now is with these Algebraic AUr i
"

equations only. In the first place, we must equations,
observe that, though they may often contain

irrational functions of the unknown quantities, as well as

rational functions, the first case can always be brought

under the second, by transformations more or less easy
;

so that it is only with the latter that analysts have had to

occupy themselves, to resolve all the algebraic equations.

As to their classification, the early method of classing them
according to the number of their terms has been retained

only for equations with two terms, which are, in fact, sus-

ceptible of a resolution proper to themselves. The classi-

fication by their degrees, long universally established, is

eminently natural ; for this distinction rigorously deter-

mines the greater or less difficulty of their resolution. The
gradation can be independently, as well as practically ex-

hibited : for the most general equation of each degree

necessarily comprehends all those of the diifereut inferior

degrees, as miist also the formula which determines the

unknown quantity : and therefore, however slight we
may, d priori, suppose the difficulty to be of the degree

under notice, it must offer more and more obstacles, in

proportion to the rank of the degree, because it is com-
plicated in the execution with those of all the preceding

degrees.

This increase of difficulty is so great, that Algebraic re-

the resolution of algebraic equations is as yet solution of

known to us only in the four first degrees, equations.

In this respect, algebra has advanced but little since the

labours of Descartes and the Italian analysts of the six-

teenth century ; though there has probably not been a

single geometer for two centuries past who has not sti'iven

to advance the resolution of equations. The general equa-

tion of the fifth degree has itself, thus far, resisted all

attempts. The formula of the fourth degree is so difficult

as to be almost inapplicable ; and analysts, while by no
means despairing of the resolution of equations of the fifth,
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and even higher degrees, being obtained, have tacitly agreed

to give up such researches.

The only question of this kind which would be of eminent
importance, at least in its logical relations, would be the

general resolution of algebraic equations of any degree

whatever. But the more we ponder this subject, the

more we are led to suppose, with Lagrange, that it exceeds

the scope of our understandings. Even if the requisite

formula could be obtained, it could not lie usefully applied,

unless we could simplify it, without impairing its generality,

by the introduction of a new class of analytical elements, of

which we have as yet no idea. And, besides, if we had
obtained the resolution of algebraic equations of any degree

whatever, we should still have ti'eated only a very small

part of algebra, properly so called ; that is, of the calculus

of dii'ect functions, comprehending the resolution of all the

equations that can be formed by the analytical functions

known to us at this day. Again, we must remember that

by a law of our nature, we shall always remain below the

difficulty of science, our means of conceiving of new ques-

tions being always more powerful than our resources for

resolving them ; in other words, the human mind being

more apt at imagining than at reasoning. Thus, if we had
resolved all the analytical equations now knowu, and if, to

do this, we had found new analytical elements, these again

would introduce classes of equations of which we now know
nothing : and so, however great might be the increase of

our knowledge, the imperfection of our algebraic science

would be perpetually reproduced.

. The methods that we have are, the com-

knowlecb'-e
" plete resolution of the equations of the first

four degrees ; of any binomial equations ; of

certain sjiecial equations of the superior degrees ; and of a
very small number of exponential, logarithmic, and circular

equations. These elements are very limited ; but geometers
have succeeded in treating with them a great number of

important questions in an admirable manner. The im-

provements introduced within a century into mathema-
tical analysis have contributed more to render the little

knowledge that we have immeasurably useful, than to in-

crease it.
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To fill up the vast gap in the resolution of Numerical re-

algebraic equations of the higher degrees, solutions of

analysts have had recourse to a new order of equations,

questions,—to what they call the numerical resolution of

equations. Not being able to obtain the real algebraic

formula, they have sought to determine at least the value

of each unknown quantity for such or such a designated

system of particular values attributed to the given quantities.

This operation is a mixture of algebraic with arithmetical

questions ; and it has been so cultivated as to be rendered

possible in all cases, for equations of any degree and even

of any form. The methods for this are now sufficiently

general ; and what remains is to simplify them so as to fit

them for regular application. While such is the state of

algebra, we have to endeavour so to dispose the questions

to be worked as to require finally only this numerical re-

solution of the equations. We must not forget however
that this is very imperfect algebi'a ; and it is only iso-

lated, or truly final questions (which are very few), that

can be brought finally to depend upon only the numerical

resolution of equations. Most questions are only prepara-

tory,—a first stage of the solution of other questions ; and
in these cases it is evidently not the value of the unknown
quantity that we want to discover, but the formula which
exhibits its derivation. Even in the most simple questions,

when this numei'ical resolution is strictly sufficient, it is

not the less a veiw imperfect method. Because we cannot

abstract and treat separately the algebraic part of the

question, which is common to all the cases which result

from the mere variation of the given numbers, we are

obliged to go over again the whole series of operations for

the slightest change that may take place in any one of the

quantities concerned.

Thus is the calculus of direct functions at present divided

into two parts, as it is employed for the algebraic or the

numerical resolution of equations. The first, the only

satisfactory one, is unfortunately very restricted, and there

is little hope that it will ever be otherwise: the second,

usually insufficient, has at least the advantage of a much
greater generality. They mvist be carefully distinguislied

in our minds, on account of their different objects, and
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therefore of the different ways in which quantities are con-

sidered by them. Moreover, there is, in i-egard to their

methods, an entirely different procedure in their rational

distribution. In the first part, we have nothing to do
with the values of the unknown quantities, and the division

must take place according to the nature of the equations

which we are able to resolve ; whereas in the second, we
have nothing to do with the degrees of the equations, as

the methods are applicable to equations of any degree

whatever ; but the concern is with the numerical character

of the values of the unknown quantities.

These two parts, which constitute the im-

e, nations!"^'
mediate object of the Calculus of direct

functions, are subordinated to a third, purely

speculative, from Avhich both derive their most eiiectual

resources, and which has been very exactly designated by
the general name of Theory of Equations, though it relates,

as yet, only to algebraic equations. The numerical resolu-

tion of equations has, on account of its generality, special

need of this rational foundation.

Two orders of questions divide this important depart-

ment of algebra between them ; first, those which relate to

the composition of eqiiations, and then those that relate to

tlieir transformation ; the business of these last being to

modify the roots of an ec{uation without knowing them,

according to any given law, provided this law is uniform in

relation to all these roots.

One more theory remains to be noticed, to complete our

rapid exhibition of the different essential parts of the cal-

IVlethod of cuius of direct functions. This theory, which
indeterminate relates to the transformation of functions
Coefticients. j^^q series by the aid of what is called the

IMethod of indeterminate Coefficients, is one of the most
fertile and important in algebra. This eminently analyti-

cal method is one of the most remarkable discoveries of

Descartes. The invention and development of the in-

finitesimal calculus, for which it might be very happily

substituted in some respects, has undoubtedly deprived it

of some of its importance ; but the growing extension of the

transcendental analysis has, while lessening its necessity,

multiplied its applications and enlarged its resources; so
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that, by the useful combiuatiou of the two theories, the

employmeut of the method of indetei-miuate coefticieuts

has become much more extensive than it was even before

the formation of the calculus of indirect functions.

I have now completed my sketch of the Calculus of

Direct Functions. We must next pass on to the more im-

portant and extensive branch of our science, the Calculus

of Indirect Functions.

SECTION II.

TRANSCENDENTAL ANALYSIS, OR CALCULUS OF INDIRECT
FUNCTIONS.

We referred (p. 53) in a former section to „. .• •
i

the views of the transcendental analysis pre-
view^^^'"^^^^'*^

sented by Leibnitz, ISewton, and Lagrange.

We shall see that each concejjtion has advantages of its

own, that all are finally equivalent, and that uo method
has yet been found which unites their respective charac-

teristics. Whenever the combination takes place, it will

2)robably be by some method founded on the conception of

Lagrange. The other two will then offer only an historical

interest ; and meanwhile, the science must be regarded as

in a merely provisional state, which requires the use of all

the three conceptions at the same time ; for it is only by
the use of them all that an adequate idea of the analysis

and its applications can be formed. The vast extent and
difficulty of this part of mathematics, and its recent forma-

tion, should prevent our being at all surprised at the

existing want of system. The conception which will doubt-

less give a fixed and uniform character to the science has
come into the hands of only one new generation of geo-

meters since its creation ; and the intellectual habits re-

quisite to perfect it have not been sufficiently formed.

The first germ of the infinitesimal method tt-^^

(which can be conceived of independently of

the Calculus) may be recognized in the old Greek Method

of Exhaustions, employed to pass from the properties of

straight lines to those of curves. The method consisted in
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substituting for the curve the auxihary consideration of a

jiolygou, inscribed or circumscribed, by means of which

the curve itself was reached, the limits of the primitive

ratios being suitably taken. There is no doubt of the

filiation of ideas in this case ; but there was in it no equiva-

lent for our modern methods ; for the ancients had no
logical and general means for the determination of these

limits, which was the chief difficulty of the question. The
task remaining for modern geometers was to generalize the

conception of the ancients, and, considering it in an ab-

stract manner, to reduce it to a system of calculation,

Avhich was impossible to them.

Lagrange justly ascribes to the great geometer Fermat
the first idea in this new direction. Permat may be re-

garded as having initiated the direct formation of tran-

scendental analysis by his method for the determination of

maxima and minima, and for the finding of tangents, in

which process he introduced auxiliaries which he afterwards

suppressed as null when the equations obtained had
imdergone certain suitable transformations. After some
modifications of the ideas of Format in the intermediate

time, Leibnitz stripped the process of some complications,

and formed the analysis into a general and distinct cal-

culus, having his own notation : and Leibnitz is thus the

creator of transcendental analysis, as we employ it now.

This pre-eminent discovery was so ripe, as all great con-

ceptions are at the hour of their advent, that Newton had

at the same time, or rather earlier, discovered a method
exactly equivalent, regarding the analysis from a different

point of view, much moi'e logical in itself, but less adapted

than that of Leibnitz to give all practicable extent and

facility to the fundamental method. Lagrange afterwards,

discarding the heterogeneous considerations which had

guided Leibnitz and Newton, reduced the analysis to a

purely algebraic system, which only wants more aptitude

for application.

We will notice the three methods in their order.

The method of Leibnitz consists in intro-

L^BNiTZ
°^ ducing into the calculus, in order to facilitate

the establishment of equations, the infinitely

small elements or differentials which are supposed to con-
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stitute tlie quantities whose relations we are seeking.

There are relations between these differentials which are

simpler and more discoverable than those of the [ivimitive

quantities ; and hy these we maj afterwards (through a

special calculus employed to eliminate these auxdiary in-

finitesimals) recur to the equations sought, which it would
usually have been im])Ossible to obtain directly. This

indirect analysis may have various degrees of indirectness
;

for, when there is too miich difiiculty in forming the equa-

tion between the diiferentials of the magnitudes under
notice, a second application of the method is required, the

differentials being now treated as new primitive quantities.

and a relation being sought between their infinitely small

elements, or second differentials, and so on ; the same
transformation beiug repeated any numlier of times, pro-

vided the whole number of auxiliaries be fiually eliminated.

It may be asked by novices in these studies, how these

auxiliary quantities can be of use while they are of the same
species with the magnitudes to be treated, seeing that the

greater or less value of any quantity cannot affect any
inquiry which has nothing to do with value at all. The
explanation is this. We must begin by distinguishing the

different orders of infinitely small quantities, obtaining a
precise idea of this by considering them as l»eing either the

successive powers of the same primitive infinitely small

quantity, or as being quantities which may be regarded as

having finite ratios \v'itli these powers ; so that, for instance,

the second or third or other differentials of the same variable

are classed as infinitely small quantities of the second, third

or other order, because it is easy to exhibit in them finite

multiples of the second, third, or other powers of a certain

first differential. These preliminary ideas being laid down,
the spirit of the infinitesimal analysis consists in constantly

neglecting the infinitely small quantities in comparison
with finite quantities ; and generally, the infinitely small

quantities of any order whatever in comparison with all

those of an inferior order. We see at once how such a

power must facilitate the formation of equations between
the differentials of quantities, since we can substitute for

these differentials such other elements as we may choose,

and as will be more simjjle to treat, only observing the con-

I. F
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dition that the new elements shall differ from the precediniij

only by quantities infinitely small in relation to them. It

is thus that it becomes possible in geometry to treat curved
lines as composed of an infinity of rectilinear elements, and
curved surfaces as formed of plane elements ; and, in

mechanics, varied motions as an infinite series of uniform
motion'', succeeding each other at infinitely small intervals

of time. Such a mere hint as this of the varied application

of this method may give some idea of the vast scope of the

conception of transcendental analysis, as formed by Leibnitz.

It is, beyond all question, the loftiest idea ever yet attained

by the human mind.

It is clear that this conception was necessary to complete

the basis of mathematical science, by enabling us to estab-

lish, in a broad and practical manner, the relation of the

concrete to the abstract. In this respect, we must regard

it as the necessary complement of the great fundamental
idea of Descartes on the general analytical representation of

natural phenomena ; an idea which could not be duly
estimated or put to use till after the formation of the

infinitesimal analysis.

This analysis has another property, besides that of facili-

tating the study of the mathematical laws of all phenomena,
and perhaps not less important than that. The differential

^ ,. . formulas exhibit an extreme generality, ex-
Generalibv of • • • i ,• i i j. • x

the formulas
pressing m a single equation each determinate

phenomenon, however varied may be the

subjects to which it belongs. Thus, one such equation
gives the tangents of all curves, another their rectifications,

a third their quadratures ; and, in the same way, one
invariable formula expresses the mathematical law of all

variable motion ; and one single equation represents the

distribution of heat in any body, and for any case. This
remarkable generality is the basis of the loftiest views of

the geometers. Thus this analysis has not only furnished

a general method for forming equations indirectly which
could not have been directly discovered, but it has intro-

duced a new order of more natural laws for our use in the

mathematical study of natural phenomena, enabling us to

rise at times to a perception of ])ositi\ e approximations
between classes of wholly different phenomena, through the
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analogies presented by the differential expressions of their

mathematical laws. In virtue of this second property of

the analysis, the entire system of an immense science, like

geometry or mechanics, has submitted to a condensation
into a small number of analytical formulas, from which the
solution of all particular problems can be deduced, by in-

variable rules.

This beautiful method is, however, iniper- . , .

feet in its logical basis. At first, geometers
^.j^^ Method

were naturally more intent upon extending
the discovery and multiplying its applications than upon
establishing the logical foundation of its processes. It was
enough for some time to be able to produce, in answer to

objections, unhoped-for solutions of the most difiicult

problems. It became necessary, however, to recur to the

basis of the new analysis, to establish the rigorous exact-

ness of the jirocesses employed, notwithstanding their

apparent breaches of the ordinary laws of reasoning,

Leibnitz himself failed to justify his conception, giving,

when urged, an answer which represented it as a mere
approximative calculus, the successive opei'ations of which
might, it is evident, admit an augmenting amount of error.

Some of his successors were satisfied with showing that its

results accorded with those obtained by ordinary algebra,

or the geometry of the ancients, reproducing by these last

some solutions which could be at first obtained only by the

new method. Some, again, demonstrated the conformity
of the new conception with others ; that of Newton espe-

cially, which was unquestionably exact. This afforded a
practical justification : but, in a case of such unequalled
importance, a logical justification is also required,—a direct

proof of the necessary rationality of the infinitesimal

method. It was Caruot who furnished this at last, by
showing that the method was founded on the pi'inciple of

the necessary compensation of errors. We cannot say that

all the logical scaffolding of the infinitesimal method may
not have a merely provisional existence, vicious as it is in

its nature : but, in the present state of our knowledge,
Carnot's principle of the necessary compensation of errors

is of more importance, in legitimating the analysis of

Leibnitz, than is even yet commonly supposed. His reason-
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ing is founded on the conception of infinitesimal quantities

indefinitely decreasing, while those from which they are

derived are fixed. The infinitely small errors introduced

with the auxiliaries cannot have occasioned other than infi-

nitely small errors in all the equations ; and when the

relations of finite c^uantities are reached, these relations

must be rigorously exact, since the only errors then pos-

sible must be finite ones, which cannot have entered : and
thus the final equations become perfect. Caruot's theory is

doubtless more subtle than solid ; but it has no other

radical logical vice than that of the infiaitesimal method
itself, of which it is, as it seems to me, the natural develop-

ment and general explanation; so that it must be adopted
as long as that method is directly employed.
The philosophical character of the transcendental analysis

has now been sufficiently exhil>ited to allow of my giving

only the principal idea of tlie other two methods.

^ ,^ Newton offered his conception under several

Method different forms in succession. That which is

now most commonly adopted, at least on the

continent, was called by himself, sometimes the Mdhod of

prime and tdtimate Ratios, sometimes the Method of Limits,

by which last term it is now usually known.
Under this Method, the auxiliaries intro-

simultaneous increments of the primitive

quantities ; or, in other words, the final ratios of these in-

crements ; limits or final ratios which we can easily show
to have a determinate and finite value. A special calculus,

which is the equivalent of the infinitesimal calculus, is

afterwards employed, to rise from the equations between
these limits to the corresponding equations between the

primitive quantities themselves.

The power of easy expression of the mathematical laws

of phenomena given by this analysis arises from the calculus

applying, not to the increments themselves of the proposed

quantities, but to the limits of the ratios of those incre-

ments ; and from our being therefore able always to sub-

stitute for each increment any other magnitude more easy

to treat, provided their final ratio is the ratio of equality
;

or, in other words, that the limit of their ratio is unity. It
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is clear, in fact, that the calculus of limits can he in no way
affected by this substitution. Starting from this principle,

we find nearly the equivalent of the facilities offei'ed by the

analysis of Leibnitz, which are merely considered from
another point of view. Thus, curves will be regarded as

the limits of a series of rectilinear polygons, and variable

motions as the limits of an aggregate of uniform motions
of continually nearer approximation, etc., etc. Such is, in

substance, Newton's conception; or rather, that which
Maclaurin and d'Alembert have offered as the most rational

basis of the transcendental analysis, in the endeavour to

fix and arrange Newton's ideas on the subject.

Newton had another view, however, which
ought to be presented here, because it is still fj^p^Ig"^

^"'

the special form of the calculus of indirect

functions commonly adopted by English geometers ; and
also, on account of its ingenious clearness in some cases,

and of its having furnished the notation best adapted to

this manner of regarding the ti'anscendental analysis. I

mean the Calculus oi fluxions and oifltients, founded on the

general notion of velocities.

To facilitate the conception of the fundamental idea, let

us conceive of every curve as generated by a point affected

by a motion varying according to any law whatever. The
different quantities presented by the (turve, the abscissa, the

ordinate, the arc, tlie area, etc., will be regarded as simiil-

taneously produced by successive degrees during this

motion. The velocity with which each one will have been
described will be called the fluxion of that quantity, which
inversely would have been called its fluted Henceforth,
the transcendental analysis will, accoi'ding to this concep-
tion, consist in forming directly the equations between the

fluxions of the proposed quantities, to deduce from them
afterwards, by a special Calculus, the equations between
the fluents themselves. Wliat has just been stated respect-

ing curves may evidently be transferred to any magnitudes
whatever, regarded, by the help of a suitable image, as

some being produced by the motion of others. This method
is evidently the same with that of limits complicated with
the foreign idea of motion. It is, in fact, only a way of

representing, by a comparison derived from mechanics, the
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luetliod of prime aud ultimate ratios, which alone is redu-

cible to a calculus. It therefore necessarily admits of the

same genei'al advantages in the various principal applica-

tions of the transcendental analysis, without its being

requisite for us to offer special proofs of this.

Lagrange's conception consists, in its ad-
LAGRANGES • 11 • 1 -i, • -1 • ii j-

Method mirable simplicity, in considering the trans-

cendental analysis to be a great algebraic

artifice, by which, to facilitate the establishment of equa-

tions, we must introduce, in the place of or with the primi-

tive functions, their derived functions ; that is, according to

the definition of Lagrange, the coefficient of the first term
of the increment of each function, arranged according to

the ascending powers of the increment of its variable. The
Calculus of indirect functions, properly so called, is destined

here, as well as in the conceptions of Leibnitz and Newton,
to eliminate these derivatives, employed as auxiliaries, to

deduce from their relations the corresponding equations

1>etween the primitive magnitudes. The transcendental

analysis is then only a simple, but very considerable exten-

sion of ordinary analysis. It has long been a common
practice with geometers to introduce, in analytical investi-

gations, in the place of the magnitudes in question, their

different powers, or their logarithms, or their sines, etc., in

order to simjjlify the equations, and even to obtain them
more easily. Successive derivation is a general artifice of

the same nature, only of greater exteutT and commanding,
in consequence, much more important resources for this

common object.

But, though we may easily conceive, a priori, that the

auxiliary use of these derivatives may facilitate the study

of equations, it is not easy to explain why it must be so

under this method of derivation, rather than any other

transformation. This is the weak side of Lagrange's great

idea. We liave not yet become able to lay hold of its pre-

cise advantages, in an abstract manner, and without recur-

rence to the other conceptions of the transcendental analysis.

These advantages can be established only in the separate

consideration of each principal question ; and this verifica-

tion becomes laborious, in the treatment of a complex
problem.
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Other theories have been proposed, such as Euler's Cal-

culus of vanishing quantities : but they are merely modifi-

cations of the thi'ee just exhibited. We must next com-
pare and estimate these methods ; and in the first j)lace

observe their perfect and necessary conformity.

Considering the three methods in regard . •, , r ,

j

to their destination, independently of pre-
three m'etliod^

liminary ideas, it is clear that they all con-

sist in the same general logical artifice ; that is, the in-

troduction of a certain system of auxiliary magnitudes
uniformly correlative Avith those under investigation; the

auxiliaries being substituted for the express object of

facilitating the analytical expression of the mathematical

laws of phenomena, though they must be finally eliminated

by the help of a special calculus. It was this which deter-

mined me to define the transcendental analysis as the

Calculus of indirect functions, in order to mark its true

philosophical character, while excluding all discussion about

the best manner of conceiving and applying it. Whatever
may be the method employed, the general effect of this

analysis is to bring every mathematical question more
speedily into the domain of the calculus, and thus to lessen

considerably the grand difficulty of the passage from the

concrete to the abstract. We cannot hope that the Calculus

Avill ever lay hold of all questions of natural philosophy

—

geometrical, mechanical, thermological, etc.—from their

birth. That would be a contradiction. In every problem
there must be a certain ])reliminai"y operation before the

calculus can be of any use, and one which could not by its

nature be subjected to abstract and invariable rules :— it is

that which has for its object the establishment of equations,

which are the indispensable point of departure for all ana-

lytical investigations. But this preliminary elaboration has

been remarkably simplified by the creation of the transcen-

dental analysis, which has thus hastened the moment at

which general and abstract processes may be uniformly

and exactly applied to the solution, by reducing the opera-

tion to fiudiug the equations between auxiliary magnitudes,

whence the Calculus leads to equations directly relating to

the proj^osed magnitudes, which had formerly to be estab-

lished directly. Whether these indirect equations are
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differential equations, according to Leibnitz, or equations

of ZimiVs, according to Newton, ov derived equations, accord-

ing to Lagrange, the general procedure is evidently always
the same. The coincidence is not only in the result but in

the process ; for the auxiliaries introduced are really iden-

tical, being only regarded from different points of view.

The conceptions of Leibnitz and of Newton consist in

making known in any case two general necessary proper-

ties of the derived function of Lagrange. The transcen-

dental analysis, then, examined abstractly and in its

principle, is always the same, whatever conception is

adopted; and the processes of the Calculus of indirect func-

tions ai^e necessarily identical in these different methods,
which must therefore, under any aj^plication whatever, lead

to rigorously uniform results.

„. . If we endeavour to estiinate their compara-

i\l^ r.r.1,',1^
'' tive value, we shall find in each of the three

live Veil lit;, , , _

conceptions advantages and inconveniences
which are peculiar to it, and which prevent geometers from
adhering to any one of them, as exclusive and final.

The method of Leibnitz has eminently the advantage in

the rapidity and ease with which it effects the formation of

equations between auxiliary magnitiides. We owe to its

use the high perfection attained by all the general theories

of geometry and mechanics. Whatever may be the specu-

lative opinions of geometers as to the infinitesimal method,
they all employ it in the treatment of any new question.

Lagrange himself, after having reconstructed tht^ analysis

on a new basis, rendered a candid and decisive homage to

the conception of Leibnitz, by employing it exclusively in

the whole system of his "Analytical Mechanics." Such a

fact needs no comment. Yet are we obliged to admit, with
Lagrange, that the conception of Leibnitz is radically vicious

in its logical relations. He himself declared the notion of

infinitely small quantities to be a faJse idea : and it is in

fact impossible to conceive of them clearly, though we may
sometimes fancy that we do. This false idea bears, to my
mind, the characteristic impress of the metaphysical age
of its birth and tendencies of its originator. By the in-

genious princij^le of the compensation of errors, we may, as

we have already seen, explain the necessary exactness of
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the processes which compose the method ; but it is a

radical inconvenience to be obhged to indicate, in Mathe-
matics, two clashes of reasonings so unlike, as tliat the one

order are perfectly rigoi'ons, while by the others we de-

signedly commit errors which have to be afterwards com-
pensated. There is nothing very logical in this ; nor is

anything obtained by pleading, as some do, that this

method can be made to enter into that of limits, which is

logically irrepr<.)achable. This is eluding the difficulty, and
not resolving it ; and besides, the advantages of this

method, its ease and rapidity, are almost entirely lost

under sucli a transformation. Finally, the infinitesimal

method exhibits the very serious defect of breaking the

unity of abstract mathematics by ci'eating a transcendental

analysis founded upon principles widely different from
those which serve as a basis to ordinary analysis. This

division of analysis into two systems, almost wholly inde-

pendent, tends to prevent the formation of general analy-

tical conceptions. To estimate the consequences duly, we
must recur in thought to the state of the science before

Lagrange had established a general and complete harmony
between these two great sections.

Newton's conception is free from the logical objections

imputable to that of Leibnitz. The notion of limits is in

fact remarkable for its distinctness and precision. The
equations are, in this case, regarded as exact from their

origin ; and the general rules of reasoning are as constantly

observed as in ordinary analysis. But it is weak in resources,

and embarrassing in operation, compared with the infini-

tesimal method. In its applications, the relative inferiority

of this theory is very strongly marked. It also separates

the ordinary and transcendental analysis, though not so

conspicuously as the theory of Leibnitz. As Lagrange re-

marked, the idea of liiidts, though clear and exact, is not
the less a foreign idea, on which analytical theories ought
not to be dependent.

This jierfect unity of analysis, and a ])\irely abstract

character in the fundamental ideas, are found in the con-

ception of Lagrange, and there alone. It is therefore the

most philosophical of all. Discarding every heterogeneous
consideration, Lagrange reduced the transcendental analysis
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to its proper character,—that of pi'esenting a very extensive

class of analytical transformations, which facilitate in a re-

markable degree the expression of the conditions of the

various problems. This exhibits the conception as a simple

extension of ordinary analysis. It is a superior algebra.

All the different parts of abstract mathematics, till then so

incoherent, might be from that moment conceived of as

forming a single system. This jjhilosophical superiority

marks it for adoption as the final theory of transcendental

analysis ; but it presents too many difficulties in its appli-

cation, in comj^arison with the others, to admit of its

exclusive preference at present. Lagrange himself had
great didiculty in rediscovering, by his own method, the

principal results already obtained by the infinitesimal

method, on general questions in geometry and mechanics

;

and we may judge by that what obstacles would occur in

treating in the same way questions really new and im-
portant. Though Lagrange, stimulated by difficulty, ob-

tained results in some cases which other men would have
despaired of, it is not the less true that his conception

has thus far remained, as a whole, essentially unsuited to

applications.

The result of such a comparison of these three methods
is the conviction that, in order to understand the tran-

scendental analysis thoroughly, we should not only study
it in its principles according to all these conceptions, but
should accustom ourselves to emj^loy them all (and es-

peci.dly the first and last) almost indiffei'ently, in the
solution of all important questions, whether of the calculus

of indirect functions in itself, or of its applications. In all

the other dej^artments of mathematical science, the con-

sideratii)n of different methods for a single class of ques-

tions may be useful, apart from the historical interest

which it presents ; but it is not indispensable. Here, on
the contrary, it is strictly indispensable. Without it there

can be no philosophical judgment of this admirable creation

of the human mind; nor any success and facilit}" in the

use of this powerful instrument.



THE TWO CALCULI OF INDIRECT FUNCTIONS.

THE DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS.

The Calculus of Indirect functions is j, .^ parts
necessarily divided into two parts ; or rather,

it is composed of two distinct calculi, having the relation

of converse action. By the one we seek the relations

between the auxiliary magnitudes, by means of the rela-

tions between the corresj^onding primitive magnitudes ; by
the other we seek, conversely, these direct equations by
means of the indirect equations first established. This is

the doable object of the transcendental analysis.

Different names have been given to the two systems,

according to the point of view from which the entire

analysis has been regarded. The intiuitesimal method,

properly so called, being most in use, almost all geometers

employ the terms Differential Calculus and Integral Cal-

culus established by Leibnitz. Newton, in accordance

with his method, called the first the Calculus of Fluxions,

and the second the Calculus of Fluents, terms which were

till lately commonly adopted in England. According to

the theory of Lagrange, the one would be called the

Calculus of Derived Functions, and the other the Calculus

of Primitive Functions. I shall make use of the terms of

Leibnitz, as the fittest for the formation of secondary ex-

pressions, though we must, as has been shown, employ all

the conceptions concurrently, apj)roaching as nearly as

may be to that of Lagrange.
The dilferential calculus is obviously the rr,i • . x i

rational basis of the integral. We have seen velations.
that ten simple functions constitute the

elements of our analysis. We cannot know how to in-

tegrate directly any other differential expressions than

those produced by the differentiation of tliose ten func-

tions. The art of integration consists therefore in bringing

all the other cases, as far as possible, to depend wholly on
this small number of simple functions.

It may not be apparent to all minds what can be the

proper utility of the differential calculus, independently of

this necessary connection with the integral calculus, which
seems as if it must be in itself the only directly indis-

pensable one ; in fact, the elimination of the infinitesimals
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or the derivatives, introduced as auxiliaries, beinc^ the final

object of the calculus of indirect functions, it is natural to

think that the calculus which teaches us to deduce the

equations betAveen the primitive magnitudes from those

between the auxiliary magnitudes must meet all the gene-

ral needs of the transcendental analysis, without our seeing

at first what special and constant part the solution of the

inverse question can have in such an analysis. A common
answer is assigning to the differential calculus the office of

forming the differential equations ; but this is clearly an
error ; for the primitive formation of differential equations
is not the business of any calculus, for it is, on the contrary,

the point of departin*e of any calculus whatever. The very

use of the differential calculus is enabling us to differentiate

the var'ous equations; and it cannot therefore be the

process for establishing them. This common error arises

from confounding the infinitesimal calculus with the in-

finitesimal method, which last facilitates the formation of

equations, in every application of the transcendental

analysis. The calculus is the indispensable complement
of the method ; but it is perfectly distinct from it. But
again, we should much misconceive the peculiar impor-

tance of this first branch of the calculus of indirect func-

tions if we saw in it only a preliminary process, designed

merely to pi-epare an indisi-tensable ba^is for the integral

calculus. A few words will show that a jirimary direct

and necessary office is always assigned to the differential

. . calculus. In formings differential equations,
( ases or union , .-,' i ^ •

i. j •

of the two '"'*^ rarely restrict ourselves to introducing

differentially only those magnitudes whose
relations are sought. It would often be impossible to

establish, equations without introducing other magnitudes
whose relations are, or are supposed to be, known. Now
in such cases it is necessary that the differentials of these

intermediaries should be eliminated before the equations

are fit for integration. This elimination belongs to the

differential calculus ; for it must be done by determining,

by means of the equations between the intermediary func-

tions, the relations of their differentials ; and Ihis is merely
a question of differentiation. This is the way in which the

differential calculus not only prepares a basis for the
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integral, Liit makes it available in a multitude of cases

which could not otherwise be treated. There Cases of the

are some questions, few, but highly imjjor- Differential

tant, wliicli admit of the emjjloymeut of the calculus alone,

differential calculus alone. They are those in which the

magnitudes sought enter directly, and not by their diffe-

rentials, into the jirimitive differential equations, which
then contain differentially only the various known func-

tions employed, as we saw just now, as intermediaries.

This calculus is here entirely sufficient for the elimination

of the intinitesimals, without the question giving rise to

any integration. There are also questions, few, but highly

important, which are the converse of the last, requiring the

employment of the integral calculus alone. Cases of the

In these, the differential equations are found Integral cal-

to be immediately ready for integration, cuius alone,

because they contain, at their first formation, only the in-

finitesimals which relate to the functions sought, or to the

really independent variables, without the introduction,

differential y, of any intermediaries being required. If

intermediary functions are introduced, they wi 1, by the

hypothesis, enter directly, and not by their differentials

;

and then, ordinary algebra will serve for their elimination,

and to bring the question to depend on the integral calcu-

lus only, 'ihe differential calculus is, in such cases, not

essential to the solution of the problem, which will depend
entirely on the integral calcidus. Thus, all questions to

which the analysis is applicable are contained io three

classes. The first class comprehends the problems which
may be resolved by the differential calculus alone. The
second, tho-e which may be resolved by the integral cal-

culus alone. 'J hese are only exceptional; the third con-

stituting the normal case ; that in which the differential

and integral calculus have each a distinct and necessary

part in the solution of problems.

The Differential Calculus.

The entire system of the differential calculus is simple

and perfect, while the integral calculus remains extremely

imperfect.

We have nothing to do here with the applications of
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either calculus, which are quite a different

tial Calculus
study from that of the abstract principles

of differentiation and integration. The con-

sequence of the common practice of confounding these

principles with their application, especially in geometry, is

that it becomes difficult to conceive of either analysis or

geometry. It is in the department of Concrete Mathe-
matics that the applications should he studied.

The first division of the differential calculus is grounded
on the condition whether the functions to be differentiated

rp
^ ... , are explicit or implicit; the one giving rise

to the differentiation of formulas, and the

other to the differentiation of equations. This classifica-

tion is rendered necessary by the imperfection of oi'dinary

analysis ; for if we knew how to resolve all equations

algebraically, it would be possible to render every implicit

function explicit ; and, by differentiating it only in that

state, the second part of the differential calculus would
be immediately included in the first, without giving rise

to any new difficulty. But the algebraic resolution of

equations is, as we know, still scarcely past its infancy,

and unknown for the greater numV>er of cases ; and we
have to differentiate a function without knowing it, though
it is determinate. Thus we have two classes of questions,

the differentiation of implicit functions being a distinct

ease from that of explicit functions, and much more
complicated. We have to begin by the differentiation of

formiilas, and we may then refer to this first case the

differentiation of equations, by certain analytical considera-

tions which we are not concerned with here. There is

another view in which the two general cases of differentia-

tion are distinct. The relation obtained between the

differentials is always more indirect, in comparison with

that of the finite quantities, in the differentiation of im-
plicit, than in that of explicit functions. We shall meet
with this consideration in the case of the integral calculus,

where it acquires a preponderaut im]iortance.

Q TV • • Each of these parts of the diff'erential
hubuivisions. ,, . .^T.,, T,i- 1

calculus IS again divided : and this sub-

division exhibits two very distinct theories, according as

we have to differentiate functions of a single variable, or
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functions of several independent variables,—the second
branch being of far greater complexity than the first, in

the case of explicit functions, and. much more in that of

imi^iicit. One more distinction remains, to complete this

brief sketch of the parts of the differential calculus. The
case in which it is required to differentiate at once different

implicit functions combined in certain primitive equations
must be distinguished from that in which all these functions

are separate. The same imperfection of ordinary analysis

which prevents our converting every implicit function into

an equivalent explicit oue, renders us unable to separate

the functions which enter simultaneously into auv system
of equations ; and the functions are evidently still more
implicit in the case of combined, than of separate functions :

and. in differentiating, we are not only unable to resolve

the primitive equations, but even to effect the j^roper

elimination among them.
We have now seen the different parts of

this calculus in their natural connection and
tl\e elenients

rational distribution. The whole calculus is

finally found to rest upon the differentiation of explicit

functions with a single varialile,—the only one which is

ever executed dii'ectly. Now, it is easy to understand that
this first theory, this necessary basis of the whole system,
simply consists of the differentiation of the elementary
functions, ten in number, which C(nnpose all our analytical

combinations ; for the differentiation of compound functions
is evidently deduced, immediately and necessarily, from
that of their constituent simple functions. We find, then,
the whole system of differentiation reduced, to the know-
ledge of the ten fundnmental differentials, and to that of

the two general princi]>les, by one of which the differentia-

tion of impHcit functions is deduced from that of explicit,

and by the other, the differentiation of functions of several

variables is reduced to that of functions of a single variable.

Such is the simplicity and perfection of the system of the
differential calculus.

The transformation of derived Functions for Transfornia-
new variables is a theory which must be just tionof dt'iived

mentioned, to avoid the omission of an indis- functions tor

pensable complement of the system of diffe- "'^^ variables.
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rentiatiou. It is as finished and perfect as tlie other parts

of this calculus; and its great importance is in its increasing

our resources by permitting us to choose, to facilitate the

formation of differential equations, that system of indepen-

dent variables which may appear to be most advantageous,

though it may afterwards be relinquished, as an inter-

mediate stiq>, by which, through this theory, we may pass

to the final system, which sometimes could not have been
considered directly.

.... Though we cannot hei'e consider the con-

apnhcatioas crete applications of this calculus, we must
glance at those which are analytii-al, because

they a.re of the same nature with the theory, and should
be looked at in connection with it. These questions are

reducible to three essential ones. First, the development
into series of functions of one or more variables ; or, more
generally, the transformation of functions, which constitutes

the mo>t beautiful and the most important application of

the differential calculus to general analysis, and which
comprises, besides the fundamental ser es discovered by
Taylor, the remarkable series discovered by Maclaurin,

John Beruouilli, Lagrange and others. Feeondly, the

general theory of maxima and minima values for any
functions whatever of one or more variables: one of the

most iutex-esting problems that analysis can present, how-
ever elementary it has become. The th rd is the least im-
portant of the three :—it is the determination of the true

value of functions which present themselves under an in-

determinate ap])earance, for certain hypotheses made on
the values of the corresponding variables. In every view,

the first question is the most eminent ; it is also the most
susce[)tible of future extension, especially by ccmceiving,

in a larger manner than hitherto, of the employment of

tlie differential calculus for the transformation of functions,

about which Lagrange left some valuable suggestions

which have been neither generalized nor followed up.

It is with regret that I confine myself to the generalities

which aie the proper subjects of this work ; so extensive

and so interesting are the developments wliicli might other-

wise be offered. Insufficient and summary as are the views

of the Differential Calculus just offered, we must be no
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less rapid in our survey of the Integral Calculus, properly
so called ; that is, the abstract subject of integration.

The Integral Calculus.

The division of the Integral Calculus, like

that of the Differential, 'proceeds on the
Sjcu"us°''^'

principle of distinguishing the integration of

explicit differential formulas from the integration of itnplicit

differentials,or of differential en nations. The t^ t • .

,
• e ,x J.

• Its divisions,
separation ot these two cases is even more
radical in the case of integration than in the other. In
the differential calculus this distinction rests, as we have
seen, only on the extreme imperfection of ordinary analysis.

But, on the other hand, it is clear that even if all equations
could be algebraically resolved, differential equations would
nevertheless constitute a case of integration altogether dis-

tinct from that presented by explicit differential formulas.
Their integration is necessarily more complicated than that
of explicit differentials, by the elaboration of which the
integral calculus was originated, and on which the others

have been made to depend, as far as possible. All the
various analytical processes hitherto proposed for the inte-

gration of differential equations, whether by the separation
of variables, or the method of multipliers, or other means,
have been designed to reduce these integrations to those
of differential formulas, the only object which can be
directly undertaken. Unhappily, imperfect as is this neces-

sary basis of the whole integral calculus, the art of reducing
to it the integration of differential equations is even much
less advanced.

As in the case of the differential calculus, „ , ,. . .

T £ T 1 i! J.1 i.
subdivisions,

and tor analogous I'easons, each ot these two
branches of the integral calculus is divided again, accord-
ing as we consider functions with a single ^ . ,

.

variable or functions with several indepen-
^^ several

^'

dent variables. This distinction is, like the

preceding, even more important for integration than for

differentiation This is especially remarkable with respect

to differential equations. In fact, those which relate to

several independent variables may evidently present this

I. G
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characteristic and higher difficulty— that the function

sought may be differentially defined by a simple relation

between its various special derivatives with regard to the

different variables taken separately. Thence results the

most difficult, and also the most extended branch of the

integral calculus, which is commonly called the Integral

Calculus of partial differences, created by D'Alembert, in

which, as Lagrange truly perceived, geometers should have
recognized a new calculus, the philosophical character of

which has not yet been precisely decided. This higher

branch of transcendental analysis is still entirely in its

infancy. In the very simplest case, we cannot completely

reduce the integration to that of the ordinary differential

equations.

A new distinction, highly important here,

differentiation tl'oi^igli ^lot in the differential calculus, where
it is a mistake to insist upon it, is drawn

from the higher or lower order of the differentials. We
may regard this distinction as a subdivision in the integra-

tion of explicit or implicit differentials. With regard to

explicit differentials, whether of one variable or of several,

the necessity of distinguishing their different orders is

occasioned merely by the extreme imperfection of the in-

tegral calculus ; and, with reference to implicit differentials,

the distinction of orders is more important still. In the

first case, we know so little of integration of even the first

order of differential formulas, that differential formulas of

a high order produce new difficulties in arriving at the

primitive function which is our object. And in the second

case, there is the additional difficulty that the higher order

of the differential equations necessarily gives rise to ques-

tions of a new kind. The higher the order of differential

equations, the more implicit are the cases which they pre-

sent ; and they can be made to depend on each other only

by special methods, the investigation of which, in conse-

quence, forms a new class of questions, with regard to the

simplest cases of which we as yet know next to nothing.

The necessary basis of all other integrations is, as we
see from the foregoing considerations, that of explicit diffe-

rential formulas of the first order and of a single variable
;

and we cannot succeed in effecting other integrations but
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by reducing them to this elementary case, Avhich is the only

one capable of being treated directly. This ,.
l- t •

simple fundamental integration, often con-

veniently called quadratures, corresponds in the differential

calculus to the elementary case of the differentiation of ex-

plicit functions of a single variable. But the integral ques-

tion is, by its nature, quite otherwise comjilicated, and
much more extensive than the differential question. We
have seen that the latter is reduced to the differentiation

of ten simple functions, which furnish the elements of

analysis ; but the integration of compound functions does

not necessarily follow from that of the simple functions,

each combination of which may present si:)ecial difficulties

with respect to the integral calculus. Hence the indefinite

extent and varied complication of the question of quadra-
tures, of which we know scarcely anything completel}

after all the efforts of analysts.

The question is divided into the two cases
ai •

i
.

•

of algebraic functions and transcenclentalfunc- functions
tions. The algebraic class is the more ad-

vanced of the two. In relation to irrational functions, it

is true, we know scarcely anything, the integrals of them
having been obtained only in very restricted cases, and
particularly by rendering them rational. The integration

of rational functions is thus far the only theory of this

calculus which has admitted of complete treatment ; and
thus it forms, in a logical point of view, its most satisfac-

tory part, though it is perhaps the least important. Even
here, the imperfection of ordinary analysis usually comes
in to stop the working of the theory, by which the integra-

tion finally depends on the algebraic solution of equations;

and thus it is only in what concerns integration viewed in

an abstract manner that even this limited case is resolved.

And this gives us an idea of the extreme imperfection of

the integral calculus. The case of the inte- ^ , . ,

,• Pi -\ i. ^ £ J.'
• -x Iranscendental

gration or transcendental functions is quite functions
in its infancy as yet, as regards either ex-

ponential, logarithmic, or circular functions. Very few
cases of these kinds have been treated ; and though the

simplest have been chosen, the necessary calculations are

extremely laborious.
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The theory of Singular Sohdions (some-

lonT
'"''''

^^'^^^ ^^^^^^ Particular Solutions), fully de-

veloped by Lagrange in his Calculus of

Functions, but not yet duly appreciated by geometers,

must be noticed here, on account of its logical perfection

and the extent of its applications. This theory forms im-
plicitly a portion of the general theory of the integration

of differential equations ; but I have left it till now, be-

cause it is, as it were, outside of the integral calculus, and
I wished to preserve the sequence of its parts. Clairaut

first observed the existence of these solutions, and he saw
in them a paradox of the integral calculus, since they have
the property of satisfying the differential equations without

being comprehended in the corresponding general integrals.

Lagrange explained this paradox by showing how such

solutions are always derived from the general integral by
the variation of the arbitrary constants. This theory has

a character of perfect generality ; for Lagrange has given

invariable and very simple processes for finding the singular

solution of any differential equation which admits of it

;

and, what is very remarkable, these processes require no
integration, consisting only of differentiations, and being

therefore always applicable. Thus has differentiation

become, by a happy artifice, a means of compensating, in

certain circumstances, for the imperfection of the integral

calculus.

^ , ., . One more theorv remains to be noticed, to
Ueiinite m- i ,

••

j; j.i j. n a- £
tecrals

complete our review ot that collection or

analytical researches which constitutes the

integral calciilus. It takes its place outside of the system,

because, instead of being destined for true integration, it

proposes to supply the defect of our ignorance of really

analytical integrals. I refer to the determination of de-

finite integrals. These definite integrals are the values of

the required functions for certain determinate values of the

corresponding variables. The use of these in transcendental

analysis corresponds to the numerical resolution of equa-

tions in ordinary analysis. Analysts being usually unable

to obtain the real integral (called in opposition the general

or indefinite integral), that is, the function which, differen-

tiated, has produced the proj^osed differential formula, have
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been driven to determining, at least, without knowing this

function, the particular numerical values which it would
take on assigning certain declared values to the variables.

This is evidently resolving the arithmetical question with-

out having first resolved the corresponding algebraic one,

which is generally the most important ; and such an
analysis is, by its nature, as imperfect as that of the

numerical resolution of equations. Inconveniences, logical

and practical, result from such a confusion of arithmetical

and algebraic considerations. But, uuder our inability to

obtain the true integrals, it is of the utmost importance to

have been able to obtain this solution, incomplete and in-

sufiicient as it is. This has now been attained for all cases,

the determination of the value of definite integrals having

been reduced to entirely general methods, which leave

nothing to be desired, in many cases, but less complexity

in the calculations ; an object to which analysts are now
directing all their special ti'ansformations. This kind of

transcendental arithmetic being considered perfect, the

difiiculty in its applications is reduced to making the pro-

posed inquiry finally depend only on a simple determina-

tion of definite integrals ; a thing which evidently cannot

be always possible, whatever analytical skill may be em-
ployed in effecting so forced a transformation.

We have now seen that while the differen- Prospects of

tial calculus constitutes by its nature a limited the Integral

and perfect system, the integral calculus, or Calculus,

the simple subject of integration, offers inexhaustible scope

for the activity of the human mind, independently of the

indefinite applications of which transcendental analysis is

evidently capable. The reasons which convince us of the

impossibility of ever achieving the general resolution of

algebraic equations of any degree whatever, are yet more
decisive against our attainment of a single method of inte-

gration applicable to all cases. " It is," said Lagrange,
" one of those problems whose general solution we cannot
hope for." The more we meditate on the subject, the
more convinced we shall be that such a research is wholly
chimerical, as transcending the scope of our understanding,
though the labours of geometers must certainly add in time
to our knowledge of integration, and create procedures of
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a widei' generality. The transcendental analysis is yet too

near its origin, it has too recently been regarded in a truly

rational manner, for ns to have any idea what it may here-

after become. But, whatever may be our legitimate hopes,

we must ever, in the first place, consider the limits imposed
by our intellectual constitution, which are not the less real

because we cannot precisely assign them.

I have hinted that a future augmentation of our resources

may probably arise from a change in the mode of deriva-

tion of the auxiliary quantities introduced to facilitate the

establishment of equations. Their formation might follow

a multitude of other laws besides the very simple relation

which has been selected. I discern here far greater re-

sources than in ixrging further our present calculus of in-

direct functions ; and I am persuaded that when geometers

have exhausted the most imjjortant applications of our

present transcendental analysis, they will turn their atten-

tion in this direction, instead of straining after perfection

where it cannot be found. I submit this view to geometers

whose meditations are fixed on the general philosophy of

analysis.

As for the rest, though I was bound to exhibit in my
summary exposition the state of extreme imperfection in

which the integral calculus still remains, it would be enter-

taining a false idea of the general resources of the trans-

cendental analysis to attach too much importance to this

consideration. As in ordinary analysis, we find here that

a very small amount of fundamental Icuowledge respecting

the resolution of equations is of inestimable use. However
little advanced geometers are as yet in the science of inte-'

grations, they have nevertheless derived from their few
absti'act notions the solution of a multitude of questions of

the highest importance in geometry, mechanics, thermology,

etc. The philosophical explanation of this double general

fact is found in the preponderating importance and scope

of abstract science, the smallest portion of which naturally

corresjDonds to a multitude of concrete researches, Man
having no other resoui'ce for the successive extension of his

intellectual means than in the contemplation of ideas more
and more abstract, and nevertheless positive.
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Calculus of Variations.

By Ms Calculus or Method of Variations, Lagrange im-
proved the capacity of the transcendental analysis for the

establishment of equations in the most difficult problems,

by considering a class of equations still more indirect than
differential equations properly so called. It is still too

near its origin, and its applications have been too few, to

admit of its being understood by a purely abstract account

of its theory ; and it is therefore necessary to indicate

briefly the special nature of the problems which have given

rise to this hyper-transcendental analysis.

These problems are those which were long Problems
known by the name of Isoperimetrical Pro- giving rise to

Hems ; a name which is truly applicable to *"*** Calculus,

only a very small number of them. They consist in the

investigation of the maxima and minima of certain inde-

tex'minate integral formulas which express the analytical

law of such or such a geometrical or mechanical pheno-
menon, considered independently of any particular subject.

In the ordinary theory of maxima and minima, we seek,

with regard to a given function of one or more variables,

what particularvalues must be assigned to these variables, in

order that the corresponding value of the proposed function

may be a maximum or a minimum with respect to those

values which immediately precede and follow it :—that is,

we inquire, properly speaking, at what instant the function

ceases to increase in order to begin to decrease, or the

reverse. The differential calculus fully suffices, as we know,
for the general resolution of this class of questions, by
showing that the values of the different variables which
suit either the maximum or minimum must always render
null the different derivatives of the first order of the given

function, taken sepai'ately with relation to each independent
variable ; and by indicating moreover a character suitable

for distinguishing the maximum from the minimum, which
consists, in the case of a function of a single variable, for

example, in the derived function of the second order taking

a negative value for the maximvim and a positive for the

minimum. Such are the fundamental conditions belonging
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to the majority of cases ; and where modifications take

place, they are equally subject to invariable, though more
complicated abstract rules.

The construction of this general theory having destroyed

the chief interests of geometers in this kind of questions,

they rose almost immediately to the consideration of a new
order of problems, at once more important and more diffi-

cult,—those of isoperimeters. It was then no longer the

values of the variables proper to the maximum or the mini-

mum of a given function that had to be determined. It

was the form of the function itself that had to be dis-

covered, accoi'ding to the condition of the maximum or

minimum of a certain definite integral, merely indicated,

which depended on that fvmction. We cannot here follow

the history of these problems, the oldest of which is that

of the solid of least resistance, ti'eated by Newton in the

second book of the ' Principia,' in which he determines

what must be the meridian curve of a solid of revolution,

in order that the resistance experienced by that body in the

direction of its axis may be the least possible. Mechanics
first furnished this new class of problems ; but it was
from geometry that the subjects of the principal investi-

gations were afterwards derived. They were varied and
complicated almost infinitely by the labours of the best

geometers, when Lagrange reduced their solution to an
abstract and entirely general method, the discovery of

which has checked the eagerness of geometers about such
an order of researches.

It is evident that these problems, considered analytically,

consist in determining what ought to be the form of a
certain unknown function of one or more variables, in order

that such or such an integral, dependent on that function,

may have, within assigned limits, a value which may be a

maximum or a minimum, with regard to all those which it

would take if the required function had any other form
whatever. In treating these problems, the predecessors of

Lagrange proposed, in substance, to reduce them to the

ordinary theory of maxima and minima. But they pro-

ceeded by applying special simple artifices to each case,

not reducible to certain rules ; so that every new question

reproduced analogous difficulties, without the solutions
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previously obtained being of any essential aid. The part

common to all questions of tbis class had not been dis-

covered ; and no abstract and general treatment was
therefore provided. In his endeavours to bring all isoperi-

metrical problems to depend on a common analysis,

Lagrange was led to the conception of a new kind of diife-

rentiation ; and to these new Differentials he gave the

name of Variations. They consist of the infinitely small

increments which the integrals receive, not in virtue of

analogous increments on the part of the corresponding

variables, as in the common transcendental analysis, but

by supposing that the form of the function placed under

the sign of integration undergoes an infinitely small change.

This abstract conception once formed, Lagrange was able

to reduce with ease, and in the most general manner, all

the problems of isoperimeters to the simple common theory

of maxima and minima.
Important as is this great and happy ti'ans- ,.

formation, and though the Method of Varia-
^[qi^^

'

tions had at first no other object than the

rational and general resolution of isoperimetrical problems,

we should form a very inadequate estimate of this beautiful

analysis if we supposed it restricted to this application.

In fact, the abstract conception of two distinct natures of

differentiation is evidently applicable, not only to the cases

for which it was created, but for all which present, for any
reason whatever, two different ways of making the same
magnitudes vary. Lagrange himself made an immense and
all-important applicatiom of his Calculus of Variations, in

his ' Analytical Mechanics,' by employing it to distinguish

the two sorts of changes, naturally presented by questions

of rational Mechanics for the different points we have to

consider, according as we compare the successive positions

occupied, in virtue of its motion, by the same point of each

body in two consecutive instants, or as we pass from one
point of the body to another in the same instant. One of

these comparisons produces the common differentials ; the

other occasions variations which are, there as elsewhere,

only differentials taken from a new point of view. It is in

such a general acceptation as this that we must conceive of

the Calculus of Variations, to appreciate fitly the impor-
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tance of this admirable logical instrument ; the most power-
ful as yet constructed by the human mind.

This Method being only an immense extension of the

general trancendental analysis, there is no need of proof

that it admits of being considered under the different pri-

mary points of view allowed by the calculus of indirect

functions, as a whole. Lagrange invented the calculus of

variations in accordance with the infinitesimal conception,

properly so called, and even some time before he undertook

the general reconstruction of the transcendental analysis.

When he had effected that important reform, he easily

showed how applicable it was to the calculus of variations,

which he exhibited with all suitable development, according

to his theory of derived functions. But the more difficult

in the use the method of variations is found to be, on
account of the higher degree of abstraction of the ideas

considered, the more important it is to husband the powers
of our minds in its application, by adopting the most direct

and rapid analytical conception, which is, as we know, that

of Leibnitz. Lagrange himself therefore constantly pre-

ferred it in the important use which he made of the calculus

of variations in his * Analytical Mechanics.' There is not,

in fact, the slightest hesitation about this among geometers.

Relation to the III the section on the Litegral Calculus, I

ordinary Cal- noticed D'Alembert's creation of the Calcvlvs
culns. Qj' partial differences, in which Lagrange
recognized a new calculus. This new elementary idea in

transcendental analysis,—the iiotion of two kinds of incre-

ments, distinct and independent of each other, which a
function of two variables may receive in virtue of the

change of each variable separately,—seems to me to estab-

lish a natural and necessary transition between the common
infinitesimal calculus and the calculus of variations.

D'Alembert's view appears to me to approximate, by its

nature, very nearly to that which serves as a general basis

for the Method of Variations. This last has, in fact, done
nothing more than transfer to the independent variables

themselves the view already adopted for the functions of

those variables ; a process which has remarkably extended

its lase. A recognition of sucli a derivation as this for the

method of variations may exhibit its i^hilosophical character
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more clearly and simply ; and this is my reason for the

reference.

The Method of Variations presents itself to us as the

highest degree of perfection which the analysis of indirect

functions has yet attained. We had before, in that analysis,

a powerful instrument for the mathematical study of natural

phenomena, inasmuch as it introduced the consideration of

auxiliary magnitudes, so chosen as that their relations were
necessarily more simple and easy to obtain than those of

the direct magnitudes. But we had not any general and
abstract rules for the formation of these differential equa-
tions ; nor were such supposed to be possible. Now, the

Analysis of Variations brings the actual establishment of

the differential equations within the reach of the Calculus

;

for such is the general effect, in a great number of impor-
tant and difficult questions, of the varied equations, which,
still more indirect than the simple differential equations, as

regards the special objects of the inquiry, are more easy to

form: and, by invariable and complete analytical methods,
employed to eliminate the new order of auxiliary infinitesi-

mals introduced, we may deduce those ordinary differential

equations which we might not have been able to establish

dii'ectly. The Method of Variations forms, then, the most
sublime part of that vast system of mathematical analysis,

which, setting out from the simplest elements of algebra,

organizes, by an uninterrujited succession of ideas, genei'al

methods more and more potent for the investigation of

natural j)hilosophv. This is incomparably the noblest and
most unquestionable testimony to the scope of the human
intellect. If, at the same time, we bear in mind that the
employment of this method exacts the highest known
degree of intellectual exertion, in order never to lose sight

of the precise object of the investigation in following

reasonings which offer to the mind such uncertain I'esting-

places, and in which signs are of scarcely any assistance,

we shall understand how it may be that so little use has
been made of such a conception by any philosophers but
Lagrange.
We have now reviewed Mathematical analysis, in its

bases and in its divisions, very briefly, but from a philoso-

phical point of view, neglecting those conceptions only
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which are not organized with the great whole, or which, if

nrged to their limit, would be found to merge in some
which have been examined. I must next offer a similar

outline of Concrete Mathematics. My particular task will

1)6 to show how,—supposing the general science of the

Calculus to be in a perfect state,—it has been possible to

reduce, by invariable procedures, to pure questions of

analysis, all the problems of Geometry and Mechanics
;

and thus to invest these two great bases of natural

philosophy with that precision and unity which can only

thus be attained, and which constitute high perfection.
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CHAPTER III.

GENERAL VIEW OF GEOMETRY.

E have seen that Geometry is a true ^

natural science ;—only more simple,
' ^^*

and therefore more perfect than any other. We must not
suppose that, because it admits the application of mathe-
matical analysis, it is therefore a purely logical science,

independent of observation. Every body studied by geo-
meters presents some primitive phenomena which, not
being discoverable by reasoning, must be due to observation
alone.

The scientific eminence of Geometry arises from the
extreme generality and simplicity of its phenomena. If

all the parts of the universe wei'e regarded as immovable,
geometry would still exist ; whereas, for the j^henomena of

Mechanics, motion is required. Thus Geometry is the
more general of the two. It is also the more simple, for

its phenomena are independent of those of Mechanics,
while mechanical phenomena are always complicated with
those of geometry. The same is true in the comparison of

abstract thermology with geometry. For these reasons,

geometry holds the first place under the head of Conci'ete

Mathematics.
Instead of adopting the inadequate ordi- d r >•

nary account of Geometry, that it is the
science of extension, I am disposed to give, as a general
description of it, that it is the science of the measurement

of extension. Even this does not include all the operations

of geometry, for there are many investigations which do
not appear to have for their object the measurement of

extension. But regarding the science in its leading ques-

tions as a whole, we may accurately say that the measure-
ment of lines, of surfaces, and of volumes, is the invariable
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aim,—sometimes direct, though ofteiier indirect,—of geo-

metrical labours.

T , r o The rational study of geometry could
never have begun if we must have regarded

at once and together all the physical properties of bodies,

together with their magnitude and form. By the character

of our minds Ave are- able to think of the dimensions and
figure of a body in an abstract way. After observation

has shown us, for instance, the impi'ession left by a body
on a fluid in which it has been placed, we are able to

retain an image of the impression, which becomes a ground
of geometrical reasoning. We thus obtain,—apart from
all metaphysical fancies,—an idea of Space. This abstrac-

tion, now so familiar to us that we cannot conceive the

state we should be in withoiat it, is perhaps the earliest

])hilosophical creation of the human mind.
,.. , . There is another abstraction which must
Kuids of ex- 1 1 1 £ 1. J.

• 1

tension "^ made beiore we can enter on geometrical

science. We must conceive of three kinds of

extension, and leani to conceive of them separately. We
cannot conceive of any space, filled by any object, which
has not at once volume, surface, and Ime. Yet geometrical

([uestions often relate to only two of these ; frequently

only to one. Even when all three are to be finally con-
sidered, it is often necessary, in order to avoid complica-
tion, to take only one at a time. This is the second abstrac-

tion which it is indispensable for us to practise,—to think
of surface and line apart from volume ; and again, of line

apart from surface. We effect this by thinking of volume
as becoming thinner and thinner, till surface appears as

the thinnest possible layer or film : and again, we think of

this surface becoming narrower and narrower till it is

reduced to the finest imaginable thread ; and then we have
the idea of a line. Though we cannot speak of a point as

a dimension, we must have the abstract idea of that too
;

and it is obtained by reducing the line from one end or

both, till the smallest conceivable portion of it is left. This
point indicates, not extension, of course, but position, or

the place of extension. Surfaces have clearly the property
of circumscribing volumes ; lines, again, circumscribe sur-

faces ; and lines, once more, are limited by points.
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The Mathematical meaning of measure-

vient is simply the finding of the value of measurement^
the ratios between any homogeneous magni-
tudes : but geometrically, the measurement is always in-

direct. The comparison of two lines is direct ; that of two
surfaces or two volumes can never be direct. One line

may be conceived to be laid upon another : but one volume
cannot be conceived of as laid upon another, nor one sur-

face upon another, with any convenience or exactness. The
question is, then, how to measure surfaces and volumes.
Whatever be the form of a body, there Measurement

must always be lines, the length of which of surfaces and

will define the magnitude of the surface or volumes,

volume. It is the business of geometry to use these lines,

directly measurable as they are, for the ascertainment of

the ratio of the surface to the unity of surface, or of the

volume to the unity of volume, as either may be sought.

In brief, the object is to reduce all comparisons of surfaces

or of volumes to simple comparisons of lines. Extending
the process, we find the possibility of reducing to questions

of lines all questions relating to surfaces and volumes,
regarded in relation to their magnitude. It is true that

when the rational method becomes too complicated and
difiicult, direct comparisons of surfaces and volumes are

employed : but the procedure is not geometrical. In the
same way, the consideration of weight is sometimes brought
in, to determine volume, or even surface ; but this device

is derived from mechanics, and has nothing to do with
rational geometry.

In speaking of the direct measurement of .

lines, it is clear that right lines are meant. lines"
^^

When we consider curved lines, it is evident

that their ineasurement must be indirect, since we cannot
conceive of curved lines being laid upon each other with
any precision or certainty. The pi'ocedure is first to reduce
the measurement of curved to that of right lines ; and
consequently to reduce to simj^le questions of right lines

all questions relating to the magnitude of any curves what-
ever. In every curve, there always exist certain right lines,

the length of which must determine that of the curve ; as
the length of the radius of a circle gives us that of the
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circumfei'ence ; and again, as the length of an ellipse

depends on that of its two axes.

Thus, the science of G-eometry has for its object the

final reduction of the comparisons of all kinds of extent

to comparisons of right lines, which alone are capable of

direct comparison, and are, moreover, eminently easy to

manage.
I must just notice that there is a primary distinct branch

of Geometry, exclusively devoted to the right line, on
account of occasionable insurmountable difficulties in

making the direct comparison ; its object is to determine

certain right lines from others by means of the relations

proper to the figures resulting from their assemblage. The
importance of this is clear, as no question could be solved

if the measurement of right lines, on which every other

depends, were left, in any case, uncertain. The natural

order of the parts of rational geometry is therefore, first

the geometry of line, beginning with the right line ; then

the geometry of surfaces ; and, finally, that of volumes.

. The field of geometrical science is abso-

field
* l"*^^y unbounded. There may be as many

questions as there are conceivable figures

;

and the variety of conceivable figvires is infinite. As to

curved Lines, if we regard them as generated by the motion
of a point governed by a certain law, we cannot limit their

number, as the variety of distinct conditions is nothing

short of infinite ; each generating new ones, and those

again others. Surfaces, again, are conceived of as motions

of lines ; and they not only partake of the variety of lines,

but have another of their own, arising from the possible

change of nature in the line. There can be nothing like

this in lines, as points cannot describe a figure. Thus,

there is a double set of conditions under which the figures

of surfaces may vary : and Ave may say that if lines have

one infinity of possible change, surfaces have two. As
for Volumes, they are distingi;ished from one another only

by the surfaces which bound them ; so that they partake

of the variety of surfaces, and need no special considera-

tion under this head. If we add the one further remark,

that sui'faces themselves furnish a new means of con-

ceiving of new curves, as every curve may be regarded as
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produced by the intersection of two surfaces, we shall per-

ceive that, starting from a narrow ground of observation,

we can obtain an absolutely infinite variety of forms, and
therefore an illimitable field for geometrical science.

The connection between abstract and con- Properties of

Crete geometry is established by the study lines and sur-

of the properties of lines and surfaces. With- faces,

out multiplying in this way our means of recognition,

we should not know, except by accident, how to find in

nature the figure we desire to verify. Astronomy was

recreated by Kepler's discovery that the ellipse was the

cuiwe which the planets describe about the sun, and the

satellites about their planet. This discovery could never

have been made if geometers had known no more of the

ellipse than as the oblique section of a circular cone by a

plane. All the properties of the conic sections brought

out by the speculative labours of the G-reek geometers,

were needed as preparation for this discovery, that Kepler

might select from them the characteristic which was the

true key to the planetary orbit. In the same way, the

sjiherical figure of the earth could not have been discovered

if the primitive character of the sphere had been the only

one known ;—viz. the equidistance of all its points from an

interior point. Certain properties of surfaces Avere the

means used for connecting the abstract reasoning with the

concrete fact. And others, again, were required to prove

that tlie earth is not absolutely spherical, and how much
otherwise. The pursuit of these labours does not interfere

with the definition of Geometry given above, as they tend

indirectly to the measurement of extension. The great

body of geometrical researches relates to the properties of

lines and surfaces ; and the study of the proj^erties of the

same figure is so extensive, that the labours of geometers

for twenty centuries have not exhausted the study of conic

sections. Since the time of Descartes, it has become less

important ; but it appears as far as ever from being

fi.nished. And here opens another infinity. We had
before the infinite scope of lines, and the double infinity of

surfaces : and now we see that not only is the variety of

figures inexhaustible, but also the diversity of the j)oints

of view from which each figure may be regarded.

I. H
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There are two general Methods of treating

Methods geometi'ieal questions. These are commonly
called Synthetical Geometry and Analytical

Geometry. I shall jirefer the historical titles of Geometry
of the Ancients and Geometry of the Moderns. But it is,

in my view, better still to call them Sj^ecial Geometry and
General Geometry, by w^hich their nature is most accurately

conveyed.

Special or
"^^^ Calculus was not, as some suppose,

ancient, and unknown to the ancients, as we perceive by
general or their applications of the theory of propor-
modern Geo- tions. The difference between them and us
me ly.

^^ ^^^ ^^ much in the instrument of deduction

as in the nature of the questions considered. The ancients

studied geometry with reference to the hodies under notice,

or specially : the moderns study it with reference to the

phenomena to be considered, or generally. The ancients

extracted all they could out of one line or surface, before

passing to another ; and each inquiry gave little or no
assistance in the next. The moderns, since Descartes,

employ themselves on questions which relate to any figure

whatever. They abstract, to treat by itself, every question

relating to the same geometrical phenomenon, in whatever
bodies it may be considered. Geometers can thus rise to

the study of new geometrical conceptions, which, applied

to the curves investigated by the ancients, have brought
out new properties never suspected by them. The
superiority of the modern method is obvious at a glance.

The time formerly spent, and the sagacity and effort

employed, in the path of detail, are inconceivably economized
liy the general method \ised since the great revolution

Tinder Descartes. The benefit to Concrete Geometry is no
less than to the Abstract ; for the recognition of geome-
trical figures in nature was merely embarrassed by the

study of lines in detail; and the application of the con-

templated figure to the existing body could be only acci-

dental, and within a limited or doubtful range : whereas,

by the general method, no existing figure can escape

application to its true theory, as soon as its geometrical

features are ascertained. Still, the ancient method was
natural ; and it was necessary that it should precede the
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modern. The experience of tlae ancients, and the materials

they accumulated by their special method, were indispen-

sable to suggest the conception of Descartes, and to furnish

a basis for the general procediu-e. It is evident that the

Calculus cannot originate any science. Equations must
exist as a starting-point for analytical operations. No
other beginning can be made than the direct study of the

object, pursued up to the point of the discovery of precise

relations.

We must briefly survey the geometry of the ^, ^ r
. . (TponiPii'V or

ancients, in its chai-acter of an indispensable
^j^^ ancients

introduction to that of the moderns. The
one, special and preliminary, must have its relation made
clear to the other,—the general and definitive geometry,

which now constitutes the science that goes by that name.

We have seen that Geometry is a science founded upon
observation, though the materials furnished by observation

eive few and simple, and the structure of reasoniug erected

upon them vast and complex. The only elementary

materials, obtainable by direct study alone, are those wliich

relate to the right line for the geometry of lines ; to the

quadrature of rectilinear plane areas ; and to the cuhature of

bodies terminated by plane faces. The beginning of geometry
must be from the observation of lines, of flat surfaces angu-
larly bounded, and of bodies which have more or less

bulk, also angularly bounded. These are all ; for all other

figures, even the circle, and the figures belonging to it,

now come under the head of analytical geometry. The
three elements just mentioned allow a sufficiency of equa-

tions for the calculus to proceed upon. More are not

needed ; and we cannot do with less. Some have endea-
voured to extend analysis so as to dispense with a portion

of these facts ; but to do so is merely to return to meta-
physical practices, in presenting actual facts as logical

abstractions. The more we perceive Geometry to be, in

our day, essentially analytical, the more cai-eful we must
lie not to lose sight of the basis of observation on which
all geometrical science is founded. When we observe

people attempting to demonstrate axioms and the like, we
may avow that it is better to admit more than may be quite

necessary of materials derived from observation, than to
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carry logical demonstration into a region where direct

observation "vvill serve us better.

There are two ways of studying the right

thTri'^'h/Hne
^^"®—^^^® graphic and the algebraic. The
thing to be done is to ascertain, by means of

one another, the different elements of any right line what-
ever, so as to understand, indirectly, a right line, under any
„ circumstances whatever. The way to do this

solutions ^^' fi^^t' t^ study the figure, by constructing

it, or otherwise directly investigating it ; and
then, to reason from that observation. The ancients, in

the early days of the science, made great use of the graphic

method, even in the form of Construction ; as when
Aristarchus of Samos estimated the distance of the sun
and moon from the earth on a triangle constructed as

nearly as possible in resemblance to the right-angled

triangle formed by the three bodies at the instant when
the moon is in quadrature, and when therefore an observa-

tion of the angle at the earth would define the triangle.

Archimedes himself, though he was the first to introduce

calculated determinations into geometry, frequently used
the same means. The introduction of trigonometry
lessened the practice ; but did not abolish it. The Greeks
and Arabians emjiloyed it still for a great number of in-

vestigations for which we now consider the use of the

Calculus indispensable.

While the grajjhic or constructive method answers well

when all the parts of the proposed figure lie in the same
plane, it must receive additions before it can be applied to

figures whose parts lie in different planes. Hence arises a

new series of considerations, and different systems of Pro-
jections. Where we now employ sj^herical trigonometry,

especially for problems relating to the celestial sphere, the

ancients had to consider how they could replace constrnc-

tions in relief by plane constructions. This was the object

of their analemvnas, and of the other plane figures which
long su])plied the place of the Calculus. They were ac-

quainted with the elements of what we call Descriptive

Geometry, though they did not conceive of it in a distinct

and general manner.
Digressing here for a moment into the region of ai)pli-
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cation, I may observe that Descriptive G-eo- .

metry, formed into a distinct system by Geometry^
Monge, practically meets the difficulty just

stated, but does not warrant the expectations of its first

admirers, that it would enlarge the domain of rational

geometry. Its grand use is in its application to the in-

dustrial arts ; — its few abstract problems, capable of

invariable solution, relating essentially to the contacts

and intersections of surfaces ; so that all the geometrical

questions which may arise in any of the various arts of

construction,— as stone-cutting, carpentry, perspective,

dialling, fortification, etc.,—can always be treated as

simple individual cases of a single theory, the solution

being certainly obtainable through the particular circum-

stances of each case. This creation must be very important

in the eyes of philosophers who think that all human
achievement, thus far, is only a first step towai-ds a philo-

sop>hical renovation of the labours of mankind ; towards

that precision and logical character which can alone ensure

the future progression of all arts. Such a revolution must
inevitably begin with that class of arts which bears a

relation to the simplest, the most perfect, and the most
ancient of the sciences. It must extend, in time, though
less readily, to all other industrial operations. Monge,
who understood the philosophy of the arts better than any
one else, himself indeed endeavoui'ed to sketch out a

philosophical system of mechanical arts, and at least suc-

ceeded iu pointing out the direction in which the object

must be pursued. Of Descriptive Geometry, it may
further be said that it usefully exercises the students'

faculty of Imagination,—of conceiving of complicated geo-

metrical combinations in space ; and that, while it belongs

to the geometry of the ancients by the character of its

solutions, it approaches to the geometry of the moderns
by the nature of the questions which compose it. Consist-

ing, as we have said, of a few abstract problems, obtained

through Projections, and relating to the contacts and
intersections of surfaces, the invariable solutions of these

problems are at once graphical, like those of the ancients,

and general, like those of the modei'ns. Yet, as destined

to an industrial aj^plication, Descriptive Geometry has
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}iere been treated of only in the way of digression. Leaving
the subject of graphic solution, we have to notice the other

branch ,^—the algebraic.

. . , . Some may wonder that this branch is not

Solutions treated as belonging to G-eneral Geometry.
But, not only were the ancients, in fact, the

inventors of trigonometry,—spherical as well as recti-

linear,—though it necessarily remained imj)erfect in their

hands ; but algebraic solutions are also no part of ana-

lytical geometry, but only a complement of elementary
geometry.

Since all right-lined figures can be decomposed into

triangles, all that we want is to be able to determine the

different elements of a triangle by means of one another.

This reduces polygonometiy to simple trigonometry.

Ti •
, The difficulty lies in form iup- three distinct

'^ equations between the angles and the sides

of a triangle. These equations being obtained, all trigono-

metrical problems are reduced to mere questions of

analysis.—There are two methods of introducing the angles

into the calculation. They are either introduced directly,

by themselves or by the circular arcs which are j)ropor-

tional to them : or they are inti'oduced indirectly, by the
chords of these arcs, which ai-e hence called their trigono-

metrical lines. The second of these methods was the first

adopted, because the early state of knowledge admitted of

its woi'king, while it did not admit the establishment of

equations between the sides of the triangles and the angles

themselves, but only between the sides and the trigono-

metrical lines.—The method which employs the trigono-

metrical lines is still j^referred, as the more simple, the

equations existing only between right lines, instead of

between right lines and arcs of circles.

To meet the probable objection that it is rather a com-
plication than a simplification to introduce these lines,

which have at last to be eliminated, we must explain a

little.

Their introduction divides trigonometry into two parts.

In one, we pass from the angles to their trigonometrical

lines, or the converse : in the other we have to determine

the sides of the triangles by the trigonometrical lines of
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their angles, or the converse. Now, the first process is

done for us, once for all, by the formation of numerical

tables, capable of use in all conceivable questions. It is

only the second, which is by far the least laborious, that

has to be undertaken in each individual case. The first is

always done in advance. The process may be compared
with the theory of logarithms, by which all imaginable
arithmetical operations are decomposed into two parts—

•

the first and most difficult of which is done in advance.

We must remember, too, in considering the jjosition of

the ancients, the remarkable fact that the determination of

angles by their trigonometrical lines, and the converse,

admits of an arithmetical solution, without the jirevious

resolution of the corresponding algebraic question. But
for this, the ancients could not have obtained trigono-

metry. When Archimedes was at Avork upon the rectifi-

cation of the circle, tables of chords were prepared : from
his labours resulted the determination of a certain series of

chords : and, when Hipparchus afterwards invented trigo-

nometry, he had only to complete that operation by suitable

intercalations. The connection of ideas is here easily

recognized.

For the same reasons which lead us to the employment
of these lines, we must employ several at once, instead of

confining ourselves to one, as the ancients did. The
Arabians, and after them the moderns, attained to only
four or five direct trigonometrical lines altogether ; whereas
it is clear that the number is not limited.—Instead, how-
ever, of plunging into deep complications, in obtaining

new direct lines, we create indirect ones. Instead, for

instance, of directly and necessarily determining the sine

of an angle, we may determine the sine of its half, or of

its double,—taking am' line relating to an arc which is a

very simple function of the first. Thus, we may say that

the number of trigonometrical lines actually employed by
modern geometers is unlimited through the augmentations
we may obtain by analysis. Special names have, however,
been given to those indirect lines only which refer to the
complement of the primitive arc,—others being in much
less frequent use.

Out of this device arises a third section of trigono-
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metrical knowledge. Having introduced a new set of

lines,—of auxiliary magnitudes—we have to determine

their relation to the first. And this study, though pre-

paratory, is indefinite in its scope, while the two other

departments are strictly limited.

The three must, of course, be studied in just the reverse

order to that in which it has been necessary to exhibit

them. First, the student must know the relations between
the indirect and direct trigonometrical lines : and the re-

solution of triangles, properly so called, is the last process.

Spherical trigonometry requires no special notice here,

(all-important as it is by its uses,)—since it is, in our day,

simply an application of rectilinear trigonometry, through
the substitution of the corresponding trihedral angle for

the spherical triangle.

This view of the philosophy of trigonometry has been
given chiefly to show how the most simple questions of

elementary geometry exhibit a close dependence and
regular ramification.

Thus have we seen what is the peculiar character of

Special Geometry, strictly considered. We see that it

constitutes an indispensable basis to General Geometry.
Next, we have to study the philosophical character of the

true science of Geometry, beginning with the great original

idea of Descartes, on which it is wholly founded.

Modern, or Analytical Geometry.

General or Analytical Geometry is founded upon the
transformation of geometrical considerations into equiva-

lent analytical considerations. Descartes established the

constant possibility of doing this in a uniform manner

:

and his beautiful conception is interesting, not only from
its carrying on geometrical science to a logical perfection,

but from its showing us how to organize the relations of

the abstract to the concrete in Mathematics by the ana-

lytical representation of natural phenomena.

Analytical The first thing to be done is evidently to

representation find and fix a method for expressing analyti-
of ligures. cally the subjects which aft'ord the phe-

nomena. If we can regard lines and surfaces analytically.
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we can so regard, heiieefortli, the accidents of tliese

suhjects.

Here occurs the difficulty of reducing all geometrical

ideas to those of number : of substituting considerations of

quantity for all considerations of quality.—In dealing with

this difficulty, we must observe that all geometrical ideas

come under three heads :—the magnitude, the
Position

figure, and the position of the extensions in

question. The relation of the first, magnitude, to numbers
is immediate and evident: and the other two are easily

brought into one ; for the figure of a body is nothing else

than the natural position of the jjoints of whirh it is com-

posed : and its position cannot be conceived of irrespective

of its figure. We have therefore only to establish the one

relation between ideas of position and ideas of magnitude.

It is upon this that Descartes has established the system of

General Geometry.
The method is simply a carrying out of an operation

which is natural to all minds. If we wish to indicate the

situation of an object which we cannot point out, we say

how it is related to objects that are known, by assigning

the magnitude of the different geometrical elements which
connect it with known objects.

Those elements are what Descartes, and all other geo-

meters after him, have called the co-ordinates of the point

considered. If we know in what plane the point is situated,

the co-ordinates are two. If the point may be anywhere
m space, the co-ordinates cannot be less than three. They
may be multiplied without limit : but whether few or many,
the ideas of position will have been reduced to those of

magnitude, so that we shall represent the displacement of

a point as produced by pure numerical variations in the

values of its co-ordinates.—The simplest case of all, that of

plane geometry, is when we determine the ^^osition of a point

on a plane by considering its distances from two fixed right

lines, supposed to be known, and generally concluded to be
perpendicular to each other. These are called axes. Next,
there may be the less simple process of determining the
position by the distances from fixed points ; and so on
to greater and greater complications. But, from some
system or other of co-ordinates being always employed.
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the question of position is always reduced to that of

magnitude.

,^ .,. . It is clear that our only way of marking

•jj^ the position or a point is by the inter-

section of two lines. When the point is

determined by the intersection of two right lines, each
parallel to a fixed axis, that is the system of rectilinear co-

ordinates,—the most common of all. The polar system of

co-ordinates exhibits the point by the travelling- of a right

line round a fixed centre of a circle of variable radius.

Again, two circles may intersect, or any other two lines : so

that to assign the value of a co-ordinate is the same thing
as to determine the line on which the point must be
situated. The ancient geometers, of course, were like our-

selves in this necessary method of conceiving of position :

and their geometrical loci were founded upon it. It was in

endeavouring to form the process into a general system tliat

Descartes created Analytical Geometry.—Seeing, as we now
do, how ideas of position,—and, through them, all elemen-
tary geometrical ideas,—can be reduced to ideas of number,
we learu what it was that he effected.

„i ^ Descartes treated only geometry of two
Plane Curves. -,. . , i .• i ii / tdimensions m his analytical method : and we
will at first consider only this kind, beginning with Plane

Expression Curves. Lines must be expressed by equa-
of Hnes by tions ; and again, equations must be expressed
Equations.

\)y Hues, when the relation of geometrical con-

ceptions to numbers is established.—It comes to the same
thing whether we define a line by any one of its properties,

or supply the corresponding equation between the two
variable co-ordinates of the point which describes the line.

If a point describes a certain line on a plane, we know that

its co-ordinates bear a fixed relation to each other, which
may be exj^ressed by an appropriate equation. If the point

describes no certain line, its co-ordinates must be two
variables independent of each other. Its situation in the

latter case can be determined only by giving at once its two
co-ordinates, independently of each other : whereas, in the

former case, a single co-ordinate suffices to fix its position.

The second co-ordinate is then a determinate function of
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the first ;—that is, there exists between them a certain

equation of a nature corresponding to that of the line on
which the point is to be found. The co-ordinates of the

point each require it to be on a certain line : and again, its

being on a certain line is the same thing as assigning the

value of one of the two co-ordinates ; which is then found
to be entirely dependent on the other. Thus are lines

analytically expressed by equations.

By a converse argument may be seen the Expression
geometrical necessity of representing by a of equations

certain line every equation of two variables, ^^y lines,

in a determinate system of co-ordinates. In the absence
of any other known property, such a relation would be a

very chai'acteristic definition ; and its scientific effect would
be to fix the attention immediately uj^on the general course

of the solutions of the equation,which will thus be noted in

the most striking and simple manner. There is an evident

and vast advantage in this picturing of ecj^uations, which
reacts strongly upon the perfecting of analysis itself. The
geometrical loc^ls stands before our minds as the represen-

tation of all the details that have gone to its preparation,

and thus renders comparatively easy our conception of new
general analytical views. This method has become entirely

elementary in our day ; and it is employed when we want
to get a clear idea of the general character of the law which
runs through a series of particular observations of any kind
whatever.

Recurring to the representation of lines by Chanf,^e in the
equations, which is our chief object, we see line changes

that this representation is, by its nature, so ^1^*^ equation,

faithful, that the line could not undergo any modification,

even the slightest, without causing a corresponding change
in the equation. Some special difiiculties arise out of this

perfect exactness ; for since, in our system of analytical

geometry, mei'e displacements of lines affect equations as

much as real variations of magnitude or form, we inight be
in danger of confounding the one with the other, if geo-

meters had not discovered an ingenious method exj^ressly

intended to distinguish them always. It must be observed
that general inconveniences of this nature appear to be
strictly inevitable in analytical geometry ; since, ideas of
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position being the only geometrical ideas immediately re-

ducible to numerical considerations, and conceptions of

form not being referrible to them but by seeing in them
relations of situation, it is impossible that analysis should
not at first confound phenomena of form with simjDle

phenomena of position ; which are the only ones that

equations express directly.

Every defini- To complete our description of the basis of

tion of a line analytical geometry, it is necessary to point
IS an equation, q^^ iha,t not only must every defined line give

rise to a certain equation between the two co-ordinates

of any one of its points, but ever'y definition of a line is

itself an equation of that line in a suitable system of co-

ordinates.

Considering, first, what a definition is, we say it must
distinguish the defined object from all others, by assigning

to it a property which belongs to it alone. But this pro-

]')erty may not disclose the mode of generation of the object,

in which case the definition is merely characteristic ; or it

may express one of its modes of generation, and in that

case the definition is explanatory. For instance, if we say
that the circle is the line which in the same form contains

the largest area, we offer a characteristic definition ; whereas
if we choose its property of having all its points equally

distant from a fixed point, we have an explanatory defini-

tion. It is clear moreover that the characteristic definition

always leaves room for an explanatory one, which further
study must disclose.

It is to explanatory definitions only that Avhat has been
said of the definition of a line being an equation of that

line can apply. We cannot define the generation of a line

without specifying a certain relation between the two
simple motions, of translation or of rotation, into which
the motion of the point which describes it will be decom-
posed at each moment. Now, if we form the most general

conception of Avhat a system of co-ordinates is, and if we
admit all possible systems, it is clear that such a relation

can be nothing else than the equation of the proposed line,

in a system of co-ordinates of a corresponding nature to

that of the mode of generation considen^d ; as in the case

of the circle, the common definition of which may be re-
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gardecl as being the polar equation of that curve, taking

the centre of the circle for the pole.

This view not only exhibits the necessary representation

of every line by an equation, but it indicates the general

difficulty which occurs in the establishment of these equa-

tions, and therefore shows us how to proceed in inquiries

of this kind which, by their nature, do not admit of in-

variable rules. Since every explanatory definition of a line

constitutes the equation of that line, it is clear that when
we find difficulty in discovering the ec|uation of a curve by
means of some of its characteristic properties, the difficulty

must proceed from our taking up a designated system of

co-ordinates, instead of admitting indifferently all possible

systems. These systems are not all equally siiitable ; and,

in regard to curves, geometers think that they should almost

always be referred, as far as possible, to rectilinear co-ordi-

nates. Now, these particular co-ordinates are often not

those with reference to which the equation of the curve

will be found to be established by the proposed definition.

It is in a certain transformation of co-ordinates then that

the chief difficulty in the formation of the equation of a

line really consists. The view I have given does not furnish

us with a complete and certain general method for the

establishment of these equations ; but it may cast a useful

light on the course which it is best to pursue to attain the

end proposed.

The choice of co-ordinates—the preference ^. . .

of that system which may be most suitable
co-ordinate'^

to the case—is the remaining point which we
have to notice.

First, we must distiuguish vei'y carefully the two views,

the converse of each other, which belong to analytical

geometry, viz. the relation of algebra to geometry, founded
on the representation of lines by equations, and, recipro-

cally, the relation of geometry to algebra, founded on the

picturing of equations by lines. Though the two are

necessarily combined in every investigation of general

geometry, and we have to pass from the one to the other

alternately, and almost insensibly, we must be able to

separate them here, for the answer to the question of
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metliod wliicli we are considering is far from being the

same under tlie two relations : so that without this distinc-

tion we could not form any clear idea of it.

In the case of the representation of lines by equations,

the first object is to choose those co-ordinates which afford

the greatest simplicity in the equation of each line, and the

greatest facility in aiTiving at it. There can be no constant

preference here of one system of co-ordinates. The recti-

linear system itself, though often advantageous, cannot be
always so, and may be, in turn, less so than any other.

But it is far otherwise in the converse case of the repre-

sentation of equations by lines. Here the rectilinear

system is always to be preferred, as the most simple and
trustworthy. If we seek to determine a point by the inter-

section of two lines, it must be best that those lines should

be the simplest possible ; and this confines our choice to the

rectilinear system. In constructing geometrical loci, that

system of co-ordinates must be the best in which it is easiest

to conceive the change of place of a point resulting from the

change in the value of its co-ordinates ; and this is the case

with the rectilinear system. Again, there is great advan-
tage in the common usage of taking the two axes perpen-

dicular to each other, when 2:)ossible, rather than with any
other inclination. In rej^resenting lines by equations, we
must take any inclination of the axes which may best suit

the particular question ; but, in the converse case, it is easy

to see that rectangular axes permit iis to represent equations

in a more sinijile, and even in a more faithful manner.
For if we extend the geometrical lociis of the equation into

the several imequal regions marked out by oblique axes, we
shall have differences of figure which do not correspond to

any analytical diversity ; and the accuracy of the x'epresen-

tation will be lost.

On the whole then, taking together the two points of

view of analytical geometry, the ordinary system of recti-

linear co-ordinates is superior to any other. Its high
aptitude for the representation of equations must make it

generally preferred, though a less perfect system may
answer better in particular cases. The most essential

theories in modern geometry are generally expressed by
the rectilinear system. The polar system is preferred next
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to it, both because its opposite character enables it to solve

iu the simplest way the equations which are too compli-

cated for management under the first ; and because j^olar

co-ordinates have often the advantage of admitting of

a more direct and natural concrete signification. This is

the case in Mechanics, iu the geometrical questions arising

out of the theory of circular movement, and in almost all

questions of celestial geometry.

Such was the field of the labours of Descartes, his

conception of analytical geometry being designed only

for the stady of Plane Curves. It was Clairaut who,
about a century later, extended it to the study of Surfaces

and Curves of double curvature. The conception having
been explained, a very brief notice vsdll suffice for the

rest.

With regard to Surfaces, the determination Determination
of a jjoint in space requires that the values of of a point in

three co-ordinates should be assigned. The •'^pace.

system generally adoj^ted, which corresj^onds with the

rectilinear system of plane geometry, is that of distances

from the point to three fixed planes, usually perpendicular

to each other, Avhereby the point is presented as the inter-

section of three ])lanes whose direction is invariable. Be-

yond this, there is the same infinite variety among possible

systems of co-ordinates, that there is in geometry of two
tlimensions. Instead of the intersection of two lines, it

must be that of three surfaces which determines the point

;

and each of the three surfaces has, in the same way, all its

conditions constant, except one, which gives rise to the

corresponding co-ordinates, whose peculiar geometrical

effect is thus to compel the point to be situated upon that

sm-face. Again, if the three co-ordinates of a point are

mutually independent, that point can take successively all

possible positions in space ; but, if its position on any sur-

face is defined, two co-ordinates suffice for determining its

situation at any moment ; as the proposed surface will take

the place of the condition imposed by the third co-ordi-

nate. This last co-ordinate then becomes a determinate
function of the two others, they remaining independent of

each other. Thus, there will be a certain equation between
the three variable co-ordinates which will be permanent,
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and which will be the only one, in order to correspond to

the precise degree of indetermination in the position of the

point.

Determin<ation ^^ ^^^® expression of Surfaces by Equations,

of Surfaces by ^^*^ again in the exj)ression of Equations by
Equations, and Surfaces, the same conception is pursued as
of Equations j^ ^.he analytical geometry of two dimensions,
by Surfaces. -^^ ^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^^ ^-^^ equation will be the

analytical definition of the proposed surface, since it must
be verified for all the points of this surface, and for them
only. If the surface viudergoes any change, the equation

must, as in the case of changing lines, be modified accord-

ingly. All geometrical phenomena relating to surfaces may
be translated by certain equivalent analytical conditions,

proper to equations of three variables : and it is in the

establishment and interpretation of this harmony that the

science of analytical geometry of three dimensions essentially

consists. In the second and converse case, every equation

of three variables may, in general, be represented geometri-

cally by a determinate surface, defined by the characteristic

property that the co-ordinates of all its points always pre-

serve the mutual relation exhibited in this equation.

Thus we see in this application the complement of the

original idea of Descartes ; and it is enough to say this, as

every one can extend to surfaces the other considerations

which have been indicated with regard to lines. I will

only add that the superiority of the rectilinear system of

co-ordinates becomes more evident in analytical geometry

of three dimensions than in that of two, on account of the

geometrical complication which would follow the choice of

any other.

Curves of I^ determining Curves of double curvature,

double —which is the last elementary point of view
curvature. Qf analytical geometry of three dimensions,

—the same principle is employed. According to it, it is

clear that when a point is reqiaired to be situated upon
some certain curve, a single co-ordinate is enough to deter-

mine its position completely, by the intersection of this

curve with the surface resulting from this co-ordinate.

The two other co-ordinates of the point must thus be

regarded as functions necessarily determinate, and distinct
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from the first. Consequently, every line, considered in

space, is represented analytically no longer by a single

equation, but by a system of two equations between tlie

three co-ordinates of any one of its points. It is evident,

indeed, from another point of view, that the equations

which, considered sej^arately, express a certain surface,

must in combination present the line sought as the inter-

section of two determinate surfaces. As for the difficulty

occasioned by the infinity of the number of couples of

equations, through the infinity of couples of sui'faces which
can enter the same system of co-ordinates, and by which
the line sought may be hidden under endless algebraical

disguises, it must be got rid of by giving up the facilities

resulting from such a variety of geometrical constructions.

It is sufficient in fact, to obtain from the analytical system
established for a certain line, the system corresponding to

a single couple of surfaces uniformly generated, and which
will not vary except when the line itself shall change.

Such is a natural use of this kind of geometrical combina-
tion, which thus affords us a certain means of recognizing

the identity of lines in spite of the extensive diversity

of their equations.

Analytical Geometry still presents some Imperfections
imperfections on the side both of geometry of Analytical

and of analysis. Geometry.

In regard to Geometry, the equations can as yet represent

only entire geometrical loci, and not determinate portions of

those loci. Yet it is necessary, occasionally, to be able to

express analytically a part of a line or surface, or even a dis-

continuous line or surface, composed of a series of sections

belonging to distinct geometrical figures. Some progress

has been made in supplying means for this purpose, to

which our analytical geometry is inapplicable ; hxit the

method introduced by M. Fourier, in his labours on discon-

tinuous functions, is too complicated to be at present intro-

duced into our established system.

In regard to analysis, we are so far from ^ . ^.i-"" ),• TP ii-T J in perfections
having a complete command or analytical

^^ Analysis
geometry, that we cannot furnish anything
like an adequate geometrical representation of analytical

processes. This is not an imperfection in science, but iu-

I. I
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lierent in the very nature of the subject. As Analysis is

much more general than geometry, it is of course impos-

sible to find among geometrical phenomena a concrete

representation of all the laws expressed by analysis : but
there is another evil which is due to our own imperfect

conceptions ; that, in our representations of equations of

two or of three variables by lines or surfaces, we regard

only the real solutions of equations, without noticing any
imaginary ones. Yet these last should, in their general

course, be as capable of representation as the first. Hence
the graphic representation of the equation is always im-

perfect ; and it fails altogether when the equation admits
of only imaginary solutions. This brings after it, in ana-

lytical geometry of two or three dimensions, many incon-

veniences of less consequence, arising from the want of

correspondence between various analytical modifications

and any geometrical phenomena.
We have now seen what Analytical Geometry is. By

this science we determine what is the analytical expression

of such or such a geometrical phenomenon belonging to

lines or surfaces : and, reciprocally, we ascertain the geo-

metrical interpretation of such or such an analytical con-

sideration. It would be interesting now to consider the

most important general questions which would exemplify

the manner in which geometers have actually established

this beautiful harmony : but such a review is not neces-

sary to the purpose of this Work, and would occupy too

much space. We have seen what is the character of gene-

rality and simplicity inherent iii the science of Geometry.
We must now proceed to ascertain v/hat is the true philo-

so])hical character of the immense and more complex science

of Rational Mechanics.
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CHAPTER IV.

RATIONAL MECHANICS.

MECHANICAL phenomena are by their j. ,

,
^ -• 1

"^ T Its nature,
nature more particular, more comph-

cated, and more concrete than geometrical phenomena.
Therefore they come after geometry in our survey ; and
therefore must they be pronounced to be more difficult to

study, and, as yet, more imperfect. Greometrical questions

are always completely independent of Mechanics, while

mechanical questions are closely involved with geometrical

considerations,—the form of bodies necessarily influencing

the phenomena of motion and equilibrium. The simplest

change in the form of a body may enhance immeasurably
the difficulties of the mechanical problem relating to it, as

we see in the question of the mutual gravitation of two
bodies, as a result of that of all their molecules ; a question

which can be completely resolved only by supposing the

bodies to be spherical ; and thus, the chief difficulty arises

out of the geometrical part of the circumstances.

Our tendency to look for the essences of things, instead

of studying concrete facts, enters disastrously into the

study of Mechanics. "VVe found something of it in geo-

metry ; but it appears in an aggravated form in Mechanics,
from the greater comjilexity of the science. We encounter
a perpetual confusion between the abstract and the con-

crete points of view ; between the logical and the physical

;

between the ai'tificial conceptions necessary to help us to

general laws of equilibrium and motion, and the natural

facts furnished by observation, which must form the basis

of the science. Great as is the gain of applying Mathe-
matical analysis to Mechanics, it has set us back in some
respects. The tendency to a priori suppositions, drawn by
us from analysis where Newton wisely had recourse to

ol)servation, has made our expositions of the science less
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clear tliau those of Newton's days. Inestimable as mathe-
matical analysis is for carrying the science on and upwards,
there must first be a basis of facts to employ it upon ; and
Laplace and others were therefore wrong in attempting to

prove the elementary law of the composition of forces by
analytical demonstration. Even if the science of Mechanics
could be constructed on an analytical basis, it is not easy

to see how such a science could ever be applied to the

actual study of nature. In fact, that which constitutes the

reality of Mechanics is that the science is founded on some
general facts, furnished by observation, of which we can
give no explanation whatever. Our business now is to

jjoint out exactly the philosophical character of the science,

distinguishing the abstract from the concrete point of view,

and separating the experimental department from the

logical.

T, , , We have nothing to do here with the causes
its characters. , „ i ,- e ,• ., i

or modes of production ot motion, but only

with the motion itself. Thus, as we are not treating of

Physics, but of Mechanics, forces are only motions pro-

duced or tending to be produced ; and two forces which
move a body with the same velocity in the same direction

are regarded as identical, whether they proceed from
muscular contractions in an animal, or from a gravitation

towards a centre, or from collision with another body, or

from the elasticity of a fluid. This is now practically

understood ; but we hear too much still of the old meta-
physical language about forces, and the like ; and it would
be wise to suit our terms to our positive ])liilosophy.

J.
} •

f
The bvisiness of Rational Mechanics is to

determine how a given l)ody will be affected

by any different forces whatever, acting together, when we
know what motion would be j^roduced by any one of them
acting alone : or, taking it the other way, what are the
simple motions whose combination would occasion a known
compound motion. This statement shows precisely what
are the data and what the unknown parts of every me-
chanical question. The science has nothing to do with the

action of a single force; for this is, by the terms of tlie

statement, supposed to be known. It is concerned solely

with the combination of forces whether there results from
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that combination a motion to be studied, or a state of

equilibrium, whose conditions have to be described.

The two general questions, the one direct, the other

inverse, which constitute the science, are equivalent in

importance, as regards their application. Simple motions

are a matter of observation, and their combined operation

can be understood only through a theory : and again, the

compound result being a matter of observation, the simple

constituent motions can be ascertained only by reasoning.

When we see a heavy body falling obliquely, we know
what would be its two simple movements if acted upon
separately by the forces to which it is subject,—the direc-

tion and uniform velocity which would be caused by the

impulsion alone ; and again, the acceleration of the vertical

motion by its weight alone. The problem is to discover

thence the different circumstances of the compound move-
ment produced by the combination of the two,—to deter-

mine the path of the body, its velocity at each moment,
the time occupied in falling ; and we might add to the two
given forces the resistance of the medium, if its law was
known. The best example of the inverse problem is found
in celestial mechanics, where we have to determine the

forces which carry the planets round the sun, and the

satellites round the planets. We know immediately only

the compound movement : Kepler's laws give us the

characteristics of the movement ; and then we have to go
liack to the elementary forces by which the heavenly bodies

are suj^posed to be impelled, to correspond with the

observed result: and these forces once iinderstood, the

converse of the question can be managed by geometers,

who could never have mastered it in any other way.

Such being the destination of Mechanics, we must now
notice its fundamental principles, after clearing the ground
by a preparatory observation.

In ancient times, men conceived of matter ,, ,,
1 .

• . , 11 i- -J. 1 • Matter not in-
as bemg passive or inert,—all activity being ^^.^

•

^^ Plivsics
produced by some external agency,—either

of supernatural beings or some metaphysical entities. Now
that science enables us to view things more truly, we are

aware that there is some movement or activity, more or

less, in all bodies whatever. The difference is merelv of
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degree between what men call hrute matter and animated
beings. Moreover, science shows iis that there are not

different kinds of matter, but that the elements are the

same in the most primitive and the most highly organized.

If we knew of any substance which had nothing but
weight, we could not deny activity even to that ; for in

falling it is as active as the globe itself,—attracting the

earth's particles pi'ecisely as much as its own particles are

attracted by the earth. Looking through the whole range
of substances, up to those of the highest organization, we
find everywhere a spontaneous activity, very various, and
at most, in some cases, peculiar ; though physiologists are

more and more disposed to regard the most peculiar as a

modification of antecedent kinds. However this may be,

it would be purely absurd now to regard any portion of

matter whatever as inert, as a matter of fact, or under the

^ head of Physics. But in Mechanics it must

in Mechanicfe^ ^® ^*^ regarded, because we cannot establish

any general proposition upon the abstract

laws of equilibrium or motion withovit putting out of the

question all interference with them by other and inherent

forces. What we have to beware of is mixing up this

logical supposition with the old notion of actual inertia.

Field of Ra- As for how this is to be done,—we must
tional Me- remember what has been just said,—that in
chanics. Mechanics, we have nothing to do with the
origin or different nature of forces ; and they are all one
while their mechanical operation is uniform. It is impos-
sible to conceive of any substance as devoid of weight, for

instance
;
yet geometers have logically to treat of bodies

as without an inherent power of attraction. They treat of

this power as an external force ; that is, it is to them
simply a force ; and it does not matter to them whether it

is inherent or external,—whether it is attraction or impul-
sion,—while it is the fall of the body that they have to

study. And so on, through the whole range of properties

of bodies. When we have so abstracted natural properties,

in our logical view, as to have befoi'e us an unmixed case

of the action of certain forces, and have ascertained

their laws,—then we can pass from abstract to concrete

Mechanics, and restore to bodies their natural active pro-
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perties, and interpret their action by what we have learned
of the laws of motion and equilibrium. This restoration is

so difficult to effect,—the transition from the abstract to the

concrete in Mecha,nics is so difficult,—that, while its theo-

retical domain is unbounded, its practical apjilication is

singularly limited. In fact, the application of rational

mechanics is limited (accurately speaking) not only to

celestial phenomena, but to those of our own solar system.
One would suppose that the single property of weight was
manageable enough ; and that of a given form intelligible

enough : but there are such complications of physical cir-

cumstances,—as the resistance of media, friction, etc.,

—

even if bodies are conceived of as in a fluid state, that their

mechanical phenomena cannot be estimated with any
accuracy. And when we proceed to electrical and chemical,
and especially to physiological phenomena, we are yet more
baffled. General gravitation affords us the only simple and
determinate law ; and even there we are pei'plexed, when
we come to regard certain secondary actions. It may be
doubted whether questions of terrestrial mechanics will

ever admit—restricted as our means are—of a study at

once purely rational and precisely accordant with the
general laws of abstract mechanics,—though the knowledge
of these laws, primarily indisjjensible, may often lead us to

frequent and valuable indications and suggestions.

Bodies being supjjosed inert, the general

facts, or latvs of motion to which they are , i?^
^^^'"^

subject, are tliree ; all results of observation.

The first is that law discovered by Kepler, t i-
•

wliicn is inaptly called the laiv oj inertia.

According to it, all motion is rectilinear and uniform ; that
is, any body impelled by a single foi'ce will move in a right

line, and with an invariable velocity. Instead of resorting

to the old ways of pronouncing or imagining why it must
be so, the Positive Philosophy instructs us to recognise the
simple fact that it is so ; that, through the whole range of

nature, bodies move in a right line, and with a uniform
velocity, when impelled by a single force.

The second law we owe to Newton. It is Law of equa-
that of the constant equality of action and lity of action

reaction ; that is, whenever one body is moved ^"•^^ reaction.
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by another, the reaction is such that the second loses pre-

cisely as much motion, in proportion to its masses, as the

first gains. Whether the movement proceeds from impul-

sion or attraction, is, of course, of no consequence. NeAvton

treated this general fact as a matter of observation, and
most geometers have done the same ; so that there has been

less fruitless search into the vhy with regard to this second

law than to the first.

Law of co-ex- The third fundamental law of motion
istence of involves the principle of the independence or
motions. coexistence of motions,-w\iich. leads immediately

to what is commonly called the composition of forces. Galileo

is, strictly speaking, the true discoverer of this law, though
he did not regard it precisely under the form in which it is

presented here :—that any motion common to all the

bodies of any system whatever does not aft'ect the particular

motions of these bodies with regard to each other ; which
motions proceed as if the system were motionless. Speak-

ing strictly, we must conceive that all the points of the

system describe at the same time parallel and equal straight

lines, and consider that this general motion, whatever may
be its velocity and direction will not affect relative motions.

No a priori considerations can enter here. There is no
seeing why the fact should be so, and therefore no antici-

pating that it wovdd be so. On the contrary, when Galileo

stated this law, he was assailed by a host of objections that

his fact was logically impossible. Philosophers were ready

with plenty of a priori reasons that it could not be true :

and the fact was not unanimously admitted till men had
quitted the logical for the physical point of view. We now
find, however, that no proposition in the whole range of

natural philosophy is founded on observations so simple,

so various, so multiplied, so easy of verification. In

fact, the whole economy of the universe would be over-

thrown, from end to end, but for this law. A ship impelled

smoothly, without rolling and pitching, has everything

going on within it just the same as if it were at rest ; and,

in the same way, but on the grandest scale, the great globe

itself rushes through space, without its motion at all affect-

ing the movements going on on its surface. As we all

know, it was ignorance of this third law of motion which
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was the main obstacle to the estabhshment of the Coper-

nican theory. The Copernicans struggled to get rid of the

insurmountable objections to which their doctrine was
liable by vain metaphysical subtleties, till Galileo cleared

up the difficulty. Since his time, the movement of the
globe has been considered an all-sufficient confirmation of

the law. Laplace points out to us that if the motion of

the globe affected the movements on it, the effect could not
be uniform, but must vary with the diversities of their

direction, and of the angle that each direction would make
with that of the earth : whereas, we know how invariable

is, for instance, the oscillating movement of the pendulum,
whatever may be its direction in comparison with that of

the travelling globe.

It may be as well to point out that rotary motion does
not enter into this case at all, but only translation, because
the latter is the only motion which can be, in degree and
direction, absolutely common to all the parts of a system. In
a rotatiug system, for instance, all the i:)arts are not at an
equal distance from the centre of rotation. When the
interior of a ship is affected, it is by the rolling and pitch-

ing, which are rotary movements. We may carry a watch
any distance without affecting its interior movements ; but
it will not bear whirling.

And, again, the forward motion of the globe could be
discovered by no other means than astronomical observation;

whereas, the changes which occur on the surface of the
earth, produced by the inequality of the centrifugal force

at its different points, are sufficient evidence of its rotation,

independently of all astronomical considerations whatever.
The law or rule of the composition of forces, which is

involved in the general fact just stated, is, in fact, identical

with it. It is only another way of expressing the same
law. If a single impulsion describes a parallelogram of
forces, as the scientific term is, the effect of a second will

be to describe the diagonal of the jiarallelogram. This is

nothing more than an application of the law of the inde-

pendence of forces ; since the motion of any body along a
straight line is in no way disturbed by a general motion
which carries away, parallel with itself, the whole of this

right line along any other right line whatever. This con-
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sideration leads immediately to the geometrical construction

expressed by the rule of the parallelogram of forces. And
thus it appears that this fundamental theorem of Rational
Mechanics is a true natural law ; or, at least, a direct appli-

cation of one of the greatest natural laws. And this is the

best account to give of it, instead of looking to logic for a
fallacious a priori deduction of it. Any analytical demon-
stration, too, must suppose certain portions of the case to be

evident ; and to talk of a thing being evident is to refer

back to nature, and to depend on observation of nature.

It is worthy of remark that those who wish to make a

separate law of the comjjosition of forces, in order to avoid

introducingthe third law into the prolegomena of Mechanics,

and to dispense with it in the exjjosition of Statics, are

brought back to it when entering upon the study of

Dynamics. Upon this alone can be based the important
law of the proportion of forces to velocities. The rela-

tions of forces may be determined either by a statical or

dynamical j^rocedure. No purpose is answei-ed by the

transposition of the general fact of the independence of

forces to the dynamical department of the science : it is

equally necessary for the statical ; and a world of meta-
physical confusion is saved by laying it down as the broad
basis that in fact it is.

These three laws are the experimental basis of the

science of Mechanics. From them the mind may proceed

to the logical construction of the science, without further

reference to the external world. At least, so it appears to

me ; though I am far from assigning any a priori reasons

why more laws may not be hereafter discovered, if these

three should prove to be incomplete. There cannot, in the

nature of things, be many more ; and I would rather incur

the inconvenience of the introduction of one or two, than
run any risk of surrendering the positive character of the

science and overstraining its logical considerations. We
cannot however conceive of any case which is not met by
these three laws of Kepler, of Newton, and of Gralileo ; and
their expression is so precise, that they can be immediately

treated in the form of analytical equations easily obtained.

As for the most extensive, important, and difficult part of

the science, the mechanics of varied motion or continuous
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forces, we can perceive the possibility of reducing it to

elementary Mechanics by the application of the infinitesimal

method. For each infinitely small point of time, we
must substitute a uniform motion in the place of a varied

one, whence will immediately result the differential equa-

tions relative to these varied motions. We may hereafter

see what results have been obtained in regard to the abstract

laws of equilibrium and motion. Meantime, we see that

the whole science is founded on the combination of the

three physical laws just established ; and here lies the

distinct boundary between the physical and the logical

parts of the science.

As for its divisions, the first and most im- -p^^.^ Primary
portant is into Statics and Dynamics ; that divisions,

is, into questions relating to equilibrium and Statics and

questions relating to motion. Statics are the -IJ^'NAMics.

easiest to treat, because we abstract from them the element

of time, which must enter into Dynamical questions, and
complicate them. The whole of Statics corresponds to the

very small portion of Dynamics which relates to the theory

of uniform motions. This division corresponds well with

the facts of human education in this science. The fine

researches of Archimedes show us that the ancients, though
far from having obtained any complete system of rational

Statics, had acquired much essential knowledge of equili-

brium—both of solids and fluids—while as yet wholly
without the most rudimentary knowledge of Dynamics.
G-alileo, in fact, created that department of the science.

The next division is that of Solids from Secondary
Fluids. This division is generally placed divisions,

first, but it is unquestionable that the laws Solids and

of statics and dynamics must enter into the -ttmda.

study of solids and fluids, that of fluids requiring the
addition of one more consideration,—variability of form.

This however is a consideration which introduces the neces-

sity of treating separately the molecules of which fluids are

composed, and fluids as systems comj^osed of an infinity of

distinct forces. A new order of researches is introduced
into Statics, relative to the form of the system in a state of

equilibrium ; but in Dynamics the questions are still more
difiicult to deal with. The importance and difficulty of the
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researches under this division cannot be exaggerated.

Their complication places even the easiest cases beyond our
reach, except by the aid of extremely precarious hypotheses.

We must admit the vast necessary difficulty of hydrostatics,

and yet more of hydrodynamics, in comparison with statics

and dynamics, properly so called, which are in fact far more
advanced.

Much of the difficulty arises from the mathematical
statement of the question differing from the natural facts.

Mathematical fluids have no adhesion between their par-

ticles ; whereas natural fluids have, more or less ; and
many natural phenomena are due to this adherence, small

tliough it be in comparison with that of solids. Thus,
the result of an observation of the quantity of a given

fluid which Avill run out of a given oi'ifice will differ widely

from the result of the mathematical calculation of what it

should be. Though the case of solids is easier, yet there

perplexity may be introduced by the disrupting action of

forces, of which abstraction must be made in the mathe-
matical question. The theory of the rupture of solids,

initiated by Galileo, Huyghens, and Leibnitz, is still in a

very imperfect and precarious state, great as are the pains

which have been taken with it, and much needed as it is.

Not so much needed however as the mechanics of fluids,

because it does not affect questions of celestial mechanics
;

and in this highest department alone can we, as I said

before, see the complete application of rational mechanics.

There is a gap left between these two studies, which
should be pointed out, though it is of secondary importance.

We want a Mechanics of semi-fluids, or semi-solids,—as of

sand, in relation to solids, and gelatinous conditions of

fluids. Some considerations have been offered with regard
to these " imperfect fluids," as they are called ; but their

true theory has never been established in any direct and
general manner.

Such is the general view of the philosophical character

of Rational Mechanics. We must now take a philosophical

view of the composition of the science, in order to see how
this great second department of Concrete Mathematics has
attained the theoretical perfection in which it appears in

the works of Lagrange, who has rendered all its j^ossible
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abstract questions capable of an analytical solution, like

those of geometry. We must first take a view of Statics,

and then proceed to Dynamics.

SECTION I.

STATICS.

There are two ways of treating Rational Converse
Mechanics, according as Statics are regarded metliods of

directly, or as a particular case of Dynamics. treatment.

By the first method we have to discover a principle of

equilibrivim so general as to be applicable to the conditions

of eqviilibrium of all systems of possible forces. By the
second method, we reverse the process,—ascertaining what
motion would result from the simultaneous action of any
proposed differing forces, and then determining what rela-

tions of these forces would render motion null.

The first method was the only one possible First method.
in the early days of science ; for, as I have Statics by

said before, Glalileo was the creator of the itself,

science of Dynamics. Archimedes, the founder of Statics,

established the condition of equilibrium of two weights
suspended at the ends of a straight lever ; that is, he
showed that the weights must be in an inverse ratio to

their distances from the fulcrum of the lever. He endea-
voured to refer to this principle the relations of equilibrium
proper to other systems of forces ; but the principle of the
lever is not in itself general enough for such application.

The various devices by which it was attempted to extend
the process, and to supply the remaining deficiences, were
relinquished when the establishment of Dynamics permitted
the use of the second method,—of seeking gecond
the conditions of equilibrium through the method,
laws of the composition of forces. It is by Statics

this last method that Yarignon discovered through Dy-

the theory of the equilibrium of a system
"^""^s-

of forces applied upon a single point ; and that D'Alembert
afterwards established, for the first time, the equations of
equilibrium of any system of forces applied to the diiferent
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points of a solid body of an invariable form. At this day,

this is the method universally employed. At the first

glance, it does not appear the most rational,—Dynamics
being more complicated than Statics, and precedence being
natural to the simpler. It would, in fact, be more philoso-

phical to refer dynamics to statics, as has since been done
;

but we may observe that it is only the most elementary

part of dynamics, the theory of uniform motions, that we
are concerned with in treating statics as a particular case

of dynamics. The comj^licated considerations of varied

motions do not enter into the process at all.

The easiest method of applying the theory of uniform
motions to statical questions is through the view that,

when forces are in equilibrio, each of them, taken singly,

may be regaixled as destroying the effect of all the others

together. Thus, the thing to be done is to show that any
one of the forces of the system is equal, and directly

opposed, to the resulting force of all the rest. The only

difficulty here is in determining the resultant force ; that

is, in mutually conapounding the given forces. Here comes
in the aid of the third great law of motion, and having
compounded the two first forces, we can deduce the com-
position of any number of forces.

After having established the elementary laws of the

composition of force, geometers, before applying them to

the investigation of the conditions of equilibrium, usually

subject them to an important transformation, which, with-

out being indispensable, is of eminent utility, in an

analytical view, from the extreme simplification which it

introduces into the algebraical expression of the conditions

,, , ^
of equilibrium. The transformation consists

in what is called the theory of Moments, the

essential property of which is to reduce, analytically, all

the laws of the composition of forces to simple additions

and subtractions. Without going into an examination of

this theory, it is necessary simply to say that it considers

statics as a particular case of elementary dynamics, and
that its value is in the simplicity which it gives to the

analytical part of the process of investigation into the con-

ditions of equilibrium. Simple, however, as may be the

operation, and great as may be the practical advantage
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gained tlirotigli the treatment of statics as a particular

case of elementary Dynamics, it would be satisfactory to

return, if we could, to the method of the ,,^ , ^

, , 1 T-.
• • T VV ant of unity

ancients,—to leave Dynamics on one side,
^^ ^j^^ method

and proceed directly to the investigation of

the laws of equilibrium regarded by itself, by means of a
direct general principle of equilibrium. Geometers strove

after this as soon as the general equations of equilibrium

were discovered by the dynamic method. But a higher

motive than even the desire to place statics in a more
philosophical position impelled them to establish a direct

Statical method : and this it was which caused Lagrange
to carry up the whole science of Rational Mechanics to the
philosophical perfection which it now enjoys.

D'Alembert made a discoveiy (to be treated of here-

after), by the help of which all investigation of the motion
of any body or system might be converted at once into a
question of equilibrium. This amounts, in fact, to a vast

generalization of the second fundamental law of motion

;

and it has served for a century past as a permanent basis

for the solution of all great dynamical questions ; and it

must be so applied more and more, from its high merits of

simplification in the most difficult investigations. Still, it

is clear that this method compels a return into statics ; and
Statics as independent of Dynamics, which are altogether

derived from Statics. A science must be imj^erfectly laid

down, as long as it is necessary thus to jiass backwards and
forwards between its two departments. In order to estab-

lish the necessary unity, and to j^rovide scope for D'Alem-
bert' s principle, a complete reconstitution of Rational
Mechanics was indispensable. Lagrange effected this in

his admirable treatise on " Analytical Mechanics," the lead-

ing conception of which must be the basis of all future
labours of geometers upon the laws of equilibrium and
motion, as we have seen that the great idea of Descartes is

with regard to geometrical speculations.

The principle of Virtual Velocities,—the .-
+ i

one which Lagrange selected from among the
cities'^

^^
°"

proj^erties of equilibrium,—had been dis-

covered by Galileo in the case of two forces, as a general
property manifested by the equilibrium of all machines.
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John Beniouilli extended it to any number of forces, com-
posing any system. Varignon afterwards expressly pointed

out the universal use that might be made of it in Statics.

The combination of it with D'Alembert's principle led

Lagrange to conceive of the whole of Rational Mechanics
as deduced from a single fundamental theorem, and to give

it that rigorous unity which is the highest philosophical

perfection of a science.

The clearest idea of the system of virtual velocities may
be obtained by considering the simple case of two forces,

w^hich was that presented by Galileo. We suppose two
forces balancing each other by the aid of any instrument
whatever. If we suppose that the system should assume
an infinitely small motion, the forces are, with regard to

each other, in an inverse ratio to the spaces traversed by
their points of application in the path of their directions.

These spaces are called virtual velocities, in distinction

from the real velocities which would take place if the

equilibrium did not exist. In this primitive state, the

principle, easily verified with regard to all known machines,

offers great practical utility ; for it permits us to obtain

with ease the mathematical condition of equilibrium of any
machine whatever, whether its constitution is known or not.

If we give the name of virtual momentum (or simply of

momentum in its primitive sense) to the product of each
force by its virtual velocity,— a product which in fact then
measures the effort of the force to move the machine,—we
may greatly simplify the statement of the principle in

merely saying that, in this case, the momentum of the two
forces must be equal and of opposite signs, that there may
be equilibrium, and that the positive or negative sign of

each momentum is determined according to that of the

virtual velocity, which will be considered positive or nega-
tive according as, by the supposed motion, the projection

of the point of application would be found to fall upon the

direction of the force or upon its prolongation. This abridged
expression of the principle of virtual velocities is especially

iiseful for the statement of this princijjle in a general

manner, with regard to any system of forces whatever. It

is simply this : that the algebraic si;m of the virtual

moments of all forces, estimated according to the jpreced-
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iug rule, must be null to cause equilibrium : and this con-

dition must exist distinctly witli regard to all the elemen-

tary motions which the system might assume in virtue of

the forces by which it is aniinated. In the equation, con-

taining this principle, furnished by Lagrange, the whole
of Rational Mechanics may be considered to be implicitly

comprehended.
While the theorem of vii'tual velocities was conceived of

only as a general property of equilibrium, it could be veri-

fied by observing its constant conformity with the ordinary

laws of equilibrium, otherwise obtained, of which it was a
summary, useful by its simplicity and uniformity. But, if

it was to be a fundamental principle, a basis of the whole
science, it must be underived, or at least caj^able of being
presented in its preliminary propositions as a matter of

observation. This was done by Lagrange, by his ingenious
demonstration through a system of pulleys. He exhibited

the theorem of virtual velocities very easily by imagining a
single weight which, by means of pulleys suitably con-

structed, replaces simultaneously all the forces of the
system. Many other demonstrations have been furnished

;

but, while more com^^licated, they are not logically superior.

From the philosophical jjoiut of view it is clear that this

general theorem, being a necessary consequence of the
fundamental laws of motion, can be deduced in various

ways, and becomes practically the point of departure of the
whole of Rational Mechanics. A perfect unity having been
established by this principle, we need not look for any
others ; and we may rest assured that Lagrange has carried

the co-ordination of the science as far as it can go. The
only possible object would be to simplify the analytical

researches to which the science is now reduced ; and nothinsr

can be conceived more admirable for this purpose than
Lagrange's adaptation of the ])rinciple of virtual velocities

to the uniform application of mathematical analysis.

Striking as is the philosophical eminence of this prin-

ciple, there are difficulties enough in its use to prevent its

being considered elementary, so far as to j^reclude the con-
sideration of any other in a course of dogmatic teaching.
It is for this reason that I have referred to the dynamic
method, properly so called, which is the only one in general

I. K
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use at present. All other considerations must however be
only provisional. Lagrange's method is at pi'esenttoo new;
but it is impossible that it should for ever remain in the

hands of a small number of geometers, who alone shall be

able to make use of its admirable properties. It must
become as popular in the mathematical world as the great

geometrical conception of Descartes : and this general pro-

gress would be almost accomplished if the fundamental
ideas of transcendental analysis were as widely spread as

they ought to be.

The greatest acquisition, since the regene-

Counles ration of the science by Lagrange, is the

conception of M. Poinsot,—the theory of

Couples, which appears to me to be far from being sufficiently

valued by the greater number of geometers. These Couples,

or systems of parallel forces, equal and contrary, had been
merely remarked before the time of M. Poinsot, as a sort

of paradox in Statics. He seized upon this idea, and made
it the subject of an extended and original theory relating to

the transformation, composition, and use of these singular

groups, which he has shown to be endowed with properties

remarkable for their generality and simplicity. He used
the dynamic method in his study of the conditions of

equilibrium : but he presented it, by the aid of his theory

of couples, in a new and simplified aspect. But his con-

ception will do more for dynamics than for statics ; and it

has hardly yet entered upon its chief office. Its value will

be appreciated when it is fonnd to render the notion of the

movements of rotation as natural, as familiar, and almost

as simple as that of forward movement or translation.

Share of eqiia- ^^^^ more consideration should, I think, be

tions in pro- adverted to before we quit the subject of
ducing equili- statics as a whole. When we study the nature
bruuii.

q£ ^j-^g equations which express the conditions

of equilibrium of any system of forces, it seems to me not

enough to establish that the sum of these equations is in-

dispensable for equilibrium. I think the fiu'ther statement
is necessary,—in what degree each contributes to the result.

It is clear that each equation must destroy some one of the

possible motions that the body would make in virtue of

existing forces ; so that the whole of the equations must
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produce equilibrium by leaving an impossibility for the

body to move in any way whatever. Now the natural
state of things is for movement to consist of rotation and
translation. Either of tliese may exist without the other ;

Ijut the cases ai-e so extremely rare of their being found
apart, that the verification of either is regarded by geo-

meters as the strongest presumption of the existence of the
other. Thus, when the rotation of the sun uj^on its axis

was established, every geometer concluded that it had also

a progressive motion, carrying all its planets Avith it, before

astronomers had produced any evidence that such was
actually the case. In the same way we conclude that
certain planets, travelling in their orbits, rotate round
their axes, though the fact has not yet been verified.

Some equations must therefore tend to destroy all progres-

sive motion, and others all motion of rotation. How many
equations of each kind must there be ?

It is clear that, to keep a body motionless, it must be
hindered from moving according to three axes in different

planes—commonly supposed to be perpendicular to each
other. If a body cannot move from north to south, nor the
reverse ; nor from east to west, nor the reverse ; nor up,

nor down, it is clear that it cannot move at all. Movement
in any intermediate direction might be conceived of as
partial progression in one of these, and is therefore impos-
sible. On the other hand, we cannot reckon fewer than
three independent elementary motions ; for the body might
move in the direction of one of the axes, without having
any translation in the direction of either of the others.

Thus we see that, in a general way, three equations are
necessary, and three are sufficient to establish the absence
of translation ; each being specially adapted to destroy one
of the three progressive motions of which the body is

capable. The same view presents itself with regard to the
other motion,—of rotation. The mechanical conception
is more complicated ; but it is true, as in the simpler case,

that motion is possible in only three directions,—in three
co-ordinated planes, or round three axes. Three equations
are necessary and sufficient here also ; and thus we have
six which are indis2:)ensable and sxifficient to stop all motion
whatever.
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When, instead of supposing any system of forces what-
ever as the subject of the question, we particularize any,

we get rid of more or fewer possible movements. Havmg
excluded these, we may exclude also their corresponding

equations, retaining only those which relate to the possible

motions that remain. Thus, instead of having to deal with

six equations necessary to equilibrium, there may be only

three, or two, or even one, which it will be easy enough to

obtain in each case. These remarhs may be extended to

any restrictions upon motion, whether resulting from the

special constitution of the system of forces, or from any
other kind of control, affecting the body under notice. If,

for instance, the body were fastened to a point, so that it

could freely rotate but not advance, three equations would
siiffice : and again, if it is fastened to two fixed points, two
equations are enough ; and even one, if these two fixed

points are so placed as to prevent the body from moving on
the axis between them. Finally, its being attached to thi*ee

fixed points, not in a right line, will prevent its moving at

all, and establish equilibrium without any condition, what-
ever may be the forces of the system. The spirit of this

analysis is entirely independent of any method by which
the equations of equilibrium will have been obtained: but

the different general methods ai'e far from being equally

suitable to the application of this rule. The one which is

best adapted to it is, undoubtedly, the Statical one, pro-

perly so called, founded, as has been shown, on the prin-

ciple of virtual velocities. In fact, one of the chai*acteristic

properties of this principle is the pei-fect precision with
which it analyses the phenomena of equilibrium, by dis-

tinctly considering each of the elementary motions per-

mitted by the forces of the system, and furnishing im-

mediately an equation of equilibrium specially relating to

this motion.

Connection of When we conje to the inquiry how
tlie concrete geometers apply the principles of abstract
with the ab- Mechanics to the properties of real bodies, we
stract question,

j^^^gt state that the only complete application

yet accomplished is in the question of terrestrial gravity.

Now, this is a subject which cannot, logically, be treated

under the head of Mechanics, as it belongs to Physics. It
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is sufficient to explain that the statical study of terrestrial

gravity becomes convertible into that of centres of gravity
;

and that all confusion between the two dej^artments of

research would be avoided if we accustomed ourselves to

class the theory of centres of gravity among the questions

of pure geometry. In seeking the centre of gravity as

(according to the logical denomination of the ancient

geoineters) the centre of mean distances, we remove all

traces of the mechanical origin of the Cjuestion, and convert

it into this jiroblem of general geometry :—Given, any
system of points disposed in a determinate way with regard
to each other, to find a point whose distance to any plane
shall be a mean between the distances of all the given
points to the same plane.—The abstraction of all considera-

tion of gravity is an assistance in every way. The simple
geometrical idea is precisely what we want in most of the

principal theories of Rational Mechanics, and especially

when we contemplate the great dynamic properties of the

centre of mean distances ; in which study the idea of

gravity becomes a mere encumbrance and perplexity. It

is true that, by proceeding thus, we exclude the question
from the domain of Mechanics, to place it in that of

Geometry. I should have so classed it but for an un-
willingness to break in upon established customs. How-
ever it may be as to the matter of arrangement, it is highly
important for us not to misapprehend the true nature of

the cjuestion.—The integral calculus offers the means of

surmounting those difficulties in determining the centre of

gravity which are imposed by the conditions of the ques-

tion. But, the integrations in this case being more com-
plicated than those to which they are analogous,—those of

quadratures and cubatures,—their precise solution is, owing
to the extreme imperfection of the integral Calcuhis, much
more rarely obtained. It is a matter of high importance,
however, to be able to introduce the consideration of the
centre of gravity into general theories of analytical

mechanics.

Such is, then, the relation of terrestrial gravitation to

the science of abstract Statics. As for universal gravita-

tion, no complete study has yet been made of it, except in

regard to spherical bodies. What we know of the law of
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gravitation would easily enable us to compute the mutual
attraction of all known bodies, if tlie conditions of each

body were understood by us ; but this is not the case. For
instance, we know nothing of the law of density in the

interior of the heavenly bodies. It is still true that the

primitive theorems of Newton on the attraction of sj^herical

bodies are the most useful part of our knowledge in this

direction.

Gravity is the only natural force that we are practically

concerned with in Rational Statics : and we see, by this,

how backward this science is in regard to universal gravi-

tation. As for the exterior general circumstances, such as

friction, resistance of media, and the like, which are alto-

gether excluded in the establishment of the rational laws

of Mechanics, we can only say that we are absolutely igno-

rant of the way to introduce them into the fundamental
relations afforded by analytical Mechanics, because we have
nothing to rely on, in working them, but precarious and
inaccurate hypotheses, unfit for scientific use.

. As for the theory of equilibrium in regard

of^fluid"^^"^ ^^ fluid bodies,—the application which it

remains for us to notice,—those bodies must
be regarded as either liquid or gaseous.

-rj 1 , ,. Hydrostatics may be treated in two ways.
Hydrostatics. ,,7- *'

1 xi 1 c ±\ -i-i •

i>We may seek tlie uiws of the equinbrium 01

flaids, according to statical considerations pro])er to that

class of bodies : or we may look for them among the laws
which relate to sohds, allowing for the new characteristics

residting from fluidity.

The first method, being the easiest, was in early times
the only one employed. Till a rather recent time, all

geometers employed themselves in proposing statical prin-

ciples peculiar to fluids ; and especially with regard to the
grand question of the figure of the earth, on the supposi-

tion that it was once fluid. Huyghens first endeavoured
to resolve it, taking for his principle of equilibrium the

necessary perpendicularity of weight at the free surface of

the fluid. Newton's principle was the necessary equality

of weight between the two fluid columns going from the

centre,—the one to the pole, tlie other to some point of the

equator. Bouguer showed that both methods were bad,
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because, though each was iucoutestable, the two failed, in

many cases, to give the same form to the fluid mass in

equilibrium. But he, in his turn, was wrong in believing

that the union of the two principles, when they agreed in

indicating the same form, was sufficient for equilibrium.

It was Clairaut who, in his treatise on the form of the

earth, first discovered the true laws of the case, setting out

from the evident consideration of the isolated equilibrium

of any infinitely small canal ; and, tried by this criterion,

he showed that the combination required by Bouguer might
take place without equilibrium happening. Several great

geometers, proceeding on Clairaut' s foundation, have carried

on the theory of the equilibrium of fluids a great way.

Maclaurin was one of those to whom we owe much ; but it

was Euler who brought up the subject to its present point,

by founding the theory on the principle of equal presstire

in all directions. Observation of the statical constitution

of fluids indicates this as a general law ; and it furnishes

the requisite equations with extreme facility.

It was inevitable that the mathematical theory of the

equilibrium of fluids should, in the first place, be founded,

as we have seen that it was, on statical principles peculiar

to this kind of bodies : for, in early days, the y . .

.

characteristic differences between solids and
fluids must have appeared too great for any geometer to

think of applying to the one the general principles appro-

priated to the other. But, when the funda-
Cases

mental laws of hydrostatics were at length

obtained, and men's minds were at leisure to estimate the

real diversity between the theories of fluids and of solids,

they could not but endeavour to attach them to the same
general piinciples, and perceive the necessary applicability

of the fundamental rules of Statics to the equilibrium of

fluids, making allowance for the attendant variability of

form. But, before hydrostatics could be comprehended
under Statics, it was necessary that the abstract theory of

equilibrium should be made so general as to apply directly

to fluids as well as solids. This was accomplished when
Lagrange supplied, as the basis of the whole of Rational

Mechanics, the single principle of Virtual Velocities. One
of its most valuable properties is its being as directly
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applicable to fluids as to solids. From that time, Hydro-
statics, ceasing to be a natui'al branch of science, lias taken
its place as a secondary division of Statics. This arrange-

ment has not yet been familiarly admitted ; but it must
soon become so.

To see how the principle of Virtual Velocities may lead

to the fundamental equations of the equilibrium of fluids,

we have to consider that all that such an ajjplication

requires, is to introduce amoug the forces of the system
under notice one new force,—the pressure exerted upon
each molecule, which will introduce one term more into the

general equation. Proceeding thus, the three general

equations of the equilibrium of fluids, employed when
hydrostatics was treated as a separate branch, will be

immediately reached. If the fluid be a liquid, we must
have regard to the condition of incompressibility,—of

change of form without change of volume. If the fluid be

gaseous, we must substitute for the incompressibility that

condition which sul)]ects the volume of the fluid to vary

according to a determinate function of the pressiire ; for

instance, in the inverse ratio of the pressure, according to

the physical law on which Mariotte has founded the whole
Mechanics of the gases. We know but too little yet of

these gaseous conditions ; for Mariotte's law can at present

be regarded only as an approximation,—sufficiently exact

for average circumstances, but not to be rigorously applied

in any case whatever.

Some confirmation of the philosophical character of this

method of treating hydrostatics arises from its enabling us

to pass, almost insensibly, from the order of bodies of

invariable form to that of the most variable of all, through
intermediate classes,—as flexible and elastic bodies,

—

whereby we obtain, in an analytical view, a natural filiation

of subjects.

We have seen how the department of Statics has been
raised to that high degree of speculative perfection which
transforms its questions into simj^le problems of Mathema-
tical Analysis. We must now take a similar review of the

other department of general Mechanics,—that more ex-

tended and more complicated study which relates to the

laws of Motion.
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SECTION II.

DYNAMICS.

The object of Dynamics is the study of the ^1 • ,

varied motions produced by continuous forces.

The Dynamics of varied motions or continuous forces

includes two departments,—the motion of a point, and that

of a body. From the positive point of view, this means
that, in certain cases, all the parts of the body in question

have the same motion, so that the determination of one

particle serves for the whole ; while in the more general

case, each particle of the body, or each body of the system,

assuming a distinct motion, it is necessary to examine
these different effects, and the action upon them of the re-

lations belonging to the system under notice. The second

theory being more complicated than the first, the first is the

one to begin with, even if both are deduced from the same
principles.

With regard to the motion of a point, the question is to

determine the circumstances of the compound curvilinear

motion, resulting from the simidtaueous action of different

continuous forces, it being known what would be the recti-

linear motion of the body if influenced by any one of these

forces. Like evei-y other, this problem admits of a converse

solution.

But here intervenes a preliminary theory, „. j.

which must be noticed before either of the
^^jjj^gj^. ju^^^^j^j^

two departments can be entered upon. This
theory is popularly called the tlieory of rectilinear motion,

produced by a single continuous force acting indefinitely in

the same direction. It may be asked why we want this,

after having said that the effect of each separate force

is supposed to be known, and the eff'ect of their union the

thing to be sought. The answer to this is, that the varied

motion produced by each continuous force may be defined

in several ways, which depend on each other, and which
could never be given simultaneously, though each may be
separately the most suitable ; whence results the necessity

of being able to pass from any one of them to all the rest.

The preliminary theory of varied motion relates to these
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transformations, and is therefore inaptly termed the study of

the a.ction of a single force. These different equivalent defini-

tions of the same varied motions result from the simultaneous
consider'ation of the three distinct but co related functions

which are presented by it,—space, velocity, and force, con-

ceived as dependent on time elapsed. Taking the most
extended view, we may say that the definition of a varied

motion may be given by any equation containing at once
these four variables, of which only one is independent,

—

time, space, velocity, and force. The problem will consist

in deducing from this equation the distinct determination
of the three characteristic laws relating to space, velocity,

and force, as a function of time, and, consequently, in

mutual correlation. This general problem is always re-

ducible to a purely analytical research, by the help of the

two dynamical formulas which express, as a function of

time, velocity and force, when the law of space is supposed
to be known. The infinitesimal method leads to these

formulas with the utmost ease, the motion being considered

uniform during an infinitely small interval of time, and as

uniformly accelerated during two consecutive intervals.

Thence the velocity, supposed to be constant at the instant,

according to the first consideration, will be naturally

expressed by the diiferential of the space, divided by that

of the time ; and, in the same way, the continuous force,

according to the second consideration, will evidently be
measured by the relation between the infinitely small incre-

ment of the velocity, and the time employed in producing
this increment.

Lagrange's conception of transcendental analysis ex-

cluding him from this use of the infiuitesinaal method for

the establisment of the two foregoing dynamic formulas,

he was led to present this theory under another point

of view, more important than seems to be generally sup-

posed. In his Theory of Analytical Functions, he has

shown that this dynamic consideration really consists in

conceiving any varied motion as compounded, each moment,
of a certain uniform motion and another motion uniformly

varied,—likening it to the vertical motion of a heavy body
under a first impulsion. Lagrange has not given its due
advantage to this conception, by developing it as he might
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have done. In fact, it supplies a complete theory of the

assimilation of motions, exactly like the theory of the con-

tacts of curves and surfaces, in the department of geometry.

Like that theory, it removes the limits within which we sup-

posed ourselves to be confined, by disclosing to us, in an
abstract way, a much more perfect measure of all varied

motion than we obtain by the ordinary theory, though
reasons of convenience compel us to abide by the method
originally adopted.

The first case or department of rational ,r .• ^

T • xij.i?xii- c -J. Motion of a
dynamics,—that or the motion ot a point, or point
of a body which has all its points or portions

affected by the same force,—relates to the study of the

curvilinear motion produced by the simultaneous action of

any different continuous forces. This case divides itself

again into two,—according as the mobile point is free, or

as it is compelled to move in a single curve, or on a given

surface. The fundamental theory of curvilinear motion
may be established in either case, in a different way ; each
being susceptible of direct treatment, and of being con-

nected with the other. In the first case, in order to deduce
the second, we have only to regard the active or passive re-

sistance of the prescribed curve or surface as a new force to

be added to the others proposed. In the other way, we
have only to consider the moving point as compelled to

describe the curve which it must traverse ; and this is

enough to afford the fundamental equations, though this

curve may then be primitively unknown.
The other, more real and more difiicult ., ^. .

J.T , £ ,\ .- £ , n Motion 01 a
case, is tiiat ot the motion or a system ot

sv^teni
bodies in any way connected, whose proper
motions are altered by the conditions of their connection.

There is a new elementary conception about the measure-
ment of forces which some geometers declare to be logically

deducible from antecedent considerations, and to which
they would assign the place and title of a fourth law of

motion. For the sake of convenience we may make it into

a fourth law of motion ; but such is not its philosophical

character. The idea is, that forces which impress the

same velocity on different masses are to each other

exactly as those masses ; or, in other words, that the
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forces are proportional to the masses, as we have seen them,
under the third law of motion, to be proportional to the

velocities. All phenomena, such as the communication of

motion by collision, or in any other way, have tended
to confirm the supposition of this new kind of proportion.

It evidently results from this, that when we have to com-
pare forces which impress different velocities on unequal
masses, each must be measured according to the product of

the mass upon which it acts by the corresponding velocity.

This product is called by geometers qua7itity of motion

;

and it determines the percussion of a body, and also

the pressure that a body may exercise against any fixed

obstacle to its motion.

Proceeding to the second dynamical case, we see that

the characteristic difticulty of this order of questions con-

sists in the way of estimating the connection of the

different bodies of the system, in virtue of which their

mutual reactions will necessarily affect the motions which
each would take if alone ; and we can have no a priori

knowledge of what the alterations will be. In the case of

the pendulum, for instance, the particles nearest the point

of suspension, and those furthest from it, must react on
each other by their connection,—the one moving faster

and the other slower than if they had been free ; and no
established dynamic principle exists revealing the law
which determines these reactions. Geometers naturally

began by laying down a pi'inciple for each particular case
;

and many were the principles thus offered, which tui-ned

out to be only remarkable theorems furnished simul-

taneously by fundamental dynamic equations. Lagrange
has given us, in his " Analytical Mechanics," the general

history of this series of labours : and very interesting it is,

as a study of the progressive march of the human intellect.

, This method of proceeding continued till

mincinle
^ ^^^^ time of D'Alembert, who put an end to

all these isolated researches by seeing how to

compute the reactions of the liodies of a system in virtue

of their connection, and establishing the fundamental
ecj[uations of the motion of any system. By the aid of the

great principle which bears his name, he made questions

of motion merge in simple questions of equilibrium. The
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principle is simply this. lu the case supposed, the natural

motion clearly divides itself into two,—the one which subsists

and the one which has been destroyed. By D'Alembert's

view, all these last, or, in other words, all the motions that

have been lost or gained by the different bodies of the system

by their reaction, necessarily balance each other, under the

conditions of the connection which characterizes the pro-

posed system. James Bernouilli saw this with regard to

the particular case of the pendulum ; and he was led by it

to form an equation adapted to determine the centre of

oscillation of the most simple system of weight. But he

extended the resource no furtlier ; and what he did detracts

nothing from the credit of D'Alembert's conception, the

excellence of which consists in its entire generality.

In D'Alembert's hands the principle seemed to have a

purely logical character. But its germ may be recognized

in the second law of motion, established by Newton, under
the name of the equality of reaction and action. They are,

in fact, the same, with regard to two bodies only acting

upon each other in the line which connects them. The one
is the greatest possible generalization of the other ; and
this way of regarding it brings out its true nature, by
giving it the physical character which D'Alembert did not

impress upon it. Henceforth therefore we recognize in it

the second law of motion, extended to any number of

bodies connected in any manner.
We see how every dynamical question is thus convertible

into one of Statics, by forming, in each case, equations of

equilibrium between the destroyed motions. But then
comes the difBculty of making out what the destroyed
motions are. In endeavouring to get rid of the embarrass-
ing consideration of the quantities of motion lost or gained,

Euler, above others, has supplied us with the method
most suitable for use,—that of attributing to each body a
quantity of motion equal and contrary to that which it

exhibits, it being evident that if such equal ana contrary
motion could be imposed upon it, equilibrium would l)e

the result. This method contemplates only the primitive
and the actual motions which are the true elements of the
dynamic problem,—the given and the unknown

; and it is

under this method that D'Alembert's principle is habitually
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conceived of. Questions of motion being thus reduced to

questions of equilibrium, tlie next step is to combine
D'Alembert's principle with that of virtual velocities.

This is the combination proposed by Lagrange, and de-

veloped in his "Analytical Mechanics," which has carried

up the science of abstract Mechanics to the highest degree
of logical perfection,—that is, to a rigorous unity. All
questions that it can comprehend are brought under a
single principle, through which the solution of an}' jDroblem

whatever offers only analytical difficulties.

D'Alembert immediately applied his principle to the

case of fluids—liquid and gaseous, which evidently admit
of its use as well as solids, their peculiar conditions being
considered. The result was our obtaining general equa-

tions of the motion of fluids, wholly unknown before. The
j^rincipal of virtual velocities rendered this perfectly easy,

and again left nothing to be desired, in regard to concrete

considerations, and presented none but analytical diffi-

culties. We must admit however that our actual know-
ledge obtained under this theory is extremely imperfect,

owing to insurmountable difficulties in the integrations

required. If it was so in questions of pure Statics, much
more must it be so in the more complex dynamical ques-

tions. The problem of the flow of a gravitating liquid

through a given orifice, simple as it appears, has never yet

been resolved. To simplify as far as they could, geometers

have had recourse to Daniel Bernouilli's hypothesis of the

parallelism of sections, which admits of our considering

motion in regard to horizontal laminse instead of particle

by particle. But this method of considering each horizontal

lamina of a liquid as moving altogether, and taking the

place of the following, is evidently contrary to the fact in

almost all cases. The lateral motions are wholly abstracted,

and their sensible existence imposes on us the necessity of

studying the motion of each particle. We must then con-

sider the science of hydrodynamics as being still in its

infancy, even with regard to liquids, and much more with

regard to gases. Yet, as the fundamental equations of the

motions of fluids are irreversibly established, it is clear that

what remains to be accomplished is in the direction of

mathematical analysis alone.
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Such is the Method of Rational Mechanics. -p ,

As for the great theoi-etical results of the

science,—the principal general properties of equilibrium
and motion thus far discovered,—thej were at first taken
for real principles, each being destined to furnish the
solution of a certain order of new problems in Mechanics.
As the systematic chai'acter of the science has come out
however, these supposed principles have
shown themselves to be mere theorems,

—

+i.^
^^^

necessary results of the fundamental theories

of abstract Statics and Dynamics.
Of these theorems, two belong to Statics. ^ ^ .

The most remarkable is that discovered by p
i' -

Torricelli with regard to the equilibrium of heavy bodies.

It consists in this ; that when any system of heavy bodies.

is in a situation of ec[uilibrium, its centre of gravity is.

necessarily placed at the lowest or highest possil)le point,

in comparison with all the positions it might take under
any other situation of the system.—Maupertuis afterwards,

by his working out of his Laiv of Repose, gave a large

generalization to this theorem of Torricelli's, which at once
became a mere particular case under that law ; Torricelli's

applying merely to cases of terrestrial gravitation ; while
that of Maupertuis extends throughout the whole sphere
of the great natural attractive forces.

The other general property relating to Stability and
ec[uilibrium may be regarded as a necessary instability of

complement of the former. It consists in equihbrium.

the fundamental distinction between the cases of stability

and instability of equilibrium. There being no such thing-

in nature as abstract repose, the term is applied here to

that state of stable equilibrium which exists where the
centre of gravity is placed as low as possible ; while un-
stable equilibrium is that which is poi^ularly called equi-
librium ; and it exists when the centre of gravity is placed
as high as possible. Maupertuis's theorem consisted in

this,—that the sitviation of equilibrium of any system is

always that in which the sum of vii-es vivce (active forces)

is a maximum or a minimum
; and the one under notice,

developed by Lagrange, consists in this,—that in any
system equilibrium is stable or unstable according as
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the sum of vires vivce is a maximum, or a Biiuimum.
Observation teaches the facts in the most simple cases

;

but it requires a large theory to exhibit to geometers that

the distinction is equally applicable to the most compound
systems.

Proceeding to the theorems relative to dynamics, the

most direct vray of establishing them is that used by
Lagrange,—exhibiting them as immediate consequences

. of the general equation of dynamics, deduced

+]i'l!!vr,i!c. from the combination of D'Alembert's priu-

ciple With the prmcqjle or virtual velocities.

The first theorem is that of the conservation of the motion
of the centre of gravity, discovered by Nevrton. Newton
showed that the mutual action of the bodies of any system.

Conservation vv^hether of attraction, impulsion, or any
of the motion other,—regard being had to the constant
of the centre equality between action and reaction,—can-

gravity. ^^^ ^^^ ^^-^-^ ^^^ affect the state of the centre

of gravity ; so that if there were no accelerating forces

besides, and if the exterior forces of the system were
reduced to instantaneous forces, the centre of gravity

would remain immovable, or would move uniformly in a

right line. D'Alembert generalized this property, and ex-

hibited it in such a form that every case in which the

motion of the centre of gravity has to be considered may
be treated as that of a single molecule. It is seldom that

we foi'm an idea af the entire theoretical generality of such
great results as those of rational Mechanics. We think of

them as relating to inorganic bodies, or as otherwise cir-

cumscribed ; but we cannot too carefully remember that

they aj^ply to all phenomena whatever ; and in virtue of

this universality alone are the basis of all real science.

The second general theorem of dynamics is

area"'''
^ ° ^^^^ principle of areas, the first perception of

which is attributable to Kepler. In its sim-

plest form it is this ; that if the accelerating force of any
molecule tends constantly towards a fixed point, the vector

radius of the moving body describes equal areas in equal

times round the fixed point ; so that the area described at

the end of any time increases in proportion to the time:

and the reciprocal fact is clear,—that the evidence of the
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areas and the times proves the action upon the body of a

force directed towards the fixed point. This discovery of

Kepler's is the more remarkable for having been made
before dynamics had been really created by Galileo. Its

importance in astronomy we shall see hereafter. But
though, in its simplest form, it is one of the bases of celes-

tial Mechanics, it is, in fact, only the simj^lest particular

case of the great general theorem of areas, exhibited in the

middle of the last century by D'Arcy, Daniel Bernouilli,

and Euler. Kepler's discovery related only to the motion
of a point, while the later one refers to the motion of any
system of bodies, acting on each other in any manner what-
ever ; which constitutes a case, not only more complex, but
different, on account of the mutual actions involved. It

yields proof, however, that though the area described by
the vector radius of each molecule may be altered by recij)-

rocal actions, the sum of the areas described will remain
invariable in a given time, and will increase therefore in

proportion to the time. As the theorem of the centre of

gravity determines all that relates to motions of transla-

tion, this determines all that relates to motions of rotation:

and the two together are sufficient for the complete study
of the motion of any system of bodies, in either direction.

And here comes in the facility afforded by M. Poinsot's

conception—referred to under the head of Statics. By
substituting for the areas or momentum of the geometers,

the couples engendered by the proposed forces, a philoso-

phical completeness is given to the theory, and a concrete

value, and proper dynamic direction, to what was before a
simple geometrical expression of a part of the fundamental
equations of motion.

Laplace elicited from the theory of areas -p, . .
,

,

that dynamic property which he called the tuVJ'''^
invariaoie plane, the consideration oi which
is highly important in celestial mechanics. It is in the

study of astronomy that the importance fully appears of

the determination of a plane, whose direction is unaffected

by the mutual action of different bodies in our own solar

system ; for we thus obtain a point of reference, a neces-

sarily fixed term of comparison, by which to estimate the
variations of the heavenly bodies. We are far from having

I. L
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yet attained precision in the determination of tlie situation

of this plane ; but this does not impair the character of the

theorem in its relation to rational Mechanics. Again, we
are indebted to Poinsot, who, by simj^lifying, has once
more extended the i:)rocess to which his method is applied

:

and he has rej)aired an important omission made by Laplace,
in takiug into the account the smaller areas described by
satellites, and their rotation, and that^ of the sun itself

;

whereas Laplace has attended only to the larger areas de-

scribed by the planets in their course round the sun.

^ . Finally, there are Euler's theorems of the
Moment oi ^ * ^ • ^ • j xi • • 7

inertia
moment oj inertia, and the principal axes,

which are among the most important general

PrinciDal axes
I'^sults of rational Mechanics. By means of

these we are able to arrive at a complete
analysis of the motion of rotation.—By means of all the

theorems just touched upon, we are j)ut in the direct way
to determine the entire motion of any body, or system of

bodies whatever.—Besides them, geometers have discovered

some which are less general, but, though by no means in-

dispensable, yet very important from the simplification

they introduce into special researches. Students will re-

cognize their functions, when their mere names are pre-

sented ; which is all that our space allows :—I refer to the

theorem of the conservation of active forces,-—singularly

important in its apj^licatious to industrial Mechanics : the

theorem, impropei'ly called the princvple of the least action,

as old as Ptolemy, who observed that reflected light tates

the shortest way from one point to another,—an observa-

tion which was the basis of Maupertuis' discovery of this

proj^erty : and lastly, a theorem not usually classed with
the foregoing, yet worthy of no less esteem,—the theorem
of the co-existence of small oscillations, of Daniel Beruouilli.

This discovery is as important in its physical as its logical

bearings ; and it explains a multitude of facts which,

clearly known, could not be referred to their principles. It

consists in showing that the infinitely small oscillations

caused by the return of any system of forces to a state of

stable equilibrium coexist without interference, and can be
treated separately.

This reference to the principal general theorems hitherto
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discovered in Rational Mechanics concludes our review of

the second branch of Concrete Mathematics.

As for our review of the whole science, I r 1
'

wish I could better have communicated my
own profound sense of the nature of this immense and
admirable science, which, the necessary basis of the whole
of Positive Philosophy, constitutes the most unquestionable

proof of the compass of the human intellect. But I hoj^e

tliat those who have not the misfortune to be wholly igno-

rant of this fundamental science may, according to the

process of thought which I have indicated, attain some
clear idea of its philosophical character.

To preserve complete the philosophical arrangement of

Mathematics in its present state, I ought to consider here

a third branch of Concrete Mathematics ;—the application

of analysis to therm ological phenomena, according to the

discoveries of Fourier. But, to avoid too great a bi-each of

customary arrangement, I have reserved the subject, and
shall place Thermology among the departments of Physics.

Mathematical philosophy being now completely character-

ized, we shall proceed to examine its application to the study
of Natural Phenomena, in their various orders, ranked ac-

cording to their degree of simplicity. By this character

alone can they cast light back again upon the science which
explains them ; and under this character alone can they be
suitably estimated. According to the natural order laid

down at the beginning, we now proceed to that class of

phenomena with which Mathematics is most concerned,

—

the phenomena of Astronomy.
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BOOK II.

A S T E N M Y.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL VIEW.

T, , T T is easy to describe clearly tlie character
-L of astronomical science, from its being

thoroughly separated, in onr time, from all theological

and metajjliysical influence. Looting at the simple facts of

the case, it is evident that though three of our senses take

cognizance of distant objects, only one of the three per-

ceives the stars. The blind could know nothing of them
;

and we who see, after all our preparation, know nothing of

stars hidden by distance, except by induction. Of all

objects, the planets are those which appear to us under the

least varied aspect. We see hoAV we may determine their

forms, their distances, their l)ulk, and their motions, but we
can never know anything of their chemical or niineralogical

structure ; and, much less, that of organized beings living

on their surface. We may obtain positive knowledge of

their geometrical and mechanical phenomena ; but all

physical, chemical, physiological, and social researches, for

which our powers fit us on our own earth, are out of the

question in regard to the planets. Whatever knowledge is

obtainable by means of the sense of Sight, we may hope to

attain with regard to the stars, whether we at j)resent see

the method or not ; and whatever knowledge requires the

aid of other senses, we must at once exclude from our

expectations, in spite of any appearances to the contrary.

As to questions about which we are uncertain whether they

finally depend on Sight or not,—we must patiently wait,
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for an ascertainment of their character, before we can
settle whether they are applicable to the stars or not. The
only case in which this rule will be pronounced too sevei'e

is that of questions of temperatures. The mathematical
thermology created by Fourier may tempt us to hope that,

as he has estimated the temperature of the sj^ace in which
we move, we may in time ascertain the mean temperature
of the heavenly bodies : but I regard this order of facts as

for ever excluded from our recognition. We cau never
learn their internal constitution, nor, in regard to some of

them, how heat is absorbed by their atmosphere. Newton's
attempt to estimate the temperature of the comet of 1680
at its perihelion could accomplish nothing more, even with
the science of our day, than show what would be the tem-
perature of our globe in the circumstances of that comet.
We may therefore define Astronomy as the ^ j, . .

science by which we discover the laws of the

geometrical and mechanical phenomena pi'esented by the
heavenly bodies.

It is desirable to add a limitation which is

important, though not of primary necessity. Restriction.

The part of the science which we command
from what we may call the Solar point of view is distinct,

and evidently capable of being made complete and satis-

factory ; while that which is regarded from the Universal
point of view is in its infancy to us now, and must ever be
illimitable to our successors of the remotest generations.

Men will never compass in their conceptions the whole of

the stars. The difference is very striking now to us who
find a perfect knowledge of the solar system at our com-
mand, while we have not obtained the first and most simple
element in sidereal astronomy—the determination of the
stellar intervals. Wliatever may be the ultimate progress

of our knowledge in certain portions of the larger field, it

will leave us always at an immeasurable distance from
understanding the universe.

Throughout the whole range of science, there exists a
constant and necessary harmony between our needs and
our knowledge. We shall find this to be true everywhere.
The fact is, we need to know only what, in some way or
other, acts upon us ; and the influence which acts upon us
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becomes, in turn, our means of knowledge. This is evi-

dently and remarkably true in regard to Astronomy. It

is of the highest importance to its to know the laws of the

solar system : and we have attained great j^recision with

regard to them ; but, if the knowledge of the starry

universe is forbidden to us, it is clear that it is of no real

consequence to us, except as a gratification of our curiosity.

The interior mechanism of eadi solar system is essentially

independent of the mutual action of distant suns ; as it

may well be, considering the distance of these suns from

each other, in comparison with the distance of planets from
their suns. Our tables of astronomical events, constructed

in advance, proceed on the supposition of there being no

other system than our own ; and they agree with our direct

observations, precisely and necessarily. This is our proper

field ; and we must remember that it is so. We must keep

carefully apart the idea of the solar system and that of the

universe, and be always assured that our only true interest

is in the former. Within this boundary alone is astro-

nomy the supreme and positive science that we have deter-

mined it to be ; and, in fact, the innumerable stars that

are scattered through space serve us scientifically only

as providing positions which may be called fixed, with

which we may compare the interior movements of our

system.
We shall find, as we proceed through the

^OTatlon
^^' whole gradation of the science, that the more

complex the science, the more various are the

means of exploration ; whereas, it does not at all follow, as

we shall see, that the completeness of the knowledge ob-

tained is in any proportion to the abundance of our means.

Our knowledge of astronomy is more perfect than that of

any of the sciences which follow it
;
yet in none are our

means of exploration so few.

The means of exploration are three :—direct observation ;

observation by experiment ; and observation by comparison.

In the first case, we look at the iihenomenon before our

eyes ; in the second, we see how it is modified by artificial

circumstances to which we have subjected it ; and in the

third, we contemplate a series of analagous cases, in which

the phenomenon is more and more simplified. It is only
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in the case of organized bodies, whose phenomena are

extremely difficult of access, that all the three methods can

be employed ; and it is evident that in astronomy we can

use only the first. Experiment is, of course, impossible

;

and comparison could take place only if we were familiar

with abundance of solar systems, which is equally out of

the question. Even simple observation is reduced to the

use of one sense,—that of sight alone. And again, even

this sense is very little used. Reasoning bears a greater

proportion to observation here, than in any science that

follows it ; and hence its high intellectual dignity. To
measure angles and compute times are the only methods
by which we can discover the laws of the heavenly bodies

;

and they are enough. The few incoherent sensations con-

concerned would be, of themselves, very insignificant ; they

could not teach us the figure of the earth, nor the path of

a planet. They are combined and rendered serviceable by
long-drawn and complex reasonings ; so that we might
truly say that the phenomena, however real, j, , ,

are constructed by our understanding. The
simplicity of the phenomena to lie studied, and the diffi-

culty of getting at them, constitute, by their conibiuatiou,

the eminently mathematical character of the science of

astronomy. On the one hand, the perpetual necessity of

deducing from a small number of direct measures, whether
angular or horary, quantities which are not themselves

immediately observable, renders the use of abstract mathe-
matics indispensable ; while, on the other hand, astro-

nomical questions being always, in themselves, problems of

geometry, or else of mechanics, must fall into the depart-

ment of concrete mathematics. Again, the regularity of

astronomical forms admits of geometrical treatment ; and
the simplicity of astronomical movements admits of me-
chanical treatment with a very high degree of precision.

There is perhaps no analytical process, no geometrical or

mechanical doctrine, which is not employed in astronomical

researches, and many of them have as yet had no other aim.

Considering the simple nature of astronomical investi-

gations, and the easy application to them of mathematical
means, it is evident why astronomy is, by common consent,

placed at the head of the natural sciences. It deserves
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tliis place, first, by the perfection of its scientific character

;

and, next, by the preponderant importance of the laws
which it discloses.

Passing over, for the present, its utility in the measure-
ment of time, the exact description of the globe, and the

perfecting of navigation, which are not circumstances that

could determine its rank, we may just observe that it

affords an instance of the necessity of the loftiest scientific

speculations to the satisfaction of the most ordinary wants.

Hipparchus began to apply astronomical theory to the find-

ing the longitude at sea. A prodigious amount of geome-
metrical science has gone to improve our tables of longitude

up to their present point ; and if we cannot now get within

half-a-dozen miles of a true estimate in the seas under the

line, it is for want of more science still.

Those who say that science consists in an accumulation
of observed facts may here see how imperfect is their

account of the matter. The Chaldeans and Egyptians
collected facts from observation of the

VV lien it be- i i j. xi x i

came a science
^©^'^^^^s ; but there was no astronomical

science till the early Greek philosoj^hers re-

ferred the diurnal movement to geometrical laws. The
aim of astronomical researches was to establish what would
be the state of the sky at some future time ; and no accu-

mulation of facts could effect this, till the facts were made
the basis of reasonings. Till the rising of the sun, or of

some star, could be accurately predicted, as to time and
place, there was no astronomical science. Its whole j^rogress

since has been by introducing more and more certainty and
precision into its predictions, and in using smaller and
smaller data from direct observation for a more and more
distant prevision. No part of natural philosophy manifests

more strikingly the truth of the axiom that all science has

prevision for its end : an axiom which separates science

from erudition, which relates the events of the past, with-

out any regard to the future.

However impossible may be the aim to

a '«ino'le law I'educe the phenomena of the respective

sciences to a single law, supreme in each,

this should be the aim of pliilosophers, as it is only the
imperfection of our knowledge which prevents its accom-
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plishment. The perfection of a science is in exact propor-

tion to its approach to this consummation ; and, according-

to this test, astronomy distances all other sciences. Suj)-

posing it to relate to our solar system alone, the point is

attained ; for the single general law of gravitation compre-

hends the whole of its phenomena. It is to this that we
must recur when we wish to show what we mean by the

explanation of a phenomenon, without any inquiry into its.

first or final cause ; and it is here that we learn the true

character and conditions of scientific hypothesis,—no other

science having applied this powerful instrument so ex-

tensively or so usefully. After having exhibited these

great general properties of astronomical philosophy, I shall

apply them to perfect the philosophical character of the

other principal sciences.

Regarding astronomical science, apart from its method,
and with a view to the natui'al laws which it discloses, its

pre-eminence is no less incontestable. I have always ad-
mired, as a stroke of philosophic genius, Newton's title of

his treatise on Celestial Mechanics,— ' The Mathematical
Principles of Natural Philosophy ;

' for it would be im-
jDossible to indicate with a more energetic conciseness that

the general laws of astronomical phenomena are the basis

of all our real knowledge.
We may see at a glance that astronomy is .

independent of all the natural sciences, de-
qH^q^. sciences

pending on Mathematics alone : and though,
philosojjhically speaking, we put Mathematics at the head
of the whole series, we practically regard it less as a natural

science of itself (from the paucity of phenomena which it

presents to observation) than as the repository of principles

by which the natural sciences are intei'preted and investi-

gated. Philosophically speaking, astronomy depends on
Mathematics alone, owing nothing to Physics, Chemistry,

or Physiology, which Avere either undiscovered, or lost in

theological and metaphysical confusion, while astronomy
was a true science in the hands of the ancient geometers.

But the phenomena of the other sciences are dependent,
naturally as well as systematically, on astronomical facts,

and can be perfectly sti;died only through astronomy. We
cannot thoroughly undex'stand any terrestrial phenomenon
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withoiat considering what our globe is, and what part it

bears in the solar system, as its situation and motions
affect the conditions of everything upon it ; and what would
become of our physical, chemical, and j^hysiological ideas,

without consideration of the law of gravitation ? In the

remotest case of all, that of Social i^heuomena, it is certain

that changes in the distance of the earth from the sun, and
consequently in the duration of the year, in the obliquity

of the ecliptic, etc., which in astronomy would merely
modify some coefficients, would largely affect or completely

destroy our social development. It is no exaggeration to

say that Social physics would be an impossible science, if

geometers had not shown us that the perturbations of our

solar system can never be more than gradual and restricted

oscillations round a mean condition which is invariable.

If astronomical conditions wei'e liable to indefinite varia-

tions, the human existence which depends upon them could

never be reduced to laws.

Not less important is the influence of astronomical

science on our own intelligence. It has done much more
than relieve us from superstitious terrors and absurd

notions about comets and eclipses,—notions which, as

Laplace observed, would spring up again immediately if

our astronomy were forgotten. This science has done much
more for our understandings than that. It has done more
than any other pursviit—simply because it is the most
scientific of all—to expose and destroy the doctrine of final

causes, which is generally regarded by the moderns as the

basis of every religious system, though it is in fact a con-

sequence and not a cause. The knowledge of the motion
of the earth has overthrown the very foundation of the

doctrine, which supposed the universe to be subordinated

to our globe, and therefore to Man. Since Newton's time,

the development of celestial Mechanics has dej^rived theo-

logical philosophy of its principal intellectual office, by
proving that the order maiiitained throughout our system

and the whole universe is by the simple gravitation of its

parts. If we took an a priori view, we should say that, as

we exist, our system must be such as to admit of our

existence ; and one necessary condition of this is such a

degree of stability in our system as we actually find. This
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stability we scientifically perceive to he a simple conse-

quence of mechanical laws woi'king among the incidents of

our system,—the extremely small planetary bodies in their

relation to the larger sun ; the small eccentricity of their

orbits, and moderate inclination of their planes ; which in-

cidents, again, are necessary consequences of the mode of

formation of the entire system. The stability by virtue of

which we hold our existence is not found in the case of

comets, whose perturbations are not only great, but liable

to indefinite increase ; and their being inhabited is incon-

ceivable. Thus, the doctrine of final causes would be
reduced to the truism that there are no inhabited bodies

in our system but those which are habitable. This brings

us back to the principle of the conditions of existence,

which is the true positive transformation of the doctrine

of final causes, and of far superior sco2:)e and profit in every

way.
We have next to consider the divisions of p,- • •

the science. These arise immediately out of
^^^^ science

the fact, now familiar to us, that astronomical

phenomena are either geometrical or mechanical. They are

Celestial Geometry, which is still called Astronomy, from
its having possessed a scientific character before the other

;

and Celestial Mechanics, of which Newton was the immortal
founder. Thougli our business is with our own system,

the same division extends to Sidereal astronomy, supposing
that kind of exploration to be within our „ , . ,

power. As before, we see geometry to be Geometrv.
more simple in its phenomena than me-
chanics, and that mechanics is dependent on geometry,

without reciprocity. In fact, men were successfully in-

quiring into the forms and sizes of the heavenly bodies, and
studying their geometrical laws, before anything was known
of the forces which changed their positions. Whereas, the

province of Celestial Mechanics is to analyse „ , . ,

the motions of the stars, in order to refer Mechanics
them, by the rules of Rational Mechanics, to

the elementary motions regulated by a universal and in-

variable mathematical law ;—thence, again, departing to

I^erfect the knowledge of real motions by scientifically

determining them a priori, taking from observation the
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necessary data—the fewest possible—for tlie calculations

of general mechanics. This is the link by which astronomy
and physics are connected, and connected so closely that

some great phenomena render the transition almost in-

sensible ; as in the theory of the Tides. But it is evident

that the whole reality of celestial mechanics consists in its

having issued from the exact knowledge of true movements,
furnished by celestial geometry. It was for want of this

point of departure that all attempts before the time of

Newton, even Descartes', however valuable in other ways,

failed to establish systems of celestial mechanics. This

division of the science into two parts has therefore nothing

arbitrary in it, nor even scholastic : it is derived from the

nature of the science, and is at once historical and dog-

matic. As for the subdivisions, we need not trouble our-

selves with them now.
In regard to the point of view from which the science

should be regarded, Lacaille thought it would simplify

matters extremely to place his observer on the surface of the

sun. And so it would, if the thing could be done in accor-

dance with positive knowledge ; but undoubtedly the solar

station should be the ultimate and not the original one,

under a rational system of astronomical study. And when,
as in the case of this work, the object is the analysis of the

scientific method, and the observation of the logical filia-

tion of the leading scientific ideas, it matters less to obtain

a clearer exposition of general resvilts than to adhere to the

positive method.
I suppose my readers to be well acquainted with the two

fundamental facts of the diurnal and annual rotation of our

globe, as data without which nothing could be clearly

understood of the essential methods and general results

of astronomical science. I am not giving a treatise on
astronomy, nor even a summaiy ; but a series of philo-

sojjhical considerations upon the different parts of the

science, in which any extended special exposition would be

misplaced.

We must first see what methods of observation astro-

nomers need, and are possessed of.
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CHAPTER II.

METHODS OF STUDY OP ASTRONOMY.

SECTION I.

INSTRUMENTS,

ALL astronomical observation is, as we ^, ,.
, 1 1 1 • .1 Observation,
nave seen, compreuenaea m the measure-

ment of times and. of angles. The two considerations

concerned in attaining the great perfection we have
reached are the perfecting the instruments, and the appli-

cation by theory of certain corrections, without which their

precision woulcl be misleading.

The observation of shadows was the first ^i i
„ . T .1 ^^ bhadows.

resource ot astronomers, wlien the rectinnear

propagation of light was established. Solar shadows, and
also lunar, were very valuable in the beginning ; and much
was obtained from the simple device of a style, so fixed as

to cast a shadow corresponding with the diurual rotation to

be observed : but the alterations rendered necessary by the
annual motion, and impossible to make on that apparatus,

rendered the instrument unfit for precise observations.

Again, by comparing the length of the shadow cast by
a vertical style with the height of the style, the correspond-
ing angular distance of the sun from the zenith was com-
puted : and a valuable method this was : but the penumbra
rendered the accurate measurement of the shadow impos-
sible. The difficulty, aggravated by its unequal amount at

different distances from the zenith, was partly removed by
the use of very large gnomons ; but not completely.

These imperfections determined astronomers to get rid as

soon as possible of the process of gnomonic measurement.
Shadows will always be at hand to measure by when better

means are wanting : and one application of this instru-
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meut remains in our observatories,—as the basis of the
meridian line, regarded as dividing into two equal parts

the angle formed by the horizontal shadows of the same
length which corresj^ond to the two equivalent parts of

the same day. In this case, the j^enumbra is harmless,

as it affects the two parts equally ; and as for the obli-

quity of the sun's motion, that may be mainly got rid of

by choosing the period of either solstice,—especially the
summer one. It is easy, too, to rectify the observation by
the stars.

Proceeding to more exact methods, and, first, with regard
to measurement of time, it is clear that the most perfect of

all chronoineters is the sky. It seems as if it would be
enough, after knowing precisely the latitude of one's obser-

vatory, to measure the distance of any star from the zenith,

and learn its horary angle, and, as an immediate conse-

quence, the time that has elapsed, by resolving the spherical

triangle formed by the pole, the zenith, and the star. If a
sufficiently wide observation of this kind had been made,
and numerical tables formed for certain selected stars,

great results might have been obtained from this natural

method ; but it is insufficient ; and it has the defect of

making the measure of time depend on that of angles,

which is the least perfect of the two, in our day. This

method is thei'efore used only in the absence of a better, as

in nautical astronomy ; and its commonest service is in

regulating other chronometers, by a comparison with that of

the heavens themselves. Artificial methods of measuring
time are therefore indispensable in astronomy.

. ... . ,
Every phenomenon which exhibits con-

methods tmuous change might serve, m a rough way,

to mark time : various chemical processes, or

even the beating of our own pulses, might afford a measure,
more or less inaccurate : astronomical phenomena are ex-

cluded, because they are what Ave want to measure : and
we therefore have recourse to physical means, and find

weight the best. The ancients tried it in the form of the

fiow of liquids ; and to water clocks succeeded the hour-

glass ; but the uncertainty of these led to solids being

preferred ; and in the form of weight having a vertical

descent. By no care, however, could the disturbances
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caused by natural forces be remedied, till Galileo, by liis

creation of rational dynamics, suggested the pendulum.
Wliether it is or is not correct to assign to rr,, i ,

Galileo the idea of using the pendulum as a

measurer of time, it is certain that his discoveries sug-

gested it, and that Huyghens enabled us to use it. He had
recourse to the highest principles of science to render this

service, and discovered the princij^le of vires vivse, vrhich,

besides being scientifically indispensable, afforded to art

new means of modifying oscillations without changing the

dimensions of the apparatus. Considered as a collection

of discoveries for a single aim, Huyghens' treatise De
Horologio oscillatorio, is perhaps the most remarkable
example of special researches that the history of the human
mind has yet exhibited. From that time, the perfecting

of astronomical clocks became merely a matter of art. In
regard to fixed clocks, two things have to be attended to ;

—

the diminution of friction, by improved methods of sus-

pension, and the correction by a compensating apj^aratus

of irregularities caused by variations of temjierature. As
for portable chronometers, worked by a spiral spring, they
are a marvellous invention ; but they belong to the pro-

vince of art, and not science.

In regard to the measurement of angles, ,_
• i • 1 J.1 4. -J. i 1 •

1 11 Measurement
it IS clear that an instrument which would ^£ angles
admit of au allowance for minutes and
seconds, must be of a size incompatible with minute pre-

cision. It must always be that large apparatus must be

so affected in its weight and temperature as to be impaired
in its accuracy. The large telescopes of modern times are

intended to show us stars otherwise invisible : and no one
thinks of using them for purposes of precise measurement.
It is generally agreed now that instruments for measuring
angles should not be more than ten feet in diameter when
we are dealing with an entire circle ; and they are usually

not more than six or seven. The wonder then is how we
are to estimate angles to a second, as we do every day,

with circles whose size would scarcely indicate minutes.
It is done by the concurrent use of three methods,—the
eye-piece, the use of the vernier (so called after its

inventor), and the repetition of angles.
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It was long before it occurred to astronomers to use
their lenses for any other purpose than the discovery of

new objects : but at last it occurred to them to replace the

ancient transoms and modern sights by an eye-piece which
should secure the advantages without the inaccuracies of a

large instrument. Morin first made this iise of a lens.

Auzout followed with his invention of the reticle ; and, a

century after, Dollond gave us a power of absolute pre-

cision by his invention of the achi'omatic object-glass.

Vernier proposed in 1631 to divide intervals into parts

much moi'e minute than could be marked. He enabled us

to ascertain angles, within half a minute, or circles divided

only into sixth-parts of a degree. The j^recision obtainable

by his simple apparatus is indefinite, being limited only

by our difficulty in detecting the coincidence of the line of

the vernier with that of the limb. The union of the third

method with these two gives us the perfection we have
attained. It is strange that we should have been so long

in perceiving that, the imperfection of angular instruments

having nothing to do with the dimensions of the angle to

be measured, we should gain much by increasing, in fixed

proportions, the magnitude of the angles, which is equiva-

lent to diminishing the imperfection of the instruinent.

The repetition of angles served every purpose immediately,

with I'egard to terrestrial objects, on account of the steadi-

ness of the point of view ; but there was the difficulty,

with regard to the heavenly bodies, of their perpetual

change of place. Borda applied himself to measure the

distance from the zenith of the stars when they crossed

the meridian ; and the star then remains sensibly at the

same distance from the zenith long enough to allow the

oi)eration of the multiplication of the angle. By these

means, angular instruments are matched with horary in

regard to precision. They require from the observer a

diligent patience in applying all the minute precautions

and rectifications which experience has proved to be indis-

pensable to the fullest use of these instruments.

Then, we have Roemer's meridional eye-glass, which fixes

the instant of the passage of a star over the meridian. The
plane of the meridian is made in this case purely geome-
trical, by being described by the optic axis of a simjjle eye-
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glass, properly disposed ; which is enough when all we wan.
to know is the precise moment of the star's passage. Then
there are the micrometrical instruments, by which we mea-
sure the diameters of stars, and, generally all small an-

gular intervals. These are the material instruments of

observation,-—horary and angular. We must now advert

to the intellectual means,—that is, to the corrections which
astronomers must apply to the results exhibited by their

instruments. There would be little use in perfecting our
instruments, if refraction and j^arallax introduced as much
error into our observations as we had got rid of by the im-
jjrovement of our apparatus.

The corrections required are of two kinds. „ . .

The first relate to the errors caused by the corrections
position of the observer,—the ordinary re-

fraction and parallax. No deep astronomical knowledge is

required for the correction of these. The second class,

arising from the same cause, since they proceed from the

observer being on a moving planet, are founded on primary
astronomical theories : they are the annual parallax, the

precession of the equinoxes, aberration, and nutation. Our
business now is with the first and most important class.

SECTION II.

REFRACTION.

The light which comes to us from any star t, , ,.
ri.PTT'fi.OLion

must be more or less turned aside by the

action of the terrestrial atmosphere. We must estimate
the amount of this deviation before our observations can
answer any theoretical purpose. The star is, by this re-

fraction, made to appear too near the zenith, while left in

the same vertical plane. Only at the zenith is the error

absent, while it increases as the star descends to the horizon.

This error, primarily affecting distances from the zenith,

must affect, indirectly, all other astronomical measure-
ments, except azimuths : but it would be easy to calculate

them, if we once knew the law of diminution and increase

of refraction at different distances from the zenith. Philo-

I. M
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sopliers have tried the logical way and the empirical, and
have ended by combining the two.

If our atmosphere were homogeneous, the refraction of

light would be uniform and calculable. But our atmo-
sphere is composed of strata ; and the consequent refrac-

tions are excessively unequal, and increasing as the light

penetrates a denser stratum, so that its passage constitutes

a curve of the last degree of complication. Even this would
be calculable, with more or less pains, if we knew the law

of variation of these atmosj^heric densities : but we do not

and cannot know that law. We have no exact knowledge
of the laws of temperature, and cannot estimate atmo-

spheric changes, either as to number or degree : and all

mathematical processes founded on laws of pressure, etc.,

may be good as exercises, but are of no value in estimating

refraction. As to the empirical method, if the refraction

remained always constant at the same height, we might
construct tables ; and, by extending our observations, and
instituting various comparisons, we might hope to obtain

such a mass of materials as would afford us some certain

results. This is what astronomers have, in fact, patiently

and laboriously done, by the help of the improved instru-

ments we have spoken of. They have used whatever geo-

metrical help they could make applicable : but the resiilts

are discouraging enough. There is nothing like uniformity

in the results : for the changes in the atmosphere are beyond
our calculation and measurement. We study the barometer,

the thermometer, and the hygrometer, at the right moment;
we can learn from them only the changes taking place on
the spot in which we are ; and our tables of refraction vary

as our observatories, and even in one observatory at diffe-

rent times. Delambre found differences of four or five

minutes between one day and another, after taking all

imaginable pains. All that we can do is to confine our

observations to the nearest possible approach to the zenith,

and to place no reliance on what we attempt near the

horizon. By doing this, we shall find our astronomical ob-

servations less affected by the unmanageable difficulties of

refraction than might be anticipated.
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SECTION III.

PARALLAX.

The difficulty of the parallaxes can be dealt p • 11 -

with much more easily and satisfactorily than
that of the refractions. Observations of the heavenly
bodies made in different places could not be exactly com-
pared without a reference, in idea, to those which would be
made from an imag-inary observatory, situated in the middle
of the earth, which is besides the true centre of apparent
diurnal motions. This correction, which is called the
parallax, is analogous to that which is constantly made in

measurements of the earth's surface, under the more
logical name of reduction to the centre of the station.

The effect of the parallax, like that of refraction, is

upon the distance of stars from the zenith alone, leaving

the star in the same vertical plane, and placing it too far

fi'om the zenith, instead of too near, as in the case of re-

fraction. In this instance too, as in the other, though not
according to the same law, the deviation increases as the
star descends to the horizon. In like manner, too, there

must be secondary modifications for all the other astro-

nomical quantities, except with regard to the azimuths.
The rectification is easy in comparison with the other case,

from the absence of the hopeless difficulties caused by our
ill-understood atmosphere. The similar course of the two
difficulties, producing counteracting effects, has, we may
observe, relaxed the attention of astronomers to the facts

of refraction and parallax, by partly concealing their in-

fluence on actual observations.

The parallax does not, like refraction, affect all the stars

alike, but, on the contrary, affects all unequally, and each
according to its position. It is insensible with regard to
all which lie outside the limits of our system, on account of

their immense distance ; and it varies extremely within our
system, from the horizontal parallax of Uranus, which can
never reach a half-second, to that of the moon, which may
at times exceed a degree. Here lies the radical distinction,

in astronomical calculations, between the theory of paral-
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laxes and that of refractions. The determination of ques-

tions of parallaxes does not wholly depend, like that of re-

fraction, on methods of observation in astronomy, but is

truly a portion of science. Depending as it does, ultimately,

on the estimate of the distances of the stars from the earth,

it pertains to celestial geometry, through the necessity of

knowing the law of motion of each star. Thus, it consti-

tutes a part of the science itself ; though, in the absence of

direct knowledge of the distances of stars, an empirical

method of determining the coefficients, analogous to that

employed in the case of refraction, may be adopted. The
method which will suffice is to choose a place and time
which will show the proposed star passing the meridian

very near the zenith : then to measure, for several consecu-

tive days, its polar distance, so as to know pretty nearly the

amount of this distance at any moment of the process : and
this being laid down, then to calculate, for this instant,

according to the horary angle and its two sides, the true

distance from the star to the zenith, when it is considerably

remote from it, without being too near the horizon (say

from 75° to 80°) : and then, the comparison of this dis-

tance with that which is actually observed at the moment,
will evidently disclose the corresponding parallax, and
therefore the horizontal parallax, provided the due correc-

tion for the refraction has been made. This is the method
by which it is most easily established that the parallax of

all the stars is absolutely insensible.

It is a serious inconvenience in this method, that all the

uncertainty of the case of refraction is introduced into that

of parallax. In regard to a body whose parallax is very

great, as the moon, the uncertainty is of small consequence;

but in regard to the sun, or other distant body, an error of

one-third, or even one-half, in the value of its horizontal

parallax, might be occasioned. The method is absolutely

inapplicable to the remotest of our planets ; and not only

to Uranus, but to Saturn and Jui:)iter. The rational

method must be resorted to, in the case of these. The
empirical method has been mentioned here from the philo-

sophical interest which attaches to the fact that, w]) to a

certain point, the true distances of stars from the earth, at

least in proportion to its radius, may be ascertained by ob-
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servations made iu one place ; a thing which appears, at

first sight, geometrically impossible.

SECTION IV.

CATALOGUE OF STARS.

I am disposed to give a place here, con- p ^ i r

trary to custom, to the Catalogiie of stars,
s,t^i-s

"

which I think should be reckoned among
our necessary means of observation in astronomy. This

catalogue is a mathematical table of directions by which
we find the different stars. Such a determination is a basis

of direct knowledge in regard to Sidereal astronomy : while,

in regard to our own system, it is simply a valuable means
of observation, which supplies us with terms of comparison
indispensable for the study of the interior movements of

the system. Such has been the essential use of catalogues

of stars, from Hipparchus, who began them, to this day.

—

In order to fulfil their purposes, these catalogues should
contain the greatest possible number of stars, spread over

every region of the sky. Asti'onomers have done their

duty well ; for it is a settled habit with them to determine,

as far as they can, the co-ordinates of every new star which
they observe ; and thus our catalogues ai'e very voluminous,
and for ever augmenting. Our business here is not with
the system of classification and nomenclature adopted in

these catalogues. The nomenclature, bearing as it does

the marks of the primitive theological state of astronomy,
might be easily replaced by one of a methodical character,

—the objects to be classified being of the simplest nature,

and the distinctions being, in fact, only those of position.

But it is this very simplicity which prevents the need from
being felt as it would among more complex elements,

—

useful as a rational system would no doubt be in finding

and assigning the places of stars. The change will be made
in time, no doubt, and the need is not urgent. Stars are

not known by their names, for astronomical purposes, but
by their desci-iptions ; and the classification and nomencla-
ture in the catalogue, resulting from the fundamental divi-
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sion of the circle, are as perfect as jiossible ; and all else is

of little importance. I would only ask that we should

cease to speak of the magnitudes of stars, as marking their

rank, and substitute the word hrightness, in order to avoid

all risk of supposing stars to be large or small in proportion

to their brightness or dimness. The word brigJitness would
be a simple declaration of the fact, without judging the

causes, which we are far from understanding.

By viewing these methods as I have brought them to-

gether, we may trace the progress of the science from its

earliest days. With regard to angular measurement, for

instance, the ancients observed with exactness a degree at

the utmost ; Tycho Brahe carried up the precision to a

minute, and the moderns to a second ;—a perfection so

recent, that observations which lie more than a century

behind our time are considered, from their want of pre-

cision, inadmissible in the formation of astronomical

theories.

My object has been, chiefly, to show the harmony which
exists among these different methods of observation ; a

harmony which, while it tends to perfect them all, up to a

certain jioint, still restricts them all, by making each a

limit to the rest. No improvement in horary or angular

instruments, for instance, could carry us far, while our
knowledge of refraction remains as imperfect as it is. But
there is no reason to suppose that we have approached the

limits imposed liy the conditions of the subject.
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CHAPTER III.

GEOMETRICAL PHENOMENA OF THE HEAVENLY BODIES.

SECTION I.

STATICAL PHENOMENA.

THE plienomeua of our solar system divide _
themselves into two classes,—the Statical ^A^^r,l,^T.^n

^

T 1 -f- '7 rm r* t
IJlltJilOIllcIlcL,

and the Dynamical. Ihe first class compre-
hends the circumstances of the star itself, independent of

its motions ; as its distance, magnitude, form, atmosphere,
etc. : the other comprehends the facts of its displacements,

and the mathematical considerations belonging to its diffe-

rent positions. According to the usual analogy, the first

is independent of the second ; while the second could have
no existence without the first. The Statical phenomena
would exist if the system was immovable : while the
dynamical are wholly determined by the statical conditions.

The first thing necessary to be known
about any heavenly body is its distance from tanctL^*"^""'
the earth : and the diflficulty of obtaining
this ground for further observations is extremely great,

—

the smallnessof the base of our triangle, and the immensity
of the distance of the planet, rendering all accuracty hopeless

in very many cases. Towards the middle of the last century,

when it was desired to determine the horizontal parallax of

the moon,—the most manageable of the heavenly bodies,

—

Lacaille went to the Cape of Good Hope, and Lalande to

Berlin, to observe its distance at the same moment from
the zenith,—that moment being appointed,—as the middle
of an anticipated eclipse. The stations were so chosen as
to afford a pretty accurate knowledge of the extent of the
line of the base,—which was about as long a one as our
globe could afford. The observations of the two distances
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of the moon from the zenith must thus afford the necessary

data for the resolution of the triangle which must give the

distance sought : and thus we have obtained a very exact

knowledge of the moon's distance, which, at its mean, is

about sixty terrestrial diameters, and about which we are

sure that we cannot be mistaken to the extent of more than

twelve miles. The same method might serve to give us,

though with much less precision, the distance of Venus
and even Mars, if the observation was made when they

were nearest to the earth ; but it becomes too uncertain

with regard to the sun. It would leave an uncertainty of at

least an eighth, or about twelve milHons of miles. Of course,

it is of no avail with regard to yet more distant bodies.

The method used by astronomers under this difficulty is

to measure, first, distances for which our small terrestrial

bases will serve ; and on these, according to their related

jihenomena, to erect other calculations ; thus making of the

first a basis for the support of new estimates. Aristarchus

of Samos conceived of an ingenious method of discovering

the distance of the sun through that of the moon ; but the

uncertainty about seizing the exact moment of the quad-
rature of the moon introduced fatal inaccuracy into the

calculation. Halley's method, by means of the passage of

Mercury and Venus over the sun, is more circuitous, and
suitable only to an advanced state of geometrical science

;

but it is far more accurate, and the only one now admissible,

for determining the parallax of those planets and of the

sun, and therefore the distance of the sun from the earth,

through the differences in the transit observable at two
very distant stations. By this method, we can estimate,

within a hundredth part, the distance of the sun from the

earth. This distance being ascertained, we have it for a

basis for other calculations. We have only to observe the

angular distance from the sun to the pi'oposed body, at two
periods separated by six mouths,— that is, from opposite

points of the earth's orbit. This gives us an immense
triangle, the base of which is twice the length of the dis-

tance of the earth from the sun : and thus it is that our

knowledge of the earth's motion has helped us to a base

twenty-four thousand times longer than the longest that

can be conceived on our own globe. It is true, the j^lanet
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observed will have changed its place in the interval ; but

the remoter planets,—which alone are in question here,

—

move very slowly;— Saturn's circuit, for instance, occupying

thirty years ; and our times of observation being practically

reducible to a shorter time than six months,—even to two

or one, with regard to those planets of our system which

move more rapidly ; while the slower ones may be con-

sidered almost stationary, during such short periods of

time ; and again, allowance can be made for this small

change of place, according to the geometrical theory of its

proper motion. It is in this way that astronomers have

attained to their knowledge of the positions of the remotest

bodies of our system. The numbers by which we express

their relations to the distance of the earth from the sun,

are now certain to the third decimal at least.

The vast increase of the basis of observation afforded us

by our knowledge of the earth's movement is clearly the

greatest that we can attain. If we have cleared the bounds
of our globe, we certainly cannot go beyond its orbit.

Great as this distance appears to us, it vanishes when we
want to ascertain the distances of stars outside our system.

All measurement is here so out of the question that the

most we can do is to fix a limit within which they cer-

tainly are not,—saying, for instance, that the nearest star is

at least two hundi-ed thousand times more remote than the

sun, or ten thousand times further off than the remotest

planet of our system ; which is quite sufficient to establish

the independence of our system.

When we have ascertained the distance of the planets

from the earth, it is easy to understand how we may find

their distances from each other, since, in the triangle in

which each is contained, two sides are already given, and
the angle to the earth can always be measured. It is only

with regard to the sun and the moon that the distances to

the earth are of importance. It is enough to know the
distances of the planets from the sun, and of the satellites

from their planets, which involve little variation. These
are our means for ascertaining asti'onomical distances. As
we might anticipate, our assurance is in proportion to the

nearness ; and great remoteness baffles us entirely. We
see here again, as everywhere, that the most simple and
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elementary determination depends on the most delicate

and complex scientific theories. This first case exhibits so

much of the spirit of astronomical procedure, that we may
go more rapidly through the other statical heads of celestial

geometry.

T-, 1 . The distances of the stars from our globe
b orm and size. , . , -, i i ,

being once ascertained, we can learn what-
ever we desire about their form and size by observation, if

it be but precise enough. Their very distance is favour-

able to this ; for, while their motion or ours displays in

turn all their possible aspects, our distance enables us to

see at once the whole of each aspect. With regard to the

most distant and the smallest, however,—to the stars

outside our system, and the satellites of Uranus, and the

small planets between Mars and Jupiter,—they can aj^pear

to us only as points of vivid light, and their sphericity is

concluded upon only through a bold induction. But, in

observing the larger planets of our system, we have only to

measure their apparent diameter in all directions, after

allowing for refraction and parallax. It is much easier to

us to learn the form and size of sun and moon than of our

own globe, since we have had the aid of glasses. The only

case of difiiculty is that of Saturn's rings ; as it once was
with the moon, whose changing aspects greatly puzzled the

ancients. The most simple geometry now solves the last

difficulty, and Huyghens has helped us over the first.

With these exceptions, direct observation assures us that

the planets are all round, with more or less flattening at

the poles and bulging at the equator, in proportion to the

rapidity of their rotation.

As for the size of the heavenly bodies, it is easily calcu-

lated from the measurement of the apparent diameter

combined with the determination of the distance ; and the

only reason why men were so long and so widely luistaken

about the dimensions of the planets was that their real

distances were unknown. No rule as yet appears which
connects these results with the order of the distance of the

planets from the sun. All we know is that the sun is

larger than all the other bodies of the system put together,

and in general that the satellites are much smaller than

their planets, as the laws of celestial mechanics require.
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With regard to the bodies outside of our system, as we
have no knowledge of their distances, we are, of course,

ignorant of their dimensions.

It is by the occultation of stars, as starry p.

eclipses are called, that we make observations
atnio.siih(^-es.

on the atmospheres of the planets, by seeing

what deviation their atmospheres cause in the light of the

remote stars which they eclipse. As the sun's light is pro-

longed to us by the refraction of our atmosphere, the

atmosphere of a planet defers (only in a much greater

degree) the occultation of the star, and also shortens it

;

and the comparison of the apparent duration of the eclij^se

with that which it would otherwise be, gives us data for

the calculation of the atmosphere which causes the devia-

tion. It is thus that we learn that the moon has no
appreciable atmosphere. The horizontal refraction which,

on our globe, would reach thirty-four minutes, does not in.

the moon amount to a single second. And the inference

that an atmosphere is wanting there is confirmed by
M. Arago, who in a different path of inquiry, about the

polarization of light reflected from liquid surfaces, has

established the fact that there are not, on the surface of

the moon, any great liquid masses, fitted to form an
atmosphere. The next best-known case is that of Venus,

which exhibits a horizontal refraction of thirty minutes,

twenty-four seconds. As for the extent of the atmo-
spheres, it may be roughly conjectured from the cessation

of the refracting power ; but such conjectures must be
very loose, as the refracting power may become imper-

ceptible to us, far within the limits of an atmosphere
becoming attenuated towards its verge. The strangest

phenomenon is that of the telescopic planets, with the ex-

ception of Vesta ; the atmosphere of Pallas, for instance,

being more than twelve times the diameter of the planet.

The usual condition, however, appears to be that shared by
our globe,—of an atmosphere which is very shallow in pro-

portion to the dimensions of the jilanet : and this is nearly

all we know.
The remaining statical topic is that of the „

.^^ ^
. f

form and size of the earth, which has been left
j^j^^^ ^j^e

to the last, on account of its special nature.
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-.^ . ,. No srlance of the eye will aid us here, nor
Means of dis- j j. i j.- i a at
coverv ^^J direct observation whatever. A long

accumulation of indirect observations, serv-

ing as a basis for complex mathematical reasonings, are

our only means. The geometrical aspect of the question

must be taken first, though it depends on the highest

mechanical theories, and arises from a mechanical begin-

ning. In the infancy of mathematical astronomy, the

variations exhibited in different places by the diurnal

movement fui-nished the first geometrical proof of the

earth being round. It was enough to establish its evi-

dently and exclusively spherical character, that the change
exhibited by the height of the pole on each horizon was
always in exact proportion to the length traversed accord-

ing to any meridian whatever : and this remains the source

of all our geometrical knowledge of the form and dimen-
sions of our j^lanet. Astronomers reached their knowledge
of its precise form through that of its size ; for it was long

before its deviation from the perfect spherical form was
understood. In this, as in every case, the form of any body
is appreciable only by measuring its dimensions in various

directions ; and here the only difficulty is in the measuring.
The first principles of the discovery were given by Eratos-

thenes, in the early days of the school of Alexandria ; but
his method was never effectually employed till the middle
of the seventeenth century, when Picard undertook to

measure the degree between Paris and Amiens. This was
the great starting point of the measuring operations, which
must have revealed, as they became more perfect, the truth

that the earth is not a perfect sphere ; but Newton, by his

theory of gravitation, and with his one fact of the shorten-

ing of the seconds pendulum at Cayenne, settled the

matter, by deciding that our globe must necessarily be

flattened at the poles, and bulge at the equator, in the

relation of 229 to 230. The astronomers could not at once

pronounce against the evidence of direct measurement,
while the geometers saw the fact to be certain ; and the

controversy between these two orders of philosophers, for

half a century, led to those scientific operations which have
brought us all to one mind. The question was settled by
tbe great expedition sent forth, a.bove a century ago, by
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the French Academy, to measure, at the equator and the

pole, the two extreme degrees of latitude which must
exhibit the widest variation from each other: and the

comparison of these with each other, and with Picard's

degree, terminated the controversy, and established, not

only the truth of Newton's discovery, but the very near
accuracy of his calculation. All the experiments made
since, in various countries, have imited in confirming the

fact of the continual lengthening of degrees in approaching
the pole. It does not follow that the figure of the earth

has been ascertained with absolute jjrecision. There are

slight discrepancies which may either be from imperfection

in our estimates, or from the earth not being precisely an
ellipsoid of revolution ; but whatever may be the result of

future labours, we know that we are near enough to the
truth for all practical purposes, unless in questions of

extreme dehcacy. We have no absolute knowledge here,

any more than in any other department ; and we must be
content to make our approximations more complex as new
phenomena arise to demand it. Such is the true character

of the advances that have been made in this science from
the beginning. Superficial observers may call its theories

arbitrary, from the incessant changes of view that have
arisen : but the knowledge gained has always been positive

;

every scientific opinion has corresponded with the facts

which gave rise to it ; and such opinions remain therefore

useful and sound at this day, within their own range. The
science has thus always exhibited a character of stability,

through all incidents of progression, from the earliest days
of the Alexandrian school till now.

Such are the statical aspects of the planets of our system.
We have now to look at the geometrical theory of their

motions.

Like all other bodies, the planets have a .

motion composed of translation and rotation. motions
^

The connection of these two motions is so

natural, that when we know of the one we look for the
other. Yet they present very different degrees of difficultv,

and require separate consideration.

The progression of the stars was observed long before
their rotation,—the unassisted eye being enough for the
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first
;

yet the geometrical study of their rotations is

easier, because the motions of the observer have no effect

upon them ; whereas they largely affect questions of trans-

lation. And again, the question of orbits is the chief

difficulty of the study of translations ; and it does not
enter into that of rotations. The latter nearly approaches
to the character of statical questions ; and. therefore it ought
to be taken first in the exposition of celestial geometry,

p , ,. Galileo introduced the study of rotations

by discovering that of the sun, which was sure

to follow closely on the invention of the telescope. The
method used is obvious enough, and the same in all cases ;

—

to observe any marks that may exist on the surface of the

body, their displacement and return. The more such
points of observation are multiplied, the more accurate and
complete will be the calculations of time, magnitude,
uniformity of movement, etc. , deducible from them. There
is no more delicate task than this, except with regard to

the sun and moon ; and none that more absolutely requires

a special training of the eye. It is a proof of this, that a
careful and honest observer, Bianchini, suj^posed the rota-

tion of Venus to be twenty-four times slower than it is.

Some bodies, as Uranus, are too remote, and others, as the

satellites and new planets, too small, to have their rotation

established at all, though it is concluded from analogy and
induction. We, as yet, know of no law determining the

time of these rotatios : they are not connected with dis-

tances, nor with magnitudes ; and they seem only to have
some general, but not invariable, connection with the

degree of flattening at the poles.' But if the duration is,

though regular in each case, altogether irregular as regards

the different bodies, the case is much otherwise with the

direction ; for it is always, throughout our system, from
west to east, and on planes slightly inclined to that of the

solar equator : and this constitutes an important general

datum in the study of our globe.

rr, 1 J.-
The studv of translations, much more com-

plex, IS also much more important, it we con-

' Tlie rotations of some of the satellites are known. They all

follow the law of the moon's rotation, namely, the time corresponds
with the orhital periods.—J. P. N.
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sider the great end of astronomical pursuit—the exact

prevision of the state of the heavens at some future time.

Besides that the movement of the earth constitutes an
important elemeut in such a study, it must make a differ-

ence with regard to other stars, whether the observer is

fixed or moving, as his own movement must affect his

observations of other motions. We might indeed decide

with certainty, without this introductory knowledge, that

the sun and not the earth is the true centre of the motions

of all the i:)lanets, as Tycho Brahe did when he denied our

own motion ; for it is enough, with this view, to establish

that the distances from the planets to the sun scarcely

vary at all, while their distance from us varies excessively
;

and again, that the solar distance between each inferior

planet and the sun is less, and between each sujierior planet

and the sun is greater, than our distance from the sun.

But we cannot go further than this,—we cannot determine
the form of the planetary orbits, or the mode in which they

are traversed, without making a careful and exact allowance

for the displacement of the observer. Deferring for the

present the subject of the earth's motion, we will briefly

notice some important data connected with the planetary

motions, which may be obtained without reference to our
own movement, and which are so simple as to rank among
statical researches. I mean particularly the knowledge of

the planes of orbits, and of the duration of the sidereal

revolutions, which has nothing to do with the form of the
orbits or the variable velocity of the planets. A plane being
determined by three points, it is enough to observe three

positions of a star to draw a geometrical conclusion about
the situation of the plane of its orbit. Astronomers do
not now use, in these operations, the declinations and right

ascensions, which are the only co-ordinates directly observed,

but, for the sake of convenience, two other spherical co-

ordinates, improperly called astronomical latitude and lon-

gitude, which are analogous, with regard to the ecliptic, to

the others with regard to the equator. After having de-

termined the latitude and longitude of the planet in the
three positions, its nodes are found ; that is, the points at

which its orbit meets the plane of the ecliptic, and the
inclination of the orbit to this plane. It is evident that
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confirmation may be obtained by observing otlier positions

of the body, if they are chosen sufiiciently remote from
each other ; and thus we may obtain a far greater jjrecision

than in the case of rotations. It is thus that we have
learned that the planes of all the planetary orbits ^Dass

through the sun ; and the same with regard to the satellites

of any planet ; and that these planes are in general slightly

inclined to the ecliptic, and more slightly still to the plane

of the solar equator, except the newly-discovered planets,

in whose case we find the inclination much more con-

siderable.

The duration of the sidereal revolutions
Sidereal revo- ,. itj.ii i • ai

lution
may, or course, be directly observed, in the

first instance, by looking for the return of the

star to the same spot in relation to the centre of its motion.

If we suppose its motion to be uniform, which we may for

a first approximation, we can estimate its course by observ-

ing the time required between any of the three positions,

without waiting for the total revolution, which is sometimes
very slow. The geometrical law of this motion permits us
to determine, from this kind of observation, the exact time

of the planetary revolution. The values of these periodic

times are not irregularly divided among the bodies of our

system, like the other data that we have noticed. The
shorter the course, the more rapid the motion ; and the

dui'ation increases more rapidly than the corresponding

distance ; so that the mean velocity diminishes in propor-

tion as the distance increases. We owe to Kepler the

discovery of the harmony between these two essential

elements, and it is one of the most indispensable bases of

celestial mechanics.

Such is the spirit of the methods by which celestial

geometry is made to yield us the elementary data which
characterize the bodies of the solar system. We have still

to consider those of our own planet, before we proceed to

the geometrical laws of the planetary motions.

Motion of the Earth.

We are accustomed to think of the motions of transla-

tion and rotation as inseparable ; but, in the transition
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from supposing the earth to be motionless, to the present

state of our knowledge, a theory existed that it whirled

round its axis, but was stationary in space. Evidences of

We now perceive that, in addition to the the Earth's

general evidence of the double motion of the Motion,

planetary bodies, we have special evidence about our owa
globe,—that the annual motion could not exist without the

diurnal, though we might logically suppose beforehand

that it could.

As the rotation of the earth cannot be absolutely uniform
in all parts of its surface, some indications of its course

must exist among terrestrial phenomena. We must there-

fore distinguish between the celestial and terrestrial proofs

of our diurnal motion, while the annual motion admits
only of the former.

Immediate appearances go for nothing in . . ,

, 1 • £ -j: • 1 ii i X / " Ancient con-
this case ; tor it is clear that, to our eyes (as

ceptions
we do not feel the rotation), it must be
exactly the same thing whether we move round among the

heavenly bodies, or whether they, fixed in a system, move
round us in a contrary direction. There was nothing
absurd in the latter supposition, in the old days when men.

had no doubt of the stars being very near, and not much
larger than they appear to the eye, while they exaggerated

the size of the earth. They could not avoid supposing that

such a mass must be immovable, while the small stars,

with their little intervals, were seen moving every day.

Even when the Grreek astronomers had sketched out the
true geometrical theory of the movements of the planets,

they treated only of the directions, and had no idea of

measuring distances ; and it required the whole strength of

positive evidence of dimensions and distances to uproot
men's strong and natural persuasion of the stability of their

globe. Fi'om the moment of our obtaining an idea of the
proportions of the universe, the old conception became too

revolting to reason to be sustained. When it was under-
stood that the earth is a mere point in the midst of pro-

digious intervals, and that its dimensions are extremely
small in comparison with that of the sun, and even of other

bodies of our own system, it was absurd to suppose that

such a universe could travel round us every day. What
I. N
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velocities would be required to enable tlie outlying stars to

complete such a daily circuit,—making allowance for their

being twenty-four thousand times nearer the earth, if the

•earth describes no orbit,—and how small the movement of

the earth, while those prodigious masses were travelling at

such speed! On mechanical grounds, the centrifugal force

would be seen to be unmanageable. In every way, the

supposition was perceived to be monstrous. Again, the

passage of stars before each other, and in a contrary direc-

tion to that of the general movement of the sky, showed
that they were at different distances from each other, and
not bound into an unvarying fabric. Hence arose the

notion of Aristotle and Ptolemy, of a system of solid and
transparent firmaments. But the existence of comets alone

was enough to confute this, appearing as they

f-ave wffv
^^ ^^^ regions of the sky in tui-n. As

'^
'

Fontenelle said, this theory put the universe

in danger of being fractured. It was, curiously enough,

Tycho Brahe, the most illustrious opponent of the Coper-

nican system, who provided for the overthrow of his own
arguments by first presenting the true geometrical theory

of comets. Long before modern precision

tion
^ ^ ^*^ ''' was attained, men had been prepared by such

considerations as the above to conclude uj^on

the rotation of the earth. Long before Copernicus, a rough
conception of the truth existed. Even Tycho Brahe felt

the astronomical superiority of the true theory ; but it

seemed to be contradicted by what is before our eyes,—the

fall of heavy bodies, etc. Copernicus himself could not

remove the objections which arose out of men's ignorance

of the laws of Mechanics. These objections held their

ground for a century, till Galileo established the great law
which we have recognized as one of the three on which
Rational Mechanics is based,—that the relative motions of

different bodies are independent of the common motion of

the whole. Till this was established, the supposition of the

rotation of the earth was inadmissible. It is a curious fact,

•casting much light upon the action of the human mind, that

the opponents of Galileo taunted him with the so-called fact

that a ball let down from the top of the mast of a ship in

motion would not fall at the foot of the mast, but some way
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behind,—neither they nor anybody else having tried the

experiment, which would have shown them that their sup-

posed fact was a mistake. The followers of Copernicus did

worse,—they admitted the so-called fact, but tried to

reason away its bearings with fantastic subtleties. The
matter was not settled even by the demonstrations of

Galileo, nor till Gassendi compelled observation by a public

experiment in the port of Marseilles.

That order of experiments has been carried on, and
would be of high value if we could obtain perpendicular

stations of sufficient height for the purpose. It is clear

that a lofty tower must describe a larger circle in the same
time at the top than at the base ; and that any body
dropped from it must share the higher rate of velocity,

having a slight horizontal velocity in the direction of the

earth's rotation,^—falling therefore a little to the east of

the base of the tower. Omitting the consideration of the

resistance of the air, this amount is calculable in the func-

tion of the height of the tower and of its latitude ; but ex-

periment would also be valuable ; and it is to be hoped
that it will be tried at the equator, where the deviation

must be greater than anywhere else.

The most certain terrestrial proof of the Influence of

earth's rotation is found by tracing the in- centrifugal force

fluence of the centrifugal force upon the ^^Pon gravity,

direction and intensity of weight. This has been done by
that observation of Richer, on the shortening of the seconds-

pendulum at Cayenne, which has been mentioned as having

emboldened Newton to declare the true figure of the earth.

The deviation from the spherical form is too small to ac-

count for more than one-third of the effect observed ; and
the other two-thirds are precisely what would be required,

at the equator, where the centrifugal force is greatest, on
the supposition of the earth's rotation. Wherever the de-

licate observation can be made with sufficient precision on
other points of the globe's surface, the result answers to

the theory. Thus, we should have sufficient assurance, in

the absence of the abundant astronomical proofs that we
possess of the rotation of the earth. Probably no one fact

has ever, in the history of our race, produced such conse-

quences as that observation of Richer's,—two-thirds of the
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estimated effect having completely established the rotation

of our globe, and the other third having led Newton to the

ascertainment of its form.

^1 > . .

The movement of translation is ascer-

lation
" tainable only by asti'onomical proofs, for the

difference in velocity of the various parts of

the globe, in virtue of this motion, is too slight to be sen-

sible to tis, or to produce any effect on terrestrial pheno-
mena. When the circuits of other planets were known,
men's minds were prepared for that of the earth,—the

question then being whether the earth was in analogy
with Venus, Mars, Jupiter, etc., or whether, while they
continued their courses round the sun, the sun made a
yearly circuit round the earth. Reason must declare, in

such a case, that any uncertainty must arise simply from
the position of the observer, who, placed on any other

planet, would have doubted whether he was not the centre

of the heavenly motions. Any observation of mere appear-

ances must evidently go for nothing in this case ; as ap-

pearances must be exactly the same,—the parallelism of

its axis of rotation being unaltered,—whether the earth or

the sun is in the ecliptic, and the other in the centre. The
proofs must be derived from better testimony than mere
appearances ; and they so abound that we have only to

choose among those which are presented by the whole
range of the heavens.

-r, . ^ The phenomenon called the precession of
Precession oi ,i ^

i i i tt- i

the equinoxes """^ equinoxes was observed by Hipparcnus,
who was struck by the difference of two de-

grees which he observed between the longitudes of stars in

liis time and those which had been recorded a century and
a half before. To account for such a phenomenon, suc-

cessive astronomers imagined other heavens ; a process

that they repeated with regard to nutations, which was a
phenomenon too minute for their observation. To account
for it, on the supposition of the earth being stable, a third

general movement of the whole heavens must be supposed.
ISTewton indicated, and Bradley afterwards proved, that

very slight alterations in the parallelism of the earth's

axis-—such alterations as must result from the influence of

the sun, and yet more of the moon, upon the equatorial
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bulge,—precisely account for the perturbations whicli

create such confusion under the ancient view of the earth's

stability. The most unquestionable proof of all, however,

is in that class of phenomena called the retro- Retrogradations

gradations and stations of the planets, which and stations of

are perfectly explained by the annual circuit ^'^^ planets,

of our globe, and are otherwise quite incomprehensible. If

two boats are gliding down a river, at different rates of

speed, the one must appear to the other advancing,

stationary, or retrograde, according as its own speed is

smaller, equal, or greater. With regard to the heavenly

bodies, their velocities and other circumstances are known
to us, so that we can calculate what their courses ought to

be to our eyes, on the supposition of our own annual move-
ment. The appearances answering to our scientific expec-

tation, the i^roof is practically complete. If the earth

moves, the retrogradatiou of the larger planets ought to

happen, as it does, when they are in opposition, and that

of Venus and Mercury when they are in inferior conjunc-

tion. The regular occurrence of this coincidence was not

even attempted to be explained by the ancients.

We have called these proofs practically complete ; and
they were held to be so by Copernican philosophers before

the time of Kepler and Galileo : but our age is not satisfied

without a more strict mathematical evidence, amounting to

demonstration.

The one demonstration on which modern .

,

, . , 1 , 1 . T p ,, . Alierration
science rests is that derived trom tlie various ^^ Uo-ht
phenomena of the aberration of light, which
are quite incompatible with the stability of the globe.

Eoemer's observations of the satellites of Jupiter suggested

to him the use of light as a measure of distance. Know-
ing what changes must be taking place at various distances

from ns in the heavens, and knowing the velocity of light,

the variations in time at which the changes become visible

to us will be a measure of our change of place and distance.

For instance, the first satellite of Jupiter is eclipsed every

forty-two hours and a half. The eclipse will take place in

a shorter or a longer time than this to our eyes, in propor-

tion as we are removed to the one side or the other of our

mean distance from Jupiter, on account of the smaller or
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greater space that the light will have to travel thi'ough.

By extending our observation, not only to the other satel-

lites of Jupiter, but to those of Saturn and Uranus, we have
obtained further A^erifications of the relation of our orbit to

theirs, and also, proof of the uniformity in the passage of

light,—at least within our own system. If the earth were
immovable, we might have an error of time, with regard

to distant stars, but not of place : but, by compounding the

velocity of the earth in its orbit with that of light, which is

about ten thousand times greater, we can calculate how far

any star ought to appear to deviate from its position. This
deviation is found not to exceed, at its maximum, twenty
seconds in any direction ; and therefore forty seconds is the

greatest deviation which can appear in the position of

any star in the course of the year. It was the striking

periodicity of these deviations which led Bradley to seek

for the true theory in the combination of the motion of the

earth with that of light, and to work it out with the mathe-
matical exactness permitted by modern science : and there

is nothing in the case to prevent the direct application of

the mathematical process to the visible phenomena. The
result is an unquestionable demonstration of the annual
movement of the eai'th, with which all the phenomena of the

case precisely agree, and without which they could not exist.

It is evident that this knowledge of aberrations comj^els

us to add another correction to those of refraction and
parallax, and the same is the case with regard to the pre-

cession of the equinoxes and nutation. Thus, as science

advances, the j^rei^aration of a phenomenon, observed with
the best instruments, for scientific use, becomes a delicate

and laborious ojDoration.

InHuence of These are the considerations which have
scientific fact led men to the knowledge of tlie double
upon Opinion, motion of the planet we inhabit. No other
intellectual revolution has ever so thoroughly asserted the
natural rectitude of the human mind, or so well shown the
action of positive demonstration upon definitive oj)inions

;

for no other has had such obstacles to surmount. A very
small numijer of philosophers, working apart, without any
other social superiority than that which attends positive

genius and real science, have overthrown, within two ceu-
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turies, a doctrine as old as our intelligence, directly estab-

lished upon the plainest and commonest appearances, inti-

mately connected with the whole system of existing opinions,

general interests, and dominant aiithorities, and supported

moreover by human pride, powerful in the recesses of each

individual mind. The whole system of theological belief

rested on the notion that tlie entire universe was ordained

for Man, a notion which apipears truly absurd the moment
it is seen that our globe is only a subaltern star,—not any
centre whatever, but circulating in its place and season,

among others, round the sun, whose inhabitants might,

with more reason, claim the monopoly of a system which is

itself scarcely perceptible in the universe. The notion of

final causes and providential laws undergoes dissolution at

the same time ; for, the once clear and reasonable idea of

the subordination of all things to the advantage of Man
being exploded, no assignable purpose remains for such

providential action. As the admission of the motion of

the earth overthrows the whole theory founded on the

human destination of the universe, it is no wonder that re-

ligious minds revolted from the great disclosure, and that

the sacerdotal power maintained a bitter rage against its

illustrious discoverer.

The Positive philosophy never destroys a doctrine with-

out instantly substituting a conviction, adequate to the

needs of our human nature. If the vanity of Man was
grievously humbled when science disabused him of his

notion of his supreme importance in the universe, to this

vanity at once succeeded a lofty sentiment of his true in-

tellectual dignity, when he saw what means were in his

power, under such cliflficulties as his position imposed upon
him, for the discovery of such a truth as he had attained.

Laplace has pointed this out, showing how to the fantastic

and enervating notion of a universe arranged for Man has
succeeded the sound and vivifying conception of Man dis-

covering, by a yjositive exercise of his intelligence, the

general laws of the world, so as to be able to modify them,
for his own good, Avithin certain limits. Wliich is the
nobler lot ? Which is most in harmony with our highest

instincts ? "VVliich is the most stimulating to our facul-

ties ? And which is the most auimatino- to oiu" feeliusrsP
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One more remark suggested by these discoveries is that

a clear distinction is for ever established between our
system and the universe at large. The old notion of the

universe as a single system was fovmded on the error of the

stability of the earth as its centre. The discovery of the

earth's revolution at once transj^orted all the external stars

to distances infinitely more considerable than the greatest

planetary intervals, and has left no place for the idea of

system at all, beyond the limits of our sun's influence. We
do not know, more or less, and men will probably never
know, whether the innumerable suns that we see compose
a general system, or any number, large or small, of partial

systems entirely independent of each other. The idea of

the universe therefore is excluded from positive philosophy

;

and that philosophy is, strictly speaking, bounded by the

limits of the solar system, in regard to definite results
;

and this cii'cumscription is, as elsewhere, to be regarded as

real progress. This restriction is further justified by the

knowledge we have obtained of all really universal pheno-

mena being essentially independent of the interior pheno-
mena of our system, since the astronomical tables of the

state of our system, prepared without reference to any other

sun than our own, invariably coincide with the minutest
direct observations. The theory of the earth's revolution

has not as yet exerted its due influence on our views, and
especially in regard to this last consideration. This is

doubtless owing to the imperfections of our education,

"which keep back these high philosophical truths till even
the best minds have been possessed with an opposite doc-

trine : so that the positive knowledge which they after-

Vi^ards attain commonly does little more than modify and
restrain the bad tendencies of their education, instead of

rulinu' and o-uidinc: their hig-hest faculties.

Kepler's Laws.

The first idea that occurs to us when we are once satisfied

of the revolution of the earth is that our point of view
ought henceforth to be the centre of the sun.

iiaralVax
This transformation of our observation is

called the annual parallax, and follows the
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same rules as the diurnal parallax, allowance being made
for the much greater distance. Whether our observations

of the sidereal heavens are geocentric or heliocentric,—
from the middle of the earth or of the sun,—is of no
appreciable consequence ; but within our system the annual
j^arallax is of sensible importance. When, from the central

point of view, the orbits of the planets are determined, we
can proceed to that great aim and end of the science,—the

prevision of future conditions of the heavens at appointed
times.

The earliest supposition was that the p. ,

motions of the planets were uniform and
circular. The ancients had a superstition, as their writings

abundantly show, that the circle was the most perfect of

all forms, and therefore the most suitable for the motion
of such divine existences as the stars. Their choice of the

form was wise : they had to suppose some form, while that

of the circle answered best to what they saw ; and we our-

selves now take it provisionally in forming the theory of a

new star. But the superstitious attachment of the ancients

to this form was a serious impediment to the advance of

astronomy. For every deviation and new appearance a

new circle was supposed, till all the simplicity of the
original hypothesis was lost in a complication of epicycles.

By the end of the sixteenth century the number of circles

supposed necessary for the seven stars then known
amounted to seventy-four, while Tycho Brahe was dis-

covering more and more planetary movements for which
these circles coiild not account. Thus it is that men cleave

to old ideas and methods till they are utterly worn out,

and proved beyond recai to be ineffectual, under all addi-
tions that can be made to them.
Then came Kej^ler, the first man for twenty -,.

centuries who had the courage to go back to

the beginning, as if nothing had been done in the way of

theory. He took for his materials the complete system of

exact observations which were the result of the life of his

illustrious precursor, Tycho Brahe. Notwithstanding the
natural hardihood of his genius, his works reveal to us how
strenuously he had to maintain his enthusiasm, in order to

support the toils of so bold and difficult an enterprise—

•
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rational as it was. He cliose the plauet Mars for study
;

and it was a happy choice ; because the marked eccentricity

of that planet was most apt to suggest the true law of

irregularity. Mercury is more eccentric still ; but it does
not admit of continuous observation. He discovered three

great laws, which, extended from the case of Mars to that

of all the other planets in oiTr system, constitute the founda-

TT- , , , ^ , tion of Celestial Mechanics. The first law
regulates the velocity ; the second determines

the figure of the orbit : the third establishes harmony
among all the planetary motions.

T^. , ,
It had long been remarked that the angular

velocity, (that is, the larger or smaller angle
described, in a given time, by its vector radius,) of each
planet increases constantly in proportion as the body ap-

proaches the centre of its motion ; but the relation between
the distance and the velocity remained wholly unknown.
Kepler discovered it by comparing the maximum and
minimum of these c^uantities, by which their relation

became more sensible. He found that the angular velocities

of Mars at its nearest and furthest distance from the sun
were in inverse proportion to the squares of the corre-

sponding distances. Another way of expressing this law
is used by himself ; that the area described in a given

time by the vector radius of the planet is of a constant

magnitude, thoiigh its form is variable : or, again, in other

words, that the areas described increase in proportion to

the times. Thus he destroyed the old notion of the

uniformity of the planetary motions, and showed that the

uniformity was not in the arcs described, but in the areas.

c 1 1 The second law was less diflficult to dis-
feecontl Jaw. ,

cover, when once Kepler had surrendered his

attachment to the circle. The next figure that presented

itself must naturally be the ellipse, which is the simplest

form of closed curve, after the circle. The Grreek geometers
had advanced the abstract theory of this curve some way.
Kepler could not long hesitate where to place the sun in it

:

it must be either in the centre or in one of the two foci.

No mathematical labour was needed to show him that it

could not be in the centre : and thus, in constructing

elliptic orbits, Kepler was necessarily led to place the sun
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in the focus for all the planets at once. His hypothesis
once formed, it was easy to verify it by comparison with
observations, the first jiriuciples of the required calculations

being laid down beforehand. The second law of Kepler
then is that the planetary orbits are elliptical, having the
sun for their common focus.

These two laws determined the course of
ti

'
•

1 1

each planet ; but the movements of all round
their common focus seemed to be purely arbitrary, till

Kepler discovered his third law. Being distinguished by
the most remarkable genius for analogy ever seen in man,
Kepler sought, and successfully, to establish some kind of

hai'mony among all these various movements. He spent

much time in pursuing the old metaphysical ideas of

certain mystic harmonies which must exist in the universe :

but, beyond the general conception of harmony, he obtained
no assistance from these vague notions. The ground on
which he proceeded was, in fact, the observation of astro-

nomers that the planetary revolutions are always slow in

proportion to the extent of their orbits. If he had confined

himself to this ground, this discovery would certainly not
have occujDied seventeen years of assiduous toil. At last

his labour issued in the discovery that the squares of the
times of the planetary revolutions are proportional to the
cubes of their mean distances from the sun : a law which
all subsequent observations have verified. One important
result of this law is that we may determine the periodic

times and mean distances of all the planets by any one.

By it, for instance, we have determined the duration of

the year of Uranus, when once we knew its distance from
the sun : and, conversely, if we discovered a new planet
very near the sun, we need only observe its short revolution,

to be able to calculate its distance, which, in that position,

we could not effect by other means. Astronomers are
every day using this double facility, afforded them by
Kepler's third law.

These are the thi-ee laws which will for ever constitute

the basis of celestial geometry, in regard to planetary
motions. They answer for all the bodies in our system,
regulating the satellites, by 2>lacing the origin of areas and
the focus of the ellipse in the centre of the respective planets.
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Since Kepler's time, the number of bodies in our system
has more than trebled ; and all have in turn verified these

laws. By them, motions of translation require for their

determination nothing more than a simple geometrical

j)roblem, which demands from direct observation only a
certain number of data,—six for each planet. And thus
is a perfectly logical character given to astronomy.

_,, The application of these laws, restricted to

bleiiis
' ^^^^ ^^^ system, is naturally divided into

three j^roblems ; the problem of the planets
;

that of the satellites ; and that of the comets. These are

the three general cases of our system ; and, by the applica-

tion to them of Kepler's laws, we may assign to every body
within the system, its precise position, in all time past and
all time to come : and thence again, we can exhibit all the

secondary phenomena, past and future, which must result

from such relative positions. The next striking fact of

-r, T ^. r this kind to the general mind is the liredic-
l^rediction of ,• * v i i i. i t

• -x

Eclipses
^^'^'^ '^^ echpses, absoluteiy conclusive as it

is, with regard to the accuracy of our geo-
metrical knowledge. This kind of prediction, quite apart
from the vague prophesying of ancient times, when eclipses

occurred, as they do now, necessarily from the planetary
orbits being all closed curves, and which men's experience
told them must return,—began in the immortal school of

Alexandria ; and its degree of j^recision, to the hour, then
to the minute, then to the second, faithfully represents the
great historical phases of the gradual perfecting of celestial

geometry. It is this which will, apart from all other con-

siderations, for ever make the observation of eclipses a
spectacle as interesting for philosophers as for the public,

and on grounds which the spread of the jjositive spirit will

render, we may hope, more and more analogous, though
unequally energetic.

We are learning to make more use of this class of phe-
nomena, and to make out new uses from them, as time
goes on. Independently of their practical utility in regard
to the great problem of the longitudes, they have been
found, within a century, very important in determining
with more exactitude the distance of the sun from our
earth. Whether it be an eclipse by the moon, or the
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transit of Venus or Mercury, tlie difference

in duration of the phenomenon, observed in Vemis
^

different parts of the earth, will furnish the

relative parallax of that body and the sun, and conse-

quently the distance of the sun itself. Some bodies are

more fit than others for this experiment, certain conditions

being necessary, which are not common to all. Of the three

known bodies which can pass between us and the sun, two
—the Moon and Mercury—are excluded by these condi-

tions ; and there remains only Venus. Halley taught lis

how to conduct and use the observation. The parallax, in

such a position, offers suitable proportions, being nearly

three times that of the sun ; and the angular velocity is

small enough to allow the phenomenon, (lasting fi'om six

to eight hours) to present differences of at least twenty
minutes between well chosen observatories. I have specified

this case, on account of its extreme importance to the
whole system of astronomical science ; but it would be
quitting our object and plan to notice any other secondary
cases.

I must remark upon one very striking truth which be-

comes apparent during the pursuit of astronomical science
;—its distinct and ever-increasing opposition as it attains a

higher perfection to the theological and metaphysical spirit.

Theological philosophy supposes every thing to be governed
by will ; and that phenomena are therefore eminently vari-

able and irregular,—at least virtually. The Positive phi-

losophy, on the contrary, conceives of them as subjected to

invariable laws, which permit us to predict with absolute
precision. The radical incomjDatibility of these two views
is nowhere more marked than in regard to the phenomena
of the heavens ; since, in that direction, our prevision is

proved to be perfect. The. punctual arrival of comets and
eclipses, with all their train of minute incidents, exactly

foretold, long before, by the aid of ascertained laws, must
lead the common mind to feel that such events must be
free from the control of any will, which could not be will

if it was thus subordinated to our astronomical decisions.

The three laws of Kepler form the founda- P"'ounflations of
tion of the higher conception to which we are Celestial

next to pass on ; the mechanical theory of Mechanics.
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astronomical phenomena. By tliis ulterior study, we
obtain new determinations ; but a more important office of

the Mechanical theory is to perfect celestial geometry it-

self, by giving more precision to its theories, and establish-

ing a sublime connection among all the parts of our solar

system, without exception. The laws of Kepler, inesti-

mable as they are, have come to be regarded as a sort of

approximation,—supposing, as they do, various elements to

be constant, while they are subject to more or less altera-

tion. The exact knowledge of the laws of these variations

constitutes the principal astronomical result of celestial

mechanics, independently of its own high philosophical

importance.

SECTION 11.

DYNAMICAL PHENOMENA,

Gravitation.

The laws of Motion, more difficult to dis-

1 s of Motion
^'^^^^' than those of extension, and later in

' being discovered, are quite as certain, uni-

versal and positive in character ; and of course it is the

same with their ajiplication. Every curvilinear displace-

ment of any kind of body,—of a star as well as a cannon
ball,—may be studied under the two points of view which
are equally mathematical : geometrically, in determining

by direct observation the form of the trajectoiy and the

law by which its velocity varies, as Kepler did with the

heavenly bodies ; and mechanically, by seeking the law of

motion which prevents the body from pursuing its natural

straight course, and which, combined with its actual

velocity, makes it describe its trajectory, which may hence-

forth be know d priori. These inquiries are evidently

equally positive, and in like manner founded upon phe-

nomena. If we find still in use some terms which seem
to relate to the nature and cause of motion, they are only

vestiges of a mode of thinking long gone by ; and they do
not affect the positive character of the research.

The two motions which constitute the course of the

cannon ball are perfectly known to us beforehand ; but we
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have not the geometrical knowledge of its trajectory. With
regard to the star, our knowledge of its trajectory compen-
sates exactly for the difficulty of our preliminary ignorance
about its elementary motions. If the law of the fall of

weights had not been directly established, we should have
learned it, indirectly, but no less surely, from the observa-
tion of the curvilinear motions produced by weight.

Celestial Mechanics was then founded on
a firm basis, when through Kepler's laws, Their history,

and by the I'ules of rational Dynamics, dis-

covery was made of the law of direction and intensity of

the force which must act upon the planet to divert it from
the tangent which it would naturally describe. This
fundamental law once discovered, all astronomical researches

enter into the domain of Mechanics, in which the motions
of bodies are calculated from the forces which imj^el them.
This was the course philosophically and perseveringly pur-
sued by Newton.

It does not detract from Newton's merits that Kepler
had some foresight of the results of his great laws. He
carried their dynamic interpretation as far as the science

of his day permitted; and, seeking for what could not yet

be found, he wandered off among fantasies. The true pre-

cursors of Newton, as founders of dynamics, were Huyghens
and Galileo,—especially the last : yet history tells of no
such succession of philosophical efforts as in the case of

Kepler, who, after constituting celestial geometry, strove to

pursue that science of celestial mechanics which was, by
its nature, reserved for a future generation. As the means
were wanting, he failed; but the example is not the less

remarkalde.

The first of Kepler's laws proves that the accelerating
force of each planet is constantly directed towards the sun.

The accelerating force, however great it may be supposed,
does not at all affect the magnitude of the area which
would })e described in a given time by the vector radius of
the planet, in virtue of its velocity, if its direction passes
exactly through the sun, while it would inevitably change
it on any other supposition. Thus, the permanence of this

area,—the first general datum of observation,—discloses

the law of direction. The great difficulty of the problem,
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gloriously solved by Newton, lies iu the discovery, by
means of Kepler's otlier two theorems, of the law of the

intensity of this action, which we sj^eak of as exercised by
tlie sun on the planets.

When Newton began to work on this conception, he
took Kepler's third law as his basis, supposing the orbits,

as he might do for such a purpose, to be circular and
uniform. The solar action, equal, and opposed to the

centrifugal force of the planet, thus became necessarily

constant at the different points of the orbit, and could not

vary but in passing from one planet to another. This

variation between one planet and another was provided for

by the theorems of Hiiyghens relating to the centrifugal

force in the circle. This force being in proportion to the

relation between the radius of the orbit and the square of

the periodic time, must vary from one star to another in-

versely to the square of its distance from the sun, in virtue

of the permanence which Kepler showed to exist of the

relation between the cube of this distance and this same
sqiiare of the periodic time, for all the planets. It was
this mathematical consideration which put Newton in the

way of his great discovery, and not any metaphysical

reasonings, such as prevailed before it, and which probably

never entered his mind, one way or another.

There remained the difficulty of explaining how this law

of the variation of the solar action agreed with tho geome-
trical nature of the orbits, as exhibited by Kepler. The
elliptical orbit 2:>resented tAvo remarkable points, ^—the aphe-

lion and the perihelion, in which the centrifugal force was
directly opposed to the action of the sun, and consequently

equal to it ; and the change in this action there must be at

the same time more marked. The curve of the orbit was
evidently identical at these two j^oints ; the action then had
simply to be measured, according to Huyghens' theorems,

by the square of the corresponding velocity. Thence, it

was easily deduced, from Kepler's first kiw, that the de-

crease of the solar action, from the perihelion to the

aphelion, must be inversely to the square of the distance.

Here was a full confirmation of the law which related to

the different planets by an exact comparison between the

two principal positions of each of them. Still, however.
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tlie elliptical motion had not been considered. Any other

curve would, thus far, have served as well as the ellipse,

provided its two extremities had shown an equal curvature.

The remaining portion of the demonstration,—the measure-
ment of the solar action throughout the extent of the orbit,

—is to be obtained only by transcendental analysis. The
process is necessary for carrying on the comparison of the
solar action and the centrifugal force ; and the theory of

the curvature of the ellipse is required. Huyghens made a.

near approach to the principle of this great process ; but
it could not be completed without the aid of the differential

analysis, of which Newton was the inventor, as well as

Leibnitz. By the aid of this analysis, the force of the
solar action in all parts of the orbit is easily ^^ ,

,• ^ 1 • • 1 -J. £ 1 JNewtons
estimated, m various ways ; and it is found demonstration
to vary inversely to the square of the distance,

and that it is indej^endent of the direction. Furthermore,
the same method shows, in accordance with Kepler's third

law, that the action varies in proportion to distance alone

;

so that the sun acts upon all the planets alike, whatever
may be their dimensions, their distance only being the cir-

cumstance to be considered. Thus Newton completed his

demonstration of the fundamental law that the solar action

is, in every case, proportionate, at the same distance, to

the mass of the planet ; in the same way that, by the
identity of the fall of all terrestrial bodies in a vacuum, or

by the precise coincidence of their oscillations, proof had
already been obtained of the proportion between their

weight and their masses. We thus see how the three laws
of Kepler have concurred in establishing, according to the
rules of rational mechanics, this fundamental law of nature.

The first shows the tendency of all the planets towards the
sun ; the second shows that this tendency, the same in

every direction, changes with the distance from the sun,

inversely to its square ; and the third teaches that this

action is always simply proportionate, the distance being-

equal, to the mass of each planet. In accordance with the
laws of Kepler, which relate to the whole interior of our
system, the same theory applies to tte connection between
the satellites and their planets.

Newton thought it necessary to complete his demonstra-
I. o
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"tion by presenting it in an inverse manner ; that is, by
determining a priori the planetary motions which must
result from such a dynamic law. The process brought him
back, as it must do, to Kepler's laws. Besides furnishing

some means of simplifying the study of these motions, this

labour proved that, whereas, by Kepler's laws, the orbit

might have had more figures than one, the ellipse was the

only one possible under the Newtonian law.

It was once a great jjerplexity to some

exnlaiiied
peo])le, which others could not satisfactorily

explain, that when the planet is travelling

towards its aphelion we cannot say that it tends towards
the sun. But the difficulty arose out of the use of inap-

propriate language. The question is, not whether the

planet is nearer to the sun than it lately was, but whether
it is nearer than it would have been without the force that

sends it forward. It is always tending towards the sun to

the utmost that is allowed by the other force to which it is

subjected. The orbit is always concave towards the sun
;

and it would evidently have been insurmountable if the

trajectory could have been convex. In the same way, when
a bomb ascends, its weight is not suspended or reversed

:

it always tends towards the earth, and is, in fact, falling

towards it more rapidly every moment, even if ascending,

because it is eveiy moment further below the point at

which it would have been but for the action of the earth

upon it ; and its trajectory is always concave to the

ground.

Hqxiw Attrac- I have thus far carefully avoided giving

tion inadmis- any name to the tendency of the planets
^^^^®- towards the sun, and of the satellites towards
the planets. To call it attraction would be misleading

;

and we, in triith, can know nothing of its nature. All that

we know is that these bodies are conne(^ted, and that their

•effect upon each other is mathematically calculable. It is

by quite another property of Newton's great discovery

that this effect is explained, in the true sense of the word,

—

that is, comprehended from its conformity with the ordinary

phenomena which gravity continually produces on the sur-

face of our globe. Let us now see what this property of

the discovery is.
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We owe a great deal to the moou. If the earth had uo
satellite, we might calculate the celestial motions by the

rules of dynamics, but we could not connect them with

those which are under our immediate observation. It is

the moon which affords this connection by enabling us to

establish the identity of its tendency towards the earth

with weight, properly so called ; and from this knowledge,

we have risen to the view that the mutual action of the

heavenly bodies is nothing else than weight properly

generalized ; or, putting it the other way, that weight is

only a particular case of the general action. The case of

the moon is susceptible of the most precise testing. The
data are known ; and by dynamical analysis, the intensity

of the action of the earth upon the moon is exactly ascer-

tainable. We have only to suppose the moon close to the

earth, with the due increase of this intensity, inversely to

the square of the distance, and compare it with the inten-

sity of weight on the earth, as manifest to us by the fall of

Ijodies, or by the pendulum. A coincidence between the

two amounts to proof; and we have, in fact, mathematical
demonstration of it. It was in pursuing this method of

proof that Newton evinced that philosophical severity which
we find so interesting in the anecdote of his long delay,

because he could not establish the coincidence, while con-

fident that he had discovered the fact. He failed for want
of an accurate measurement of a degree on the earth's sur-

face ; and he put aside this important part of his great

conception till Picard's measurement of the earth enabled
him to establish his demonstration.

The identity of weight and the moon's ten-
+ f +i

dency towards the earth places the whole of demonstration
celestial mechanics in a new light. It shows
us the motions of the stars as exactly like that of projectiles

which we have under our immediate observation. If we
could start our projectiles with a sufficient and continuous

force, we should, except for the resistance of the air, find

them the models of the planetary system : or, in other

words, astronomy has become to us an artillery problem,

simplified by the absence of a resisting medium, but com-
plicated by the variety and plurality of weights.—If our

observation of weight on our globe has helped us to a
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loiowledge of planetary relations, our celestial observations

have in turn taught us the law of the variation of weight,

imperceptible in terrestrial phenomena. Men had always
conceived weight to be an inalterable j^roperty of bodies,

finding that no metamorphosis,—not even from life to

death,—made any change in the weight of a body, while it

remained entire. This was the one particular in Avhich

men might suppose they had found the Absolute. In a

moment, the Newtonian demonstration overthrew this

fast-rooted notion, and showed that weight was a relative

quality,—not under the circumstances in Avhich it had
hitherto been observed, but under the new one,— the

position of the observed body in the system,—its distance

from the centre of the earth. The human mind could

hardly have sought out this fact directly : but, once revealed

in the course of astronomical study, the verification easily fol-

lowed ; and experiments on our globe, in the vertical direc-

tion, and yet more in the horizontal, have established the

reality of the law, by experiments too delicate, from the

necessity of the case, to be appreciable, if we had not
known beforehand what differences must be found to exist.

It is to express briefly the identity between

S""i?nob-"
weight and the accelerating force of the

iectionable. planets that the happy term Gravitation has
been devised. This tenn has every merit.

It expresses a simple fact, without any reference to the
nature or cause of this universal action. It affords the

only explanation which positive science admits ; that is, the

connection between certain less known facts and other
better known facts. Since the creation of this term, there

has been no excuse for the continued use of the word
attraction. It is desirable to avoid pedantry in language

;

but it is of high importance to preserve pure the positive

character of so fundamental a conception as this, by using
a term which expresses exactly what we know, and dis-

missing one which assumes what is lourely fanciful, and
wholly incorrect. Attraction is a drawing toivtirds. Now,
when we draw anything towards us, the distance is of no
importance : the same force draws the same body with
equal ease three feet or thirty feet, which is directly con-

tradictory to the facts of gravitation. Our business is with
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the fact of tlie action, and not at all witli its nature. It

was the use of this metaphysical term, it now appears,

which occasioned the opposition that the Newtonian theory

encountered so long, and especially in France. Descartes

had, by laborious efforts, banished the notions of occult

qualities, which he perceived to be so fatal to science ; and
in this theory of attraction, his followers saw a falling back
into the old metaphysical delusions. We perceive this in

the writings of John Bernouilli and Fontenelle : and it

appears that the clear and positive scientific intellect of

France did good service in stripping off from the sublime

discovery of Newton the metaphysical aj^pearance which
obscured its reality for a time.

One more consideration remains to be ad- Gravitation is

verted to. "We have regarded the heavenly that of mole-

bodies thus far as points, without reference ^ules.

to their forms and dimensions. But as it is proved that

the intensity of the action of the sun on the planets, and
of the planets on their satellites, is proportioned to the

mass of the body acted upon, it is clear that the force

operates directly only on molecules, which are all indepen-

dently affected by it ; and equally, their distance being the

same. The gravitation of molecules is therefore the only

real one ; and that of masses is simply its mathematical
result. In the mathesnatical study of motions however it

is necessary to have a conception of a single force, instead

of such an infinity of elementary actions : and hence arises

that preliminary part of celestial mechanics which consists

in compounding in one result all the mutual gravitation

of the molecules of two stars. Newton founded this portion,

with all the rest ; and the two theorems which he esta-

blished for the purpose still remain the commonest expres-

sion of this important theory. He proved that if the stars

were truly spherical, and their strata were homogeneous,
the gravitation of their particles would be so balanced that

the bodies might be treated as points, in the study of their

motions of translation. But the irregularity of their forms,

however slight, must be considered in the theory of their

rotations, to which these theorems cease to be applicable.

For any other form than the sphere, the problem becomes
very complicated ; and the analytical difficulties can be
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surmounted only by approximation, notwithstanding all

the perfections introduced into the theory in recent times.

And unless we could also learn what is the law of density

in the interior of the stars,—a kind of knowledge which
seems to be for ever beyond our reach,—we cannot attain

a perfect solution.

The fundamental law of Rational Me-

"•ravitatioii
chanics, which declares the necessary equality

of action and reaction, shows that gravitation

must be mutual,—that the sun must tend towards the

planets, and the planets towards their satellites. The
extreme inequality of the masses renders the ascertainment

of the inverse gravitation extremely difficult
;
yet its reality

is established by various secondary phenomena. The
gravitation of the planets towards each other is a necesary

part of the whole conception ; but it was not mathe-
matically demonstrated till Newton's successors deduced
from it an exact explanation of the perturbations observed

in the principal motions of the planets. Their labours

have established secondary gravitation as positively as the

primary.

Thus has every kind of proof concurred to establish that

great fundamental law which is the noblest result of our

aggregate studies of nature. All the molecules of our

system gravitate towards each other, in proportion to their

masses, and inversely to the squares of their distances.

^ . r ii I dare not, as many do, confidently extend
Domain oitne ., t j_- ^ xi • i x j.i i.-

Ig^^^,
the application or this law to the entire

universe. There can be no objection to enter-

taining it analogically till we obtain some knowledge of

the mechanism of the sidereal heavens ; but we must
remember that we have not yet that knowledge, and that

we cannot promise ourselves that we ever shall. Without
the phenomena of our own system, the theory of its motions
would be only an intellectual exercise and sport : there can
be no positive science apart from phenomena, and of the

phenomena of the universe beyond our own system we are

not in scientific possession.^ It must be understood that

^ M. Comte omits here all notice of sncli positive api)lications as
Ave are al)le to make in Sidereal astronomy. He takes no notice

of the fact tliat the motion of the multii)Ie stars in elliptical orhits,
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I advocate simply a suspensiou of judgmeut where there

is no groiind for either affirmation or denial. I merely

desire to keep in view that all our positive knowledge is

relative ; and, in my dread of our resting in notions of

anything absolute, I would venture to say that I can con-

ceive of such a thing as even our theory of gravitation

being hereafter superseded. I do not think it probable
;

aud the fact will ever remain that it answers completely

to our present needs. It sustains us, up to the last point

of precision that we can attain. If a future generation

should reach a greater, and feel, in consequence, a need to

construct a new law of gravitation, it will be as true as it

now is that the Newtonian theory is, in the midst of inevit-

able variations, stable enough to give steadiness and conli-

dence to our understandings. It will appear hereafter

how inestimable this theory is in the interpretation of the

2:)henomena of the interior of our system. We already see

how much we owe to it, apart from all specific knowledge

which it has given us, in the advancement of our philoso-

phical progress, and of the general education of human
reason. Descartes could not rise to a mechanical concep-

tion of general phenomena without occupying himself with

a baseless hypothesis about their mode of production.

This was, doubtless, a necessary process of transition from
the old notions of the absolute to the positive view ; but

too long a continuance in this stage would have seriously

impeded human progress. The Newtonian discovery set

us forward in tlae true positive direction. It retains

Descartes' fundamental idea of a Mechanism, but casts

aside all inquiry into its origin and mode of production.

It shows practically how, without attempting to penetrate

into the essence of phenomena, we may connect and assimi-

late them, so as to attain, with precision and certainty, the

true end of our studies,—that exact prevision of events

which a priori concej)tions are necessarily unable to supply.

and in accordance with Kepler's law of the velocities, demonstrates
the exij^tence of a law of force, according to the inverse square of

the distance.—J. P. N.
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CHAPTER IV.

CELESTIAL STATICS.

Consumma- "I/KEPLER'S laws connected celestial phe-
tion by i-*- nomena to a certain degree, before
Newton. Newton's theory was jjropounded : but they

left this imperfection,—that phenomena which ranked
tinder two of these laws had no necessary connection with

each other. Newton brought under one head all the three

classes of general facts, uniting them in one more general

still ; and since that time we have been able to perceive

exactly the relation between any two of the j^henomena
which are all connected with the common theory. As far

as we can see, there is nothing more to gain in this

direction.

We have seen what this great conception is in itself.

We have now to observe its a])plication to the mathe-
matical explanation of celestial phenomena, and the per-

. fecting of their study. For this purpose,
otclLlCRl coil- 'n J p 1' ' ' I* 1

siderations ^^ "^'^^^ recur to our former division or sub-

jects, and contemplate the phenomena of

planets as immovable first, and of planets in motion
afterwards ; the statical j^heuomena first, and the dyna-
mical afterwards.

To know the mutual gravitation of the heavenly bodies,

we must know their masses. Such knowledge once ap-

peared inaccessible from its very nature ; but the New-
tonian theory has put it within our power, and furnished

us with a wholly new set of ideas about these bodies.

There are tliree ways in whicli the inquiry has been pro-

First method secuted, all differing from each other, both
of inquiry in generality and in simplicity. The first

into masses. method, the most general, the only one in

fact which is applicable to all cases, is the most difficult.

It consists in analyzing the special share of each body in
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the pertui'bations observed in the principal motions of

another,—both of translation and rotation. Here two
elements are concerned,—the distance, and the mass of

the star in question. The first is well known, the other

is not ; and only an approximate determination is possible.

It is difficult to apportion the shares in the action ; and
geometers place little dependence on the computation of

masses obtained by this method, in comparison with that

obtained by either of the others.

Nearest in generality to this first method r, , ,, ,

, 1 , 1 • 1 ^T , 1 1 -n n becond method,
is that which JNewton employed witli regard

to planets that had a satellite ; that of comparing the

motion of the satellite round the planet with that of the

planet round the sun. The law which determines the

action by the distance being compared, in its results, in

the two cases, gives the relation of the masses of the suii

and the planet. The mass of Jupiter, determined by
Newton in this way, has undergone little change of state-

ment by methods since employed ; and what difference

there is is almost wholly owing to the data of the process

being now better known.
The third method is the most direct and rp, • . ,

.

, ,

simple of all ; but it is the most restricted,

as it is necessarily confined to the planet inhabited by the

observer. It consists in estimating the relative masses by
the comparison of the weights which they produce. If we
knew the mass of any j^lanet, we should know what would
be the weight of things on its surface, or at a given dis-

tance ; and reciprocally, the weight being known, we are

able to estimate the mass. With the pendulum, we have
measured terrestrial weight with absolute precision ; and,

diminishing it, inversely to the square of the distance, we
shall know its value at the distance of the sun. We have
then only to compare it with the amount, before well

known, which expresses the sun's action upon the earth, to

find immediately the relation of the mass of the earth to

that of the sun. With regard to every other planet, on
the contrary, it must be the estimate of its mass which
would yield that of its corresponding gravity. All these

methods being practicable in the case of the earth, its

mass, in comparison with that of the sun, must be con-
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sidered the best known of all within our system. The
mass of the moon, and that of Jujiiter, are now estimated

almost as perfectly ; and those of Saturn and Uranus come
next. We are less sure about the other three which have
been calculated,— Mercviry, Venus, and Mars; though the

uncertainty about them cannot be very !:^reat. Of the

telescopic planets and the comets we know scarcely any-

thing, owing to their extreme smailness, which precludes

their exerting any sensible influence on perturbations.

Comets pass, during their prodigious course, near very

small stars, such as the satellites of Jupiter and Saturn,

without producing any perceptil)le derangement. As for

the satellites, we have no knowledge except of the moon,
and approximately, of those of Jupiter. No comparison
of results has as yet exhibited any harmony whatever
between them. The only essential circumstance which
they present is the vast superiority of the size of the sun
to the whole contents of the system. Those entire con-

tents, if thrown together, would scai'cely amount to a
thousandth part of the mass of the sun. Looking abroad
from the sun, we see alternating, without any visible order,

here decreasing, there increasing masses. We might have
supposed, a priori, as Kepler did, that the masses were
regularly connected with the volume < (which are them-
selves ii-regular however), so that the mean densities

should be continually less in mathematical j^roportion to

their distances fi om the sun. But, independently of this

numerical law, which is never exactly ol>served, the simple

fact of the decrease of density ] resents some exceptions, in

regard to Uranus, among others. No rational ground can

be assigned for this.

SECTION I.

WEIGHT OF THE EARTH.

These are the means by which the masses
of the bodies of our system are ascertained.

The remaining process is to bring them into

relation with our estimates of weight, by ascertaining the

Weight of the
eartii.
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total weight of the earth. Bouguer was the first wlio

distinctly perceived the possibility of such an estimate,

during his scientific expedition to Peru, when he found

that the neighbourhood of vast mountains slightly affected

the direction of weight. We see how, in accordance with

the law of gravitation, a considerable mass, regarded as

condensed in its centre of gravity, may affect the plumb-

line, however slightly, if it be brought close enough, sub-

jecting it to a secondary gravitation, which affords data

for a comparison between the action of the earth and that

of the mountain. By this, some estimate may be formed
of the proportion of the mountain to the globe. In the

time of Bouguer science was not advanced enough to admit
of more than the conception of how the thing could be

done. Half a century later, Maskelyne observed the

mountain Schehallion in Scotland, and found that it occa-

sioned an alteration in the natural direction of weight of

from five to six seconds ; and Hutton deduced from this

that the weight of the earth is equal to four and a half

times that of a similar volume of distilled water at its

maximum of density. Anything like exactness, however,

is out of the question while there must be so much uncer-

tainty about the weight of the mountain, which can be
calculated only from its volume.
When Coulomb had invented his Torsion Balance, in-

tended to measure the smallest forces, Cavendish saw how
the earth might be weighed by comparing it, by means of

this balance, with artificial masses which might be com-
puted. By his immortal experiments, he discovered the

miean density of our globe to be five and a half times

equal to that of water ; whence we can, if we think proper,

deduce the weight of the earth in cwts. and tons.—We
thus obtain, among other advantages, some insight into

the constitution of our globe, which by its positivity, puts

to flight many fanciful notions. The density of the parts

near the surface is so far below the average,—water occu-

pying much space, for instance,—that the density nearer

the centre must be much above the average. This is in

accordance with the indications of Celestial Mechanics

;

and it furnishes us with one condition of the interior of

the globe. There can be no void there. What there is we
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know not, further than that it must be something con-

sistent with the condition of superior density.

SECTION II.

FORM OF THE PLANETS.

The next great statical inquiry relates to

iDlanets
^^ ^^® form of the heavenly bodies, as deduced

from the theory of their equilibrium.

Geometers suppose the planetary bodies to have been
originally fluid, because their equilibrium can thus consist

with only one form ; whereas, if they had been always

solid, as our earth is now, their equilibrium might have

been compatible with any form whatever. Several pheno-

mena indicate this supposition, and it agrees remarkably
with the whole of our direct observations.

If the planets had no motion of rotation, their being

perfectly spherical would accord with the equilibrium of

their molecules : but the centrifugal force engendered by
the rotation must necessarily modify the primitive form,

, by altering, more or less, the direction, or

+iw/^*i!," .,"]L? the intensity of weight, properly so called.

Huyghens established this with regard to

the direction, and Newton with regard to the intensity.

We thus become easily assured of the general fact of the

nearly spherical form of all the planets, and of their being
slightly flattened at the jjoles : but, when we go further,

and attempt to estimate their forms mathematically, and
learu the precise degree of the flattening at the jioles, the

question becomes one of transcendental analysis, and is

involved in difficulty which can never be entirely sur-

mounted. The inquiry involves a sort of vicious circle,

which does not admit of a logical issue. In order to form
an equation of the surface, Ave ought, by the law of equili-

, . , brium of fluids, to know the weight of the
Geometrical ,1 j ^ ij.ii
estimate molecules concei'ned ; whereas, by the law

of gravitation, this can be ascertained only

through the knowledge of the form of the planet, and even
of the mode of variation of its interior density. All that
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can be done is to discover whether the proposed form
fulfils such and such conditions. Maclaurin discovered a
theorem, highly valued bv geometers, which has become
the basis of all our inquiries on this subject, and which
shows that the ellipsoid of revolution precisely fulfils the

conditions of equilibrium. But this supposes the structure

of the body to be homogeneous ; which it is not, in any
case. The labours of geometers have however brought
within very narrow limits the possible variations of the

polar flattening. The result with regard to the earth is

that the mathematical rule perfectly agrees with direct

observation.

In the case of the planets we have another ^ ^

.

rr^^ • n \j. • -ce j. j. • r>stimate troni
resource. Their flattening attects certain

perturbations.
phenomena of perturbation, by the study of

which we obtain materials for an estimate. Altogether,

the calculations and measurements agree more closely than

we could have ventured to hope. The only case which
seems to present a real exception is that of Mars, which,

by its magnitude, its mass, and the time of its rotation,

should be little more flattened than the earth ; whereas, if

the observations of Herschell are exact, it is almost as

much so as Jupiter.—We must observe, moreover, that

though, as Maclaurin has shown, equilibrium is compatible

with the ellipsoid form, this form is not to be supposed
the only one :—witness, in our own system, the rings of

Saturn, which are a remarkable example to the contrary

:

and Laplace has demonstrated how these rings could, even
in a fluid state, be in equilibrium.

The most useful consequence of the mathe- Indirect esti-

matical theory of the planetary forms is that mate of the

it has established an important relation be- earth's form.

tween the value of the different degrees on the earth's

surface and the intensity of the corresponding gravity,

measured by the length of the seconds pendulum in different

latitudes. We can thus, with great ease, multiply our
indirect observations about the form of our globe ; whereas

the geometrical estimate of degrees is a long and laborious

operation, which cannot be often repeated with due care.

But, generally speaking, the more indirect a measurement
is, cceteris paribus, the more uncertain it is : and there
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remains the uncertainty arising from our ignorance of the

law of interior density in our earth ; so that our chief

reliance should still be on mathematical measurement,

conducted with due care.

Hydrostatic -A-n interesting question belonging to the

tlieory of pla- hydrostatic theory of the planetary forms is

netary forms, of the conditions of stability of equilibrium

of the fluids which are collected on a part or the whole of

the surface of the planets. Laplace shows this stability to

depend, under all circumstances, on the density of the

iluid being less than the mean density of the planet ; a

view established with regard to the earth by Cavendish's

fine experiment.

SECTION III.

THE TIDES.

There remains the question of the tides,—the last im-

portant inquiry under the head of celestial statics. Under
the astronomical point of view, this is evidently a statical

question,—the earth being, in that view, regarded as

motionless : and it is not less a statical question in a

mathematical view, because what we are looking at is the

figure of the ocean during periods of equili-

8iTtkles°
brium, without thinking of the motions
which j^i'ocluced that equilibrium. More-

over, this inquiry naturally belongs to the study of the

planetary forms.

A particular interest attaches to this qviestion, from its

being the link l)etween celestial and terrestrial physics,

—

the celestial explanation of a great terrestrial phenomenon.
—Descartes did much for us in establishing this. He
failed to explain the phenomenon ; but he cast aside the

metaphysical conceptions which had i">revailed before, and
•showed that there was a connection between the change of

the tides and the motions of the moon ; and this certainly

Tielped to put Newton in the way of the true theory. As
soon as it was known that the cause of the tides was to be

looked for in the sky, the theory of gravitation was certain

to afford its true explanation. Newton thex-efore gave out
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the simple principle that the unequal gravitation of the

different parts of the ocean towards any one of the bodies

of our system, and particularly towards the sun and moon,
was the cause of the tides : and Daniel Bernouilli after-

wards perfected the theory. The same theory answers for

the atmosphere : but we had better study it in the case of

the seas alone ; on account of the uncertainty of our know-
ledge of the vast gaseous covering of our globe, whose
diffused mass alm.ost defies precise observation.

Suppose the earth ioined to anv heavenlv „,,

1 J Y T •
j-i 1 /i Ai )' Iheorvof the

body by a line passing through the earth s ^jj^^,
*

centre. It is clear that the point of the

earth's surface which is nearest the other body will gravi-

tate towards it more, and the remoter point less, than the

centre, inversely to the squares of their respective distances.

The first point tends away from the centre : and the centre

tends away from the second point ; and in each case the

fluid surface must rise ; and in nearly the same degree in

both cases. The effect must diminish in proportion to the

distance from these points in any direction : and at a dis-

tance of ninety degrees it ceases. But there the level of

the waters must be lowered because of the exhaustion in

that place caused by the overHow elsewhere. And here

enters a new consideration, difiicult to manage:— the

changes in the terrestrial gravity of the waters, occasioned

by their changes of level.—Thus the action of any heavenly
body causes the ocean to assume the form of a spheroid,

elongated in the direction of that body. Newton calcu-

lated the chief part of the phenomenon of the tide.'^ on the

sup23osition of an ellipsoid of homogeneous structure, as

he had done in estimating the effect of the centrifugal

force on the earth's figure, substituting for the centrifugal

force the difference between the gravitation of the centre

of the globe and that of its surface next the proposed
body. After that, Maclauriu's theorem served Daniel
Bernouilli for a basis of an exact theory of the tides.

Thus far, we have regarded the tides only as if they

were a fixed accumulation of waters under the proposed
star. This is the mathematical basis of the whole ques-

tion ; but the most striking part has yet to be cousidei'ed,

—

the periodical rise and fall. It is the diurnal motion of
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our globe which causes this rise and fall, by carryiug the

waters successively into all the positions in which the other

body can raise or depress them. Hence arise the four

nearly equal periodical alternations, when the two greatest

elevations take place during the two passages of the

heavenly body over the meridian of the place, and the

lower levels at its rising and setting ; the total period

being precisely fixed by combining the terrestrial rotation

with the proper daily movement of the heavenly body.

The last indispensable element of the question is the

valuation of the powers of the different heavenly bodies.

This calculation is easily made from the difference between

the gravitation of the centre of our globe and that of the

extreme points of its surface next the observed body.

Guided by the law of gravitation, we can determine which,

among all the bodies of our system, are those which can

participate in the phenomenon, and what is

the sSr'' ^^^^ ^^^^^'^ *^''^^ ^y ^^^^^- ^^^ *^'^'^ ^^^ *^^^

the sun by its immense mass, and the moon
by its proximity, are the only ones which produce any
^. ,, appreciable tides : that the action of the
Of the moon. o - n i in . -n j.-moon is trom two and a halt to three times

more powerful than that of the sun ; and that, conse-

quently, when they act in opposite directions, that of the

moon prevails ; which explains the primary observation of

Descartes about the coincidence of the tidal period with
the lunar day.

. Thus far, we have considered only the

influence*^
effect of a single heavenly body upon the

tides ; that is, the case of a simple and
abstract tide. The complication is very great, when the

action of two such bodies has to be considered. But the

resources of science are sufficient to meet this case,—even

deriving from it new means of estimating the mass of the

sun and moon ;—and also of calculating the modifications

arising out of the various distances of the earth from
either body ; and again, of tracing the changes of direction

caused by the diurnal movement of the proposed body,

—

whether in accordance with the earth's axis of rotation, or

parallel with the equator, which makes the difference

between the tides of our equinoctial and solstitial lunar
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months. As for the difference of the phenomenon in

various climates, the consideration of latitude is the only

one which affords much result. At the jioles, thei'e can of

course he no other tides than such as are caused by the

flux and reflux of waters elsewhere, as the earth has no
rotation there. The eqviator must exhibit the tides at

their extremes, not only on account of the diminished
gravitation there, but yet more on account of the more
complete diversity of the successive positions occupied by
the waters durinsf the daily rotation. Elsewhere the great-

ness of the tide must vary in proportion to the force of the

rotation.

The mathematical theory of the tides

accords with direct observation to a degree
exactitude

which is really wonderful, considering how
many hypotheses geometers must have recourse to, to

make the questions calculable at all, and how many inac-

cessible data would be required to make an estimate

thoroughly logical. It would not even be enough to know
the extent and form of the bed of the ocean. Something
beyond that in difficulty is required,—the true law of

density, in the interior of the earth, as with regard to the

figure of the planets. We ought to know too whether the

interior strata are solid or fluid, in order to know whether
they participate in tidal ]>henomena, aiid whether they

therefore modify those at the surface or not. These con-

siderations show the soundness of the advice given by one
who was full of the true mathematical spirit, consisting

above all in the relation of the concrete to the abstract,

Daniel Bernouilli, who recommended geometers "not to

urge too far the results of formulas, for fear of di'awing

conclusions contrary to truth."

The comparison between mathematical theory and direct

observation has never been carried out to any advantage,—

•

all the measurements having been taken in the ports, or

near the shore. The tides in such places are very indirect

;

and they cannot properlv represent the regular tides from
which they issue, their force being chiefly determined by
the form of the soil,—at the bottom as well as on the

surface,—and even perhaps affected by its structure. These
are incidents which cannot enter into mathematical esti-
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mates ; and to tliem we must doubtless refer the vast

differences in the height of the tides at the same time, and
in nearly the same place,—as, for instance, the tides of

Bristol and Liverpool, of Granville and Dieppe. The only

way of making an effectual direct observation would be to

note the phenomena of the tides in a very small island, at

the equator, and thirty degrees at least from any conti-

nent, for such a course of years as would allow of repeated

record of variations as repeatedly foreseen. In this way,

and in no other, might the mathematical theory of the

tides be verified and perfected.

Whatever may be the uncertainty with regard to some
of the data of this great theory, it has that conclusive

sanction,—the fulfilment of its previsions ;—a fulfilment

so exact as to guide our conduct ; and this, as we know, is

the true end of all science. The principal local circum-

stances, except the winds, being calculable, it has been
found practicable to assign for each port the mean height

of the tides and their times ; and thus have mathematical

determinations been proved to be sufficiently conformable

to reality, and a class of phenomena which, a century ago,

were regarded as inexplicable, have been referred to invari-

able laws, and showTi to be as little arbitrary as anything

else.

Such are the jihilosophical characteristics of the three

great questions which compose the statical department of

Celestial Mechanics. We must next look into the dyna-

mical department, as rej^resented by the phenomena of our

svstem.
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CHAPTER Y.

CELESTIAL DYNAMICS.

THE principal motion of the planets is, as ,, ^ , ^.
^ '

-, .
• 1 1 ,1 -^ 1 erturbations.

we nave seen, deterniinea by the gravita-

tion of each of them towards the focus of its orbit. The
regularity of this movement must be impaired by the

mutual gravitation of the bodies of the system. The most
striking of these derangements were observed by the

School of Alexandria, m the first days of Mathematical
Astronomy ; others have been observed, in proportion as

our knowledge became more precise ; and now, all are ex-

plained with such completeness by the theory of gravitation,

that the smallest perturbations are known before they are

observed. This is the last possible test and triumph of the

Newtonian system.

There are, as Lagrange pointed out, two principal kinds

of perturbations, which differ as much in their mathe-
matical theory as in the circumstances which constitute

them ; instantaneous changes, from shocks or explosions,

and gradual changes or perturbations, properly so called,

caused by secondary gravitation, requiring time. The first

kind may never have taken place in our t ^ j.

V . ., . .

^
. , ., Instantaneous,

system ; but it is necessary to consider it,

not only because it is of possible occurrence, but because
it is a necessary preliminary to the study of the other kind,

—the gradual perturbations being treated theoretically as

a series of little shocks.

The first case is easy of treatment. No collision or explo-

sion would affect Kepler's laws : and, if the form of the
orbit was altered, the accelerating forces would remain the

same ; and thus, the new variation once understood, our
calculations might proceed as before. Supposing a collision

between two planets, or the breakage of one planet into

several fragments by an internal explosion ; there might
be any variations whatever in the astronomical elements of
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their elliptical movement ; but there are two relations

which are absolutely unalterable, and which misfht, in my
opinion, generally enable us to establish the reality of such

an event at any period whatever : these are the essential

]n'operties of the continuous motion of the centre of gravity,

and the invariableness of the sum of the areas,—both
resting on that gi'eat law of the equality of action and re-

action to Avhich all changes must conform. From these

must result two important equations between the masses,

the velocities, and the positions of the two bodies, or the

two fragments of the same body, considered before and
after the event. No indication at present leads us to sup-

pose that the case of collision has ever occurred in our
system ; and it is evident that such an encounter, though
not mathematically impossible, woitM be very difficult.

But it is far otherwise with regard to explosions.

The little planets discovered between Mars and Jupiter

have mean distances and periodic times so nearly identical,

that Mr. Olbers has conjectured that they once formed a

single planet, which had exj^loded into fragments. Lagrange
added a supposition, from the irregularity of their form,

that the event must have happened after the consolidation

of the primitive planet. Wlien their masses become known.
I think this conjecture may be subjected to mathematical
proof,—in this way. By calculating the positions and suc-

cessive velocities of the centre of gravity of the system of

these four planets, we might, if they had such an origin,

retrace the principal motion of the primitive planet. If

we should then find this centre of gravity describing an
ellipse round the sun as a focus, and its vector radius

tracing areas proportioned to the times, this event would
Tie as completely established as any fact that we have not
witnessed. We have not yet the materials for such a test

;

biit it is interesting to see how celestial mechanics mav
establish, in a positive manner, events like these which
nppear to have left no evidence behind them. It is obvious
tliat the instantaneous character of such a change must
[)reclude our fixing any date for it, since the pheno-
mena would be precisely the same, whether the explosion

were recent or long ago. It is otherwise with regard to

perturbations, properly so called.
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Lagrange believed tliat these exj^losions had been frequent

in our system, and that this was the true explanation of

comets, judging from the greatness of their eccentricity

and inclmatiou, and the sniallness of their masses. We
have only to conceive that a planet may have burst into

two very unequal fragments, the larger of which would
proceed pretty nearly as before, while the smaller must
describe a very long ellipse, much inclined to the eclij^tic.

Lagrange showed that the amount of impulsion necessary

for this change is not great ; and that it is less in proportion

as the primitive planet is remote from the sun. This opinion

is far from having been demonstrated ; but it appears to

me more satisfactory than any other that has been proposed
on the subject of comets.

The important and difficult subject of per- p
. i i

turbations is the principal object of celes- turbatious
tial mechanics, for the perfecting of astrono-

mical tables. They are of two classes ; the one relating to

motions of translation, the other of rotation. The latter

are, as before, the most difficult : but the motions of rota-

tion are less altered than the other class, within our own
system ; and they are less important to be known.

In the studv of motions of translation, the ^ , -, ^.
1 , j_

',
: j_ -i

• £• ^1 Perturbations
planets must be treated as it tliey were con-

of translation
densed in their centres of gravity.

The direct method, the only rational one, of calculating

the diiferential equations of the motion of any one planet,

under the iutlaences of all the rest, is impracticable, from
the unmanageable complication of the problem. It would
make an inextricable analytical enigma. Geometers have
therefore been obliged to analyze directly the motion of

each planet round that which is its focus, taking for

modification only one at a time. This is p , , , r

what constitutes in general the celebrated three bodies
problem of three bodies, though this denomi-
nation was at first employed only for the theory of the

moon. It is easy to see what circumvolutions are involved

in this method, since the modifying body, being in its

turn modified by others, compels a return to the study of

the primitive body, to understand its perturbations. The
determination of the motions of the whole of our system
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must, by its vei'y nature, be a single problem. It is the

imperfection of our analysis which obliges us to divide it

into detached problems, and to overload our formulas with
multiplied modifications. The elementary problem of two
bodies,—one of these even being regarded as fixed,—is the

only one that we are capable of bringing to a solution ; the

problem of the elliptical motion, represented by Kepler's

laws ; and here the calculations are extremely laborious.

It is to this type that geometers have to refer the motions

of the 2>l'mets, by extremely complicated approximations,

accumulating the perturbations separately produced by
every body that can be supposed to exert any influence

;

and these perturbations prescribe the series required for

the integration of the equations belonging to the case of

the three bodies.

Then follows the task of choosing the perturbations

which have to enter into the estimate. The law of gravita-

tion enables us to compare the secondary influences involved

in each case,—the masses of all within our own system
being supjiosed to be known. It is a favourable circum-

stance to mathematical research that our system is consti-

tuted of bodies of very small mass in comparison with the

sun (making the perturbations extremely small) ; moreover,

very feAV, very far from each other, and very unequal in

mass ; the result of all which is that, in almost every case,

the principal motion is modified by only one body. If the

contrary had been the case, the perturbations must have
been very great, and exti'emely varied, since a great number
of bodies must have powerfully acted in each distiirbance.

Celestial Mechanics must then, we should think, have pre-

sented an inextricable complication, being incapable of

reduction to the problem of three bodies.

The study of modified motions divides itself into three

pai'ts, answering, as in a former case, to the planets, satel-

lites and comets. Rigorously speaking, we ought to make
a fourth case of the sun, which cannot here be regarded as

motionless, because the planets react upon it. In fact, we
cannot allow ourselves to considerany point within the system

^ , . as motionless, except the centre of gravity of

Solar Svsteiii ^^^^ system itself, whicli is the true focus of

planetary motion, and round which the sun
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itself must oscillate, in directions which vary according to

the positions of the planets. This jjoint is always between

the centre and the surface of the sun. But we cannot

approach nearer to the fact than this : we shall probably

never be able to indicate this centre precisely ; and it is

enough for practical pi;rposes, and necessary to them, to

consider the sun as fixed, except as to its rotary motion.

The same conclusion must be come to with regard to the

planets and their satellites,—even in the case of the earth

and moon, where the variations of the primary body are

greatest. The centre of gravity falling within the mass of

the primary body, its variations from that centre may be

neglected as having no appreciable influence on the motion

of translation ; and thus, celestial mechanics presents, in

this branch, no other problems than those treated, vinder

another point of view, by celestial geometry.

The simplest problem is here, as before, p 1 1 f

that of the planets, and for the same reasons,
^]jg pianets—the smallness of their eccentricities, and of

the inclinations of their orbits. There is also a considerable

uniformity of perturbations, since each planet remaining
in the same regions of the sky, continues in the same
mechanical relations, though their intensity varies within

certain limits. The least privileged of these bodies in

these matters is unhappily our own planet, on account of

the heavy satellite which escorts it so closely, and to which
its chief perturbations are due ; though this does not save

it from being sensibly troubled by others, at the period of

opposition, and especially by such a mass as that of Jupiter.

No other planet with satellites, not even Jupiter, is in so

unfavourable a case ; for Jupiter's motion could not be
very much deranged by the action of his satellites, however
near in position, since the mass of the largest is less tlian

a ten-thousandth part of his, while the mass of our moon is

a sixty-eighth part of that of the earth. Jupiter's circula-

tion is sensibly affected by Saturn alone. The simplest

case of all seems to be that of Uranus, from its being the

last planet, and very remote from the next ; and its six

satellites do not appear to trouble its motion.

The problem of the satellites is necessarily Piolilem of

more complicated than that of the planets, the Satellites.
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on account of the instability of the focus of the princi-

pal motion, as in celestial geometry. Besides their own
perturbations, the satellites have reflected, upon them
all those to which their planet is liable. The founders

of Celestial Mechanics were long perplexed, for instance,

bj the perpetual acceleration of the mean motion of the

moon ; it was considered inexplicable, till Laplace discovered

its cause in the slight variation to which the eccentricity

of the earth's orbit is subject. In regard to the direct per-

turbations of the satellites, there is an essential distinction

between the case of one, and that of several satellites. In

the first,—the single case of our moon,—the disturbing-

body is the sun, on account of its unequal action on the

planet and the satellite. If the difficulties arising out of

this position are greater than in the case of any other satel-

lite, it is partly because the case more immediately concerns

us, and because our opportunities of observation disclose

more fully the imperfection of our means. For, in the

mathematical point of view, there must be more complexity

in the case of several satellites ; all that is true in regard

to one being true in regard to each one, with the addition

of the mutual action of the members of the group. Their

perturbations are reduced by the preponderating size of

their j^lanet ; but from there being so many of them, of

such nearly equal sizes and direction, and all so close

together, the difficulty of calculating their motions is so

great that the only theory as yet established is that of

the satellites of Jupiter. I'or the motions of three of them,

Laplace found means completely to account. Those of

Saturn and Uranus are known only geometrically, we having
not even an ai:>proximate estimate of their masses. It is to

be remembered, however, that we do not need so perfect a

knowledge of them as of the moon ; and that a much less

exact theory will suffice for them than for the moon, whose
slightest irregularity is very evident to us.

. . The comets intervene to increase our diflB-

the Comets culties about the satellites. From the ex-

treme prolongation of their orbits, and their

inclination in all directions, comets are in a state of ever

variable mechanical relations, from the number of bodies

that they approach in their course ; whilst the planets, and
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eveQ the satellites, have always the same relatious, the

variation being only in the intensity. The perturbation

which, in evei'y other case, bears a very small proportion

to the gravitation, may, in the case of comets, exceed it

:

so that it is conceivable that a comet might be diverted

from its orbit, and become a satellite, when it passes near
so considerable a body as Jupiter, Saturn, or even Uranus.
Besides the eccentricities of comets, there ai'e other circum-

stances, such as their small weight, and their possible loss

of weight by parting with some of their atmosphere to the

bodies they approach, which tend to 2)erj)lex the study of

their perturbations. These are the incidents which make
it so difficult to foresee exactly the return of these little

bodies. When we have studied them so long and so

laboriously as to have, to the best of our belief, mastered
their case, we find that their periods are entirely changed
through one omitted circumstance. A memorable example
of this was the comet of 1770, calculated by Lexell. This
comet had then a revolution of less than six years : but it

has never apj^eared since, having been entirely dei'anged

by passing too near Jupiter. The imperfection of our
knowledge about these small bodies is from the same
cause that renders them of very little consequence to us.

From their vast distances, their action upon any one body
of the system is little more than momentary ; and their

lightness prevents even the satellites from being affected

by their passage. The passage of the comet of 1770
among the satellites of Jupiter proved this, in a striking

manner. Their tables, constructed beforehand, without
any idea of such an incident, perfectly agreed with direct

observations ; a j^roof that the intrusion of the comet did
not sensibly affect their motions. There is, therefore, no
more occasion for the puerile fears of our day than for the
religious terrors of former times, in regard to the passage
of comets. Their collision with the earth is all but im-
possible ; and they could not otherwise be felt at all.

Their mere approach, however near, could have no other
effect than to raise somewhat the corresponding tide. If

a comet could pass two or three times nearer to us than
the moon (which no known comet could do) its very small
mass could produce ncj other effect than an imperceptible
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rise of the tides. We have therefore no immediate and
practical reason to regret the imperfection of our cometary
theories.

Passing from the pertiirbations proper to

o/rotatk)n^'^^
motions of translation, we must notice those

belonging to rotation.

The ellipsoid bodies of our system must, whether they

began or not, have ended, sooner or later, with turning

round one of their axes,—and that one the most stable,

—

that of their smallest diameter : for, as we have seen, it is

their rotation that has produced their deviation from a

perfectly spherical form, and determined the direction

favourable to stability. The regularity of this rotation is

evidently so indispensable to the existence of living bodies

rp, , , .
on the surface of a planet, that we might
a priori assert this stability wherever life is

possible, from the time when it became possible. But,

stable as each planet is in itself, its mutual gravitation

with others must introduce certain secondary modifica-

tions, the bearing of which must be upon the direction

of its axis in space. It is only with regard to the earth

that these modifications concern us ; for however great

they might be in any other l)ody, they could in no way
affect us.

If the planets were perfect s])heres, the total gravitation

of tlieir particles must pass through their centres of gravity
;

and thus, it is only through their slight failure in sphericity

that they can act at all upon one another's rotation ; that

failure being caiised by the rotation itself. "We see here

how the same necessity which secures the stability of the

rotations, with regard to their duration and their poles,

determines, from another point of view, the inevitable

alteration of the parallelism of their axes.—In oiar own
jdanet the precession of the equinoxes, modified by the

nutation, results from the action of the other bodies of our

system,—especially of the sun and moon,—upon our ecjua-

torial protulierance. The power of each body is, as in the

case of the tides, in the direct ratio of its mass, and
inversely to the cube of its distance ; so that the sun and
moon are the only bodies whose influence need be con-

sidered. Further, the extent of the deviation depends on
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the mass and magnitude of the earth, on the time of its

rotation, on its degree of flattening, and on the obliquity

of the ecliptic. The intensity of the influence must vary,

as in the case of the tides, with the variable distance of the

sun from the earth, and yet more of the moon ; but the

want of uniformity is too slight to be j^ereeptible to direct

observation.—These ai'e the general causes which dptermine

the small changes which the rotation of our globe under-

goes, in regard to the direction of its axis in space.—The
case of the other ]ilanets bears a general likeness to that

of the earth, varied according to the different inclinations

of their axes to their orbits, their position, their mass.

their size, the duration of their rotation, and the decree of

their flattening at the poles. On all these grounds, the

perturbations of Mars are the most remarkable.

The rotation of the satellites presents one m, ^ , ^y. ^
consideration of the highest interest,—that

remarkable equality between the duration of this rotation

and that of their circuit round their planet, by which they

present alwavs the same hemisphere, except from those

verv small oscillations called librations, whose law is well

understood. The fact is absoliTtelv cei'tain only with

regard to the moon ; but our mechanical principles pistifv

our erecting it into a general law of all the satellites.

Lagrange has shown that it results from the preponderance

that, by the action of the planet, the nearer hemisphere
must acquire at the outset, whence arises a natiiral ten-

dency in the satellite to return perpetually to the same
position. If it is thus with the moon, there is every reason

to sup]>ose the same fact with regard to satellites belonging

to heavier planets, to which they are proportionally nearer.

Such are the various kinds of perturbations produced in

the movements of the bodies of our svstem, by their

mutual action. This study may be simplified and rendered
much more exact, by the device of referring all these move-
ments to a plane whose position must neces- Pevire of an
sarily be independent of all their variations. invariable

—Among several planes which have been i>laTie.

proposed, difl^ei'ing in their degrees of variableness,

M. Poinsot has discovered one which is the only truly

invariable one, but which is extremely difficult to deter-
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mine, since it requires not only an estimate of the planetary

masses, but data dependent on the mathematical law of

the interior density of the heavenly bodies,—a law which
is still very hypothetical. The theory is complete ; but its

precise application is at present impossible. Whatever
m.ay be the practical difficulties, we cannot but feel a deep
interest in seeing how Celestial Mechanics has accom-
plished the fixing of an invariable plane in the midst of

all the interior perturbations of our system, as Newton
had first recognized an inalterable velocity,—that of the

centre of general gravity. These are the only two elements

in our system which are rigorously independent of all the

events that can occur in its interior;—of even the vastest

commotions that our imagination can suggest. Such
variations as they can be conceived to have could relate

only to the most general phenomena of the universe, pro-

duced by the mutual action of different suns, of which
they would afford us the clearest manifestation, if such

knowledge wei*e within our reach.

We end this study of perturbations with

our system ^ recognition of the stability of our own
system, in regard to all its most important

constituent bodies. Setting aside the comets, all the

variations whatever of any perceptible value are pei'iodical

;

and their period is usually very long, while their extent is

very small ; so that the whole of our planetary systeni can

only oscillate with extreme slowness round a mean state,

from which it deviates very little. Through all starry

changes the translations of our planets present the almost

rigorous invariableness of the great axes of their elliptical

orbits, and of the duration of their sidereal revolutions

:

and their rotation shows a regularity even more perfect, in

its duration, in its poles, and even, though in a somewhat
smaller degree, in tlie inclination of its axis to the corre-

sponding orbit. We know, for instance, that from the

time of Hipparchus, the length of the day has not varied

the hundredth part of a second. Amidst all this general

regularity, we jaerceive a special and most marked stability

with regard to the elements Avhich are concerned in the

continued existence of living beings.—Such are the sublime

theorems of natural philosophy for which humanity is
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indebted to the sum of the great works executed in the

last century by the successors of Newton.
The general cause of these important results lies in the

small eccentricity of all the principal orbits, and the small

divergence of their planes. If the planets had had come-

tary orbits and planes, there would have been no regularity

—no periodicity,—and, we may add. no life upon their

surface, No planets can be habitable but such as have
their oscillations restricted within verv narrow limits.

The Mathematical theory of celestial me- .

chanics has taken no notice, thus far, of the
a'Medium

resistance of any general medium, in which
these motions are proceeding^. The conformity of our mathe-
matical tables with observed facts shows that the resistance

is imperceptible in degree
;
yet, as it is manifestly impos-

sible that it shovild be null, the geometers have endeavoured
to prepare beforehand a general analysis of it. Considered

apart from its intensity, this action is of a totally different

nature from that of perturbations, though gradual like

them : for it cannot be periodical, and must always be
exercised in the same direction, so as continually to diminish

all velocities, and the more the greater they are. It cannot
alter the positions of the orbits, but can by possibility

affect only their dimensions, and periodic times, and the

duration of rotations : that is, it affects the elements which
are spared by the perturbations. Thus, the rotations must
become slower, the orbits must grow smaller and rounder,

and their periodic times shorter ; because, as velocity dimi-

nishes, the solar action must become more powerful, and
these effects are not only continuous, but always increasino'

in rapidity. So, in a future too remote to be assigned, all

the bodies of our system must be united to the solar mass,
from which it is probable that thev proceeded : and thus
the stability of the system is simply in relation to the per-

turbations properly so called. These are among the incon-

testable indications of Celestial Mechanics.

As yet. we practically fail to i*ecognize the effect of a
resisting medium. We neither trace its operations, nor
should know how to calculate it if we could trace it.

Whenever we do, it will be by the study of comets ; for

their small mass, and the great surface which they present
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to the action of the medium when their atmospheres are

widely diffused, must render its resistance much more
appreciable than in the case of planets,—their velocity

being besides naturally at its maximum at the moment of

this expansion. iSome contemporary astronomers believe

that they have established the effect of this resistance in

regard to one or two comets. Hitherto the study of these

bodies seems to be only negatively useful, to prevent the

return of the absurd terrors which they formerly occasioned.

We now see that there is no body in our system, however
insigniticant, whose theory may not offer to us a direct and
positive interest, since we may owe to comets the knowledge
of one of the most important general laws of the system to

which we belong, and that which, in a remote future, must
chiefly rule its destinies.^

Independence In our geometrical review we saw, by the

of tlie solar agreement of astronomical tables with direct
system. observation, that our system is independent
of all that lies outside. This incontestable truth is con-

firmed by the mechanical view. K our system gravitated

towards any of the suns outside, the action of other suns

would nearly neutralize the tendency. Again, it would be

only by an unequal action of those suns upon our plantets

that any change could be occasioned. Again, the vast

distances would, according to our law of gravitation, make
the action of remote suns imperceptible. The nearest body,

if a million times heavier than our system, would produce

an effect incalculably smaller than the action which occa-

sions our tides. We may therefore pronounce the indepen-

dence of our system to be perfectly certain. I notice this

because we seem to find here the only exception to the

great encyclopedical law which is the basis of this work,

—

that the most general phenomena rule tiie most particular,

without being m any degree reciprocally influenced. Thus
our astronomical phenomena regulate those of our own
globe,—whether physical, chemical, physiological, or social.

)[et here we find that the phenomena of the universe have
no influence over those of the solar system. There is no
difliculty about this to persons who, like myself, admit

^ M. Comte estimates too lightly the indications of a medium
given by Enckes comet.—J. P. N.
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that our researclies are limited by the boundaries of our
own system, and that positive knowledge cannot go beyond
it. The study of the universe forms no part of natural
philosophy : a truth which will become more apj^arent,

and be seen to be more important the further our studies

extend.

At the close of this brief review of celestial dynamics,
we see that, great as are the achievements since Newton's
time, we are reminded in many directions of the imperfec-
tion which results from the insufficiency of our mathe-
matical analysis. In the execution of astronomical tables

it has to borrow from celestial geometry other aid than the
estimate of indispensable data, derived from direct observa-
tion ; and this in regard not only to bodies whose mechani-
cal theory is but just initiated, but with regard to some
with which we are best acquainted.

We see however that besides the sublime Achievements
direct knowledge afforded to us, celestial of Celestial

dynamics has powerfully contributed to per- Dynamics.

feet the whole body of astronomical theories in regard to

their definitive aim,—the exact prevision of the state of the
heavens at any period whatever, jmst or future. Kepler's
laws might suffice to determine the state of our system for
a short time, proper data being chosen ; but if we wish to
extend the inquiry, back or forwards, to any considerable
I^eriod, we find the most perfect theory of perturbations
absolutely necessary. It is to celestial dynamics that we
owe our power of ranging up and down the centuries, to
fix the precise moments of various celestial phenomena,
such as eclipses, with certainty, and with a minuteness
only inferior to that which is possible in the case of present
events.

Though we have, according to my view, completed our
consideration of astronomical science, it would be felt to
be a great omission if we passed over altogether what is

now called Sidereal Astronomy. We will therefore see
how much there is that we can conceive to be positive iu

regard to cosmogony.
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CHAPTER VI.

SIDERIAL ASTRONOMY AND COSMOGONY.

,, ,^. , „^ '
I "HE only branch of Sidereal Astronomv

Multiple Stars. I i • i x i -j. ^ * - n"^ J- which appears to admit ot exact stuclv

is that of the relative motions of the Multiple Stars, first

discovered by Herschell. By multiple stars astronomers

understand stars very near each other, whose angular dis-

tance never exceeds a half minute, and which, for this

reason, appear to be one, not only to the naked eye, but

to ordinary telescopes, only the most powerful lenses being

able to separate them. The relative movements of these

stars tend to deceive us as to their precise multiple cha-

racter, as, for instance, by mutual occultations, which do

not permit us to separate them. Among some thousands

of multiple stars registered in the catalogues, before the

southern heavens had been really explored, almost all were

only double, and we have found none which are more than

triple,—a circumstance which may be owing solely to the

imperfection of our telescopes, as we knew of none but

single stars before Herschell's time. However interesting

the study of them is, they constitute only a particular case

in the universe, as the intervals of the stars which compose
them are probably much smaller than those which divide

the suns of the universe, so that the study of their relative

motions does not lead us up to any of the great general

phenomena of the heavens, and the speciality would be

more conspicuous if astronomers did as I think they ought.

—form their catalogues of those double stars only whose
motions they have fully established. With regard to

others, we cannot be sure whether their duality is a real

relation or an accident. Knowing nothing whatever of

their interval, or of the distance of either of them from us,

we cannot Ite sure whether they form a system any more
than any other two stars combined by chance in the
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heavens. Because a few incontestable examples are before

us of a binary system, in wliicli the smaller circulates

round the larger, it is anything- but philosophical to con-

clude the same to be the case with the whole multitude of

double stars, some of which may appear so merely through
an accident of position, apparent only to our own system.

Analogy is not applicable here ; as what looks like analogy
is merely the imperfection of our investigations. No astro-

nomer would venture to assert that if our telescopes were
what they may one day become, we might not find between
stars now apparently independent a multitude of clustered

intermediate stars which should render the case of duality

almost general. The apparent nearness would not then
be a sufficient gi'ound for presuming their mutual revolu-

tions, because it is in virtue of their very small number
that analogy now suggests that presumption. The only
positive study in sidereal astronomy is that of the known
relative motions of certain double stars, at present not
more than seven or eight in number. We could never
hope to assign with accuracy their orbits, or their periodic

times, or any solid basis for dynamical conclusions.^ The
importance of such inquiries is much diminished by the

consideration that our system, which, in such a case, means
our sun, belongs to no groups of the kind,—either investi-

gated or merely pointed out. This circumstance seems to

me not at all accidental ; for, if our system made a part of

a double star, which it is not difficult to imagine, it would
pi'obably be impossible for us ever to be aware of the other
part of such a duality, because in the direction of the sun
it would be so near that its light would be lost to us in

that of our sun. Such a case might, however, have a

scientific interest for us, not only as elucidating the dis-

placements of our system, but as allowing such great pre-

cision, as might arise from the position of the inquirer on
one of the stars of the couple.

The first of the few orbits of double stars known to us

^ M. Comte quite underrates the importance of the phenomena
of the multiple stars. The orbits of a very considerable number
are now distinctly ascertained, and tlie laws of motion in tlieir

orbits. The existence of a motion of revolution is tixed, witli re-

gard to the far greater number.—J. P. N.
I. Q
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was investigated by Savary. They all present a very con-

siderable eccentricity, tlie smallest of which is double, and
the greatest four times greater than that of the most eccen-

tric in our system. Of their periodic times, the shortest

slightly exceeds forty years, and the longest six hundred.

We cannot perceive that the eccentricity and the duration

bear any fixed relation to each other, and neither seems to

depend at all on the angular distance of the respective pairs

of stars. This is the sum of what we know about the

double stars ; and unless we could learn something of their

linear distance from our system and from each other, our

conceptions can neither be accurate, nor of great importance.

M. Savary has proposed a method, founded on the known
velocity of light, by which these distances will, if ever, be

estimated :
^ but the uncertainty of some of the elements

which must enter into the question is so great that the

most that can be hoped for is the fixing of certain limits

within which the real distance may be supposed to lie

:

and this is all that M. Savary himself proj^osed. At
present, we know only the nearer limit, beyond which, not

only the double stars, but the whole starry host, are known
to lie.

„ ^ Proceeding now to ascertain what we may
Our Cosmo- x- n • j; t
„^ rationally conceive of our own cosmogony, 1

need hardly say that we must put aside

altogether any notion of creation, as unintelligible,—all

that we are able to conceive of being successive transfor-

mations in the sky ; and of these, only such as have pro-

duced its present state. Here, again, we find our own
system to be the only subject of knowledge. We are in

possession of some facts in regard to it which may bear
testimony to its immediate origin; but we can form no
reasonable conjectures about the formation of the suns
themselves. The phenomena necessary for such a purpose
are not only not explored but not explorable. Whatever
may be the interest of Herschell's curious observations on
the progressive condensation of the nebulae, they do not
warrant his conclusion of their transformation into stars

;

"

^ They are calculated ; but hy strictly j^'eoinetrical methods.
^ Tliia portion of Herscliell'.s speculation must be abandoned.
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for from sucli a conclusiou must flow consequences about

form and motion which must be in harmony with estab-

lished phenomena ; and of these we have absolutely

none.

The beginning of positive cosmogoiay was Origin of

when geometers, pursuing the mathematical Positive

theory of the figures of the planets, showed Cosmogony,

that they were originally in a state of fluidity. We cannot

go further back than this : and we must set out with an
existing sun, turning on its axis with an indeterminate

velocity, admitting, for the formation of the planetary

system, no agencies which we do not now see at work, in

the phenomena which we habitually witness, though they

may have wrought formerly on a larger scale. These
restrictions are indispensable to the scientific character of

the inquiry; and, after all, our cosmogonic theories, how-
ever guarded, must remain essentially conjectural, if ever

so plausible. No mathematical principles can enter here

as into celestial mechanics, leading us up to a definite

theory and excluding every other. No abstract theory of

formations is possible ; and the utmost we can do is to

collect such information as can be had, construct hypo-

theses from it, and compare them carefully and con-

tinuously with the whole of the phenomena that we ex-

plore. Such hypotheses, whatever degree of consistency

they may attain, can never, like the law of gravitation,

take rank among general facts : for we can never be sure

that some other hypothesis may not turn up which would
equally well answer the jwesent purpose, and some others

besides.

The cosmogony of Laplace seems to me to „
^

.

present the most plausible theory of any yet Lanlace
proi^osed. It has the eminent merit of re-

quiring, for the formation of our system, only the simple

agents, weight and heat, which meet us everywhere, and
which are the only two principles of action which are

absolutely general. The point in which I differ from
Laplace is with regard to comets, which he regards as

strangers in our system whereas Lagrange's view of

What he fancied to be instances of nebulous matter turn out to

be galaxies, or vast groups of stars.—J. P. N.
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tliem, before cited, appears to be preferable, as being con-

sistent witli tbe independence of our solar group.

The hypothesis of Laplace tends to explain the general

cii'cumstances of our system, viz., the common direction of

all the planets from west to east ; that of their rotations ; and
that of all the satellites : also, the small eccentricity of all

the orbits ; and finally, the small inclination of their planes,

especially in comparison with that of the solar equator.

It is supposed by this theory that the solar atmosphere
was originally extended to the limits of our system, in

virtue of its extreme heat; that it was successively con-

tracted by cooling ; and that the planets were formed by
this condensation. The theory rests on two mathematical
considerations. The first involves the necessary relation

between the successive expansions or contractions of any
body whatever aiid the duration of its rotation ; by which
the rotation should be quickened as the dimensions lessen

and becomes slower as they increase, so that the angular
and linear variations sustained by the sum of the areas

become exactly compensated. The other consideration

relates to the connection between the angular velocity of

the sun's rotation and the possible extension of its atmo-
sphere, the mathematical limit of which is at the distance

at which the centrifugal force, due to this rotation, be-

comes equal to the corresponding gravity : so that if any
portion of the atmosphere should be outside of this limit,

it woiild cease to belong to the sun, though it must con-

tinue to revolve with the velocity it had at the moment of

separation. From that moment, it ceases to be involved

in any further consequences from the cooling of the solar

atmosphere. It is evident, from this, how the solar atmo-

sphere must have diminished, as to its mathematical limit,

without intermission, in regard to the parts situated at the

solar equator, as the cooling was for ever accelerating the

rotation. Portions of the atmosphere, thus parted with,

must form gaseous zones, situated just beyond the resjDec-

tive limits and this constituted the first condition of our
planets. By the same process the satellites were formed
out of the atmospheres of their respective planets. Once
detached from the sun, our planets must become first

liquid and then solid, in the course of their own cooling.
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without being further affected by solar changes : but the

irregularity of the cooling, and the unequal density of

parts of the same body must change, in almost every case,

the primitive annular form, which remains in the rings of

Saturn alone. In most cases, the whole gaseous zone has
gathered, in the way of absorption, round the preponderat-

ing portion of the zone as a nucleus : thence the body
assumed its spheroidal form, with a revolving motion in

the same direction as its movement of translation, on
account of the excess of the velocity of the upper molecules
in comparison with that of the lower.

This theory answers to all the appearances of our system,

and explains the difficulty of the primitive impulsion of the

planets. It shows, also, that the formation of the system
has been successive, the remotest jjlanets being the most
ancient, and the satellites the most modern.^

If from points of view like these the stability of our
system can scarcely be regarded as absolute, what it may
lead us to suspect is that, by the continuous resistance of

the general medium, oiu* system must at length be re-

united to the solar mass from which it came forth, tiU a
new dilatation of this mass shall occur in the immensity
of a future time, and organize in the same way a new
system, to follow an analogous career. All these pro-

digious alternations of destruction and I'enewal must take
place without affecting the most general phenomena, occa-

sioned by the mutual action of the suns ; so that these

revolutions of our system, too vast to be more than barely
conceived of by our minds, can be only secondary, even
local events, in relation to really universal transformations.

It is not less remarlvable that the natural history of our
system should be, in its turn, as certainly independent of

the most prodigious changes that the rest of the universe
can imdergo : so that whole systems ai-e, perhaps fre-

quently, developed or condensed in other regions of space,

^ The author subjoins a proposed mathematical verification of
Laplace's cosmogony, which is not given in the text, as it does not
seem to rest on aile([uate foundations. If an arithmetical verifica-

tion be ever obtained, it will prol)ahly be in connection with the
periods of the rotations of the ditt'erent planets ;— periods already
in so far connected with the nebular hypothesis by the investiga-
tions of an American inquirer—Mr. Kirkwood.—I. P. N.
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without our attention being in any way drawn towards

these immense events.

T, ., 1 ,• The end I had in view in this exposition
Kecapitulation, -. , • i i -i i -n i jj • t

ot astronomical 2:)hilosophy will be attained

if I have clearly exhibited, in regard both to method and
to doctrine, the true general character of this admirable
science, which is the immediate foundation of the whole of

Natural Philosophy. We have seen the human mind, by
means of geometrical and mechanical researches, and with
the help of constantly improving mathematical aids,

attaining to a precision of logical excellence superior to

any that other branches of knowledge admit of. We see

the various phenomena of our system numerically esti-

mated, as the different aspects of the same general fact,

rigorously defined, and continually reproduced before our
eyes in the commonest terrestrial phenomena ; so that the

great end of all our positive studies, the exact prevision of

events, has been attained as completely as could be desired,

in regard alike to the certainty and extent of the prevision.

We have seen how this science must operate in liberating

thd human intellect for ever from all theological and
metaphysical thraldom by showing that the most general

phenomena are subjected to invariable relations, and that

the order of the heavens is necessary and spontaneous.

This last consideration belongs more particularly to a sub-

sequent part of this work ; but it has been our business to

point out as we went along how the development of astro-

nomical science has shown us that the universe is not

destined for the passive satisfaction of Man ; but that

Man, superior in intelligence to whatever else he sees, can
modify for his good, within certain determinate limits, the

system of phenomena of which he forms a part,—being

enabled to do this by a wise exercise of his activity, dis-

engaged from all oppressive terror, and directed by an
accurate knowledge of natural laws. Lastly, we have seen

that the field of positive i)hilosoi)hy lies wholly within the

limits of our solar system, the study of the universe being

inaccessible in any positive sense.

^

^ As befoi'e remarked, M. Conite speaks much too absolutely
here, in oversight of what niodein a.strouoniical researches have
really accomplished.—J. P. N.
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BOOK III.

PHYSICS.

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL VIEW.

ASTRONOMY was a positive science, in Imperfect

its geometrical aspect, from the earliest condition of

days of the School of Alexandria; but the science.

Physics, which we are now to consider, had no positive

character at all till G-alileo made his great discoveries on
the fall of heavy bodies. We shall find the state of

Physics far less satisfactory than that of Astronomy, not

only on account of the greater complexity of its pheno-
mena, but under its speculative aspect, from its theories

being less pure and systematized, and, under its j^ractical

aspect, from its previsions being less extended and exact.

The precepts of Bacon and the conceptions of Descartes

have advanced it considerably in the last two centuries, in

its character of a positive science ; but the empire of the
primitive metaphysical habits is not to be at once over-

thrown ; and Physics could not be immediately imbued
with the positive spirit, which Astronomy itself, our only
completely positive science, did not assume in its mechauical
aspect till the middle of that period. The further we go
among the sciences, the more we shall find of the old un-
scientific spirit, and not only in their details, but impairing
their fundamental conceptions. If we now compare the

philosophy of Physics with the perfect model offered to us
by astronomical philosophy, I hope we shall perceive the
possibility of giving to it, and afterwards to the other

sciences in their turn, the same positivity as the first.
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tliough their phenomena are far from admitting of an
equal perfection of simpHcity and geiierality.

First, we must see what is the domain of Physics,

properly so called.

, , . Taken together with Chemistry (for the

pi'esent), the object of the two is the know-
ledge of the general laws of the Inorganic world. This
study has marked characters, to be analysed hereafter,

distinguishing it from the science of Life, which follows it

in our encyclopedic scale, as well as from that of astronomy
, .^, which precedes it. The distinction between

Cheiiiistry .rhysics and Chemistry is much less easy to

establish; and it is one more difficult to

pronounce ujjon from day to day, as new discoveries

bring to light closer relations between them. Though the
division between these sciences is less obvious than between
any other two in the scale, it is not the less real and indis-

pensable, as we shall see by three considerations which,
perhaps, might be insufficient apart, but which, when
united, leave no uncertainty.

Its <'enen.rt ^
First, the generality which characterises

"^ "^ ' physical researches contrasts with the spe-

ciality inherent in the chemical. Every physical con-

sideration is applicable to all bodies whatever, while
chemistry studies the action appropriate to a j)articular

substance. If we look at their classes of phenomena, we
find that gravity manifests itself in the same way in all

bodies ; and the same with phenomeua of heat, of sound,
of light, and even electrical effects. The diffei'ence is only
in degree. But, in the compositions and decompositions
of Chemistry, we have to deal with specific properties,

which vary not only in elementary substances, but in their

most analogous combinations. The only exception which
can be alleged, in the whole domain of Physics, is that of

magnetic phenomena ; but modern researches tend to prove
that they are a mere modification of electrical phenomena,
which are unquestionably general. The general properties

of Physics were, in the metaphysical days of the science,

regarded as consisting of two classes ; those which were
necessarily, and those which were contingently universal.

But the false distinction arose from the notion of that age,
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that the business of science was to inquire into the nature

o£ bodies,—the study of their properties being a mere
secondary affair. Now that we know our business to be
with the properties alone, we see the error, and need only

ask whether we can conceive of any body absolutely devoid

of weight, or of temperature.

In the second place, Physics relates to Dealing with
masses, and Chemistry to molecules ; inso- masses or

much that chemistry was formerly called niolecules.

Molecular Physics. But, real as this distinction is, we
must not carry it too far, but remember that purely

physical action is often as molecular as chemical action

;

as in the case of gravity. Physical phenomena observed
in masses are usually only the sensible results of those

wliich are going on among their particles : and, at most,

we can except from this only phenomena of sound, and
perhaps of electricity. As for the necessity of a certain

mass, to manifest physical action, that is equally indispens-

able in chemistry. The best way of expressing the general

fact which lies at the bottom of this distinction is, perhaj)s,

that in chemistry, one at least of the bodies concerned
must be in a state of extreme division ; while this is so far

from being a necessary condition of physical action that it

is rather an impediment to it. This is a 2:)roof of a real dis-

tinction between the two sciences, though it may not be a
very marked one.

In the third place, the constitution of changes of
bodies,—the arrangement of their molecules, arrangement or

—may l)e changed, in exhibiting physical composition

phenomena ; but the composition of their ^ molecules,

molecules remains unchangeable : whereas, in Chemistry,

.

not only is there always a change of state in one of the
bodies concerned, but the mutual action of the bodies alters

their nature; and it is this alteration which constitutes

the phenomenon. Many physical agents can, no doubt,
work changes of composition and decomposition, if their

operation be very energetic and prolonged ; and it is this

which forms such counection as there is between the two
sciences : but, at that point of activity, physical agencies
pass the boundary, and become chemical.

Positive philosophy requires that we should draw off
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altogether from the study of agents, to which it may be
imagined that phenomena are to be referred. Any number
of persons may discover a supposed agent,—as, for instance,

the universal ether of modern philosophers, by which a

variety of phenomena may be supposed to be explained

;

and we may not be able to dis2:)rove such an agency. But
we have no more to do with modes of operation than with

the nature of the bodies acted upon. We are concerned

with phenomena alone ; and what we have to ascertain is

their laws. In departing from this rule, we leave behind
us all the certainty and consistency of real science.

Keeping within our true limits, then, we see that if chemical

phenomena should be reduced by analysis into the form of

purely physical actions,—an achievement very possible to

the present generation of scientific men,—our fundamental
distinction between the two sciences will not be shaken.

It will still be true that in a chemical fact something more
is involved than in a simply physical one : namely, the

cha.racteristic alteration undergone by the molecular com-
position of the bodies, and therefore by the whole of their

properties. Such a distinction is secure amidst any
scientific revolution that can ever hajjpen.

. Fi'om these three considerations, taken

o/pi[vsics"
together, we derive our description of Physics.

This science consists in studying the laws

which regulate the general properties of bodies, commonly
regarded in the mass, and always placed in circumstances

which admit of their molecules remaining unaltered, and
generally in their state of aggregation. With a view to

the great end of all science, we must add that the aim of

physical theories is to foresee, as exactly as possible, all

the phenomena that will be exhibited by a body placed in

any set of given circumstances, excluding, of course, such

as could alter its nature. This is not the less true because

we can rarely attain the prescribed aim. The imperfection

is in our knowledge alone. In estimating the true cha-

racter of any science, the only way is, first, to suppose the

science perfect, and then to study the fundamental difficul-

ties presented by this ideal perfection.

Our description shows us how much more complexity we
shall find in physical than in astronomical inquiries. In
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astronomy we study bodies, known to us only t , ,

-, • 1 ,
' T i , 1 -1 • i-

Instruments,
by sight, under two aspects only, tueir torms
and motions. All considerations but these are excluded.

But in Physics, on the contrary, the bodies we haye to

study are recognized by all our senses, and are regarded
under an aggregate of general conditions, and therefore

amidst a complication of relations. It is clear, not only that

this science is inferior to astronomy, but that it would be
impractica,ble if the group of fundamental obstacles was
not compensated for, up to a certain jjoint, by the extension

of our means of exploration. We meet here the law,

before laid down, that in proportion as phenomena become
complicated they thereby become explorable under a pro-

portionate yariety of relations.

Of the three procedures which constitute ,,
. i ^ . r

our art of obserying, the last. Comparison, inquiry
is scarcely more applicable here than with
regard to astronomical phenomena. Its proper application

is, in fact, to the jihenomena of organized bodies, as we
shall see hereafter. But the other two methods are en-

tirely suitable to Physics. Obseryation was, ^i, _ ,.

in astronomy, restricted to the use of a single

sense ; but in Physics, all our senses find occupation.

Yet would Obseryation effect little without the aid of

Experiment, the regulated use of which is the great

resource of physicists in all questions that involye any
complexity. This procedure consists in ob- r.

^ 1 j^i p J T • liXperiment.
serymg beyond the range of natural circum-
stances ;—in placing bodies in artificial conditions, expressly

instituted to enable us to examine the action of the pheno-
mena we wish to study under a particular point of yiew.

We can see at once how eminently this art is adapted to

physical researches ; and how it must there find its

triumphs : since there are hardly any bounds to our power
of modifying bodies, for the purpose of studying their

phenomena. In chemistry, experiment is commonly sup-
posed to be more complete than in any other department

:

but I think it is of a higher order in yjhysics, for the reason
that in chemistry the circumstances are always artificially

arranged, while in physics we haye the choice of natural
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or artificial circumstances ; and the jiliilosopliical character

of experimentation consists in choosing the freest possible

case that will show us what we want. We have a wider

range, and a choice of simpler cases, in physics than in

chemistry ; and in physics, therefore, is experiment
supreme.

Application of The next great virtue of physics is its

mathematical allowing the aj^plication of mathematical
analysis. analysis, which enters into this science, and
at present goes no further;—not yet, with real efficacy,

into chemistry. It is less perfect in physics than in astro-

nomy ; but there is still enough of simplicity and fixedness

in physical phenomena to allow of its extended use. Its

employment may be direct or indirect :—direct when we
can seize the fundamental numerical law of phenomena, so

as to mate it the basis of a series of analytical deductions
;

as when Fourier founded his theory of the distribution of

heat on the j^rinciple of thermological action between two
bodies being proportionate to the difference of their tem-
peratures : and indirect, when the j^henomena have been
referred to some geometrical or mechanical laws ; when,
however, it is not properly to physics that the analysis is

apjDlied, but to geometry or mechanics. Such are the

cases of reflection or refraction in the geometrical relation
;

and in the mechanical, the investigation of weight, or of a

part of acoustics. In either case extreme care is requisite

in the first application, and the further develojiment should

be vigilantly regulated by the spirit of physical research.

The domain of physics is no proper field for mathematical
pastimes. The best security would be in giving a geo-

metrical training to physicists, who need not then have
recourse to mathematicians, whose tendency it is to despise

experimental science. By this method will that union
between the abstract and the concrete be effected which
will perfect the uses of mathematical, while extending the

positive value of physical science. Meantime, the uses of

analysis in physics are clear enough. Without it we should

have no precision, and no co-ordination ; and what account
could we give of our study of heat, weight, light, etc. ?

We should have merely sei'ies of unconnected facts, in

which we could foresee nothing but by constant recourse
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to experiment ; whereas, they now have a character of

rationality which fits them for purposes of prevision.

From the complexity of physical phenomena, however, the

difficulty of the mathematical application is great. In
some, a j^art of the essential conditions of the problem
must be thrown out, to admit of its transformation into a

mathematical question ; and hence the necessity for reserve

in the employment of analysis. The art of combining
analysis and experiment, without subordinating the one to

the other, is still almost unknown. It constitutes the last

advance of the true method of physical study ; and it will

be developed when physicists, and not geometers, conduct
the anal}'tical process, and not till then.

Having seen what is the object of Physics, Encyclopedi-

and what the means of investigation, we cal Rank of

have next to fix its position in tlie scientific Pkysics.

hierarchy.

The phenomena of Physics are more complicated than
those of Astronomy ; and Astronomy is the scientific basis

and model of Physics, which cannot be effectually studied

otherwise than through the study of the more simple and
general science. In this, we individually follow the course

of our race. It was by Astronomy that the t? i +•

positive spirit was introduced into natural Astronomv
philosophy, after it had been sufficiently

developed by purely mathematical investigations. Our
individual education is in analogy with this : for we have
learned from astronomy what is the real meaning of the

explanation of a phenomenon, without any imjjracticable

inquiry about its cause, first or final, or its mode of produc-

tion. Physics should, more than the other natural sciences,

follow closely upon astronomy, because, after astronomy,
its phenomena are less complex than any.

Besides these reasons belonging to Method, there is the

grand consideration that the theories of astronomy afford

the only data for the study of terrestrial physics. Our
position in the solar system, and the motions, form, size,

and equilibrium of the mass of our world among the other

planets, must be known before we can understand the

phenomena going on at its surface. What could we make
of weight, for instance, or of the tides, without the data
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afforded by astronomical science ? These phenomena indeed

make the transition from astronomy to physics almost
insensible. In this way Physics is iudi-

Matheinatics i^^ctly connected with Mathematics. There
is also a direct connection, as some physical

phenomena have a geometrical and mechanical character,

—

as much as those of astronomy, though under a great com-
plication of the circumstances. The abstract laws of space

and motion must j^revail as much in the one science as in

the other. If the relation is thus unquestionable in the

doctrine, it is not less so in the spirit and method which we
must bring to the study of physics. It must be ever re-

membered that the true positive spirit first came forth

from the pare sources of mathematical science ; and it is

only the mind that has imbibed it there, and which has
been face to face with the lucid truths of geometry and
mechanics, that can bring into full action its natural posi-

tivity, and apply it in bringing the most complex studies

into the reality of demonstration. No other discipline

can fitly prepare the intellectual organ. We might further

say that, as geometrical ideas are more clear and fvmda-

mental than mechanical ideas, the former are more neces-

sary, in an educational sense, to physicists than the latter,

though the iise of mechanical ideas is the more immediate
and extended in jjhysical science. Thus we see how we
must conclude that the education of physicists must be
more comijlicated than that of astronomers. Both have
need of the same mathematical basis, and physicists m.ust

also have studied astronomy, at least in a general way.
And this, again, assigns the position of their science.

Its rank is equally clear, if we look in the opposite direc-

tion,—at the sciences which come after it.

It can hardly be by accident that, in all

the rest
languages of thinking peoj^les, the word which
originally indicated the study of the whole

of nature should have become the name of the particular

science we are now considering. Astronomy is, in fact, an
emanation from mathematics. Every other natural science

was once comprehended under the term Physics ; and that

to which it is now restricted must be supreme over the

rest. Its relation to the rest is just this: that it investi-
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gates the general properties common to all bodies ; that is,

the fundamental constitution of matter ; while the other
sciences exhibit the modifications of those j^roj^erties peculiar

to each : and the study of those properties in the general
must, of course, precede that of their particular cases. In
regard to Physiology, for instance, it is clear that organized
bodies are subject to the general laws of matter, those laws
being modified in their manifestations by the characteristic

circumstances of the state of Life. The same is the case

with Chemistry, Without admitting the questionable
hypothesis under which some eminent men of our time
refer all chemical j^henomena to purely physical action, it

is yet evident that the concurrence of physical influences

is indispensable to every chemical act. What could we
make of any phenomenon of composition or decomposition,
if we left out all data of weight, heat, electricity, etc. ? And
how could we estimate the chemical power of these various
agents without first knowing the laws of the general influ-

ence proper to each? Chemistry is closely dependent on
Physics ; while Physics is wholly independent of Chemisti-y.
As for the direct operation of this science Relation to

on the human intellect, it is less marked than human pro-

that of the two natural sciences which occupy gi'e.ss.

the extremities of the scale,—astronomy and physiology,

—

which immediately contemplate the two great objects of

human interest,—the Universe and Man : but one striking

fact with regard to Physics is that it has been the great
battle-ground between the old theological and metaphysical
spirit and the positive philosophy. In Astronomy the
positive philosophy took possession, and triumphed almost
without opposition, except about the earth's motion ; while
in the domain of Physics the conflict has gone on for cen-
turies ; a circumstance attributable to the imperfection of
physical, in comparison with astronomical science.

With this science begins the exhibition of Human power
human power in modifying phenomena. In of modifying

Astronomy, human intervention was out of plienomena.

the question : in Physics it begins ; and we shall see how
it becomes more powerful as we descend the scale. This
power counterbalances that of exact prevision which we
have in astronomy, through its extreme simplicity. The
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one power or the other,—the power of foreseeing or of

modifying,—is necessary to our outgrowth of theological

philosophy. Our j^revision disproves the notion that phe-
nomena proceed from a supernatural will, which is the

same thing as calling them variable : and our ability to

modify them shows that the powers under which they

proceed are subordinated to our own. The first is the

higher order of proof ; but both are complete in their way,
and certain to command, sooner or later, universal assent.

The proof which Franklin afforded of human control over

the lightning destroyed the religious terror of thunder as

effectually as the superstition about comets was destroyed

by the j^revision of their return ; though the experiments
by which Franklin established the identity of the lightning

with the common electric discharge could be decisive only

with physicists, while the generality of men could under-

stand how the return of comets was foreseen. As the

opposition between the theological and the positive philo-

sophies becomes less simply evident, our power of interven-

tion becomes more varied and extended ; the amount of

proof yielded in the two cases being equal in the eyes of

men in general, though not strictly equivalent.

„ . . . In regard to the speculative rank of Phy-

nerfect
^'^^^' ^^ ^^ clear that it does not admit of pre-

vision to any extent at all comparable to that

of astronomy, because it consists of numerous branches,

scarcely at all connected with each other, and concurring

only in a feeble and doubtful way in its chief phenomena.
We can therefore see only a little way forward ; often

scarcely beyond the experiment in hand : but we shall see

its speculative superiority to the sciences which come after

it, when, in studying chemistry and physiology, we find

another kind of incoherence existing among their pheno-
mena, making prevision more imperfect still. The greal

distinction of Physics is that which has been referred to

before,—that it instructs us in the art of Experiment.
Philosophers must ascend to this source of experimentation,

whatever their special objects may be, to learn what ai'e the

sjiirit and conditions of true experimentation, and what the

necessary precautions. Each of the sciences in the scale

presents, besides the characters of the positive method
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which are coram oii to them all, some indication ajjpropriate

to itself, which ought to be studied at its Characteris-

source, to be duly appreciated. Mathema- tics of each

tical science exhibits the elementary con- science,

ditions of positivity : astronomy determines the ti'ue stud}-

of Nature : physics teaches us the theory of experimen-
tation : chemistry offers us the art of nomenclature : and
physiology discloses the true theory of classification.

I have deferred till now what I have to offer on the

important subject of the rational construction and scientific

use of hypotheses, regarded as a powerful and indispensable

auxiliary to our study of nature. It is in the

region of astronomy that I must take my hypothesis
stand in discussing this subject, though it

was not necessary to advert to it while we were surveying

that region. Hypothesis is abundantly emj^loyed in astro-

nomy ; but there it may be said to prescribe the conditions

of its own use,—so simple are the phenomena in question

there. From thence do I think it necessary to derive,

therefore, our conceptions of the character and rules of this

valuable resource, in order to its employment in the other
departments of natural philosophy.

There are only two general methods by which we can get

at the law of any phenomenon,—the immediate analysis of

the course of the phenomenon, or its relation to some more
extended law already established ; in other words, by induc-

tion or deduction. Neither of these methods would helj)

us, even in regard to the simplest phenomena, if we did
not begin by anticipating the results, by making a pro-
visional supposition, altogether conjectural in the first

instance, with regard to some of the very notions which are
the object of the inquiry. Hence the necessary introduc-
tion of hypotheses into natural philosophy. The method of

approximation employed by geometers first suggested the
idea ; and without it all discovery of natural laws would
be impossible in cases of any degree of complexity ; and in

all, very slow. But the employment of this instrument
must always be subjected to one condition, the neglect of

which would impede the development of real knowledge.
This condition is to imagine such hypotheses Necessarv cou-
ouly as admit, by their nature, of a positive dition.

I. R
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and inevitable verification at some future time,—the pre-

cision of this verification being proportioned to what we
can learn of the corresponding phenomena. In other

words, philosophical hypotheses must always have the

character of simple anticipations of what we might know
at once, by experiment and reasoning, if the circumstances

of the problem had been moi'e favourable than they

are. Provided this rule be scrupulously observed, hypo-
theses may evidently be employee! without danger, as often

as they are needed, or rationally desired. It is only sub-

stituting an indirect for a direct investigation, when the

latter is impossible or too difficult. But if the two are not
employed on the same general subject, and if we try to

reach by hypothesis what is inaccessible to observation and
reasoning, the fundamental condition is violated, and
hypothesis, wandering out of the field of science, merely
leads us astray. Our study of nature is restricted to the

analysis of phenomena in order to discover their laws ; that

is, their constant relations of succession or similitvide ; and
(•an have nothing to do with their vature, or their cause,

first or final, or the mode of their production. Every
hypothesis which strays beyond the domain of the positive

can merely occasion interminable discussions, by 2:>retending

to pronounce on questions which our understandings are

incompetent to decide.—Every man of science admits this

rule, in its simple statement ; but it cannot be practically

understood,—so often as it is violated, and to such a degree

as to alter the whole character of Physics. The use of

conjecture is to fill up provisionally the intervals left here

and there by reality ; but practically we find the two mate-

rials entirely separated, and the real subordinated to the

(Conjectural. It is necessary, therefore, to ascertain and
explain the actual state of the question with regard to

Physics.

The hyjiotheses employed by physical in-

liTDotliesis^ ^
quirers in our day are of two classes: the

first, a very small class, relate simply to the

laws of phenomena : the other, and larger class, aim at de-

termining the general agents to which different kinds of

natural effects may be referred. Now, according to the

rule just laid down, the first kind alone are admissible:
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the second have au anti-scientific character, are chimerical,

and can do nothiu^; but hinder the progress of science.

In Astronomy, the first class only is in use,

because the science has a wholly positive
indispensable

character. A fact is obscure ; or a law is

unknown : we proceed to form a hypothesis, in agreement,

as far as possible, with the wdiole of the data we are in

possession of ; and the science, thus left free to develop

itself, always ends by disclosing new observable conse-

quences, tending to confirm or invalidate, indisputably, the

primitive supposition. We have before noticed frequent

and happy examples of this method of discovering the

primary truths of astronomy. But, since the establish-

ment of the law of gravitation, geometers and astronomers
have put away all their fancies of chimerical fluids causing

planetary motions ; or have, at least, indulged in them
merely as a matter of personal taste, and not of scientific

investigation. It would be well if, in a study so much
more difficult as Physics, philosophers would imitate the

astronomers. It would be well if they would
confine their hypotheses to the yet unknown

chimerical
circumstances of phenomena, or their yet

hidden laws, and would entirely let alone their mode of

production, which is altogether beyond the limit of our
faculties. What scientific use can there be in fantastic

notions about fluids and imaginary ethers, which are to

account for phenomena of heat, light, electricity and
magnetism ? Such a mixture of facts and dreams can

only vitiate the essential ideas of physics, cause endless

controversy, and involv.e the science itself in the disgust

which the wise mi;st feel at such proceedings. These
fluids are supposed to be invisible, intangible, even im-
ponderable, and to be inseparable from the substances

which they actuate. Their very definition shows them to

have no place in real science ; for the question of their

existence is not a subject for judgment : it can no more be
denied then affirmed : our reason has no grasp of them at

all. Those who, in our day, believe in caloric, in a lumi-

nous ether, or electric fluids, have no right to depise the

elementary spirits of Paracelsus, or to refuse to admit
angels and genii. We find them spurning Lamarck's notion
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of a resonant fluid ; but the misfortune of tliis hypothesis

was that it came too late,—long after the establishment of

acoustics. If it had been put forth as early in the days of

science as the hypotheses about heat, light, and electricity,

this resonant fluid would no doubt have prosjjered as well

as the rest. Without going into the history of more of

these baseless inquiries, it is enough to point out that they

are irreconcileable with each other ; and when superficial

minds witness the ease with which they destroy each other,

they naturally conclude the whole science to be arbitrary,

consisting more in futile discussion than in anything else.

Each sect or philosopher can show how untenable is the

hypothesis of another, but cannot establish his own ; and
it would generally be easy to devise a third which might
agree with both. It is true, physicists are now eager to

declare that they do not attribute any intrinsic reality to

these hypotheses ; and that they countenance them merely
as indispensable means for facilitating the conception and
combination of phenomena. But we see here the working
of an incomj^lete jiositivity, which feels the inanity of such
systems, and yet dares not surrender theni. But besides

that it is scarcely possible to employ a fictitious instrument
as a reality without at times falling into the delusion of

its reality, what rational ground is there for proceeding in

such a way, when we have before us the procedure and
achievements of astronomical science, for a pattern and a
promise ? These hyj:)Otheses exjjlain nothing. For instance,

the expansion of bodies by heat is not explained,—that is,

cleared up,—by the notion of an imaginary fluid interposed

between the molecules, which tends constantly to enlarge

their intervals ; for we still have to learn how this sup-

posed fluid came by its spontaneous elasticity, which is, if

anything, more unintelligible than the primitive fact.

And so on, through the whole range. These hypotheses
clear away no difficulties, but only make new ones, while

they divert our attention from the true object of our
inquiries. As for the plea that habit has so taken hold of

the minds of inquirers, that they would be adrift if de-

prived of all their moorings at once, and that their language
must be superseded by a wholly new one, I think this kind

of difficulty is very much (exaggerated. We have seen.
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within half a century, how often men have contrived to

pass from some physical systems to their opposites without
being much hindered by obstacles of language. There
would be scarcely more difficulty in casting aside futile

hypotheses ; and we might, as we see by existing examples,

gradually substitute the real and permanent meaning of

scientific terms for the fanciful and variable interpre-

tation.

These fluids are nothing more than the old .

entities materiahzed. Whichever way we secoiuPdass'^
look at it, what is heat apart from the warm
body, light apart from the luminous body,—electricity

apart from the electric body ? Are they not pure entities,

like thought apart from the thinking body, and digestion

apart from the digesting body ? Here we have, instead of

abstract beings, imaginary fluids deprived, by their very

definition, of all material qualities, so that we cannot even
suppose in them the limit of the most rarefied gas. If the
descent of these from the old entities be not recognized,

what filiation of ideas can ever be admitted ? The essential

character of metaphysical conceptions is to attribute to

properties an existence separate from the substance which
manifests them. Wliat does it matter whether we call

these abstractions souls or fluids ? The origin is always the

same ; and it is connected with that inquisition into the
essence of things which always characterizes the infancy
of the human mind, occasioning, first, the conception of

gods, which grew into that of souls, which became in time
imaginary fluids. In all positive science, our understand-
ings, unable to pass abrujitly from the metaphysical to the

positive stage, have travelled through this transition state

of development. Metaphysics itself is the transition stage
from theology to positive science ; but a secondary tran-

sition is also necessary, as we see by the fact ; a transition

from metaphysical to positive conceptions. The mathe-
maticians and astronomers have attained the positive basis.

The physicists, the chemists, the physiologists, and the
social philosophers, are now in the last period of tran-

sition ; the physical inquirers, ready to pass up to the level

of the astronomers and geometers, and all the others held
back for a while by the complexity of their respective sub-
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jects ; as we shall see hereafter. This bastard positivism

was the way out of the old metaphysical couditiou, in

which men would, but for it, have been imprisoned to this

day. Nascent science first humoured the constitutional

need, and then led us on by offering to our minds, in the

place of the old scholastic entities, new entities, more
tangible, which must by their nature introduce into our

studies the contemplation of phenomena and their laws,

restricting us to these more and more. This seems to have

been the important temporary use of this system of hypo-

theses; to enable us to jjass from the metaphysical to the

positive stage.

J
. ,

_
Astronomy has not been exempted from

this transition state, anymore than the other

sciences ; but it was over so long ago that it is forgotten,

—

so few are those who are interested in the history of

philosophy ! If we look back to the action of the human
mind in the seventeenth century, we shall see how geo-

meters and astronomers were preoccupied with hypotheses
of the kind we are considering. There is no better example
of them than that famous conception, the Vortices of

Descartes ; for it presents cleai'ly the three stages of exis-

tence common to them all ; the creation of the hypothesis,

its temporary use, and its rejection when its purpose is

answered. These vortices, so ridiculed by men who believe

in caloric, ether, and electric fluids, helj^ed us to a sound
philosophy by introducing the idea of mechanism, where
even Kepler had imagined only the incomprehensible action

of souls and genii. When the discussion had attained the

firm ground of Celestial Mechanics, founded upon the

Newtonian theory, the influence of the Cartesian hypothesis

ceased to be progressive, and became retrograde. To the

last, the Cartesian philosophers insisted, in arguments as

plausible as those of our existing physicists, that it was
impossible to philosophize without such a hypothesis.

They were answered in the only effe(;tual way, by philo-

sophizing in another mode : and the vortices were heard

of no more when geometers and astronomers apprehended
the true object of scientific studies. The Cartesian hypo-
thesis contributed to the education of the human mind by
leadinar it to see that we have nothing to do with the
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primitive agents, or mode of production of phenomena,
but only with their laws. If, in the other sciences, we
have, as their professors assert, reached the stage of posi-

tivity, hypotheses like that of the vortices may be dismissed,

as no longer needed to bring us out of the metaphysical
state. As soon as they are needless, they become per-

nicious.

The transition has been obvious elsewhere
j p, ^

.-

than in astronomy. It has taken place in

the most advanced departments of Physics ; and espe-

cially with regard to Weight. There was scarcely a philo-

sopher, even long after Galileo's time, who had not some
system to offer about the causes of the fall of bodies. At
that time, such hypotheses appeared the only method of

studying weight ; but who hears of them now ? Acoustics

was emancipated about the same time. The labours of

Fourier will evidently release thermology ; and then there

will remain only the study of light and of electricity ;

'

and no reason can be assigned for their exclusion from the
general rule. The question will be regarded as settled

henceforward by all who believe that the historical develop-

ment of the human mind is subject to natural laws, deter-

minate and uniform ; and such will admit, as the princi])le

of the true theory of hypotheses, that every scientific- hypo-
thesis, to be a matter of judgment, must relate exclusively

to the laws of phenomena, and never to their mode of

production.

Here we find, as in every analogous case of difficulty,

the use of the comparative historical method which I have
just employed. We shall enlarge on this hereafter : mean-
time, I must oifer the observation that the philosophy of

the sciences cannot be properly studied apart from their

history ; and, conversely, that the history apart from the
philosophy, would be idle and unintelligible.

In reviewing the different departments of Rule of ar-

Physics, I shall follow the rule which deter- rangement in

mines the order of the sciences themselves :
Physics,

that is, I shall take them in the order of the generality of

their phenomena, their simplicity, the relative perfection

^ In Electricity, the hypothesis of fluids is rapidly yieldiuj;

before the rational idea of Polarity.—J. P. N.
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of our knowledge of them, and their mutual dejiendence.

Under this rule, we shall find that the departments that

offer themselves first border upon Astronomy, and those

that come last upon Chemistry.

First will come Weight, in solids and fluids, regarded

statically and dynamically. About this assignment, there

are no two opinions ; weight being absolutely imiversal.

Its phenomena are simple, independent of others, and so

exactly understood that science is hei'e almost as jDOsitive

as in astronomy, to which it is very nearly allied. Electric

phenomena being the most opposite of all to those of

weight, in all these particulars, will come last ; and they

are closely allied to chemistry. Between them will come
thermology, acoustics, and optics. Fourier put away, in

his study of heat, all fantastic notions about imaginary

fluids, and brought his subject up to such a point of

positivity as to place it next to the study of gravity.

Acoustics might, perhaps, contest its place with thermology,

but for the generality of the phenomena of the latter. In
regard to positivity, there is little to choose between them

:

but there are gaps in our knowledge of acoustics which
,. , also indicate the lower place for it. Our

order then is,—Bai*ology, or the science of

weight : thermology, or the science of heat : acoustics,

optics, and electricity. But we must beware of attaching

too much importance to this arrangement, which is really

little better than arbitrary, though as good as our present

knowledge admits. We shall now proceed to a philo-

sophical review of them, exempt from details; having, in

this chapter, analysed the proper object of Physics ; the

modes of investigation appropriate to it ; its position in

regard to the other sciences ; its influence upon the educa-

tion of human reason ; its degree of scientific perfection

:

its incomplete positivity at present ; the means of remedy-
ing this by a sound institution of hypotheses ; and finally

the rational distribution of its diiferent departments.
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CHAPTER II.

BAEOLOGT.

NOTWITHSTANDING the advanced state of our means
for the study of Barology, we have no complete theory

of weight, but only fragmentary portions of a theory, dis-

persed through treatises on rational mechanics or physics.

It will be of great advantage to bring them together.

The division of the subject is into two
r)'

' "

principal sections, subdivided into three

;

the Statical and Dynamical consideration of weight, in its

application to solids, liquids, and gases. Both philoso-

phically and historically, this division is indicated.

SECTION T.

STATICS.

Taking the statics of gravity first, we must
<+ f -

point out that we owe our elementary notions Gravitv
of positive barology to Archimedes. He first

clearly established that the statical effort produced in a

body by gravity,—that is, its iveight,—is entirely inde-

pendent of the form of the surface, and „. .

depends only on the volume, as long as the
nature and constitution of the body remain unchanged.
This may appear to us very simple ; but it is not the less

the true germ of a leading pi-oposition in natural philo-

sophy, which was perfected only at the end of the last

century ; namely, that not only is the weight of a body
independent of its form, and even of its dimensions, but
of the mode of aggregation of its particles, and of all

variations which can occur in their compositiou, even bv
the diiferent vital operations ; in a word, that this quality

is absolutely unalterable, except by the circumstance of its
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distance from the centre of the earth. Archimedes could

take none but geometrical circumstances into the account

;

but, in this elementary relation, his work was complete.

He not only discovered that, in homogeneous masses, the

weight is always in pr02)ortion to the volume ; but he dis-

closed the best means of measuring, in solid bodies, by his

famous hydrostatic principle, the specific co-efficient which

enables us to estimate, according to this law, the weight

and volume of the body, by means of each other. We owe
to him too the idea of the centi-e of gravity, together with

the first development of the corresponding geometrical

theory. Under this view, all problems respecting the equi-

librium of solids are included in the domain of rational

mechanics : so that, except the important relation of weight

to masses, which could be fully known only to the moderns,

Archimedes ought to be regarded as the true founder of

statical barology, in relation to solids. There is, however,

another leading idea which was not clear in the time of

Ai'chimedes, though it became so, soon afterwards ; that

of the law of the direction of gravity, which men spon-

taneously considered to be constant, and which the school

of Alexandria ascertained to vary from place to place,

always being perpendicular to the surface of the terrestrial

globe ; a discovery which is evidently due to astronomy,

by which alone the means ai-e offered of manifesting and
measuring, by comj^arison, the divergence of verticals.

The ancients had no accurate ideas about

liauids'
the equilibrium of liquids ; for Archimedes
contemplated only the equilibrium of soHds

sustained by liquids. His princijile did not result, as with

us, fi'om an analysis of the pressure of the liquid against

the vessel containing it, thus disclosing the total force

exercised by the liquid in sustaining the weight. The
theory of gravitating liquids is to be ascribed to the

moderns.
The mathematical characters of fluids is that their mole-

cules are absolutely independent : and the geometrical

character of liquids is that they are absolutely incompres-

sible. Neither of these is strictly true. The mutual ad-

herence of fluid molecules now forms an interesting section

of physics ; and, as for the compressibleness of liquids, it
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was indicated by several phenomena,—especially the trans-

mission of sound by water,—and it is now proved by un-

questionable experiments. The contraction as yet produ-

cible is very small ; and we do not know what law the

phenomenon follows, in its relation to variation of pressure.

But this uncertainty does not affect the theory of the equili-

brium of natural liquids, owing to the extreme smallness of

the condensation. In the same way, imperfect fluidity is

no hindrance, provided the mass has a certain extension.

We may therefore put aside these exceptions, and proceed

to consider the equilibrium of gravitating liquids, in the

two cases in which they are studied : in a mass so limited

that the verticals are pai'allel, which is the ordinary case

;

or in a great mass, as that of the sea, in which we have to

allow for the variable direction of gravity.

In the first case, there is clearly no difficulty
Fir-t ca

about the surface : and the whole question is

of the pressure against the enclosing vessel. Stevinus,

following the principle of Archimedes, showed that the

pressure upon a horizontal boundary, or floor, is always

equal to the weight of the liquid column of the same base

which should issue at the surface of equilibrium : and he

afterwards resolved into this the case of an inclined boun-

dary, by decomposing it into horizontal elements, as we
now do. From this it appeared that the pressure is always

equal to the weight of a vertical column which should have
the proposed boundary for its base ; and for its height that

of the surface of ecjuilibrium above the centre of giuvity of

this boundary. According to that, the infinitesimal analysis

enables us easily to calculate the pressure against any de-

finite portion of any curved surface. The most interesting

physical result is the estimate of the total pressure sup-

ported by the whole of the vessel, which is necessarily equi-

valent to the weight of the liquid it contains. The equili-

brium of floating bodies is only a simple application of this

rule of measurement of pressure. The immersed part of

the solid is a boundary ; and it is clear that the pressure of

the lici[uid to sustain the body is equivalent to a vertical

force equal to the weight of the displaced fluid, and applied

to the centre of gravity of the immersed portion. This
rule is precisely the principle of Archimedes. The main
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problem was geometrically treated by him. The only really

difficult research, in this matter relates to the conditions of

stability of this equilibrium, and the analysis of the oscil-

lations of the body floating round its stable position ; and
this is one of the most complex applications of the dynamics
of solids. If the question was of the vertical oscillations

of the centre of gravity, the study would be easy, because
we can estimate at once the way in which the pressure in-

creases as the body is furtlier immersed, and diminishes as

it rises, tending always to a return to the primitive state.

But it is otherwise with oscillations from rotation, whether
of rolling or pitching, the theory of which is a matter of

much interest in naval art. Here, the mathematical diffi-

culties of the problem can be met only by abstracting the

resistance and agitation of the liquid ; and the labours of

geometers become merely mathematical exercises, of no
practical use.

o 1 .
The question of the equilibrium of the vast

liquid masses which compose the greater part
of the earth's surface is clearly connected with the general

theory of the form of the planets : but difficulties, uncon-
nected with the figure of the planets, intervene, and cannot
be entirely surmounted. Rational hydrostatics shows us that
equilibrium is possible when there is the same density at all

points equally distant from the earth's centre ; a condition

which is impossible under our variety of temperatures in

different positions. There is no rational result from any
practicable study of currents, of varying temperatures,
of the compressibleness of liquids, all of which, tliough

following unknown laws, are necessary to the solution of

the problem. We have no better resource, at present, than
in empirical studies : and these, which belong more to the
natural history of the globe than to physics, ai-e very im-
perfect.

The theory of tides will hereafter, when sciences and
their arrangements are more perfected, take its place in the
department of barology. The periodical disturbances of the

equilibrium of the ocean are a proper subject for study in

connection with terrestrial gravity ; and it can make no
difference that the cause of those perturbations is found in

the planetary system.
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lu studying the third question of equili- ^ , ^
brium, that of gases, we meet with a difficulty ' o •

•

which does not pertain to that of solids and liquids ;—we
have to discover the gravity of the general medium in

which we live. In the case of liquids, we have only to

weigh an empty vessel, and then the same vessel filled

;

whereas, in the case of the atmosphere, a vacuum cannot be

created but by artificial means, which must themselves be
founded on a knowledge of the weight of the medium to be

weighed. The fact can be ascertained only by indirect

means ; and those are derived from the theories of j^ressure

which we have been noticing. Stevinus was not thinking

of the atmosphere in elaborating his theory ; but, as it

answei'ed for heterogeneous liquids, it must answer for the

atmosphere. From that date, the means for ^j. ,

ascertaining the equilibrium of the atmo-
sphere, in a positive manner, were provided. Galileo pro-

jected the work, in his last years ; and it was well executed

by his illustrious disciple, Torricelli. He proved the exis-

tence and measurement of atmospheric pressure by showing
that this pressure sustained different liquids at heights in-

versely proportioned to their densities. Next, Pascal estab-

lished the necessary diminution of this pressure at increas-

ing heights in the atmosphere ; and Guericke's invention of

the air-pump, an inevitable result of Torricelli's discovery,

gave us direct demonstration in the power of making a

vacuum, and consequently of estimating the sj^ecific gravity

of the air which surrounds us, which had hitherto been
only vaguely computed. The creation and improvement of

instruments of observation is an invariable consequence of

scientific discovery ; and, in this case, the fruits are the

barometer and the air-pvxmp.

One condition remained, before we could apply the laws

of hydrostatics to atmospheric equilibrium. We had to

learn the relation between the density of an elastic fluid

and the pressure which it supports. In liquids (supposed
incompressible) the two phenomena are mutually indepen-

dent ; whereas, in gases they are inevitably connected : and
herein lies the essential difference between the mechanical
theories of the two fluids. The discovery of this elementary
relation was made about the same time bv Mariotte in
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France and Boyle in England. These illustrious philoso-

phers proved by their experiments that the diifereut

volumes successively occupied by the same gaseous mass
are in an inverse ratio to the different pressures it receives.

This law has since been verified by increasing the joressure

to nearly that of thirty atmospheres ; and it has been
adopted as the basis of the whole Mechanics of gas and
vapours. But we must beware of accepting it as the

mathematical expression of the reality ; for it is evidently

the same thing as regarding elastic fluids as always equally

compressible, however compi-essed they may already be

;

or, conversely, as always equally dilatable, however dilated

they may already be :—suppositions which cannot be inde-

finitely extended. But thus it is, more or less, with all the

laws we have ascertained in our study of nature. They
approximate, within narrow limits, we must suppose, to

the mathematical reality : but they are not that reality

itself, even in the grand instance of gravitation. These
laws are sufficient for our use and guidance ; and that is

all the result that positive science pretends to.

,.^. . Under the law of Mariotte and Boyle, the
Condition OI ,, r- , , • ^^ • i- ^^ • .

the problem theory or atmospheric equilibrium tails into

the department of Rational Mechanics. We
see at once that the air can no more be in a state of real

equilibrium than the ocean ; and so much the further from
it as heat expands air more than water. Yet we must
conceive of the partial equilibrium of a very narrow atmo-
spheric column, to form a just general idea of the mode of

diminution in regard to the density and pressure of the
different strata. Putting aside considerations of heat, and
the small effects of gravitation in such a case, we see that

density and pressure must diminish in a geometrical pro-

gression for altitudes increasing in arithmetical progres-

sion : but this abstract variation is retarded by the
diminishing heat of the loftier atmospheric strata, which
makes each stratum more dense than it would be from its

position. Here, therefore, we are stopped by the inter-

vention of a new element which we do not understand,

—

the law of the vertical variation of atmospheric tempera-
tures—our ignorance of which can be sup])lied only by
inexact and uncertain expedients. Great caution is neces-
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sary in using Bouguer's method of measuring altitudes by
the barometer ; a method very ingenious, but dejiending on
such complex and uncertain conditions, and requiring some-
times so much delay, that it is even preferable, when cir-

cumstances permit, to enter upon a geometrical measure-
ment, which has so greatly the advantage in certainty.

Yet, considered by itself, the method of measurement by
the barometer is valuable for its coutributions to our know-
ledge of the surface reliefs of our ^lobe.

SECTION II.

DYNAMICS.

We have now to consider the laws of notion of gravitat-

ing bodies ; and of Solids, in the first place.

The last elementary notion about gravity,—that of the

necessary proportion between weight and mass,—which
was still wanting to statical barology, was established by
the admirable observation that all bodies in a vacuum fall

thi'ough the same space in the same time. Proceeding
from this, we must examine the discovery of the laws of

motion produced by gravity. We shall find „.

herein, not only the historical origin of

physics, but the most perfect method of philosophizing of

which the science admits. Aristotle observed the natural

acceleration of bodies in their fall ; but he could not
discover the law of the case, for want of the elementary
principles of rational dynamics. His hypothesis, that the
velocity increases in proportion to the sj^ace traversed, was
plausible, till Galileo found the true theory of varied

motions. When Galileo had discovered the law that the
velocity and the space traversed were necessarily propor-
tioned, the one to the time, and the other to its square, he
showed how it could be verified in two ways ; by the
immediate observation of the fall, or by retarding the
descent at will by the aid of a sufficiently inclined plane,

—

allowance being made for the friction. An ingenious in-

strument, which affords a convenient A^erification, was
afterwards offered by Attwood: it retards the descent,
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while leaving it vertical, by compelling a small mass to

move a very large one in that direction.

By this one law of Galileo, all the problems relating to

the motions of falling bodies resolve themselves into ques-

tions of rational dynamics. They, indeed, compelled its

formation, in the seventeenth century ; as, in the eighteenth,

questions of celestial mechanics thoroughly developed it.

In all that relates to the motion of translation of a body
in sjiace, this study is due to Galileo, who established the

theoi'y of the curvilinear motion of projectiles—allowance

being made for the resistance of the air. All attempts,

liowever, to ascertain the effect of this resistance have
hitherto been in vain ; and therefore the study of the real

motion of projectiles is still extremely imperfect.

As for the motions that gravity occasions in bodies that

are not free in space,—the only important case is that of a

body confined to a given curve. It constitutes the problem
of the pendulum, which we have already considered, as the

immortal achievement of Huygheus. Its pi-actical interest,

as the basis of the most perfect chronometry, presented

itself first : but it has besides furnished two general con-

sequences, very essential to the progress of barology.

First, it enabled Newton to verify the proportion of weight
to mass with much more exactness than would have been
possible by the experiment of the fall of bodies in a

vacuum ; and, in the second place, the pendulum has

enabled us, as we saw before, to observe the differences of

the imiversal gravity at different distances from the earth's

centre. It is by the use of this method that we are con-

tinually adding to our knowledge of the measure of gravity

at various points on the globe, and, therefore, of the figure

of the earth.

In these different sections of dynamical barology, solid

bodies are regarded as points—considerations of dimensions

being discarded : but a new order of difficulties arises

when we have to consider the particles of which the body
is really formed. With regard to cases of restricted

motion, as the pendulum, the thing to be done is to find

out under what laws the different points of the body
modify the unequal times of their respective oscillations,

so that the whole may oscillate as one point, real or ideal.
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This law, discovered by Huyghens, and afterwards obtained

by James Bernouilli iu a more scientific manner, easily

transfoi'ms the compound into the simple pendulum, when
the moment of inertia of the body is known. The study

of the pendulum is involved in all the questions of the

dynamics of solids. To give it the last degree of precision,

it is necessary to consider the resistance of the air, though
that resistance is small in comparison with the case of

projectiles. This is done, with ease and certainty, by
comparing theoretical oscillations with real ones exposed

to the resistance of the air ; when, of course, the difference

betweeu the two gives the amount of that resistance.

We have seen enough of the difficulties of y, ,

.

hydrodynamics to understand that the part

of dynamical barology which relates to fluids must still be

very imperfect. In the case of the gases, and especially of

the atmosphere, next to nothing has been attempted, from
the sense of the impi-acticable nature of the inquiry. The
only analysis which has been proceeded with, p ,,. .,

in regard to liquids, is that of their flow by
'

very small orifices in the bottom or sides of a vessel : that

is, the purely linear motion, mathematically presented by
Daniel Bernouilli, in his celebrated hypothesis of the

parallelism of laminae. Its principal result has been to

demonstrate the rule, empirically proposed by Torricelli,

as to the estimate of the velocity of the liquid at the orifice,

as equal to that of a weight falling from the entire height

of the liquid in the vessel. Now, this rule has been recon-

ciled with observation, even on the supposition of an in-

variable level, only by an ingenious fiction, suggested by
the singular phenomenon of the contraction of the liquid

filament. The case of a variable level is scarcely entered

upon yet ; or any which involves the form and size of the

orifice. As for more complex cases,—their theory is yet

entirely in its infancy.^

' The subjects here spoken of by M. Conite have recently received

remarkable elucidation through experiments entered ui)on chietly

by the instrumentality of the " liritish Association for the advance-
ment of Science." There cannot be much liope, in the present
state of our knowledjje, of ascending otherwise than empirically

towards any general law or rules which will either comprehend
phenomena, or be of use in practice.—J. P. N.

I. s
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From this cursory review of Barology we may carry

away some idea of its spirit, and of the progress of which
it admits. Imperfect as our survey has been, we may per-

ceive that this first province of Physics is not only the

purest, but the richest. We may observe in it a character

of rationality, and a degree of co-ordination which we shall

not meet with in other parts of the science. It is because

we look for a consistency and precision almost like those

that we find in astronomy that we consider barology so

imperfect as we do. It has long attained its position of

positivity: there is no one of its subdivisions which is

^ . , . , ^ not at least sketched out : all the general
h^xistino; state j. • • j.- rw j.- t\
^f n^r-^f^rnr means or investigation, Observation, Jiixpen-

ment, and Comparison, have been succes-

sively applied to it ; and thus its future progress depends
only on a more complete harmony between these three

methods, and on a more unifomi and close combination
between the mathematical spirit and the physical.
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CHAPTER III.

THERMOLOGT.

IVTEXT to the phenomena of gravity, those of heat are,

" ^ nnquestionahly, the most universal in the province of

Physics. Throughout the economy of terrestrial nature,

dead or living, the function of heat is as important as that

of gravity, of which it is the chief antagonist. ^ , .
.

The consideration of gravity presides over

the geometrical and meclianical study of bodies : while

that of heat prevails in its turn, Avhen we investigate deeper

modifications, relating to either the state of aggregation or

the composition of molecules : and finally, vitality is sub-

ordinated to it. The intelligent apj^lication of heat consti-

tutes the chief action of man upon nature. Thus, after

harology, thermology is, of all the parts of physics, the

one which most deserves our study.

The earliest scientific observations in thermology are

almost as old as the discoveries of Stevinus and Galileo on

gravity, the invention of the thermometer having taken
place at the beginning of the seventeenth century : but,

owing to the complication of its phenomena, it has always
been far distanced by barology. At the end it i

•

t

of the seventeenth century, the indications

of the thermometer could not be compared, for want of

two fixed points,, the necessity for which was, at that time,

nointed out by Newton. The greatest difference between
the two studies, however, was in their spirit. Wliile philo-

sophers were already inquiring, with regard to weight, what
were its phenomena and their laws, those who were studying

heat were looking for the natui-e of fire, and reducing the

facts of the case to something merely episodical. It was
only at ihe end of the last centurv, that the great discovery

of Black imparted anvthing of a scientific character to

thermology, while barology was almost as much advanced
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as it is now. Our philosophers still entertain some of the

old chimeras ; but now very loosely, and, as they say, to

facilitate the study of the phenomena. The labours of

Fourier, however, must soon establish a thoroughly scientific

method ; and this result cannot but be aided by the fact

that the two great modern hypotheses about the nature of

heat are in direct collision. It is certain that, of all the

provinces of physics, thermology is the nearest to a complete

emancipation from the anti-scientific spirit.

Of all the branches of Physics which admit

Mathematics Mathematical Analysis, this is the one which
exhibits the most sj^ecial application of it.

Barology enters into the province of rational mechanics

;

and so, in a less degree, does acoustics. The analytical

theory of heat now offers a scientific character as satisfac-

tory as that of gravity and sound ; and it may be treated

as a dependency of Abstract Mechanics, without any resort

to chimerical hypotheses. Our present business is, however,
with the purely physical study of Heat.

SECTION I.

MUTUAL THERMOLOGICAL INFLUENCE.

rp ^ ,
.

Physical thermology consists of two parts,

distinct, but nearly connected. The first

relates to the mutual infiueuce of two bodies in altering

their respective temperatures. The second consists in the

study of those alterations : that is, of the modifications or

entire change which the jihysical constitution of bodies

may undergo in consequence of their variations of tempera-
ture, stojjping at the j^oint at which chemistry intervenes,

—that is, where the molecular composition becomes affected.

The first of these consist in the theory of warming and
cooling.

^. , ,^ , , No thermological effect is produced be-
First: Mutual , IT ,P •

1 XT

influence
tween bodies or precisely the same tempera-
ture. The action begins when the tempera-

tures become unequal. The warmer body then raises the

temperature of the cooler ; and the cooler depresses that of
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the warmer, till, sooner or later, tliey reach a common
temperature. Though the final state may usually be at an
unequal distance from the two extremes, action is not, pro-

perly speaking, the less truly equivalent to reaction in a

contrary direction. This case again divides itself into two.

The bodies may act at a distance, greater or smaller ; or

they may be in contact. The first case constitutes what is

called the radiation of heat.

The direct communication of heat between two isolated

bodies was long denied l;>y philosophers, who regarded the

air, or some other medium, as indispensable to the effect.

But there is now no doubt about it ; as thermological

action takes place in a vacuum : and the small density

and conducting power of the air could not account for the

effects observed in the majority of oi'dinary cases. This
action, like that of gravity, extends, no doubt, to all dis-

tances, in conformity to the fundamental approximation
between these two great phenomena, pointed out by Fourier:

for we can conceive of the jilanets of our system as exerting

an appreciable mutual influence in this respect : and it

seems as if the temperature of the whole solar system were
attributable to the thermometrical equilibrium to which
all the parts of the universe ai-e for ever tending.

The first law relating to such an action con-
t> v

sists in its rectilinear propagation. Though Heat
the term radiation has been connected with
untenable hypotheses, we may retain it, provided we care-

fully restrict it to the meaning that it is in a right line

that two points act thermologically on each other. It thus
implies that in placing liodies to prevent this mutual
action between two others, the absorbing body must be
placed in a right line.—-This radiating heat can be reflected

like light, and in conformity with the same rule : and it

undergoes the same refractions as light, with some modifica-

tions.—Another question about this action relates to the

influence of the direction of radiation considered in regard

to the surface of either the warming or the warmed body.
The experiments of Leslie, confirmed by the mathematical
results of the case, have established that, in either case,

the intensity of the action is greater as the rays approach
the perpendicular, and that it varies in j^roportion to the
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sine of the angle that they form with each siarface.—The
last consideration, and the most important, is the difference

of temperatures between the two bodies. When this dift'er-

euce is not very great, the intensity of the action is in

precise proportion to it : but this relation appears to cease

when the temperatures become very unequal.

When the radiation is not direct, but transmitted through
an intermediate body, the conditions just noticed become
complicated with new circumstances relating to the action

of the interposed body. We owe to Saussure a fine series

of experiments—hardly varied enough however,—upon the

effect of a set of ti-ansparent coverings in changing remark-
ably the natural mode of accumulation or dispersion of

heat whether I'adiant or obscure. More recently, M. Melloni

has pointed out an essential distinction between the trans-

mission of heat and that of light, in proving that the most
translucent bodies are not always those through which
heat i^asses most easily ; as was previously supposed,

p _ ,
. It is well for physicists to separate the

bv Contact radiation of heat from its propagation by
contact, for analytical purposes ; but it is

evident that the separation cannot be found in nature. They
are always found in connection, however unequally. Besides
that the atmospliere can hardly be absent, and is always
establishing an equilibrium of heat between bodies that are

apart, it is clear that it is only the state of the surface that
can be determined by radiation. The interior parts, which
have as much to do with the final condition as the surface,

can grow warmer or cooler only by contiguous and gradual
propagation. Thus, no real case can be analysed by the
study of its radiation alone. And again, the action by
contact of two bodies can take place only in those small
portions which are in contact, while the bodies are acting

upon each other by the radiation of all the rest of their

surfaces. Thus, though the two modes of action are really

distinct, the analysis of either is rendered extremely difiicult

by their perpetual coml>iiiation.

Of the three conditions noticed above, relating to the

action exerted at a distance, the only one which applies

equally to the ])roj)agatioii of heat by contact is the differ-

ence of temperatures. The temj^erature of the parts in
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question can have so little inequality, that the law which
makes the action increase in jjroportion to the difference

may be regarded almost as an exact expression of the fact.

As for the law relating to direction, it probably subsists

here too, though we cannot be perfectly assured of it. But
that law which relates to the distance must be totally

changed ; for, on the one hand, the action of the almost con-

tiguous particles cannot be nearly so great as the variations

which we are able to estimate would lead us to suppose

;

and, on the other hand, when we compai'e the various small

intervals between them, the diminution is certainly much
more rapid than in the case of distant bodies.

Whatever may be the mode of the warming and cooling

of respective bodies, the final state which is established

under the laws just noticed is numerically determined by
three essential coefficients, proper to every natural body, as

its specific gravity is in barology.

Under the old term conductibility, two ,, , ^., .,.^

properties were confounded, which J^ouner

separated, giving them the names of penetrability and
jpermeability ; the first signifying that by which heat is

admitted at the surface, or dispersed from it, and the
other that by which the changes at the surface are propa-
gated thi-ough the interior. Permeability p , ...

^

depends altogether on the nature of the body
and its state of aggregation. The differences of bodies in

this respect have always been open to observation ; for

instance, the rapid propagation of heat in metallic bodies

in comparison with coal, which may be burning at one
point and scarcely warm a few inches off, while the heat
rapidly i:)ervades the whole body of metal. It varies with
the physical constitution of bodies, so diminishing in fluids

that even Rumford went so far as to deny jjermeability in

them altogether, ascribing the propagation of heat in them
to interior agitation. This was a mistake ; but permea-
bility is very weak in liquids, and weaker ,, , . , ....

still in gases. As to penetrability, while
^'

partly depending on the state of aggregation of bodies, it

depends much more on the state of their surfaces,—on
colour, polish, and the regularity in which radiation in

various directions can take place, and divers other modifi-
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cations : and it changes in the same surface as it is exposed

to the action of different media.

Strictly speaking, the different degrees of these two
kinds of conductibility cannot affect the final thermological

state of the two bodies, but only the time at which it is

reached. Yet, as real questions often become mere questions

of time, it is clear that if the inequalities are very mai'ked,

they must affect the intensity of the phenomena under
study ; for instance, where the permeability is so feeble

that the requisite interior heat cannot be obtained in time,

but by applying such heat to the surface as will break or

burn it ; in which case, the phenomenon cannot take place
;

or, not within any practicable time. In general, the more
perfect both kinds of conductibility, the better the bodies

will obey the laws of thermological action, at a distance or

in contact. It would therefore be very important to

measure the value of these two coefficients for all bodies

under stvidy : but unhappily such estimates are at present

extremely imperfect. The business was vague enough, of

course, when the two kinds of conductibility were con-

founded ; but Fourier has taught us how to estimate per-

meability directly, and, of course, penetrability indirectly,

by subtracting the permeability from the total of conducti-

bility. But the application of his methods is as yet hardly

initiated.

o -ii , . One consideration, that of specific heat, re-

mains to be noticed, as concurring to regu-

late the results of thermological action. Whether luider

conditions of equal weight, or of equal volume, the different

substances consume distinct quantities of heat to raise

their temperature equally. This property, of which little

was known till the latter half of the last century, depends,

like permeability, only in a less degree, on the physical

constitution of bodies, while it is independent of the state

of their surfaces. It must considerably affect the equalized

temperatui'e common to two bodies, which cannot be equally

different from the primitive temperature of each, if they

differ from each other in the point of their specific heat.

Physicists have achieved a good deal in the estimate of

specific heat. The best method is that of experiment with

the calorimeter, invented by Lavoisier and Laplace, for its
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measui-ement. The quantity of lieat consumed bv any

body at a deteiininate elevation of temperature, is estimated

by the quantity of ice melted by the heat it gives out in its

passage from the highest to the lowest temperature. The
apparatus is so contrived as to isolate the experiment from

all thermological action of the vessel and of the medium

;

and thus the results obtained are as precise as can be

desired.

These are the three coefficients which serve to fix the

final temperatures which result from the thermological

equilibrium of bodies. Till we know more of the laws of

their variations, it is natural to suppose them essentially

uniform and constant : but it would not be rational to

conceive of conductil:)ility as identical in all directions, in

all bodies, however their structure may vary in different

directions ; and specific heat probablv undergoes changes

at extreme temperatures, and especially in the neighbour-

hood of those which determine a new state of aggregation,

as some experiments already seem to indicate. However,
these modifications are still so uncertain and obscure, that

physicists cannot be blamed for not keeping them, at this

day, perpetually in view.

SECTION II.

CONSTITUENT CHANGES BY HEAT.

The second part of thermology is that Second part.
which relates to the alterations caused by Constituent

heat in the physical constitution of bodies. changes by

These alterations are of two kinds ; changes "eat.

of volume, and the production of a new state of aggrega-
tion ; and this is the part of thermology of which we ai'e

least ignorant.

These phenomena are independent of those of warming
and cooling, though they are found together. When we
heat any substance, the elevation of temperature is deter-

mined solely by the portion of heat consumed, the rest of

which (often the greater part), insensible to the thermo-
meter, is absorbed to modify the physical constitution.
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J
, , , , This is what we mean when we say that a

portion of heat has become latent ; a term
which we may retain, though it was originally used in con-

nection with a theory about the nature of heat. This is

the fundamental law discovered by Black, by observation

of the indisputable cases in which a physical modification

takes place without any change of temperature in the

modified body. When the two effects co-exist, it is much
more difficult to analyse and apportion them.

^,, ^^ . Considering first the laws of change of

vol'uine. volume, it is a general truth that every

homogeneous body dilates with heat and
contracts with cold ; and the fact holds good with hetero-

geneous bodies, such as organized tissues especially, in

regard to their constituent parts. There are very few
exceptions to this rule, and those few extend over a very
small portion of the thermometrical scale. The principal

anomaly however being the case of water, it has great
importance in natural history, though not much in abstract
physics, except from the use that philosophers have made
of it to j^rocure an invariable unity of density, always at

command. These anomalies, too rare and restricted to

invalidate any general law, are sufficient to discredit all

a priori explanations of expansions and contractions,

according to which every increase of temperature should
cause an expansion, and every diminution a contraction,

contrai-y to the facts.

Solids dilate less than liquids, under the same elevation

of temperature, and liquids than gases ; and not only
when the same substance passes through the three states,

but also when different substances are employed. The
expansion of solids proceeds, as far as we know, with
perfect uniformity. We know more of the case of liquids,

which is rendered extremely important from its connection
with the true theory of the thermometer, without which
all thermological inquiries would be left in a very dubious
state. Experiments, devised by Dulong and Petit, have
shown that for above three hundred centigrade degrees
the expansion of the mercury follows an exactly uniform
course,—equal increase of volume being prodi;ced by heat
able to melt equal weights of ice at zero. This is the only
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case fully established ; but we have reason to believe that

the rule extends to that of all liquids. The most marked
case of such regularity is that of gases. Not only does

the expansion take place by equal gradations, as usually in

liquids and solids, but it affects all gases alike. Gases
differ from each other, like liquids and solids, in their

density, their specific heat, and their permeability
;
yet

they all dilate uniformly and equally, their volume in-

creasing three-eighths, from the temperature of melting-

ice to tliat of boiling water. Vapours are like gases in this

particular, as in so many others. These are the simple

general laws of the expansion of elastic fluids, discovered

at once by Gay-Lussac at Paris, and Dalton at Manchester.
Next, we have to notice the changes pro- Change in

duced by heat in the state of aggregation of state of

bodies.
'

aggregation.

Solidity and fluidity used to be regarded as absolute

qualities of bodies ; whereas, we now know them to be

relative, and are even certain that all solid bodies might
be rendered fluid if we could apply heat enough, avoiding

chemical alteration. In the converse way, we used to sup-

pose that gases must preserve their elasticity, through all

degrees of cooling and of compression ; whereas Bussy and
Faraday have shown us that most of them easily become
liquid, when they are seized in their nascent state ; and
there is every reason to believe that by a due combination
of cold and pressure, they may be always liquefied, even in

their developed state. Under this view therefore, different

substances are distinguished only by the different parts of

the indefinite thermometrical scale to which their succes-

sive states, solid, liquid, aud gaseous, correspond. But
this simple inequality is an all-important characteristic,

which is not yet thoroughly connected with any other

fundamental quality of each substance. Density is the
relation which is the least obscure and variable,—gases

being in general less dense than liquids, and liquids than
solids. But there are striking exceptions in the second
case, and might be in the first, if we knew more of gases
in regard to compression, and in varied circumstances of

other kinds. As for the three states of the same substance,

there is always, except in some cases of scarce anomaly,
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rarefaction in tlie fusion of solids and in the evaporatio\^

of liquids. All these changes have been brought by the^
illustrious Black under one fundamental law, which is,

both from its importance and its universality, one of the

Law of en- finest discoveries in natviral jihilosophy. It

o-agement and is this : that in the passage from the solid
disengage- to the liquid state, and from that to the
nient or heat,

jraseous, every substance always absorbs a

more or less distinguishable C[uantity of heat, without
raising its temperature ; while the inverse process occasions

a disengagement of heat, precisely correspondent to the

absorption. These disengagements and absorptions of heat

are evidently, after chemical phenomena, the principal

sources of heat and cold. In an experiment of Leslie's, an
evaporation, rendered extremely rapid by artificial means,
has produced the lowest temperatures known. Eminent
natural philosophers have even believed that the heat

which is so abundantly disengaged in most great chemical

combinations could proceed only from the different changes
of state which commonly result from them. But this

opinion, though true in regard to a great number of cases,

has too many exceptions to deal with to become a general

jDrinciple.

y We have now done with physical thermo-
logy. But the laws of the formation and

tension of vapours now form an appendix to it ; and also

of course hygrometry. The theory is, in fact, the necessary

complement of the doctrine of changes of state ; and this

is its proper place.

Before Saussure's time, evaporation was regarded as a

chemical fact, occasioned by the dissolving action of air

upon liquids. He showed that the action of the air was
adverse to evaporation, excei:)t in the case of the renovation

of the atmosphere. The test was found in the formation
of vapour in a restricted space. Saussure found that, in

such a case, with a given time, temperature, and space, the

quantity and elasticity of the vapour wei'e always the

same, whether the space was a vacuum or filled with gas.

The mass and tension of the vapour increased steadily with

the temperature ; Avhereas it appears that no degree of cold

suffices to stop the process entirely, since ice itself produces
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a vapour aj^preciable by very delicate means of observation.

We do not know by what law the increase of temperature

accelerates the evaporation, at least while the liquid remains

below boiling point ; but the variations in elasticity of the

vapour produced have been successfully studied.

One term common to all liquids is the boiling point.

At that point, the rising tension of the vapour formed has

become ecj^ual to the atmospheric pressure ; a fact which
can be ascertained by direct experiment.

Proceeding from this point, Dr. Dalton dis- o/eWlition.
covered the important law that the vapours

of different liquids have tensions always equal between

themselves to temperatures equi-distant from the corre-

sponding boiling points, whatever may be otherwise the

direction of the difference. Thus, the boiling of water

taking place at one hundred degrees, and that of alcohol

at eighty degrees, the two vaj^ours, having at that point

the same tension, equal to the atmospheric pressure, will

then have equal elasticities, superior or inferior to the pre-

ceding, when their two temperatures are made to vary in

the same number of degrees. The many new liquids dis-

covered by chemists since this law was found have all

tended to confirm it. It is very desirable that some
harmony should be discovered between the boiling tem-

j^eratures of different liquids and their other properties

;

but this remains to be done, and these temj^eratures appear

to us entirely incoherent, though there is every reason to

believe that they are not so.

It is evident that this law of Dalton' s simplifies pro-

digiously the inquiry into the variation of the tension of

vapours, according to their temperatures ; since the analysis

of these variations in one instance will serve for all the

rest. The experiments undertaken for this purpose by
Dr. Dalton and his successors have not fully established

the rule of proportion between the tension and the tem-

perature : but an empirical law proposed by Dulong has

thus far answered to the observed phenomena. All a priori

determinations of the law have utterly failed.

The study of hvgrometrical equilibrium .. ^ i

. , • . 1 i"^- .11 HvOTometncal
between moist bodies seems a natural acl-

e(,\{iiiiji-inni.

j unct to the theory of evaporation. Saussure
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and Deluc have wiven us a valuable insti'ument for this

inquirv ; but we know scarcely anythins^ of the laws which
res^ulate the equilibrium of moisture. Prevision, which is

the exact measure of science of every kind, is almost non-

existent in the case of hygrometry. Tlie small part that it

plays in the inorganic departments of nature is, no doubt,

the reason of the little attention that physicists have de-

voted to it : but we shall hereafter find how important is its

share in vital phenomena. According to M. de Blainville,

hygrometrical action constitutes the first degree and ele-

mentary mode of the nv^trition of living bodies, as capil-

larity is the germ of the most simple organic motions.

In this view, the neglect is much to be regretted. It is

one instance among a multitude of the mischiefs arising

from the restricted training of natural philosophers. In
this case, two important studies, which can be accomplished

only by physical inquirers, are neglected, merely because

their chief destination concerns another department of

science.

After this survey, we can form some idea of the charac-

teristics of this fine section of Physics. We see the

rational connection of the different questions comprised
in it ; the degree of perfection which each of them has

attained ; and the gaps which remain to be filled up. A
vast advance was made when, by the genius of Fourier,

the most simple and fundamental phenomena of heat were
attached to an admirable mathematical theorv.

SECTION III.

CONNECTION WITH ANALYSIS.

Thermolofjy This theory relates to the first class of

connected cases,—those in which an equalization of
with Analysi-s. heat takes place between bodies at a distance

or in contact ; and not at all to those in which the

physical constitution is altered by heat. It is only by an
indirect investigation that we can learn how heat, once
introduced into a body from the surface, extends through
its mass, assigning to each point, at any fixed moment, a
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determinate temperature ; or the converse—how this in-

terior heat is dissipated, by a gradual dispersion through
the surface. As direct observation could not help us here,

we must remain in ignorance, if Fourier had not brought
mathematical analysis to the aid of observation, so as to

discover the laws by which these processes take place.

The perfection with which this has been done opens so

wide a field of exploration and application, unites so strictly

the abstract and the concrete, and is so pure an example
of the positive aim and method, that future generations

will probably assign to this achievement of Fourier's the

next place, as a mathematical creation, to the theory of

gravitation. Many contemporaries have hastened into the

new field thus opened ; but most of them have used it

only for analytical exercises which add nothing to our
permanent knowledge ; and perhaps the labours of M.
Duhamel are hitherto the only ones which afford really

any extension of Fourier's theory, by perfecting the analy-

tical representation of thermological phenomena.
According to the plan of this work, we ought not to

quit the limits of natural philosophy to notice any con-

crete considerations of natural history,—the secondary
sciences being only derivatives from the primary. It is

departing from our rule, therefore, to bring forward the

important theory of terrestrial temperatures : yet this

most important and difficult application of mathematical
thermology forms so interesting a part of Fourier's doc-

trine, that I cannot refrain from offering some notice

of it.

SECTION IV.

TERRESTRIAL TEMPERATURES.

Terrestrial
The temperature of each point of our

globe is owing (putting aside local or acci- temperatures,
dental influences) to the action of three

general and permanent causes variously combined : first,

the solar heat, affecting different parts unequally, and
subjected to periodical variations : next, the interior heat

proper to the earth since its formation as a planet : and
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thirdly, the general thermometrical state of the space

occupied by the solar system. The second is the only one

of the three which acts upon all the points of the globe.

The influence of the two others is confined to the surface.

The order in which they have become known to us is that

in which I have placed them. Before Fourier's time, the

whole subject had been so vaguely and carelessly regarded,

that all the phenomena were ascribed to solar heat alone.

It is true, the notion of a central heat was very ancient

;

but this hypothesis, believed in and rejected without suffi-

cient reason, had no scientific consistency,—the question

having never been raised of the effect of this original heat

on the thermological variations at the surface. The theory

of Fourier afforded him mathematical evidence that at the

surface the temperatures would be widely different from
what they are, both in degree and mutual proportion, if

T , . 1 , the globe were not pervaded by a heat of its
Interior heat. °

. , t ^ ,. . i , ,. iown, independent of the action of the sun
;

a heat which tends to disjjersion from the surface, by
radiation towards the planets, though the atmosphere must
considerably retard this disj^ersion. This original heat

contributes very little, in a direct way, to the temperatures

at the surface ; but without it, the solar influence would
be almost wholly lost, in the total mass of the globe ; and
it therefore prevents the periodical variations of tempera-

ture from following other laws than those which result

from the solar influence. Immediately below the surface,

the central heat becomes preponderant, and soonest in the

parts nearest the equator ; and it becomes the sole regu-

lator of temperatures, and in a rigorously uniform manner.

Temperature in proportion to the depth.—As to the third

of the plane- cause, Fourier was the first to conceive of
taiy intervals,

j^^ ^le was wont to give, in a simple and
striking form, the results of his inquiries in the saying

that if tlie earth left a thermometer behind it in any part

of its orbit, the instrument (supposing it protected from
solar influence) could not fall indefinitely : the column
would stop at some point or other, which would indicate

the temperature of the space in which we revolve. This is

one way of saying that the state of the temperatures on
the surface of the globe would be inexplicable, even con-
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sidering the interior heat, if the siirrounding space had
not a determinate temperature differing but little from
that which we should find at the poles, if we could pre-

cisely estimate it. It is remarkable that, of the two new
thermological causes discovered by Fourier, one may be

directly observed at the equator and the other at the

poles ; whilst, for all the intermediate points, our observa-

tion must be guided and interpreted by mathematical
analysis.

New as this difficult inquiry is, our progress in it

depends only on the perfecting of the observations which
Fourier's theory has marked out for us. Wlieu the data

of the problem thus become better known, this theory will

enable us to lay hold of some certain evidences of the

ancient thermological state of our globe, as well as of its

future modifications. We have already learned one fact

of high importance ; that the periodical state of the earth's

surface has become essentially fixed, and cannot undergo
any but imperceptible changes by the continuous cooling

of the interior mass through future ages. This rapid

sketch will suffice to show what a sudden scientific con-

sistency has been given, by the labours of one man of

genius, to this fundamental portion of natural history,

which, before Fourier's time, was made up of vague and
arbitrary opinions, mingled with incomplete and inco-

herent observations, out of which no exact general view
could possibly arise.
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CHAPTEE IV.

ACOUSTICS.

'

I
""HIS science liad to pass, like all the rest,

J- through the theological and metaphy-
sical stages ; but it assumed its positive character about

the same time with Barology, and as completely, though
our knowledge of it is, as yet, very scaiity, in comparison

with what we have learned of gravity. The exact in-

formation which was obtained in the middle of the seven-

teenth century about the elementary mechanical properties

of the atmosphere, opened up a clear conception of the

production and transmission of sonorous vibrations. The
analysis of the phenomena of sound shows us that the

doctrine of vibrations offers the exact expression of an in-

contestable reality. Besides its philosophical interest, and
the direct importance of the j^henomena of Acoustics, this

department of Physics aj^peals to special attention in two
principal relations, arising from its use in perfecting our

fundamental ideas regarding inorganic bodies, and Man
himself.

Relation to -^J studying sonorous vibrations, we obtain

tlie study of some insight into the interior mechanical con-
inorganic stitution of natural bodies, manifested by the
bodies. modifications undergone by the vibratory

motions of their molecules. Acoustics affords the best, if

not the only means for this inquiry ; and the small present

amount of our acquisitions seems to me no reason why we
should not obtain abundant results when the study of

acoustics is more advanced. It has already revealed to us

some delicate properties of natural bodies which could not

have been perceived in any other way. For instance, the

capacity to contract habits,—a faculty which seemed to be-

long exclusively to living beings (I mean the power of con-

tracting fixed dispositions, according to a prolonged series
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of uniform impressions),—is clearly shown to exist, in a

greater or smaller degree, iu inorganic apparatus. By
vibratory motions, also, two mechanical structures, placed
apart, act remarkably upon each other, as in the case of two
clocks placed upon the same pedestal.

On the other hand, acoustics forms a basis

to physiology for the analysis of the two
Ph\'siolo"v

elementary functions which are most impor-
tant to the establishment of social relations,—hearing and
the utterance of sound. Putting aside, in this place, all

the nervous phenomena of the case, it is clear that the in-

quiry rests on a knowledge of the general laws of acoustics,

which regulate the mode of vibration of all auditory apjm-
ratus. It is remarkably so with regard to the production
of the voice,—a phenomenon of the same character with
that of the action of any other sonorous instrument, except

for its extreme complication, through the organic variations

which affect the vocal system. Yet, it is not to physicists

that the study of these two great phenomena belongs. The
anatomists and physiologists ought not to surrender it to

them, but to derive from physics all the ideas necessary for

conducting the research themselves : for physicists are not
prepai'ed with the anatomical data of the problem, nor yet

to supply a sound physiological interpretation of the results

obtained. Science has indeed suffered from the prejudices

which have grown out of the introduction into physics of

superficial theories of hearing and phonation, from physical

inquirers having intruded upon the province of the phy-
siologists.

After Barology, there is no science which
admits of the application of mathematical

Matlieruatics
doctrines and methods so well as Acoustics.

In the most general view, the phenomena of sound
evidently belong to the theory of very minute oscillations

of any system of molecules round a situation of stable

equilibrium ; for, in order to the sound being produced,
there must be an abrupt perturbation in the molecular
equilibrium

; and this transient derangement must be fol-

lowed T)y a quick return to the jDrimitive state. Once pro-

duced, in the body directly shaken, the vibrations may be
transmitted at considerable intervals, by means of an elastic
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medium, by exciting a gradual succession of expansions and
contractions wliicli are in evident analogy with the waves
formed ou the surface of a liquid, and have giveu occasion

to the term sonorous vndulations. In the air, in particular,

so elastic as it is, the vibration must propagate itself, not

only in the direction of the primitive concussion, but in all

directions, in the same degree. The transmitted vibra-

tions, we must observe, are always necessarily isochronal

with the primitive vibrations, though their amplitude may
be widely different.

It is clear from the outset that the science of acoustics

becomes, almost from its origin, subject to the laws of

rational Mechanics. Since the time of Newton, who was
the first to attemj^t to determine the rate of propagation of

sound in the air, acoustics has always been more or less

mixed up with the labovir of geometers to develope abstract

Mechanics. It was from simple considerations of acoustics

that Daniel Bernouilli derived the general principle relat-

ing to the necessary and sej^arate co-existence, or indepen-

dency, of small and various oscillations occasioned at the

same time in any system, by distinct concussions. The
phenomena of sound afford the best realization of that law,

without which it would be impossible to explain the com-
monest phenomenon of acoustics,—the simultaneous exis-

tence of numerous and distinct sounds, such as we are every

moment hearing.

Though the connection of acoiistics with rational Me-
chanics is almost as direct and complete as that of Barology,

this mathematical character is far less manageable in the

one case than the other. The most important questions in

barology are immediately connected with the clearest and
most primitive mechanical theories ; whereas the mathe-
matical study of sonorous vibrations depends on that diffi-

cult and delicate dynamical theory,—the theory of the per-

turbations of equilibrium, and the differential equations

which it furnishes relative to the highest and most imper-

fect part of the integral calculus. Vibratory motion of one

dimension is the only one, even in regard to solids, whose
mathematical theory is complete. Of such motion of three

dimensions we are, as yet, wholly ignorant.

To form any idea of the difficulties of the case, we must
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reinember that vibratory motions must occasion certain

physical modifications of another nature in the molecular

constitution of bodies ; and that these changes, though
affecting the vibratory result, are too minute and transient

to be appreciable. The only attempt that has been made
to analyse such a complication is in the case of the thermo-
logical effects which result from the vibratory motion. La-
place used this case to explain the difference between the

velocity of sound in the air as determined by experiment
and that prescribed by the dynamic formula, which indi-

cated a variation of about one-sixth. This difference is

accounted for by the heat disengaged by the comj^ression

of the atmospheric strata, which must make their elas-

ticity vary in a greater j^roportion than their density,

thereby accelerating the propagation of the vibratory

motion. It is true, a great gap is left here ; since, as it is

impossible to measure this disengagement of heat, we must
assign to it conjecturally the value which compensates for

the difference or the two velocities. But we learn from
this procedure of Laplace the necessity of combining
thermological considerations with the dynamical theory of

vibratory motions. The modification is less marked in the

case of liquids ; and still less in that of solids ; but we are

too far behind with our comparative expei'iments to be able

to judge whether the modification is or is not too incon-

siderable for notice.

Notwithstanding the eminent difiiculties of the mathe-
matical theory of sonorous vibrations, we owe to it such
progress as has yet been made in acoustics. The forma-
tion of the differential equations proper to the jjlienomena

is, independent of their integration, a very important accp;i-

sition, on account of the approximations which mathe-
matical analysis allows between questions, otherwise hetero-

geneous, which lead to similar equations. This fundamental
property, whose value we have so often to recognize, applies

remarkably in the present case ; and especially since the

creation of mathematical thermology, whose principal equa-
tions are strongly analogous to those of vibratory motion.
—This means of investigation is all the more valuable on
account of the difficulties in the way of direct inquiry into

the phenomena of sound. We may decide upon the neces-
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sity of the ii1,in()sj)liei'ic- iiKMlimn for the traiisinissioii of

soiioroua vibrations ; and wc may conceive of the j)ossil)ility

of deterniinin*!- by experiment tlie duration of the propa<fa-

tion, in tlie air, and then t]irou<>h other media ; but the

genera,! laws of the vibrations of sonorous bodies escape

inuntHliate obs(n-vation. Wo should know almost nothing

of ilic wholes case it" ilic malhcmatical theory did not come
in to connect the diJTcrcnt ]>h('nomcna of sound, enabling

us to sul)stitute for direct observation an equivalent ex-

amination of more favourable cases subjected to the same
law. For instance, when the analysis of the problem of

vibraiiug chords has shown us that, other things being

e(pial, the number of oscillations is in inverse })roportion to

the length of the chord, we see that the most rapid vibra-

tions of a very short chord may be counted, since the law
t'nal)les us to direct our attention to very slow vibrations.

The sa.mo substitution is at our command in many cases in

which it is less direi-t. Still, it is to be regretted that the

])rocess ol' ('xp<'riHientaii()n has not been further improved.

Acoustics consists of Ihree parts. We
Divisions. might perhaps say four, including the timbre

(ring or tone) arising from the j)articular

mode of vibration of each restnumt body. This (piality is

so real thati w(> constantly spi>ak- of it, both in daily life and
in natiu'al history: but it would 1k' wandering out of the

de])a.rtment of general physics to inquire what constitutes

tlu^ ring i)r tone peculiar to different bodies, such as stones,

wood, metals, organized tissues, etc., whose properties lie

within the scope of concrete -[^hysics. But, if Ave regard

this (piality as capable of moditicalion. by changes of eir-

ciiius(anc(>s, then we bring it into the domain of acoustics,

and r(>cogni/e its ]U"oper position, tluuigh we know nothing

elsi^ a,bout it. 'I'lial part of the science juvsents a mere
void.

'J^he thre«' parts referrinl to are, first, the mode of propa-

galion of sounds: next, their degree of intensity; and
thirdly, their nuisical tone. Of these departments, the

sci'ond is that of which our lau)wledge is most imperfect.
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SECTION I.

PROPAGATION OP SOUND.

As to the first, the pi'opagation of souucl,

the simplest, most interesting-, and best known
^J ^^Imnd

^""

question is the measurement of the duration,

especially Avhen the atmosphere is the medium. Newtou
enunciated it very simply, apart from all modifying
causes :—that the velocity of sound is that acquired by a
gravitating body falling fronx a height eqiuil to half the

weight of the atmosplu're,—su]>posing the atmosphere
homogeneous. lu an analogous way, we may calcvdate the

velocity of sound in the different gases, according to their

respective densities and elasticities. By this law the speed

of sound in the air must be regarded as independent of

atmosi>heric vicissitudes, since, by Mariotte's rules, the

density and elasticity of the air alw^ays vary in proportion

;

and their mutual relation alone influences the velocity iu

question. Of Laplace's rectification of Newton's formula,

we took notice just now.—One impoi'tant result of this law
is the necessary identity of the velocity of different sounds,

notwithstanding their varying degi'ees of intensity or of

acuteuess. If any inequality existed, we should be able to

establish it, from the irregularity which must take place in

musical intervals at a certain distance.

All mathematical calculations about the VAYvct of at-

velocity of sound suppose the atmosphere to iii()s])lieric

be motionless, except iu regard to the vibra- aj,ntatu)n.

tions under notice, and it is one of the interesting points of

the case to ascertain what effect is produced by agitations

of the air. The result of experiments for this ])urpose is

that, within the limits of the common winds, there is no
perceptible effect on the velocity of sound when the direc-

tion of the atmos})heric current is perpendicular to that iu

which the sound is ])ropagated ; and that when the two
directions coincide, the velocity is slightly accelerated if the

directions agree, and retarded if they are opposed : but the

amount and, of course, the law of this slight perturba-

tion are unknown.—It is only in regard to the air that the

velocity of sound has been effectually studied.
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SECTION II.

INTENSITY OF SOUNDS.

We cannot pretend to be any wiser about

soumfs^
^ ^ *^^® intensity of sounds,—which is the second

j^art of acoustics. Not only have the pheno-

mena never been analysed or estimated, but the labours of

the student have added nothing essential to the results of

popular experience about the influences which regulate the

intensity of sound ; such as the extent of vibrating surfaces,

the distance of the resonant body, and so on. These sub-

jects have therefore no right to figure in our programmes
of physical science ; and to expatiate upon them is to miscon-

ceive the character of science, which can never be anything

else than a special carrying out of universal reason and
experience, and which therefore has for its starting-point

the aggregate of the ideas spontaneously acquired by the

generality of men in regard to the subjects in question.

If we did but attend to this truth, we should simplify our
scientific expositions not a little, by stripping them of a

m.ultitude of superfluous details which only obscure the

additions that science is able to make to the fimdamental
mass of human knowledge.

With regard to the intensity of sound, the only scientific

inquiry,—a very easy one,—which has been accomplished,

relates to the effect of the density of the atmospheric
medium on the force of sounds. Here acoustics confirms

and explains the common observation on the attenuation of

sound in proportion to the rarity of the air, without inform-

ing us whether the weakening of the sound is in exact

proportion to the rarefaction of the medium, as it is natural

to suppose. In my opinion, we know nothing yet of a

matter usually understood to be settled,—the mode of de-

crease of sound, in proportion to the distance of the

sounding body ; as to which science has added nothing to

ordinary experience. It is commonly su2:)posed that the

decrease is in an inverse ratio to the square of the distance.

This would be a very important law if we could establish

it: but it is at present only a conjecture; and I prefer

admitting our ignorance to attemjjting to conceal a scien-
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tific void, by arbitrarily extending to this case the mathe-
matical formula which belongs to gravitation. A natural

prejudice may dispose us to find it again here; but we
have no proof of its presence.

It would be strange if we had any notion of the law of

the case, when we have not yet any fixed ideas as to the

way in which intensity of sound may be estimated ; nor

even as to the exact meaning of the term. We have no
instrument which, can fulfil, with regard to the theory of

sound, the same office as the pendulum and the barometer
with regard to gravity, or the thermometer and electro-

meter with regard to heat and electricity. We do not even

discerii any clear principle by which to conceive of a sono-

meter. While the science is in this state, it is mucli too

soon to hazard any numerical law of the variations in

intensity of sound.

SECTION III.

THEORY OF TONES.

The third department of acoustics,—the

theory of tones,—is by far the most interest-
Tones'^

^

ing and satisfactory to us in its existing state.

The laws which determine the musical nature of different

sounds, that is, their precise degree of acuteness or gravity,

marked by the number of vibrations executed in a given

time, are accurately known only in the elementary case of

a series of linear, even rectilinear, vibrations j^roduced

either in a metallic rod, fixed at one end and free at the

other, or in a column of air filling a very narrow cylindrical

pipe. It is by a combination of experiment and of mathe-
matical theory that this case is understood. It is the most
important for the analysis of the commonest inorganic

instruments, but not for the study of the mechanism of

hearing and utterance. With regard to stretched chords,

the established mathematical theory is that the number of

vibrations in a given time is in the direct ratio of the square

root of the tension of the chord, and in the inverse ratio of

the product of its length by its thickness. In straight and
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homogeneous metallic rods this number is in proportion to

the relation of their thickness to the square of their length.

This essential difference between the laws of these two
kinds of vibrations is owing to the flexibility of the one

sounding body and the rigidity of the other. Observation

pointed it out first, and especially with regard to the effect

of thickness. These laws relate to ordinary vibrations,

which take place transversely ; but there are vibrations in

a longitudinal direction much more acute, which are not

affected by thickness, and in which the difference between
strings and rods disappears, the vibrations varying recipro-

cally to the length ; a result which might be anticipated

from the inextensibility of the string being equivalent to

the rigidity of the rod. A third order of vibrations arises

from the twisting of metallic rods, when the direction be-

comes more or less oblique. It ought to be observed

however that recent experiments have shown that these

three kinds are not radically distinct, as they caii be mutu-
ally transformed by varying the direction in which the

sounds are pi'opagated. As for the sounds yielded by a

slender column of air, the number of vibrations is in inverse

proportion to the length of each column, if the mechanical

state of the air is undisturbed : otherwise, it varies as the

square root of the relation between the elasticity of the air

and its density. Hence it is that changes of temperature
which alter this relation in the same direction have here an
action absolutely inverse to that which they produce on
strings or rods : and thus it is explained by acoustics why
it is impossible, as musicians have always found it, to

maintain through a changing temperature the harmony at

first established between stringed and wind instruments.

Thus far the resonant line has been supposed to vibrate

through its whole length. But if, as usually happens, the

slightest obstacle to the vibrations occurs at any point, the

sound undergoes a radical modification, the law of which
could not have been mathematically discovered, but has

been clearly apprehended by the great acoustic experimen-

talist, Sauveur. He has established that the sound pro-

duced coincides with that which would be yielded by a similar

but shorter chord, equal in length to that of the greatest

common measure between the two parts of the whole string.
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The same discovery explains another fundamental law,

which we owe to the same philosopher,—that of the series

of harmonic sounds which always accompanies the principal

sound of every resonant string, their acuteness increasing

with the natural series of whole numbers ; the truth of

which is easily tested by a delicate ear or by experiment.

The phenomenon is, if not explained, exactly represented

by referring it to the preceding case ; though we cannot
conceive how the spontaneous division of the string takes

place, nor how so many vibratory motions, so nearly simul-

taneous, agree as they do.

These are the laws of simple sounds. Of
the important theory of the composition of of^soimds^^^
sounds we have yet very imperfect notions.

It is supjDosed to be indicated by the experiment of the

musician Tartini, with regard to resulting sounds. He
showed that the precisely simultaneous production of any
two sounds, sufficiently marked and intense, occasions a

single sound, graver than the other two, according to an
invariable and simj^le rule. Interesting as this fact is, it

relates to jDhysiology, and not to acoustics. It is a j^heuo-

menon of the nerves ; a sort of normal hallucination of the

sense of hearing, analogous to optical illusions.

The vibrations of resonant surfaces have exhibited some
curious phenomena to observation, though the mathematical
theory of the case is still in its infancy : and M. Savart's

observations on the vibratory motions of stretched mem-
branes must cast much light on the auditory mechanism,
in I'egard to the effects of degrees of tension, the hygrome-
trical state, etc.

The study of the most general and most complicated
case, that of a mass which vibrates in three dimensions, is

scarcely begun, except with some hollow and regular solids.

Yet this analysis is above all important, as without it it is

clearly impossible to complete the explanation of any real

instrument ; even of those in which the principal sound is

produced by simple lines, the vibrations of which must
always be more or less modified by the masses which are

connected with them. We may say that the state of

acoustics is such that we cannot explain the fundamental
properties of any musical instrument whatever. Daniel
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Bernoiiilli worked at the theory of wind instruments ; a

subject which may apjDear very simple, but which really

requires the highest perfection of the science, even putting

aside those extraordinary effects, far ti'anscending scientific

analysis, which the art of a musician may obtain from any
instrument whatever, and restricting ourselves to influences

which may be clearly defined and durably characterized.

Imperfect as is our review of Acoustics, I hope we now
understand something of its general chai-acter, the impor-

tance of its laws, as far as we know them, the connection of

its parts, the development that they have obtained, and the

intervals which are left void, to be filled uj) by future know-
ledge.
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CHAPTER V.

OPTICS.

THE emancipation of natural jMiilosophy from theological

and metaj^hysical influence has thus far gone on by
means of a succession of partial efforts, each isolated in in-

tention, though all converging to a final end,

amidst the entire unconsciousness of those flypothesis on
, 1 • • .1 j_ -ij_ ^ o( 1 the nature oi

who were brmgmg that result to pass. Such Lio]it.

an incoherence is a valuable evidence of the

force of that instinct which universally characterizes

modern intelligence ; but it is an evil, in as far as it has
retarded and embarrassed and even introduced hesitation

into the course of our libei'ation. No one having hitherto

conceived of the positive philosophy as a whole, and the

conditions of positivity not having been analysed, much
less prescribed, with the modifications appropriate to diffe-

rent orders of researches, it has followed that the founders
of natural philosophy have remained under theological and
metaphysical influences in all departments but the one in

which they were working, even while their own labours

were preparing the overthrow of those influences. It is

certain that no thinker has approached Descartes in the

clearness and completeness with which he apprehended the

true character of modern philosophy ; no one exercised so

intentionally an action so direct, extensive, and effectual on
this transformation, though the action might be transitory;

and no one was so independent of the spirit of his contem-
poraries

;
yet Descartes, who overthrew the whole ancient

philosophy about inorganic phenomena, and the physical

phenomena of the organic, was led away by the tendency of

his age in a contrary direction, when he strove to put new
life into the old theological and metaphysical conceptions of

the moral nature of man. If it was so with Descartes, who
is one of the chief types of the progress of the general de-
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velopment of humanity, we cannot be surprised that men
of a more sj^ecial genius, who have been occupied rather

with the development of science than of the human mind,

should have followed a metaphysical direction in some
matters, while in others not very remote they have mani-
fested the true positive spirit.

These observations are particularly applicable to the philo-

sophical history of Optics,—the department of Physics in

which an imperfect positivism maintains the strongest con-

sistence,—chiefly through the mathematical labours which
are connected with it. The founders of this science are

those who have done most towards laying the foundations

of the Positive Philoso^ihy,—Descartes, Huyghens, and
Newton

;
yet each one of them was led away by the old

spirit of the absolute to create a chimerical hypothesis on
the nature of light. That Newton should have done this

is the most remarkable, considering how his doctrine of

gravitation had raised the conception of modern philosophy

above the point at which Descartes had left it, by estab-

lishing the radical inanity of all research into the nature

and mode of production of phenomena, and by showing
that the great end of scientific effort is the reduction of a

system of i3articular facts to one singular and general fact.

Newton himself, whose favourite saying was, " O ! Physics,

beware of Metaphysics !
" allowed himself to be seduced by

old habits of philosophizing to personify light as a sub-

stance distinct from and independent of the luminous
body : a conception as metaphysical as it would have been

to imagine gravity to have an existence separate from that

of the gravitating body.

After what has been said about the philosophical theory

of hypotheses, there can be no occasion to expose the ficti-

tious character of the respective doctrines of philosophers

on the nature of light. Each one has exposed the unten-

ableness of those of others ; and each explorer has confined

himself to the evidence which favovxred his own conception.

Euler brought fatal objections against the doctrine of emis-

sion
;

yet, at the present day, our instructors conceal the

fact that the advocates of the emission doctrine have offered

equally fatal objections to that of undulations. To take the

most simple instance—Has the fact of i)ropagation in all
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directions, characteristic of the vibratory motion, ever been
reconciled with the common phenomenon of ni<?ht ; that is,

of darkness produced by the interposition of an opaque
body ? Does not the fundamental objection of the New-
tonians about this matter hold its ground against the sys-

tem of Descartes and Huyghens, untouched at this hour as

it was above a century ago, after all the subterfuges that

have been in use ever since ? The case is made clearer by
the fact that there are phenomena which the two theories

will suit equally well. If the laws of reflection and refrac-

tion issue with equal ease from the hypotheses of emission
and undulation, it is pretty clear that our business is with
the laws, and not with the hypotheses. The mathematical
labours expended on the opposite theories will not have
been thrown away ; they will show, in a veiy short time,

that the analytical apparatus is no certain instrument of

truth, as it has served the purpose of both hypotheses
equally well ; as it would, quite as easily, of many others,

if the progress of positivity was not excluding, more and
more, this vicious method of philosophizing. It is true, the
most enlightened advocates of both systems are ready to

give up the reality of emission and of imdulation, and hold
to them only as a matter of logical convenience,—as a rally-

ing-point of ideas. But if we can pass from the one hypo-
thesis to the other without affecting the science at all, it is

clear that such an artifice is needless. We must admit, as
we before said, that the combination of scientific ideas
would be extremely difficult to minds trained under the
prevalent habits of thought, if they were suddenly deprived
of such a mode of connection as they here contend for ; but
it is not the less true that the next generation of scientific

thinkers would combine their ideas more easily, and much
more perfectly, if they Avere trained to regard directly the
relations of phenomena, without being troubled by artifices

like these, which only obscure scientific realities.

The history of Optics, regarded as a whole, seems to
show that these hypotheses have not sensibly aided the
progress of the theory of light, since all our important
acquisitions have been entirely independent of them. This
is true not only of the laws of reflection and refraction,

which were discovered before these hypotheses were created.
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but with regard to all the other leading truths of Optics.

The hypothesis of emission no moi'e suggested to Newton
the notion of the unequal refrangibilitj of the different

colours, than that of undulation disclosed to Huyghens the

law of double refraction proper to certain substances.

Grreat discoverers like these observe a connection of facts,

and then create a hypothesis to account for the connection
;

and then those who come after them conclude that the

chimerical conceptions must be inseparable from the im-

mortal discoveries. There is a use, as I have before

asserted, in these imaginaiy conceptions, which, in regard

to their one function, are indispensable. They serve,

transiently, to develope the scientific spirit by carrying us

over from the metaphysical to the positive system. They
can do this and nothing more, and they accomplished their

task some time ago. Their action can henceforth be only

injurious, and especially in the case of Optics, as any one
may see who will inquire into the state of this science,

—

particularly since the almost universal adoption of the im-

dulatory in the place of the emissive system.

Excessive ten- One more error must be noticed before we
dency to sys- leave the subject of the unscientific pursuit
teniatize. ^f Optics. Some enlightened students ima-
gine that the science acquires a satisfactoi-y rationality by
being attached to the fundamental laws of universal

mechanics. The emission doctrine, if it means anything,

must suppose luminous phenomena to be in analogy with
those of ordinary motion ; and if the doctrine of undulation

means anything, it means that the phenomena of light and
sound are alike in their vibratory agitation ; and thus the

one party likens optics to barology and the other to

acoustics. But not only is nothing gained by the svipposi-

tion, but if either was the case, there would be no room for

imagination or for argument. The connection would be at

once apparent to all eyes on the simple view of the pheno-

mena. Such a reference of phenomena to those general

laws has never been a matter of question or of conjecture.

The only difficulty has been to know those laws well enough
to admit of the application. No one doubted the mechanical
nature of the principal effects of gravity and sound long

before the progress of rational dynamics admitted of their
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exact analysis. The application powerfully tended, as we
have seen, to the perfecting of barology and acoustics ; but
this was precisely because there was nothing forced or

hypothetical about it. It is otherwise with Optics. Not-

withstanding all arbitrary suppositions, the phenomena of

light will always constitute a category siii goieris, necessarily

irreducible to any other : a light will be for ever hetero-

geneous to a motion or a sound.

Again, physiological considerations discredit this con-

fusion of ideas, by the characteristics which distinguish the

sense of sight from those of hearing, and of touch or pres-

sure. If we could abolish such distinctions as these by
gratuitous hypotheses, there is no saying where we should

stop in our wanderings. A chemical 2:)hilosoi>her might
make a type of the senses of taste and smell, aiad proceed

to explain colours and tones by likening them to flavours

and scents. It does not require a wilder imagination to do
this, than to issue as a supposition, now become classical,

that sounds and colours are radically alike. It is much
better to leave such a pursuit of scientific unity, and
to admit that the categories of hetereogeneous phenomena
are more numerous than a vicious systematizing tendency
would suppose. Natural philosophy would no doubt be
more perfect if it were otherwise ; but co-ordination is of

no use unless it rests on real and fundamental assimilation.

—Physicists must then abstain from fancifidly connecting

the phenomena of light and those of motion. All that

Optics can admit of mathematical treatment is with rela-

tion, not to mechanics, but to geometry, which is eminently

applicable to it, from the evidently geometrical character of

the principal laws of light. The only case in which we can
conceive of a direct application of analysis is in certain

optical researches in which observation would immediately
furnish some numerical relations : and in no case must the

positive study of light give place to a dynamical analysis.

These are the two directions in which geometers may aid

the progress of Optical science, which they have only too

effectually impeded l)y prolonging the influence of anti-

scientific hypotheses through inappropriate and ill-conceived

analyses.

The genius of Fourier released us from the necessity of

I. u
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applying the doctrine of hypotheses, as previously laid

down, to the case of thermology : and neither barology nor

acoustics required it. As to electrology, there are abun-

dance of chimerical conceptions preponderant in that depart-

ment : but their absurdities are so obvious, that almost all

their advocates acknowledge them. It is in Optics that

the plausibility and consistence of such chimeras give

them the most importance ; and I have therefore chosen

that department as the ground on which they should be

judged.

We will now pass from these useless hypotheses to the

real knowledge that we are in possession of about the

. . theory of light. The whole of Optics is

OiiYicT"^
^ naturally divided into four departments, as

light, whether homogeneous or coloured, is

direct, reflected, refracted, or diifracted. These elementary

effects usually co-exist in ordinary phenomena ; but they

are distinct, and must therefore be sejiarately considered.

These four parts comprehend all optical phenomena which
are rigorously universal ; but we must add, as an indispens-

able complement, two other sections, relating to double

refraction and polarization. These orders of phenomena
are pi'oper to certain bodies ; but, besides that they are a

remarkable modification of fundamental phenomena, they

appear in more and more bodies, as the study proceeds, and
their conditions refer more to general circumstances of

structure than to incidents of substance. For these reasons

they ought to be exactly analysed. As for the rest, it is not

our business to classify the application of these six depart-

ments either to natural historv, as in the

niatterr*^
beautiful Newtonian theory of the rainbow,

or to the arts, as in the analysis of optical

instruments. These applications serve as the best measure
of the degree of perfection of the science ; but they do not

enter into the field of optical philosophy, with which alone

we are concerned.

For the same reasons which have led us to

visfon^
^ condemn theories of hearing and utterance,

in connection with Physics, we must now
refuse to include am.oni^ optical phenomena the theory of

vision, which certainly belongs to jihysiology, When phy-
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sicists undertake the study of it, they bring only one of the

special qualifications necessary, being otherwise on a level

with the multitude ; and, however important their one
qualification may be, it cannot fulfil all the conditions. It

is in consequence of so many conditions being unfulfilled,

that the explanations hitherto offered have been so incom-
plete, and therefore illusory. There is scarcely a single

law of vision which can be regarded as established on
a sound basis, even where the simplest and commonest
phenomena are in question. The elementary faculty of

seeing distinctly at unequal distances remains without any
satisfactory explanation, though physicists have attempted
to refer it to almost every part of the ocular apparatus in

succession. This humbling ignorance is no doubt owing
to scientific men, both physiologists and physicists, having
left the theory of sensations in the hands of the metaphy-
sicians, who have got nothing out of it but some deceptive

ideology : but before this time we should have approached
to something like positive solutions, but for the liad

organization of scientific labour among us. If, from the
time of these questions beginning to assume a positive

character, anatomists and physiologists had occupied them-
selves with a theory of vision grounded on the materials
furnished by Optical science, instead of looking to physi-
cists for solutions which they could not furnish, our con-

dition in regard to this important subject would be some-
what less deplorable than it is.

Another study which must be excluded
-f, r

from Optics, and from all natural philosophy,
louToHjoflies

is the theory of the colour of bodies. I need
not explain that I am not referring to the admirable
Newtonian experiments on the decomposition of light,

which have supplied a fundamental idea, common to all

the departments of Optics. I refer to the attempts made
to ascertain, now through the theory of emission, and now
through that of undulation, the inexplicable primitive
phenomenon of the elementary colour proper to every
substance. The so-called explanations, about the supposed
faculty of reflecting or transmitting such and such a kind
of rays, or of exciting such and such an order of ethereal

vibrations, -in virtue of certain supposed arrangements of
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the molecules, are more difficult to conceive thau the fact

itself, and are, in truth, as absurd as the explanations that

Molicre puts into the mouth of his metaphysical doctors. It

is lamentable that we should have such comments to make
in these days. Nobody now tries to exj^lain the specific

gravity proper to any substance or structure : and why
should we attempt it with regard to specific colour, which
is quite as primitive an attribute ?—In physiology, the

consideration of colours is of high importance, in connection

with the theory of vision ; and in natural history, it may
prove a useful means of classification : but, in optics, the

object of the true theory of colours is mei'ely to perfect the

analysis of light, so as to estimate the influence of structure

or other circumstance upon transmitted or reflected colour,

without entering into the causes of specific colouring. The
field of inquiry is vast enough, without any such illusory

research as this.

SECTION I.

STUDY OF DIRECT LIGHT.

„ ,. . The first department is that of Optics,

proj^erly so called, or the study of direct light.

This and catoptrics are the only part of the science culti-

vated by the ancients ; but this braiich is as old as the

knowledge of the law of the rectilinear propagation of light

in every homogeneous medium. This primary law malces

purely geometrical questions of problems relating to the

theory of shadows
;
questions difficult to manage in many

cases, but not in the most imjjortant,—those of very distant

luminous bodies, or bodies of extremely small dimensions.

The theory depends, both for the shadow and the penumbra,
on the determination of an extensible surface, circumscribed

at once by the luminous and tlie illuminated body.—What-
ever its real antiquity may be, this first part of Optics is

still very imperfect, regarded from the second point of

. r . • view ; that is, with regard to the laws of

the intensity of light, or what is called pho-

tometry. Important as it is to have a clear knowledge, our

notions are as yet either vague or j^recarious as to how the
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intensity of light is modified by such circumstances as its

direction, whether emergent or incident ; its distance ; its

absorption by the medium ; and, finally, its colour.

We are met by a grand difiiculty at the pi, <.

outset. We have no photometrical instru-

ments that can be depended on for enabling us to verify

oiir conjeet^^res on the different modes of gradation of light.

All our photometers rest on a sort of vicious circle, being
devised in accordance with the laws which they are destined

to verify, and generally according to the most doubtful of

all, in virtue of its metaphysical origin,—that which relates

to distance. We have called light an emanation ; have
calculated its intensity by the square of its distance ; and
then, Avithout confirming this conjecture by any experiment
whatever, we have proceeded to found the whole of photo-

metry upon it. And when this conjecture was replaced by
that of undulations, we accepted the same j^hotometry,

neglecting the consideration that it must require revision

from its very basis. It is clear what our jireseut photo-

metry must be, after such treatment as this. The law
relating to direction, in the ratio of the sine of the angle of

emergence or of incidence, is no better demonsti'ated than
that of distance, though it comes from a less suspicious

source. It has nothing about it at present like Fourier's

labours on radiating heat ; and yet it seems as if it would
admit of an analogous mathematical elaboration. The only

part of photometry which has, as yet, any scientific con-

sistency is the mathematical theory of gradual absorption

of light by any medium. Bouguer and Lambert have given

us some interesting knowledge about this : but even here

we are on unstable ground, for want of precise and unques-
tionable experiments. Again, the photometrical influence

of colour has been the subject of some exact observations
;

but we are not yet in possession of general and precise con-

clusions, unless it be the fixing of the maximum of bright-

ness in the middle of the solar spectrum. Thus, to sum up,

in this first, oldest, and simjilest department of optics, phi-

losophers have scarcely outstripped popular observation,

—

leaving out what belongs to geometry, and the measurement
of the velocity of the propagation of light, which is fur-

nished by astronomy.
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SECTION II.

CATOPTEICS.

It is otherwise with regard to catoptrics, and yet more,

dioptrics, if we discard questions about the first causes of

reflection and refraction. Scientific studies have largely

extended and perfected universal ideas about those two
orders of general phenomena ; and the varied effects be-

longing to them are now referred with great precision to a

very small number of uniform laws, of remarkable sim-

plicity.

The fundamental law of catoptrics, well

reff&etioiT
° known by the ancients, and abundantly con-

firmed by experiment, is that whatever may
be the form and nature of the reflecting body, and the

colour and intensity of the light, the angle of reflection is

always equal to the angle of incidence, and in the same
normal plane. Under this law, the analysis of the effects

produced by all kinds of mirrors is reduced to simple

geometrical problems, which might, it is true, involve some
long and difficult calculations, according to the forms of

some bodies, if it were not usually sufficient to examine the

simple forms of the plane, the sphere, and, at most, the

circular cylinder. If we pretended to absolute precision

in the analysis of images, we might encounter considerable

geometrical difficulties : but this is not necessary. This
analysis depends, in general, mathematically speaking, on
the theory of caustic curves, created by Tschirnhavisen. But
even in the application of this theory, some conjectures are

hazarded ; and the want of direct and exact experiments, and
the uncertainty which attends almost all the parts of the

theory of vision, prevent our depending too securely on the

reality of the remote results of any general principle that

we can yet employ.

. , Every luminous reflection upon any body
Law ot absorp- i.- -ii i 1- £
tion not found ""''I'^tever is accompanied by an absorption or

more or less, but always of a great part of

the incident light ; and this gives rise to a second interest-

ing question in cato^jtrics. But our knowledge about it
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amounts to very little, from our backwardness in photo-

metry ; so that we have not yet laid hold of any law. We
do not know whether the loss is the same in all cases of

incidence : nor whether it is connected with the degree of

brightness : nor what is the influence of colour upon it

:

nor whether its variations in different reflecting bodies are

in harmony with other sj^ecific, and especially optical

characters. These questions are not only untouched : they
have never been proposed. All that we know is simj>ly

that the absorption of light appears to be always greater

(but to what degree we are ignorant) by reflection than by
transmission. From this has resulted, in recent times, the

use of lenticular beacons, introduced by Fresnel.

A more advanced kind of inquiry belongs to the study of

transj^areut substances ; but here, again, the laws are ill

understood. In these bodies, reflection accompanies refrac-

tion, and we have the opportunity of inquiring by what
laws, general or special, the division between transmitted

and reflected light takes place. We only know that the

last is more abundant in proportion as the incidence is

more oblique ; and that reflection begins to become total

from a certain inclination proper to each substance, and
measured exactly with regard to several bodies. The incli-

nation appears to be less in proportion as the substance is

more refracting : but the supposed law of the case is con-

nected with chance conjectures upon the nature of light,

and requires to be substantiated by direct experiment.

SECTION III.

DIOPTRICS.

Of all the departments of Optics, dioptrics is at present
the richest in certain and exact knowledge, reduced to a few
simple laws, embracing a large variety of phenomena. The
fundamental law of refraction was wholly ,, , ,

1 X .1 • , T T 1 Citreat law ofunknown to the ancients, and was discovered
i-gfraction

at the same time, under two distinct and
equivalent forms, by Snellius and Descartes. It consistsi

of the constant proportion of the sines of the angles that
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the refracted ray and the incident ray, always contained in

the same normal plane, form with the perpendicular to the

refracting surface, in whatever direction the refraction may
be. The fixed relation of these two sines, when the light

passes from a vacuum into any medium whatever, consti-

tutes the most important optical coefficient of every natural

body, and holds a real rank in the aggregate of its physical

characteristics. The philosophers have laboured at its

determination with much care and success, by ingenious

and exact processes : they have prepared very extensive

tables, which may rival, as to precision, our tables of

specific gi-avity—the uncertainty not exceeding a hundredth
part of the numerical value of the refracting power. If

the light passes from one medium to another, the relation

of the refraction depends on the nature of both : but in

every case, the inverse passage gives it always a precisely

reciprocal value; as experiment has constantly shown.
Again, while a body undergoes no chemical change, and
becomes only more or less dense, the relation of refraction

which belongs to it varies in proportion to the specific

gravity ; as may be easily shown, especially with regard to

liquids, and yet more to gases, in which we can so exten-

sively modify density by temperature and pressure. This
is why philosophers have adopted, in preference to the

proper relation of refraction, its quotient by the density,

which they have named refracting power ; in order to obtain

more fixed and specific characters in the dioptric com-
parison of different substances. There is substantial ground
for this distinction, though its origin was suspicious. But
it must be observed that the refracting power varies when
the substance does not undergo any chemical change, but
passes, as we have seen in the case of water, through diffe-

rent states of aggregation. These variations in the refract-

ing power have given occasion to conflicts between the

advocates of the two hypothetical systems,—each of which
requires an invariability in the refracting power which we
do not know to exist : and the difficulty of sej^arating what
is really established from what they require is one of the

mischievous consequences of anti-scientific hypotheses, and
one which may well render the acitual character of the

science itself doubtful to impartial minds.
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Newton's discoveries of the unequal re- Newton's dis-

frangibility of the different elementary coveries on

colours form an indispensable complement elementary

of the law of refraction. From the fact of colours,

the decomposition of light in a prism, it clearly follows

that the relation of the sine of incidence, though constant

for each colour, varies in the different portions of the solar

spectrum. The total increase which it undergoes from the

red rays to the violet measures the disjjersion proper to each
substance, and must complete the determination of its re-

fracting power in the common tables, where only the mean
refraction can be inserted. This estimate constitutes, from
its minuteness, one of the most delicate ojierations of optics,

and does not admit of so much exactness as that of the re-

fracting action properly so called, especially in bodies which
bend the light but little, as the gases ; but it is ascertained

for a considerable number of substances, solid or liquid.

In comparing the changes of the dispersive power as we
pass from one body to another, we discover that the varia-

tions are not, as Newton supposed, in proportion to the re-

fracting power : and indeed we find, in more than one case,

that the light is least dispersed by substances which refract

it most. The discovery of this discrepancy between two
qualities which appear to be analogous was made by
Dollond, about the middle of the last century. It is an
idea of high importance in Optics, as it indicates the possi-

bility of achromatism by the compensation of the opposite

action pertaining to two different substances which, with-

out that, could not cease to disperse the light but by ceas-

ing to bend it.

The laws of refraction show us that there can be none
but purely geometrical difficulties in the analysis of the
effects of homogeneous media wpon the light which traverses

them. The great complication which might arise from the
form of the refracting body is diminished in ordinary cases

by our satisfying ourselves with plane, spherical, or cylin-

drical surfaces : but we should yet find the inquiry embar-
rassing, and especially in regard to the dispersion, if we
did not confine it to an approximate estimate of the few
commonest circumstances.
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SECTION IV.

DIFFRACTION.

The modification called diffraction lias now become one

of the essential parts of Optics. It was entered upon by
Grimaldi and Newton, advanced by the researches of Dr.

Young, and completed by those of Fresnel. It consists of

the deviation, always accomj^anied by a more or less marked
dispersion, that light undergoes, in passing close by the

edges of any body or opening. Its simplest way of mani-
festing itself is by the unequal and variously-coloured

fringes, some exterior and some interior, which surround
the shadows produced in a darkened room. The famous
general principle of interferences, discovered by Dr. Young,
is the most important idea connected with this theory. It

was not appreciated, remarkable as it is, till Fresnel made
use of it to explain several interesting phenomena, diflB.-

cult to analyse ; and, among others, the celebrated pheno-
menon of the coloured rings, which were by no means
fully accounted for by Newton's admirable efforts. The
law of interferences is this : that when two luminous
cones emanate from the same point, and follow, for any
reason, two distinct courses, but little inclined towards
each other, the intensities proper to the two lights neu-

tralize and augment each other alternately, increasing by
equal and minute degrees, the value of which is deter-

mined, the difference in length between the entire paths

traversed by the two cones. It is a j^ity that this im-

portant principle should have suffered, like the rest, from
being implicated with chimerical conceptions on the nature

of light.

We have done all that the nature of this Work admits,

in regard to Optics ; and we must pass over the subjects of

the double refraction projier to various crystals, the general

law of which was discovered by Huygheus. We must also

omit the phenomena of polarization, disclosed by Malus.

In what I have brought forward, I hope that, while I have

pointed out the gaps in this science, of which we are too
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little conscious at present, I have also placed in a clear

light the great and numerous results obtained during the

last two centuries, notwithstanding the disastrous prepon-

derance of vain hypotheses about the nature of light over

the spirit of rational experimentation.
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CHAPTER VI.

ELECTROLOGY.

y..
'

I
"HIS last branch of Physics, relating as it

J- does to the most complex and least

manifest phenomena, could not be developed till after the

I'est. The electrical machine indeed is as old as the air-

jjump ; but it was not till a century later that the study
assumed a scientific character, through the distinction of

the two electricities, Muschenbroek's experiments with the

Leyden "jar, and then through Franklin's great meteoro-
logical discovery, which was the first manifestation of the

influence of electricity in the general system of nature. Up
to that time, the isolated observations of philosophers had
only suggested the character of generality inherent in this

part of Physics, as in all others, by continually adding to

the number of substances susceptible of electrical pheno-
mena : and it was not till the end of the last century that

this department of Physics presented anything like the

rational character which belongs to the others. It is owing
to the labours of Coulomb that it takes its place, and still

an inferior place, with the rest.

C d'tion
^*^ other science offers so great a variety

of curious and important phenomena ; but
facts do not constitute science, though they are its founda-
tion and material. Science consists in the systematizing
of facts under established general laws : and, regarded in

this way, Electrology is the least advanced of all the

branches of Physics, imperfect as they all are. In the ab-

^ ,

.

sence of ascertained laws, arbitrary hypo-

hvpotheses thesis has run riot. The simple confidence

with which students have explained all

phenomena by endowing imaginary fluids with new pro-

perties for every fresh occurrence, reminds us of the old

metaphysical explanations,—the ancient entities being
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merely replaced by supposed fluids. But the delusion is

less mischievous here than in Optics, where the arbitrary

conjectures are closely connected with real laws, and share

their imposing character. In electrology the hypotheses,

standing alone, exhibit their barrenness ; and everybody

can see that they have borne no share in the great dis-

coveries of the last half-century, though the discoveries,

once made, have been afterwards attached to the hypo-
theses. Most people regard them now as a sort of

mnemonic apparatus, useful for connecting facts in the

memory, though originally designed for a very different

purpose. They are a bad apparatus for even this object,

which would be much better answered by a system of

scientific formulas esjiecially adapted to that use. And,
though less mischievous than in Optics, hypotheses of this

order do harm in electrology, as everywhere else, by con-

cealing from most minds the real needs of the science. It

should be remembered, moreover, that anti-scientific action

like this extends its inflvience over the succeeding and more
complex sciences, which, on account of their greater difli-

culty, require the severest method, the type of which will

naturally be looked for in the antecedent sciences. It is a
serious injury to transmit to them a radically vicious model.
While physicists are using these hypotheses as having
avowedly no intrinsic reality, their very use leads students

of the successive sciences, and especially physiologists, to

consider them the very sublimity of physics, and to proceed
to take them for the bases of their own labours. We see

how the notion of magnetic and electric fluids tends to

confirm that of a nervous fluid, and to encourage wild
dreams about the nature of what is called animal mag-
netism, in which even eminent physicists have shared.

Such consequences show how a study which is naturalh'

favourable to the positive development of human intelli-

gence may, by vicious methods of philosophizing, become
fatal to our understandings.

From the complex nature of the pheno- p ,
,•

mena, there can be but little application of Mathematics
mathematics in electrology. It has as yet

borne only a small share in the progress of the science

:

but it is as well to point out the two ways,—the one
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illusory, the other real,—iu which the application of mathe-
matics has been attempted.

Those who have occupied themselves with

aDolication
imaginary fluids as the causes of electrical

and magnetic phenomena, have transferred

the general laws of rational mechanics to the mutual action

of their molecules ; thus making the body under notice a

mere stibstratum, necessary for the manifestation of the

phenomenon, but unconcerned in its production ; with

which office the fluid is charged. It is clear that mathe-
matical labours so baseless can serve no other purpose than

that of analytical exercise, without adding a

cation
^^ particle to our knowledge. In the other case,

—of a sound application,—the mathematical
process has been based on some general and elementary

laws, established by experiment, according to which the

study of phenomena proper to the bodies themselves has

been pursued,—all chimerical hypotheses being discarded.

This is the character of the able researches of M. Ampere
and his successors, on the mathematical investigation of

electro-magnetic phenomena, in which the laws of abstract

dynamics have been efficaciously applied to certain cases of

mutual action between electric conductors or magnets.
In examining the j^rincipal parts of electrology, we must

exclude all that belongs to the chemical or physiological in-

fluence of electricity, and all connection of electricity with

concrete physics ; and especially with meteorology.

-,^. . . Thus limited to the physical and abstract,

electrology at present comprehends three

orders of researches. The first relates to the production,

manifestation, and measui'ement of electrical phenomena

:

the second, to the comparison of the electric state proper

to the different parts of the same mass, or to difiierent con-

tiguous bodies : the third, to the laws of the motions which
result from electrization : we may add, as a fourth head,

the application of the results under the other three to the

special study of magnetic phenomena, which can never

henceforth be separated from them.
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SECTION I.

ELECTRIC PRODUCTION.

The sum of our observations leads us to regard the elec-

tric condition of bodies as being, more or less evidently, an
invariable consequence of almost all the modifications they
can undei'go : but the chief causes of elec-

trization offer themselves, in the order of [iSon
their power and scientific importance, thus :

chemical compositions and decompositions : variations of

temperature : friction : pressure : and, finally, simple con-

tact. This distribution differs widely from that first indi-

cated by inquiry,—fi'iction being long supposed the only,

and then the most powerful means of producing the electric

condition. The comparison of means is very far from being
exhausted ; \mt we may be assured that the order sj^ecified

above will never be radically changed.

There is no doubt that chemical actions

are the most general sources of electricity, as tion™^^^
^^

well as the most abundant ; as they are with
regard to Heat. In the most powerful electrical apparatus,
and especially in the Voltaic pile, the chemical action, which
at first passed unnoticed, is now recognized, thanks to the
labours of Wollaston and others, as the principal source of
electrization, which becomes indeed almost insensible when
care is taken to exclude chemical action.—After this, the
next most powerful cause is thermological

action, though, till recently, it was recognized
Jction"^^"^^"^^^

only in the single case of heated tourmalin.

We now know that marked differences of temperature be-
tween consecutive bars of different kinds, whether homo-
geneous or otherwise in the particular case, suffice to induce
a marked electrical condition, the more intense as the
elements are more numerous,—the thermometrical condi-

tions remaining the same.—These two causes are so jiower-

ful, and so difiicult to exclude, that the estimate of the
others bec(mies a very delicate matter. It is difficult to
determine how much influence to ascribe to any cause after

these two, while yet they are almost unavoidably present.
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T^ . .. Thus, even about friction, which used to be
Jriction. \ , „ 1

...
regarded as so poweriul a cause, it is now

doubtful whether the friction itself has any influence, and
whether the electrization is not due to the thermometrical,

and even the chemical effects which always accompany
friction, but which used to be altogether overlooked in this

instance.

y. The case is nearly the same with Pressure,

the electric influence of which however is, if

less marked, more unquestionable, from our being able to

isolate it more. But the remark is above all applicable to

the production of the electric state by the simple contact of

p, , , heterogeneous bodies. It was by this con-

tact that Volta brought out the power of

his wonderful instrument, while it is well known now that

chemical action bears a chief part in it, and that contact

contributes to it in only a secondary manner, if even it be
not altogether doubtful.

-^,, Besides these leading causes of electriza-
Other causes. ^

.

,

,

^
t .

, ,

tioa, there are many less important,—as

changes in the mode of aggregation, the fusion of solids,

and the evaporation of liquids. Even simple motion
sufiices, under special conditions, to induce an electric

state, as M. Arago has shovm in the experiment of the in-

fluence of the rotation of a metallic disc upon a magnetized
needle, near but not contiguous. Our philosophers how-
ever must beware of passing into the other extreme from
that with which they justly rej^roach their predecessors.

It is, no doubt, prejudicial to electrology to neglect all

sources of electrization but the most conspicuous : but it

may be not less so to carry analysis too far, and see causes

of electrization in all sorts of minute phenomena.^

I

, .
,

A special instrument, or class of instru-

ments, naturally corresponds to each of the

general modes of electrization, in order to realize the most
favourable conditions for the production and sujjport of the

electric state. However important these may be, it is clear

that we cannot here enter upon the consideration of them.

' In this paragraph, M. Comte alludes to the now most fertile,

but when he wrote, the coiiii)aratively unknown subject of the
development of Electricity by Induction.—J. 1*. N.
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But we must uot pass ovei" the instruments invented

for the manifestation and measurement of the electric con-

dition,—the electroscojie and the electrometer. The most
eminent philosophers have always attached the highest im-

l>ortance to the perfecting of these instruments, in the

invention of which real genius has often been exhibited.

Their perfection is of more consequence than that of

electric producers ; because very weak electric powers often

answer best in delicate experiments, from their simplicit}'

;

while the utmost ingenuity is required in instituting

means of manifesting and measuring the minutest electric

effects.—Though the electric condition cannot be measured
without being first manifested, and the manifestation leads

to some sort of estimate, there is a real distinction between
electroscopes and electrometers. Among simple electro-

scopes, the most remarkable for use in very delicate re-

searches, is that kind called condensers, which render

feeble electrical effects sensible through their gradual
accumulation : and all these instruments are so arranged
as to show, by the method of experimentation itself,

the positive or negative character of the electricity under
notice.—Coulomb's electrical balance is certainly the most
perfect of electrometers. It was by its means that he dis-

covered, and that we every day demonstrate, the funda-

mental law of the variation of electric action, rejDulsive

or attractive, inversely to the square of the distance ; a law
which could not be unquestionably obtained by any other

means. As we have advanced in the science of electro-

magnetism, a new class of electrometers has been intro-

duced, for pur2:>oses of measurement, for which Coulomb's
balance would not answer. These are the class of mulfi-

pliers. Valuable and delicate as they are, they have uot

yet been applied, with so much certainty as the balance,

to exact measurements, from the difficulty of propor-

tioning the graduation to the intensity of the observed
phenomenon.
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SECTION II.

ELECTRICAL STATICS.

The second part of electrology includes what is impro-

perly called electrical statics ; a term imj^utable to illusory

hyjiotheses about the nature of electricity: yet it is not

a wholly absurd title, as it relates, in fact, to the distribu-

tion of electricity in a mass, or in a system of bodies, the

electric state of which is regarded as invariable. We may
therefore continue to use this abridged term, if we carefully

keep clear of all mechanical notions of the equilibrium of

any supposed electric fluid, and attach to it a sense analo-

gous to that of Fourier, when he spoke of an equilibrium of

heat, and of economists when they speak of an equilibrium

of population.
Considering first the case of an isolated

distribirtion
^ody, Coulomb has established a funda-
mental law which is (metaphorically ex-

pressed) the constant tendency of electricity to the surface,

or, in rational language, that after an inappreciable instant

of time electrization is always limited to the surface, how-
ever it may have been in the first place produced. As for

the distribution of the electric state among the different

parts of the sui-face, it depends on the form of bodies,

being uniform for the sphere alone, unequal for all other

forms, but always subject to regular laws. The analysis of

these may be supposed to present insurmountable difficul-

ties ; nevertheless. Coulomb has established a general fact

of great imjjortance, by comparing the electric states proper
to the extremities of an ellipsoid gradually elongated : he
has perceived that their electrization increases rapidly as

the figure is elongated, diminishing in the rest of the body ;

whence he deduced an explanation of that remarkable power
of points, disclosed by Franklin.^

„. . The laws of electric equilibrium between

e(inilibriuin.
several contiguous bodies afford a yet more
difficult and extensive inquiry. Coulomb

^ Much has since been added to this class of investigations.

—

J. P. N.
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studied them only in the limited and insufficient single

case of spherical masses. However, we learn from his

labours that the nature of substances exercises no influence

over the electric distribution established among them, the
mode depending merely on their form and their magnitude

;

only, the electric state assumed by each surface is more
or less persistent, and manifests itself with moi'e or less

rapidity, accoi'ding to the degree of conductibility in the

body. Coulomb analysed completely the mutual action of

two equal spheres ; discovering that the electric condition

is always null at the point of contact, scarcely sensible at

20 degrees from that point, fast increasing from 60 to 90
degrees, and then more slowly increasing up to 180 degrees,

which is its maximum. If the globes are unequal, the
smallest is the most strongly affected : and it mates no
diffei'ence whether they are electrized together, or the one
before the other. The question becomes more complex
when more than two bodies are concerned. Coulomb
examined only a series of globes ranged in a straight line

;

but if they had been so placed as that each should touch
three or four others, the mode of electric distribution

would inevitably have undergone great changes. The sub-

ject must be regarded as merely initiated by this great

philosopher ; and no one has added anything to it since his

time. It offers to electricians a subject of almost inex-

haustible i-esearch.^

SECTION III.

ELECTRICAL DYNAMICS.

The third part of electrology is very pro-
a >. >

,

perly called Electrical Dynamics, because it
exiieriments

relates to the motions which result from
electrization. Recent as is its origin, it is superior to the

others in its scientific condition, through the laboiu's of

M. Ampere ; always su])posing conjectures about the

nature of electric phenomena to be discarded. M. Ampere

^ These specific facts are now comprehended witliin <j;eneral

Laws.—J. P. N.
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has referred the analysis of the effects observed in this

branch of electrology to one great and general phenomenon,
the laws of which he has fully ascertained ; the direct

and mutual action of two threads, charged with electricity

by voltaic piles, habitually reduced to their greatest sim-

plification ; that is, almost always comj)osed of a single

element.

M. Ampere so arranged his experiment as to guard the

conducting threads from the perturbing influence of the

earth's electricity ; and this done, he could easily seize the

elementary laws of the phenomenon under his notice. He
found that when the two conductors are sufficiently mobile,

they tend to jilace tiiemselves in directions ^^arallel to each

other ; and that they then attract or repel each other,

according to the conformity or contrariety of the two
electric currents. In looking for the laws of the case, it is

necessary, for the sake of generality and simplicity, to

keep in view only infinitely small portions of the different

conductors. These laws, mathematically considered, relate

either to the influence of the direction, or to that of the

distance.

As to the direction, thei-e are the two cases to be

considered of the conducting elements being in the same
plane, or in different planes. In the first case, the

intensity of the action depends only on the angle formed
by each of the two elements with the line which joins their

middle points : it is null at the same time with this angle,

u,nd increases with it, attaining its maximum when it

becomes right. All phenomena, direct or indirect, appear

to be exactly represented if this intensity is made to vary in

proportion to the sine of the inclination, according to the

formula adopted by all the successors of M. Ampere. In
the other case,—of the conductors not being in the same
plane,—the action depends moreover on the mutual inclina-

tion of the j^lanes indicated by each of them, and by the

common line of their middle j^oints ; and the result of this

second relation is wholly different. The perpendicularity

of the two planes determines the absence of all action

:

there is attraction while the angle is acute, and it increases

as the angle diminishes, its maxiiinivt takiug place at the

moment of coincidence ; when the auffle is obtuse, the
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action becomes repellent, and increases as each plane

approaches towards the prolongation of the other, a

situation which ])roduces the maximiim of repulsion. The
supposition which arises in this case is that the action is in

proportion to the cosine of the angle of the two planes ;

hut we have not yet attained such certainty as in the former

case.

As for the influence of distance, M. Ampere supposed
that, in analogy with Coulomb's law of common electric

attraction and repulsion, the action of two conducting

elements is always reciprocal to the square of the distances

of their middle points. But analogy is not sufficient to

conclude upon ; and direct observation is out of the ques-

tion when the parts taken are infinitely small, and the

result sought must be affected by the form and magnitude
of the conductors. However, it may be mathematically

demonstrated that, in the hypothesis adopted by M.
Ampere, the action of a rectilinear conductor, of an
indefinite length, upon a magnetized needle, must vary

exactly in the inverse ratio of their shortest distance.

This consequence has been precisely verified by experi-

ment ; and it places beyond a doubt the reality of the pro-

posed law.

Under this law, electric action would seem to be, mathe-
matically, in analogy with that of gravitation. But this

case affords a lesson against incaution in transfen-iug to the

study of these singular movements the ordinary procedure

of abstract dynamics. Gravitation is independent of

mutual direction, which is the determining influence in

electrical dynamics : and thus the parallel fails. We see,

further, how many more difficulties are in the way of the

analysis of electric forces than in that of molecular gravita-

tion. If this last is, from its complexity, unmanageable
excey-)t in the simplest cases, it is no wonder that electrical

dynamics has not been mathematically studied further

than in one dimension, and never at all in surface. Even
this much would be hardly effected but for a last funda-

mental idea, established by M. Ampere ; that in an infi-

nitely small extent, and as long as the distance is not

sensibly changed, the electric action is identical for two
conducting elements issuing at the same extremities, what-
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ever may be otherwise their difference of form. Such a pro-

perty must introduce valuable analytical simplifications,

tending to establish a remarkable analogy between electric,

and ordinary dynamic decompositions.

These are the grounds on which the study of the various

action of electrized threads proceeds. Among the many
dispositions of these conductors, the most interesting case is

that of the spiral form ; and esjjecially when the turns

are very close together. M. Ampere has shown the high
importance of this form, in order to imitate, as exactly

as possible, the phenomena characteristic of magnetized
bodies.'

,, , . r We have now reviewed the philosophy of
Lonclusion or -ni • j.- • • j. j.i /
Physics x^hysics, noticing m turn the as])ects pre-

sented by the study of the properties com-
mon to all substances and all structures. These are not so

much branches of a single study as distinct sciences. Part
of our business has been to carry on a philosophical

operation, hardly necessary in astronomy, but becoming
more and more so as we descend to the more complex
sciences ;—that of disengaging real science from the in-

fluence of the old metaphysical philosoi:)hy, under which it

still suffers deplorably, and which manifests itself in

Physics through illusory and arbitrary conceptions about
the primitive agents of phenomena. I have been able only

to indicate the mischief, and where it resides ; and I must
leave the work of purification to rational philosophers,

whose attention will, we must hope, be more and more
drawn to this vital question. It is with the same view that

I have endeavoured to assign the true application of

mathematical theories to the principal branches of physics,

pointing out by the way the danger of the excessive sys-

tematization which is too often sought by carrying the use

' M. Comte concludes the section on Electricity by a sHglit

reference to tlie discoveries of Oersted, Araj;() and otliers, regarding
its virtual identity with ail we term tiie magnetic forces. But as
the whole of this most interesting and impoi-tant part of Physics
has taken a new form siu(;e the date of his work, it lias not, for
reasons assigned in tlie Preface, heen thought necessary to repro-
duce his remarks in this i)lace.—J. P. N.
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of this powerful instrument further than the complex
nature of the corresponding phenomena would fairly allow.

While giving my chief attention throughout to the method,
I have pointed out, in brief, the principal natural laws

relating to each dej^artment of science, discovered by
human effort during the two centuries which have elapsed

since the birth of Physics, properly so called : and I have
shown what gaps are disclosed in the course of such a
survey.

Our next study will be of the last science which belongs
to the class of general knowledge, or that of inorganic

nature. Chemistry relates to the molecular and specific

reactions which different substances exert upon each other.

It is a more complex, and consequently more imperfect

science than those which we have reviewed : but its general

character may be perfected, thi'ough the means afforded by
its subordination to the anterior sciences.
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BOOK IV.

C H E M I S T K Y.

Its nature. VV

CHAPTER I.

E have now to review the last of the

sciences which relate to the inorganic

world. Chemistry has for its object the modifications that

all substances may undergo in their composition in virtue

of their molecular reactions. Without this new order of

phenomena, the most important operations of terrestrial

nature would be incomprehensible to us ; and thei*e is no
other class of phenomena so intimate and so complex.

Inert bodies can never appear so nearly like vital ones as

when they produce in each other those rapid and jjrofound

perturbations which characterize chemical effects. We shall

see hereafter that the spirit of all theological and metaphy-
sical philosophy consists in conceiving of all phenomena as

analogous to the only one which is known by immediate
consciousness,—Life : and we can easily understand that

the primitive method of philosophizing must have exerted

a more powerful and obstinate dominion over chemical

l)henomena than any other, in the inorganic world.—We
must consider, too, that direct and spontaneous observa-

tion must have been applied in the first place only to very

complicated phenomena, such as vegetable combustions,

fermentations, etc., the analysis of which now requires all

the resources of our science : and that the most important

chemical phenomena are produced only in artificial circum-

stances, which were long in being devised, and very difficult

at first to institute. Easy as it is now for even the most
ordinary inquirers to use known substances for the dis-

closure of new relations, we can hardly imagine the difliculty
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there must have been, in the infancy of chemistry, in creat-

ing suitable subjects for observation : and. we cannot suppose

that the ancient investigators of nature could have had
energy and perseverance to discover the principal pheno-

mena of the science if they had not been constantly stimu-

lated by the unbounded hopes arising from their chimerical

notions of the constitution of matter. The complex and
doubtful nature of the phenomena, in the

/
. . ^.

•

first place, and next the difl&culty of getting
fection"^^^

at them, are quite enough to account for the

tardy and incomplete j)ositivity of chemical conceptions, in

comparison with all others in the inorganic region of

nature. If, as we have seen. Physics is defective in several

respects, much more must that science be so which, being

at once more difficult and more recent, seeks the laws of

composition and decomposition. Whichever way we look

at it, whether speculatively, as to the value of its explana-

tions, or actively, as to the previsions which they admit of,

this science is evidently the least advanced of all the

branches of inorganic philosophy. Indeed, it is hardly
possible to call chemistry a science at all Avhile it scarcely

ever leads to that precise prevision which is the criterion

of perfection in speculative knowledge. We can rarely tell

what will be the result of the smallest and fewest modifi-

cations introduced among the best explored chemical opera-

tions ; and while that is the case, however important and
numerous may be the facts collected, we are in possession

of only erudition, and not science. To supjiose otherwise

is to mistake a quarry for an edifice.

It is not to be hoped that chemistry can ,-,

ever attain a state of rationality so satisfac-

tory as that of the sciences which relate to phenomena of a
more simple character ; and especially that of the eternal

type of natural philosophy,—Astronomy. But so much of

its inferiority seems to be due to a vicious philosophy, and
to the defective education of philosophers, that I cannot
but hope that a judicious philosophical analysis may con-

tribute to a speedy perfecting of so important a science.

This is the conviction that I desire to awaken by the rapid
sketch which I propose to offer of chemical philosophy, re-

garded in all its essential aspects. Little as can be done
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within the bounds of tliis section, it is possible that

some one eminent inquirer may be impressed by the

necessity of suljmitting to a new and more rational elabo-

ration the fundamental concej)tions which constitute the

science.

„- . . First,—what is the general object of

Cheniistrv Chemistry ? Vast and complex as is its sub-

ject, the definition of Chemistry is easier

than that of Physics. We are already prepared for it, in-

deed, by having contrasted that of Physics with it. It is

easy to characterize the phenomena of chemistry, in a direct

and marked manner ; for all indicate an alteration, greater

or smaller, in the constitution of bodies : that is, a compo-
sition or decom2:)Osition, and generally both, taking into

the account the whole of the substances which participate

in the action. Thus, at all epochs of scientific development,
since chemistry first became an object of speculative study,

chemical researches have steadily manifested a remarkable
originality, which has prevented their being confounded
with other parts of natural philosophy ; even while Physics
itself was was mixed xvp, as its title shows, with physiology

;

which was the case up to a very recent time.—It is by this

general character of its phenomena that Chemistr}^ is dis-

tinguished from Physics which precedes it, and Physiology
which follows it. The three sciences may be considered as

having for their object the molecular activity of matter, in

all the different modes of which it is susceptible. Each
corresponds to one of three successive degrees of activity,

which are essentially and naturally distinguished from
each other. The chemical action obviously presents some-
thing more than the physical action, and something less

than the vital. The physical activity modifies the arrange-

ment of particles in bodies ; and these modifications are

usually slight and transient, and never alter the substance.

The chemical activity, on the contrary, besides these altera-

tions in the structure and the state of aggregation, occa-

sions a profound and durable change in the very composi-

tion of the particles : the bodies which occurred in the

phenomenon are no longer recognizable,—so much has the

aggregate of their properties been disturbed.—Again, phy-

siological phenomena show us the molecular activity in a
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much higher degree of energy ; for, as soon as the chemical
combination is effected, the bodies become, once more, com-
pletely inert ; whilst the vital state is characterized, over

and above all physical and chemical effects, by a double

continuous motion of composition and decomposition,

adapted to maintain, within certain limits of variation and
of time, the organization of the body by incessantly renew-
ing its substance. This is the gradation, which no sound
philosophy can ever confound, of the three modes of mole-
cular activity.

Two more characteristics of this science must be pointed
out : one relating to its nature, and the other to its general

conditions.

Chemistry would not be classed among the Specific cha-

inorganic sciences unless its phenomena were racter of its

genei'al ; that is, unless every substance were action,

susceptible of chemical action, more or less. And it is be-

cause chemistry is thus radically different from physiology
that it ranks as the last of the inorganic sciences,—physio-

logical phenomena being, by their nature, i^eculiar to cer-

tain substances, organized in certain modes. Nevertheless,

it is incontestable that chemical phenomena present, in

every case, something specific, or, to use Bergm aim's ener-

getic expression, elective. Not only does each material

element produce chemical effects which are altogether

peculiar to it, but it is the same with their innumerable
combinations of different orders, among the most analogous
of which certain fundamental diiferences are observable,

even so as to be adopted as their characteristics. While
therefore physical differences among different bodies are

those of degree only, chemical properties are specific. Phy-
sical properties afford the common foundation of material
existence ; and it is by chemical properties that individu-

ality is manifested.

The other characteristic relates to the p ,. .

mode of chemical action. The immediate
ac^t'ion

^*'" °

contact of antagonistic particles is absolutely

necessary to chemical action ; and therefore one at least

of the substances concerned must be fluid or gaseous.
When this condition does not already exist, it must be arti-

ficially procured by liquefying the substance. It is the
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earliest axiom in the science, that comhination cannot take

place, except under this condition ; and there is not an in-

stance upon record of chemical action between two solids,

unless at a temjjerature which obscures the true state of

as^gregation of substances ; and the action is never so

j^owerful as when both substances are liquid. These facts

establish the eminently molecular character of chemical

effects, and especially in comparison with physical effects.

The distinction from physiological effects is, though less

marked, as real, the latter requiring, as we shall see here-

after, the junction of solids with fluids.

„ ^ . . The definition of Chemistry, then, is that

it relates to the laws of the phenomena of

composition and decomposition, which result from the

molecular and specific mutual action of difl'erent substances,

natural or artificial.

It will be long, we must fear, before a more precise defi-

nition than this can be given. Meantime, however incom-
plete, the most rational that can as yet be offered is of

imjjortance as far as it goes. In this view, and connecting,

as usual, the consideration of science with that of prevision,

the aim proposed should be this :—the characteristic pro-

perties of substances, simple or compound, being given,

and those properties being placed in a chemical relation in

well-defined circumstances, to determine in what their

action will consist, and what will be the chief properties of

the new products. This problem is, at all events, determi-

nate ; and nothing contained in it could be omitted without

its ceasing to be so ; and the formula therefore contains

nothing superfluous. On the other hand, if we could

obtain such solutions as are indicated, the application of

chemistry to the three great objects, vital phenomena, the

natural history of the globe, and industrial operations,

would be rationally organized, instead of being, as now,

the almost accidental result of the spontaneous development
of science. Each question would at once be referred to

our formula, the data of whi<-h would be supplied by the

circumstances peculiar to the apj^lication. Far distant as

we are from being able thus to conduct our inquiries, this

is the end to be kept in view : and chemists all agree that

the most advanced portions of their science are those few
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and simple questions in which this aim has been more or

less completely attained.

By a continued application of this method, all the data
must finally be reducible to the knowledge of the essential

proj^erties of simple substances, which would lead to that

of the different immediate principles : and consequently,

to the most comj^lex and remote combination. As for the

study of the elements, that must, of course, -p,

be a matter of direct, experimental elabora-

tion, divided into as many parts as there ai*e undecomposed
substances. Whether or not it may be possible to discover,

by rational methods, relations between the chemical pro-

perties of each element and its aggregate physical proper-

ties, we must lay down as indispensable a direct exploration

of the chemical characters of each element. This general
basis once obtained from experiment, all other chemical
problems must be susceptible of a rational solution, under
a small number of invariable laws.

The classes of combinations naturally divide ^, i
•

. f
themselves into two, according, first, to the
simplicity, or the greater or less degree in which the im-
mediate pi'iuciples are compounded : and, secondly, the
number of elements combined. Chemical action is observed
to become more difticult the more substances are com-
pounded : the greater part of compound atoms belong to

the first two orders ; and beyond the third their comjiosition

seems almost impossible : and, in the same way, in regard
to the number of elements, combinations lose their stability

in proportion as the elements are multiplied : there are
usually only two ; and scarcely any body involves more than
four. Thus, the number of chemical classes must always
be very small in regard to the distinction under notice : and
each of them must have a corresponding law of combination,
according to which the result might be certainly auticii^ated

through a knowledge of the data. This would be the scien-

tific perfection of chemistry. Our prodigious remoteness
from such a state is ascribable to the feebleness of our
faculties, and, in an accessory way, to their vicious direction.

We must remember that the great aim has begun to be
fulfilled in one secondary department of chemical research,

—the study of proportions, as we shall see hereafter.
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What has been done in that one category makes us ask
why an analogous perfection should not be attained in other

departments. We may sum up this account of the requi-

Rational sites, with the fully rational definition of
definition. Chemistry, that it has for its object,—the

properties of all simple bodies being given, to find those of

all the compound bodies which may be formed from them.
Every science falls short of its definition : but a real defi-

nition is the first evidence that a science has attained some
consistency : it then measures its own advancement from
one epoch to another ; and it always keeps inquirers in a

right direction, and supports them in a philosophic

progress.

-_ .

.

Looking now at our means of investigation,

vestio-ation ^^^ shall find that in chemistry the law holds

good that the complication of phenomena
coincides with the extension of our means of inquiry.

^, . ,

.

Here Observation begins to find its full

development. Up to this time it has been
more or less j^artial. In astronomy, it is confined to the

sense of sight : in physics we use hearing and touch also
;

and chemistry employs, besides these, taste and smell.

How much is thus gained we may know by imagining what
would become of chemistry, if we were without taste

and smell, which are often the only means by which
we can recognize effects produced. The important thing

to observe under this head is that thei'e is nothing acci-

dental, nor even empirical, in such a correspondence ; for,

as we shall hereafter see, the sound physiological theory of

sensations shows that the apparatus of taste and smell,

unlike that of the other senses, operates in a chemical

manner, and thus shows these two senses to be specially

adapted for the percej^tion of phenomena of composition

and decomposition.

-n, . , As for E'ajBenmewi, it is enough tosay that

the greater number ot cliemicai ]inenomena,

and especially the most instructive, are of artificial jiro-

duction. Still, we must remember that the essential

character of experimentation consists in the institution, or

the choice of the circumstances of the phenomenon, in order

to a more evident and decisive investigation. This j)ro-
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cess is more difficult in cliemistry than in physics, because

it is more difficult to institute two parallel cases, undis-

turbed by the intrusion of irrelevant influences ; and yet

this is the fundamental condition of experimentation. On
this account, I dissent from the ordinary supposition that

the experimental method is more appropriate to chemical

than to physical researches. Though this is my view, and
though the greater advancement of physics gives it the

advantage over chemistry, in the use of experiment, I can

liave no doubt of the powerful influence of experimentation

in chemistry, independently of its having supplied new
subjects of observation. From the early days of the

science, the immortal series of Priestley's experiments, and
yet more, those of Lavoisier, have offered admirable models,
almost comparable to the most perfect researches in physics,

and qviite enough to prove that there is nothing in the
nature of chemical phenomena to prevent the extended
and luminous employment of the experimental method.
The third means. Comparison, which we p

have before seen to be inapplicable in Astro-

nomy, and of especial use in Physology, begins to have a
real use in Chemistry. The essential condition of this

valuable method is that there shall be an extended series

of cases, analogous but distinct, in which a pheuomenon
shall be modified more and more, whether by successive

simplifications or gradations. It is evident that this can
take place fully only with regard to vital phenomena

;

accordingly, it is only by physiological analysis that a clear

idea of its value can be obtained. But chemical phenomena
approach those of physiology nearly enough, not onlv to

demand this method, but to indicate that without it the
science can never find the road to perfection. The existence

of natural families in chemistry is now admitted by the
best inquirers : but the classification remains to be made.
The need of the classification must lead to the use of the
comparative method, both being based on the common
consideration of the uniformity of certain preponderant
l^henomena in a long series of different bodies. There is

even such a connection between the two orders of ideas
that the construction of a natural chemical classification is

impossible without a large aj)plication of the comparative
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art, as the physiologists understand it ; and conversely,

comparative chemistry cannot be regularly cultivated with-

out the guidance of some sketch of a natural classification.

Chemistry is at present only a nascent science
;

general

methods are as yet scarcely recognized in connection vrith

it ; and only a very few researches afford an example of

the comparative method ; but I am persuaded not only of

the fundamental suitability of that method in chemistry,

but of its application, before very long, to the perfecting of

the science. Such an anticipation, somewhat preceding the

spontaneous development of any science, may be a contri-

bution to its actual progress.

Chemical ana- All the means employed are subject,

—

lysis ami syn- especially, but not solely in chemistry,—to a
thesis. verification by the precise collation of the

two procedures of analysis and synthesis

;

—-or, (as these

terms have been corrupted by metaphysical uses) compo-
sition and decomposition.—Every substance which has
been decomposed must evidently be capable of recompo-
sition, whether the process be otherwise practicable or not.

If the inverse operation reproduces precisely the primitive

substance, the chemical demonstration is complete. Unfor-
tunately, the vast extension of chemical resources in this

century has had a much stronger bearing on analytical

powers than synthetical means ; so that there is at present

little proportion and harmony between the two methods.

—

Such harmony is indispensable to the establishment of

certainty in some cases, as we see when we duly distinguish

two widely differing kinds of chemical analysis : the pre-

liminary, consisting of the simple separation of the imme-
diate principles ; and the final, leading to the determination

of the elements, properly so called. Though both are

essential to chemical research, the first is of the most im-
portant and extensive use. The elementary analysis might
be spared a synthetical verification,—because the compo-
sition of the reacting substances may be compared with the

results obtained, thus indicating the composition of the

proposed substance, the different elements of which will in

this way have been in some sort separated. The impossi-

bility of recombining the elements, to reproduce the primi-

tive body, ought not to throw any doubt on the solution,
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unless tlaere is some special reason for suspecting the

simplicity of any one of the elements. Synthesis can, in

this case, only add. a valuable confirmation to what was
before not doubtful. But the case is very different when
we have to determine only the immediate principles. As
the elements concerned can produce combinations of diffe-

rent orders, we can never be sure that one or more of the

supposed immediate principles obtained does not result

from the reactions caused by the analysis itself. It is only

synthesis which, by reconstructing the proposed substance
with the materials concerned, can decide the question con-

clusively, though in some cases of feeble agency in the

reactives, and strong analogical induction, there is no room
left for reasonable doubt. In immediate analysis of great

complexity, when the agreement of various analytical means
strongly corroborates the conclusions obtained, we cannot
rely on real chemical demonstration without the synthetical

confirmation. This maxim of chemical philosophy is abun-
dantly exemplified in the analysis of mineral waters, and
yet more of organic substances.—It is noticeable that

synthesis is easiest where it is most necessary, and would
be most difiicult in the case of elementary analysis, where
it can, as we have seen, be dispensed with. This is owing
to the combinations becoming less tenacious as the order of

composition of the constituent particles is higher ; and if

the decomposition is easy, so is the re-composition. The
cases of immediate analysis require only feeble antagonisms,
offering no great obstacles to the synthetical operations

indispensable for their demonstration.

We have next to consider the encvclo-

pedical position of Chemistry, to justify the
gcJ'ence

rank assigned to it in our scale.

It is from no vain and arbitrary consideration that
Chemistry is placed between Physics and Physiology in

our scale. By the iinportant series of electro-chemical
2)henomena Chemistry becomes, as it were, a prolongation
of Physics: and at its other extreinity, it lays the founda-
tions of physiology by its research intoorganic combinations.
These relations are so real that it has sometimes haj^pened
that chemists, untrained in the philosophy of science, have
been uncertain whether a particular subject lay within
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their department, or ought to be referred, either to physics

or to i^hysiology.

The phenomena of Chemistry are more complex than
those of Physics, and are certainly dependent on them.
Their degree of generality is inferior,—chemical effects

requiring a much more extended concuri-ence of varied con-

ditions. Physical properties belong not only to all sub-

stances, but, with simple modifications, to all the states of

aggregation, and even of combination, of each of them

:

whereas, it is only in a more or less determined and
restricted condition that each body manifests its chemical

j)roperties. In a word, nature often shows us physical

effects apart from the chemical, while there can be no
chemical effects apart from certain physical phenomena.
Thus Chemistry cannot 1)6 rationally studied without a

previous knowledge of physics. Besides, the most powerful

chemical agents are derived from physics, which presents,

in its different orders of phenomena, the first distinctive

characters of different substances. It is impossible in our

day to conceive of scientific chemistry without giving it

the whole of p)hysics for its basis : and thus is its first rela-

tion in the scale established. And, as physics is dependent
on astronomy and mathematics, so must its own dependent
be. But it must be owned that, with regard to doctrine,

the connection of Chemistry with the first two sciences is

neither extensive nor very important.

Every attempt to refer chemical questions to mathema-
tical doctrines must be considered, now and always, pro-

foundly irrational, as being contrary to the nature of the

phenomena. In the case of physics, the mischief would be,

as we have seen, merely from the misuse of

Matibematkjs ^^ instrument which, properly directed, may
be of admii'able efficacy : but if the employ-

ment of mathematical analysis should ever become so pre-

ponderant in chemistry (an aberration which is happily

almost impossible) it wovild occasion vast and rapid retro-

gradation, by substituting vague conceptions for positive

ideas, and an easy algebraic verbiage for a laborious inves-

tigation of facts. The direct subordination of chemistry

, to astronomy is also slight, but more marked.
It is almost insensible in regard to abstract
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cliemistry, which alone is cultivated in onr day. But,

when the time shall come for the development of concrete

chemistry,—that is, the methodical application of chemical

knowleda^e to the natural history of the a^lobe,—astrono-

mical considerations will no doubt enter in where now there

seems no point of contact between the two sciences. Geo-
logy, immature as it is, hints to us such a future necessitv,

some vague instinct of which was probably in the minds
of philosophers in the theological age, when they were
fancifully and yet obstinately bent on uniting astrologv and
alchemy. It is, in fact, impossible to conceive of the

great intestinal operations of the globe as radically inde-

pendent of its planetary conditions.—Inconsiderable as are

the relations of chemistry with mathematics and astronomv,

in regard to doctrine, it is far otherwise with regard to

method. It is easy to see how the perfection of chemistry

might be secured and hastened bv the training of the

minds of chemists in the mathematical spirit and astro-

nomical philosophy. Besides that mathematical study is

the necessary foundation of all positive science, it has a

special use in chemistry in disciplining the mind to a wise

severity in the conduct of analysis : and daily observation

shows the evil effects of its absence. Yet, it can never be

said that chemists have so much need of a mathematical
education as phvsicists, because they do not need it as an
instrument in daily use. but as an intellectual preparation

for the rational study of nature. As to asti'onomy, we have
seen that it constitutes the most perfect type of the study
of nature ; and this at once establishes its relation of

superiority to chemistry. The more complex the pheno-
mena, the more important is the influence of such a model

;

and it is only by having always before their eyes such an
exemplification of the true spirit of natural philosophy, that

chemists can rightly estimate the inanitv of the metaphy-
sical explanations which vitiate their doctrine, and can
acquire an adequate sense of the true character, conditions,

and destiny of chemical science. Under this point of view,

astronomy is more useful to chemists than even physics, in

proportion to the superiority of its method.
So much for the sciences which precede rp p, . ,

chemistry. As for those that follow, physi- ^' "'

'
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siology depends upon chemistry both as a point of departure

and as a principal means of investigation. If we separate

the phenomena of Hfe, properly so called, from those of

auimahty, it is clear that the first, in the double intestinal

movement which characterizes them, are essentially

chemical. The processes which result from organization

have peculiar characteristics ; but apart from such modifi-

cations, they are necessarily subjected to the general laws

of chemical effects. Even in studying living bodies under
a simply statical point of view, chemistry is of indisj^ens-

able use in enabling us to distinguish with precision the

different anatomical elements of any organism.—We shall

see hereafter that the new science of Social Physics is

m c
1 (, -

subordinated to chemical science. In the

first place, it depends on it by its immediate
and manifest connection with physiology : but, besides

that, as social phenomena are the most complex and par-

ticular of all, their laws must be subject to those of all the

preceding orders, each of which manifests, in social science,

its own peculiar influence. In regard to Chemistry especi-

ally, it is evident that among the conditions of man's social

existence several chemical harmonies between man and
external circumstances are involved. Even if individual

existence could be sustained, society could not, if these

harmonies were destroyed, or even only somewhat dis-

turbed,—as by changes in the atmospheric medium, or in

the waters or the soil.

_ . The position of Chemistry amon^ the sci-
I jpd'j'AP or iios- • • • •

sibFe perfection ^^^^^ being thus determined, the next inquiry

is about the degree of scientific perfection

that its nature admits, in comparison with others. As for

the method, if jjhysics suffers from the intrusion of hypo-
theses, we may say that chemistry has been their absolute

prey, through its more difficult and tardy development.
The doctrine of affinities appears to me more ontoiogical

than that of fluids and imaginary ethers. If the electric

fluid and the luminous ether are, as I called them before,

materialized entities, affinities are at bottom jjure entities,

as vague and indeterminate as those of the scholastic

])hilosophy of the Middle Age. The j^retended solutions

that they yield are of the usual character of metaphysical
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explanations,—a mere reproduction, in ab- t ^ • t,^.. c ji ^xj.rj.1 1
Intrusion of

stract terms, or tiie statement or the pneno- hypotheses.
menon. The advance of chemical knowledge

whicli must at last discredit for ever sucli vain philosophy

has as yet only modified it, so far as to disclose its radical

futility. While affinities were regarded as absolute and

invariable, there was at least something imposing in them ;

but since facts have compelled the belief of their being

variable according to a multitude of circumstances, their

use has only tended to prove, more and more, their utter

inanity. Thus, for instance, it is known that at a certain

temperature, iron decomposes water, or protoxide of hydro-

gen : and yet, it has been since discovered that, under the

influence of a higher temperature, hydrogen in its turn

decomposes oxide of iron. What signifies, in this case, any

order of affinity that we may ascribe to iron and hydrogen

with oxygen? If we make the order vary with the tem-

perature, we have a merely verbal, and therefore pretended

explanation. Chemistry affords us now many such cases,

apparently contradictory, independently of the long series

of decisive considerations that have made us reject absolute

affinities,—the only ones, after all, that have any scientific

consistency whatever. The old habit is, however, so strong

that even Berthollet, in the very work in whicli he over-

throws the old doctrine of invariable or elective affinities,

proposes vague affinities under many modifications. The
strange doctrine of predisposing affinity is to be found in

the work, among others, of the most rational of recent

chemists, the illustrious Berzelius. When, for instance,

water is decomposed by iron through the action of sulphuric

acid, so as to disengage the hydrogen, this remarkable

phenomenon is commonly attributed to the affinity of the

sulphuric acid for the oxide of iron which tends to become
formed. Now, can anything be imagined more metaphy-
sical, or more radically incomprehensible, than the sympa-
thetic action of one substance upon another which does

not yet exist, and the formation of the last by virtue of

this tnysterious affection ? The strange fluids of physicists

are rational and satisfactory in comparison with such

notions. These considerations justify the desire that

chemists should have a sufficient training in mathematical,
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astronomical, and then in physical philosophy, which have
already put an end to such chimerical researches within

their own domain, and would discard them speedily from
the more complex parts of natural philosophy. It is only

by having witnessed the purification m the anterior sciences

that chemists could realize it in their own : and there could
not be complete jjositivity in chemistry if metaphysics
lingered in astronomy or physics. This, again, justities the

place assigned to chemistry among the sciences. The indi-

vidual must follow the general course of his race in his

jjassage to the j^ositive state. He must hnd that true

science consists, everywhere, in exact relations, established

among observed facts, allowing the deduction of the most
extensive series of secondary plienomena from the smallest

jjossible number of original jjhenomena, jiuttiug aside all

vain inquiry into causes and essences. And this is the

spirit wliich has to be made preponderant in chemistry,

—dissolving for ever the metaphysical doctrine of atn-

nities.

... The inferiority of chemistry to physics, in

fectioii
regard to method and doctrine, explains its

relative imperfection with regard to actual

science. We have only to compare with the formula which
told us what chemistry ought to be, what it actually is, to

see that it is at an immense distance—much further than
l^hysics—from its true scientific aim. Chemical facts

are at this day essentially incoherent, or, at best, feebly

co-ordinated by a small number of partial and insufficient

relations, instead of those certain, extended, and uniform
laws of which physics is so justly jjroud. As for prevision,

if it is imperfect in jjhysics in comj^arison with astronomy,
it can hardly be said to exist in chemistry at all : the issue

of each chemical event being usually known only by speci-

ally consulting the immediate experiment, when, as it were,

the event is already accomplished.

Imperfect as chemistry is, in regard to

imil'rf^^'ticJi'^
method and doctrine, it is yet superior to

physiology, and still more, to social science,

not only because, from the comparative simjjlicity of its

})lienomena, the facts and investigations are clearer and
more decisive, but because it has a few, though very few.
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real theories, capable of aifording complete previsions ; a

thing as yet impracticable, except in a general manner, with

living bodies. We shall have occasion to notice the theory

of proportions, the equivalent of which is not, in any sense,

to be looked for in physiology. We must remember, while

estimating the comparative imperfection of the sciences,

that the importance to us of their perfection is in proportion

to tlieir simplicity; our available means being always found
to correspond with our reasonable wants. I hope, too, that

this severe estimate of the actual state of each science will

stimulate rather than discourage the student ; for it is more
gratifying to our human activity to conceive of the sciences

as susceptible of vast, varied, aud indefinite progress, than
to suppose them perfect, and therefore stationary, except

in their secondary developments.

This leads us to consider the function of Chemistry in

the education of the human mind.
It may be said to train us in the great art ^ , ,

.

c • J. i.- J. 1 • 1 Kelatioii to hii-
ot experimentation : not as being our exclu- ,„^„ v>,.,..r.-a .

.

sive teacher, for, as we have seen, physics is

superior to it in this : and it is more the art of observing

than of experimenting that Chemistry is chiefly distin-

guished for. But there is an important 2)art of the positive

method which chemistry seems destined to carry to tlie

highest perfection. I do not mean the theory of classifi-

cations, of which chemists know too little at . , .

, 1 , ,1 i. p x- 1 1 Artornomen-
])resent ; but tJie art of rational nomencla-

^lature
tures, which is quite uncounected with classi-

fications. Since the reform in chemical language, attempts
have been incessantly made, to this hour, to form a syste-

matic nomenclature in anatomy, in pathology, and especi-

ally in zoology : but these endeavours have not had, and
never can have, any success to compare with that of the

reformers of chemical language ; for the nature of the

phenomena does not admit of it. It is not by accident

that the chemical nomenclature is alone in its perfection.

The moi'e complex phenomena are, and the more varied

and less restricted the comparisons of objects, the more
difficult it becomes to subject them to a system of deno-
minations, at once rational and abridged, so as to facilitate

the habitual combination of ideas. If the organs and
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tissues of the living body differed only from one point of

view ; if maladies were sufficiently defined by their seat

;

if, in zoology, genera, or at least families could be estab-

lished by a homogeneous consideration, the corresponding

sciences might at once admit of systematic nomenclatures

as rational and as efficacious as that of Chemistry. But
the diversity of aspects, rarely reducible to one head,

renders such au arrangement extremely difficult and not

very advantageous.

The case of chemistry is the only one in which, by its

nature, the phenomena are simple, uniform and determinate

enough to allow of a rational nomenclature at once clear,

rapid and complete, so as to contribute to the general pro-

gress of the science. The idea of composition, the great

end of the science, is always preponderant. Thus, the

systematic name of each body, expressing its composition,

indicates first a correct general view, and then, the sum of

its chemical history ; and, by the nature of the science, the

more it advances towards perfection, the more must this

double property of the nomenclature be developed. In

another view, dualism being the commonest constitution

in chemistry, and the most essential, and that to which all

other modes of composition are more and more refen-ed by
science, we see that the conditions of the problem are as

favourable as possible to a rapid and expressive nomen-
clature. Thus, there has always been some system of

nomenclature, more or less rough, though none to be com-
pared to that so happily foiuided by Guyton-Morveau.
Though the art can manifest its excellence only in propor-

tion to the advance of chemisti*y, it is in such harmony
with the nature of the science that, in its present imperfect

state, it upholds it, by provisionally supplying, as it were,

the almost absolute deficiency of ti-ue rationality. Thus
chemistry may be regarded as specially adapted to develope

one of the few fundamental means, the aggi'egate of which
constitutes the general power of the human mind. The
formation of a similar aid in the more complex sciences

offers a real and strong interest : and I have only desired

to show that we must resort to chemistry for the true

principles and general spirit of the art of nomenclature,

according to the rules so often set forth in this work.
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that each, great logical artifice should he directly studied

in the department of natural philosophy where it is

found in the greatest perfection, that it may be after-

wards applied in aid of the sciences to which it less specially

belongs.

The high philosophical properties of Che- State of

mistry are more striking in regard to doctrine chemical

than to method. However imperfect our doctrine,

chemical science is, its development has operated largely

in the emancipation of the human mind. Its opposition

to all theological philosophy is marked by the two general

facts in which it has a share with all the rest of positive

philosophy,—first, the prevision of phenomena, and next,

our voluntary modification of them. We have already

seen that the more the complexity of phenomena baffles

our prevision, the greater becomes our power of modifying
them, through the variety of resources afforded by the

complexity itself ; so that the anti-theological influence of

science is infallible, in the one way or the other. In

chemistry, our modifying power is so strong that the

greater part of chemical phenomena owe their existence to

human intervention, by which alone circumstances could

be suitably arranged for their jjroduction : and if the phe-

nomena of physiology and social science admit of modifi-

cation in a yet greater degree, chemistry will always, in

this particular, hold the first rank, since the highest order

of modifications is that Avhich we here find,—those which
are most important for the amelioration of the condition of

Man, In the system of the action of man upon nature,

chemistry must ever be regarded as the chief source of

power, though all the fundamental sciences participate in

it more or less.

In this way, chemistry effectually discredits the notion of

the rule of a providential will among its phenomena. But
there is another way in which it acts no less strongly ; by
abolishing the idea of desti'uction and creation in nature.

Before anything was known of gaseous materials and pro-

ducts, many striking appearances must inevitably have in-

spired the idea of the real annihilation or production of

matter in the general system of nature. These ideas could

not yield to the true conception of decomposition and com-
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position till we had decomposed air and water, and then
analysed vegetable and animal substances, and then finished

with the analysis of alkalies and earths, thus exhibiting the

fundamental principle of the indefinite perj^etuity of matter.

In vital phenomena, the chemical examination of not only
the substances of living bodies, but their functions,—im-
perfect as it yet is,—must cast a strong light upon the

economy of vital nature by showing that no organic matter
radically heterogeneous to inorganic matter can exist, and
that vital transformations are subject, like all others, to

the universal laws of chemical phenomena. Chemical
analysis seems to have fulfilled its function in this direc-

tion : henceforth it must be by the more difficult, but
more luminous method of synthesis that this great philo-

sophical revolution must be completed : and attempts
enough have been successfully made to pi'ove the possi-

bility of it.

„. . . ^ The divisions of the science have not been

the science.
clearly and permanently settled, partly be-

cause of its very recent origin, and partly on
account of its nature. In the first place, students have
been more occuj^ied in multiplying observations than in

classifying them ; and in the next, the homogeneous
character of chemical phenomena causes essential differ-

ences to be less profound, and therefore less marked, than
in any other of the fundamental sciences. In astronomy,
there can be no question of a division into geometrical and
mechanical phenomena. Physics is less a unique science

than a group of almost isolated sciences ; and they indicate

their own arrangement. We shall see hereafter that nearly

the same thing happens, though from a different cause, in

physiology. But in chemistry, the conditions are less

favourable, the distinctions being scarcely more marked
than those which exist in a single department of physics,

—

as thermology, and yet more, electrology. The imj^erfec-

tion and small importance of its present divisions are

easily explained : and there are strong symptoms of an
approaching discussion of this great subject ; for the

majority of eminent chemists are more or less dissatisfied

with the provisional division which they have been hitherto

obliged to accept as guidance in their labours.
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The areneral division of ornanic and inor- .^
? . , ,1 ; 1 No organic

ganic chemistry cannot be sustained, on ac- cliemistrv.
count of its evident irrationality. What is

at present called organic chemistry has an essentially bas-

tard character, half chemical, half physiological, and not,

in fact, either the one or the other, as we shall have occa-

sion to see. The division cannot even be sustained under

another form, as equivalent to the general distinction be-

tween cases of dualism and of other composition. For if

inorganic combinations are usually binary, there are some
which are composed of three elements and even of four

;

while, conversely, we very often meet with a true dualism

in bodies which are called organic. For a genuine division

we must look to general ideas relating to Principles of

composition and decomposition ; and in this composition

form, attending to the rule of following the ^^^'-\ ileconi-

gradual complication of phenomena : first, P°^^ ^°"'

the growing plurality of constituent principles (mediate or

immediate), according as the combinations are binary, ter-

nary, etc. ; and secondly, the higher or lower degree of com-
position of the immediate princij^les, each of which may (as

in the case of a continual dualism) be decomposable into

two others, for a greater or smaller number of consecutive

times. Though each of these two points of view is of high

importance, the preponderance of the one or the other must
be agreed upon before the rational division of chemistry can

be organized. Though this is not the j^lace to discuss this

new question of high chemical philosophy, it may be well

to state that I regard it as solved ; and that the considera-

tion of the degree of composition is, in my eyes, evidently

superior to that of the number of elements, inasmuch as it

aft'ects more profoundly the aim and spirit of chemical

science, as they have been characterized in this chapter.

As for the rest, whatever the decision may be, we may re-

mark that the two classifications differ from each other

much less than we might at first be tempted to suppose
;

for they necessarily concur, whether in the preliminary

or in the final case, and diverge only in the intermediate

parts.

We have now reviewed the nature and spirit of chemical

science ; the m.eans of investigation proper to it ; its true
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encyclopedical position ; the kind and degree of perfection

of which it is suscejitihle ; its philosophical properties in

regard to method and to doctrine ; and, finally, the mode
of division which would be suitable to it. We must com-
jilete the survey of the science by a special and direct

notice of the few essential doctrines which have been dis-

closed by the spontaneous development of chemical philo-

sophy. It must be remembered that the object of this

work is not to present a treatise on each science, or to

enlarge upon it in proportion to its proper imjDortance, or

the multiplicity of its facts : but to ascertain its relative

importance, as one head of positive philosophy. No one
will exjDCct that chemical philosophy, in its present state,

can be examined here as fully or satisfactorily as, for in-

stance, astronomical philosophy, the perfection of which
admits of a methodical analysis, clear and complete,

though summary, such as befits that immutable type of

natural philosophy.
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CHAPTER II.

INORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

WHATEVER may be the principles of ^i i
f

i „,•

division and classification preferred ninw the stmlv.
in the general system of chemical studies, it

is agreed by almost all chemists that the preliminary and
fundamental study should be the successive and continuous

history of all the simple bodies. The plan of M. Chevreul

is an exception to this, his method being to proceed at once

from the study of each element to all the combinations,

binary, ternary, etc., that it can form with those already

examined ; confining himself, however, to compounds of

the first order. This plan has the advantage that simple

bodies are more completely known from the beginning
than by the usual method, which scatters through the

different parts of the science the most important chemical

properties of each of them. But, on the other hand, the

history of any element remains incomplete ; a factitious

inequality is established among chemical researches into

different elementary substances ; and the didactic incon-

venience which M. Chevreul proposed to escape seems to

me to be unavoidable, under any method. On no plan can
any chemical history be completed by a first study. The
provisional information obtained by a first study must be
followed by a revision which allows us to take into con-

sideration the whole series of phenomena relative to each
substance. The question is merely a didactic one, only of

secondary importance in this work, though of great prac-

tical interest. On any scheme, it remains certain that the
preliminary study of elementary substances is, by the
nature of the science, the necessary foundation of chemical
knowledge.
On account of the considerable and always increasing

number of substances regarded as simple, some modern
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philosophers, possessed with the notion of

elements ^^^® simplicity and economy of nature, have
concluded a priori that most substances

must be the various compounds of a much smaller number
of others. But, while endeavouring to conceive of nature

under the simplest aspect possible, we must do so imder
the teaching of her own phenomena, not substituting for

that instruction any thoughtless desires of our own. We
have no right to presume beforehand that the number of

simple substances must be either very small or very large.

Chemical research alone should settle this ; and all that

we are entitled to say is that our minds are disposed to

prefer the smaller number, even, if it were possible, so far

as there being but two. But not the less are we bound to

suppose all substances which have never in any way been
decomposed to be simple, though we should not pronounce
them to be for ever undeeomposable. All chemists now
admit this rule as the first axiom of sound chemical

philosophy,

Aristotle first saw this rule, though he did not conceive

of its rational grounds. His doctrine of the four elements,

popularly cried down in our time, should be judged of as

the first attempt of the true philosophical spirit to con-

ceive of the composition of natural bodies, amidst the then

existing deficiency of all suitable means of research. To
appreciate it we must compare it with anterior notions.

Now, up to that time, all the schools, however they might
diifer about other things, agreed that there was only one
elementary substance ; and their dispute was about the

choice of the principle. Aristotle, with his rational

character of mind, put an end to all those barren contro-

versies by establishing the plurality of elements. This

immense progress must be considered the true orisrin of

chemical science, which would be radicallv impossible on
the supposition of a single element, excluding all idea of

composition and decomposition. Whatever ay)pearances

mav be, there is no doubt that it must be much more
difficult for the human mind to pass from the absolute

idea of unity of principle to the relative idea of plurality,

than to rise gradually, by means of research, from the four

elements of Aristotle to the fifty-six simple bodies of our
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chemistry of this day. Our Naturists, who are all for sim-

plicity and economy without caring much for reality, have
no right to appeal to the authority of Aristotle, who had
so much reverence for reality as to infringe the notion of

simplicity which he found prevailing. They should go
back further than Aristotle,—to Empedocles or Heraclitus,

and attain the utmost simplicity at once, by admitting only

a single principle.

Other philosophers, among whom was Cuvier, have ob-

jected to the simplicity of most of the elements now ad-

mitted by chemists, that some of them seem to be extremely
abundant in nature, while others are scantily and partially

distributed : whereas, it seems natural to presume that the
different elements must be almost equally diffused through-
out the globe, and that therefore chemical analysis will

sooner or later prove the rare ones to be compound sub-
stances, requiring peculiar and rare influences for their

formation. It would be enough to say that the presump-
tion, though plausible, is nothing more than a presump-
tion : but it may be added that we know nothing of our
planet beyond the upper strata ; and we can form no pre-

judgment of the composition of the whole. It would be
too much to say that there should be an equality of

elements on the surface, even the pi'obability being the
other way ; for the heaviest elements are the rarest at the
surface, and the commonest are those which go to the com-
position of living bodies ; and the probability is strong that
the preponderance is reversed in the interior of the globe,

to make up the mean density, which is not to be found
a.mong the solids, liquids, and gases which are required for

the existence of life. Thus the objection seems to be
converted by chemical analysis into a sort of confir-

mation.

Since the time,—recent, it is true,—of the decomposition
of the elements of Aristotle, there has not been a single in-

stance of a substance having passed from the class of simple
to that of compound bodies, while the inverse case has been
frequent. Yet, no chemist disputes the possibility of a re-

duction of the elements by a more thorough analysis ; for

chemical simplicity, as it is to us, is a jiurely negative
quality, not admitting of those irreversible demonstrations
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proper to positive conijDOsitioiis and recompositious. The
great general example of substances called organic, the

chemical theory of which is so complex, notwithstanding
the small number of their elements, might lead us to sup-

pose that such a reduction would not be, after all, so very

great an advantage : but in this case, the difficulty seems
to me to be referrible to the deficiency of duality. Not-
withstanding this example, we cannot but think that

chemistry would become more rational and more sys-

tematic, if the elements were fewer, from the closer and
more general relation which must then subsist among the

different classes of phenomena. But the aj^parent perfec-

tion could be only barren and illusory if we were to assume
it by conjecture anticipating the real progress of chemical

analysis.

„. . „ . This profusion of elements has naturally

of elements ^^^ ^^ endeavours to classify them. The
high importance of the question has become

manifest through the deep persuasion that the rational

classification of simple bodies must determine that of com-
pound substances, and therefore that of the whole chemical
system. The first principle to be laid down is that the
hierarchy of elementary substances is not to be determined
only by their proper essential characters, but by the less

direct consideration of the principal phenomena of the

compounds which they form. Without this requisition,

the classification would have little use or interest ; for

it would be of small consequence in what conventional

order we studied fifty-six bodies all independent of

each other: whereas, with its proper condition, this ques-

tion is as important as any that chemical philosophy can
present.

The old division of the elements into the comburent and
combustible, (those which burn in the active and in the

neuter sense,)—and the subdivision of these into metallics

and non-metallics, are evidently too artificial to be main-
tained, except provisionally. For many years, endeavours
have been made to supersede it ; but no irreversible classifi-

cation has been yet obtained. M. Ampere seems to have
been the first who pointed out the necessity ; and he pro-

posed a system in 1816; but it was not one which induced
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the chemists to abaudon their ancient distribution, the
binary structure of which made it easy of aj^plication,

whatever might otherwise be its defects. A few years
after, Berzelius offered, in a simj^le and almost incidental

form and manner, a far superior system of classification.

He first understood the necessity of rising finally to a
unique series, constituting, by a uniform and preponderant
character, a true hierarchy ; whereas, M. Ampere saw only
the importance of natural groups, which might be arbi-

trarily co-ordinated. Both conditions are imposed by the
general theory of classifications ; but that which Berzelius
had chiefly in view is unquestionably suj^erior to the other

;

and especially in the present case, when the small number
of objects to be classified renders the formation of groujjs

a matter of secondary im2:)ortance, provided the series be
naturally ordained.

M. Berzelius's conception is grounded on
the consideration of electro-chemical pheno- J;jassification

mena. Its simple and lucid principle is that
the elements are to be so disj^osed as that each shall be
electro-negative to those which precede it, and electro-

positive to those which follow it. The series thus derived,

api^ears, thus far, to be in conformity with the whole of the
known properties of both the elements themselves and
their principal compounds. It is too soon however to
speak decisively of this : and, on the other hand, the
chemical j)reponderance of electric characters is by no
means so logically established as to compel us to seek the
bases of a natural classification in that order of phenomena.
It must, it seems to me, be clearly proved, at the outset,
that the point of departure is a real one,—that is, that a
constant order of electrization exists among the different

elements, which is maintained under all conditions of

exterior circumstances, of aggregation and decomposition :

but, not only has this never been adequately undertaken,
but there is some reason to apprehend that its result would
be opposite to the proposed principle. Whatever may be
the issue of future labours, Berzelius has secured the
eternal honour of having first exhibited the true nature of

the problem, and the aggregate of its principal conditions,

and perhaps the order of ideas in which its solution is to be
I. z
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sought. Whenever this solution is obtained, chemistry

will have made a great stride towards a truly rational

state : for, under a hierarchy of the elements, the sys-

tematic nomenclatui-e of compound substances will almost

suffice to give a first indication of the general issue proper

to each chemical event ; or, at least, to restrict the uncer-

tainty within narrow limits. Tet, through this very con-

nection of such a research with the whole of chemical

studies, I do not think it can be efficaciously pursued

while we separate it, as has hitherto been done, from the

question about the establishment of a complete system of

chemical classification for all bodies, simple and compound.
Now, this great question seems tome at present premature.

The preliminary conditions, both of method
liematuie ^^^ ^^ doctrine, are, as we have seen, far

from being completed. As such a general

svstem of classification must constitute both the summing
lip and the fundamental view of the whole of chemical

philosophy, I shall further expand my idea about it in this

place.

Requisite pre- A-S for the method, it requires perfecting

paration as to in two ways, for which chemists must resort
method. ^o physiology. They must understand the

fundamental theory of natural classifications, which can be
obtained nowhere else : and they must, for the same
reason, study in the same school the general spirit of the

compai'ative method, of which chemists have very little

idea, and without which they can never proceed properly in

search of a rational classification. These two improve-

ments must be derived from biological philosophy ; the one

to lay down the problem of chemical classification, and the

other to undertake its solution. It will be by perceiving

these harmonies and mutual applications among the

sciences commonly treated as isolated and independent,

that philosophers in all departments will at length become
aware of the reality and utility of the fundamental concep-

tion of this work ; the cultivation of the different branches

of natural philosophy under the impulsion and direction of

a general system of positive ])hik)sophy. as a common basis

and uniform connection of all scientific labours. We have
little idea what we lose by the narrow and irrational spirit
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in which the different sciences ai'e ci^ltivated, and especially

with regard to method. When the great scientific relations

of the futiii-e shall be regularly organized, men will scarcely

he able to imagine, otherwise than historically, that the

study of nature could ever have been conceived and directed

in any other way.

As to the doctrine, we have seen that the a +
]

<-
•

desired classification cannot take place till we
have settled the jireponderance of the one or the other con-

sideration,—the order of composition of the immediate
principles, or their degree of plurality. Now, such a
problem has not yet been rationally proposed. If we
suppose it resolved, adopting the rule which I think almost
incontestable, as I explained before, of treating the first

point of view as necessarily superior to the second, we
must still attend to two special conditions, before we can
proceed to the rational construction of the system of

chemical substances.

Bv the first of these conditions, we must t-.- ^ t^-
-,. •'

. .-, . • 1 T .• ,• J? 1 rirst condition,
dismiss the irrational distinction ot sub-

stances into organic and inorganic. We shall see hereafter

that organic chemistry must soon dissolve, parting with
some of its questions to chemistry proper, and others to

physiology. Wlien any combination is susceptible of a
chemical examination, it must be subjected to a fixed order
of homogeneous considerations, whatever may have been
its origin and mode of concrete existence, with which
chemistry has nothing to do, unless as a source of informa-
tion. As long as any classification must be adapted to the
strange conception of a sort of double chemistry, established

upon a false division of substances, it must be precarious
and artificial in its details, because it is vitiated in

principle. The evil is felt, as is shown more and more by
the tendency to refer organic combinations to the general
laws of inorganic combinations : but it would not be
enough, as might be supposed, that a distinguished
chemist should take the initiative, in a large and direct

manner, to accomplish this important reform. Such a
work demands a special and difficult operation, requiring a
delicate combination of the chemical and physiological

point of view, in order to make a true division of what
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should remain with chemistry, and what should return to

physiology.

The second condition is closely connected

condition
with the first. It requires that all com-
binations should, if possible, be submitted

to the law of dualism, erected into a constant and necessary

principle of chemical pliilosophy. Great as would be such
an improvement in the v/ay of simplification of chemical

conceptions, it must however be admitted that it is not

so indispensable to classification as the preceding. Without
the first condition, rational classification would be impos-
sible : whereas, it might take place, with imperfection and
difiiculty, without the second. As for the prospects of the

case, the tendency to improvement is as real and marked
in the one case as the other ; as any one may observe for

himself.

,,,,,. It is of the more importance to set the
Method of • i j.- i- xi i * u- f
analvsis consideration or the order of composition oi

immediate principles above that of their

degree of pkirality, as before proposed, because the first is,

,,,, . - by its 1 nature, clear and incontestable, while

duaHsni *"*^ other is always more or less obscure and
dubious. The one is, in fact, the simple

appreciation of an analytical or synthetical fact : the

second has always a certain hypothetical character, since

we then pronounce upon the mode of agglomeration of

elementary particles ; which is a thing radically inacces-

sible to us. Thus, for example, a chemist may establish

with certainty that such or such a salt is a comjjound
of the second order, and that certain acids and alkalies are,

on the contrary, of the first order ; for analysis and syn-

thesis can demonstrate that each of the last bodies is com-
posed of two elementary substances, and that, on the con-

trary, the immediate principles of the salt are decomposable
into two elements. But, in another view, when the

analysis of any substance has established the existence in

it of three or four elements, as in the case of vegetable or

animal matters, we cannot, without resort to hypothesis,

pronounce that this combination is really ternary or

quaternary, instead of being simply binary : for we can
never assert that we could not, by a preliminary analysis
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less violent than this final one, resolve the proposed

substance into two immediate principles of the first order,

each of which should be further susceptible of a new binary-

decomposition .

If an unskilled chemist should at this day apply unduly
strong means to the analysis of saltpetre, the results might
authorize him, following our present erroneous procedure,

to conceive of this substance as a ternary combination of

oxygen, azote, and potassium : and yet we know that such

a conclusion woitM be false, as the substance may be easily

reconstructed by a direct combination between nitric acid

and potash, which might have been separated by a less

disturbing analysis, without occasioning their decomposi-

tion. How do we know tbat it may not be so with every

combination habitually classed as ternary or quaternary ?

Immediate analysis being as yet so imperfect in comparison
with elementary analysis, especially with regard to these

substances, would it be rational to proclaim, for the time

to come, its necessary and eternal impotence with regard

to them? Such judgments seem to be founded on a

confusion between these two kinds of analysis, so really

different in themselves, and so characterized in their opera-

tions by delicacy in the one case and energy in the other.

—

One important consideration, relating to the synthetical

point of view, is evidence of this confusion between the

two analyses : and that is, the extreme difficulty, if not

impossibility, of verifying by synthesis the analytical

results proper to these substances. We have seen that

immediate synthesis is usually very easy, while elementary
synthesis is scarcely practicable. Thus, reciprocally, it

seems to me rational to suppose that when the recomposi-

tion cannot be effected, the analysis has not been imme-
diate,—there being no other objection to such a conclusion.

For example, we exhibit the impossibility of reproducing
by synthesis vegetable and animal substances : and this

has been even set vip as a sort of empirical principle. But
is not this impossibility owing to our persisting in an ele-

mentary synthesis when we ought to proceed by an imme-
diate synthesis, the materials of which might in many
cases be discovered beforehand? This remark is true

with regard to a multitude of combinations the dualism of
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which is, however, very certain, with the sole difference

that the immediate principles are better known. If we
tried to recompose saltpetre by directly combining oxygen,

azote, and potassium, we should succeed no better than in

reproducing organic substances by throwing together their

three or four elements : the obstacles which we admit in

the last case apply equally to the first. The most striking

achievement is that of M. Wcehler, in producing the animal
substance urea. He could not have done this if he had
tried, according to the common prejudice, to combine
directly oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote, which concur

in the elementary constitution of this substance, instead of

uniting only its two immediate principles, till then un-

known in this quality. Is there any reason to suppose

that it is otherwise in any other case ?—It appears then

that chemists will be safe in attributing an entire gene-

rality to the fundamental principle of the dualism of all

combinations, under the one easy condition of regarding as

still very imperfect the analysis of substances exceeding

the binary composition ; and esj)ecially the substances

called organic, the true immediate prmciples of which
would thus remain to be discoveiled. These principles can

be conceived of only by imagining a considerable number
of new binary combinations, of the first and second orders,

between oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, and azote : and the

realization of this may seem, in the present state of our
knowledge, almost impossible. But we have no right to

conclude it to be so, while otu- analytical procedures are

what they are ; and there is no scientific objection to our

supposing that there may be many more direct and
binary combinations among the elements of ternary or

quaternary substances than chemistry has yet estab-

lished.

It must be observed, however, that universal and inde-

finite dualism cannot be maintained unless chemists will

scientifically determine the sense of the word substance

;

that is, restrict it to mean real cotnhhiation : for it would
be easy to cite, and especially in physiological chemistry,

very marked cases of the defect of dualism. But we can-

not regard as a true chemical substance an accidental

assemblage of heterogeneous substances, whose agglomera-
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tion is evideutly mechanical, such as sap, blood, a biliary

calculus, etc., uuless we confound the notion of dissolu-

tion, and even of mixture, with that of combination. If

we extend in this way the use of the term substance, so

valuable in chemistry, we might as well treat, as so many
chemical substances, the waters of different seas, different

mineral waters, soils, etc. : and even more, artificial mix-

tures of a variety of salts dissolved together in water or

alcohol. We shall see hereafter that all difficulties in this

subject may be disposed of by our learning that they pro-

ceed from our not having clearly and rigorously separated

the chemical from the physiological point of view. We
may be assured that the most elementary notions of

chemical philosophy cannot be rationally established, in

their due clearness, generality, and stability, without being

founded on a full comparison with biology ; a comparison

which can be organized only under a complete system of

positive philosophy.

Meantime, there is a marked tendency in the present

movement of chemical ideas, towards a complete dualism.

The increasing assimilation attempted between organic and
inorganic substances is an indirect advance in that road

:

but much more striking, in this view, are experiments like

those of M. Woehler, which I'efer the most refractory com-
pounds to dualism, either by analysis or synthesis. A
binary formula is adopted, too, to represent the proportion

of elements proper to the most complex substances : and,

though this is not a true dualism, it helps to prepare

minds for the establishment of a real and general one.

The sum of what has been said on this important subject

of chemical dualism is this :—the real mode of agglomera-
tion of elementary particles is, and ever must be, unknown
to us, and therefore no proper object of our study :—our
positive researches being thus circumscribed, we may
rationally conceive of the immediate composition of any
substance as binary ; but so as to represent all the phe-
nomena that chemistry can offer to us, in any future state

of perfection. Thus, I do not ]>ropose universal dualism
as a law of nature ; for this we could never establish : but
I declare it to lie a fundamental artifice of true chemical
philosophy, destined to simplify our elementary concep-
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tious, by using our optional intellectual liberty in accord-

ance with the true end and aim of positive chemistry.

These are the conditions necessary to the institution of

a system of natural classification, answering in chemistry

to tlie universal hierarchy of living bodies in biology, if the

complication of phenomena would admit of our obtaining

such a system. Up to this time, perhaps no one has

formed an adequate idea of the nature and spirit of siTch

an operation: but, in my view, chemical classification, thus

conceived of, is the science itself, condensed into the most

substantial summary. All I claim to have done is to have

introduced into chemical science the special kind of philo-

sophical spirit which is naturally developed by biological

science, as it has been conceived of by all its great masters,

from Aristotle downwards.
It is because I have high expectations of what Chemistry

will become, that I attach so much importance to the pre-

ceding discussion. The science is now weak and desultory,

notwithstanding its rich collection of facts : but, extended

and complex as it is, there is no fundamental science,

except astronomy, whose phenomena are so homogeneoTis,

and therefore so fit for a true systematization, in the

positive spirit. Now, this future constitution of chemical

science miist, it seems to me, consist in a complete system

of natural classification, which cannot be obtained till all

combinations, Avhatever their origin, are subjected to a fixed

order of homogeneous considerations, and, on the other hand,

constantly referred to a fundamental dualism.

We cannot form any certain expectation of the fiitvire

condition of Chemistry from its present state : but, before

proceeding to examine the two doctrines which at this day

approach nearest to positive rationality,—that of definite

proportions and the electro-chemical theory,—I will indi-

cate two points of doctrine which seem, by their nature, to

indicate with precision the true dogmatic formation towards

which the science, as a whole, must tend.

Law of double First, there is the great law of double

saline decom- saline decompositions, discovered by Ber-
positions. thollet, and completed by M Dulong's inves-

tigations on the reciprocal action of soluble and insoluble

salts. The case of double solubility, considered by Ber-
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thollet, is this : two soluble salts, of any kind, mutually
decompose each other whenever their reaction may produce
an insoluble salt, or one less soluble than either of the two.

This theorem stands first among general propositions in

chemistry, and is the only one which can as yet give an
exact idea of what, in chemistry, constitutes a true law.

It has all the characters of a law : it relates to the proper
subject of chemical science ; it establishes a relation be-

tween two classes of phenomena before independent ; and,
above all, it admits of prevision of phenomena according
to their positive relations. In establishing this law,

Berthollet escaped some metaphysical snares, rejecting

hypotheses of affinities ; but he fell into one when he
attempted to explain the law which he had just discovered.

No law can be exjDlained otherwise than by showing that it

enters into another, more general than itself : but this law
of Berthollet's is alone of its kind ; and it therefore admits
of no exjilanation. It may hereafter be attached to a
fundamental theory of the reciprocal action of all com-
pounds of the second order ; and such a relation will truly
explain it : but at present it is simply a general fact which,
inexplicable itself, serves to explain each of the particular

facts which it comprehends.
The influence of air and water in the j^ro- Chemical

duction of chemical phenomena is another of theory of air

the most perfect doctrines of chemistry as it ^^^^ water,

stands. The importance of the action of air and water in

the terrestrial economy has induced some Grerman philo-

sophers irrationally to set up the system of these two fluids

into a sort of third reign, between the inorganic and the
organic : but abstract chemistry has nothing to do with
natural history, and regards the study of air and water
from a dilferent point of view, while aware of its funda-
mental importance.

All chemical phenomena take place in the presence of
air ; and they almost invariably require the intervention of
water : it is clear therefore that before we study any
chemical reaction, we must be able to analyse the partici-

pation of these two fluids. Thus the chemical theory of

air and water is a sort of necessary introduction to the
system of chemistry, properly so called, as belonging more
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to method than to doctrine, and as immediately following-

the study of simple bodies. It is an historical fact that

the double analysis of air and water marked the first great

advance in modern chemistry.

.

.

The influence of the air, not less important
than that of water in chemical phenomena,

was less difficult to characterize : for the air is simply a

mixtui'e, and its chemical action is merely that of the gases

which compose it, each of which acts as it were isolated,

allowing for the diminution of intensity from its diffusion,

and for the very few cases in which the accomplishment of

the proposed phenomenon determines the combination of

the gases in an accessory way. Chemistry has only to

analyse it, leaving all other study of it to the cleimrtment

of natural history. This analysis was effected in the early

days of modern chemistry, except that there is still some
uncertainty about the proportion of carbonic acid gas, and
perhaps of some other more considerable principles, as, for

instance, hydrogen, the existence of which begins to be
generally suspected. Though no aj^preciable change in

the comijosition of the atmosphere has taken place within

half a century, it is impossible to conceive that some altera-

tion must not happen, in some direction, in course of time,

among the many perturbing infltiences which act upon the

mixture. Theirantagonism, and that of vegetable and animal
action, partly neutralizes them: but the equilibrium cannot

be precise and continuous. G-eological considerations and
botanical fossils lead us to suppose that at some remote
periods the composition of the air must have been sensibly

different: and chemists themselves have actiially established

some slight periodical variations, dependent on the propor-

tion of carbonic acid at different seasons. Our analytical

resources are, however, very imperfect with regard to the

accessory principles of the atmosphere ; for chemists can

ascertain nothing of the distinctions which are proved to

exist in the best-marked localities, by their influences on
living beings. The study of these variations, all-impor-

tant in its way,—even as possibly indicating the limits of

human life in a remote future,—belongs to natural history;

and that is probably the reason why chemists trouble them-
selves so little about it : and if there is neglect, it should
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be charged upon the naturahsts. It is true that a prepara-

tion is required for their order of study, like all otliei's,—

a

provision of knowledge, rising from physiology to as-

tx'onomy itseK : but the research is not especially a matter

of chemical duty.

The study of water requires much more ex- „.

tended and complex researches than that of

the air ; and it is indispensable to the general system of

chemical science : for water being a real combination, and
perhaps the most perfect known to us, ma.y exercise

chemical effects proper to itself, independently of those

attributable to its elements, and apart from its imj^ortance

as a solvent,—to say nothing of it as a simple mixture.

Thus there are three aspects under which water must be
considered by chemists, all distinct and all essential ; and
the appreciation of them has been slow and difficult, if

even we may say that this fundamental examination is yet

complete.

The analysis of water, represented by a quantity of hydro-
gen double in volume that of oxygen, and unquestionably
confirmed by synthesis, is the finest of the early discoveries

of modern chemistry, not only from the light it casts upon
the whole of chemical phenomena and the general economy
of nature, but also from its conquest of prodigious difficul-

ties. In regard to the first view, chemical science leaves

nothing to desire. Yet, a notion has arisen, in recent

times, of the existence of a new and more highly oxy-
genated combination between the two elements of water,

which may raise some interesting questions, not about the
irreversible composition of water, but about the kind of

chemical influence which is taken for granted in its decom-
position and recomposition in a multitude of phenomena

;

and especially, about the true mode of union of oxygen
and hydrogen in all substances, and above all in liquids,

which cannot be obtained without water. Some doubts
have lately been proposed about this, which seem to me to

deserve mature examination.

The dissolving action of water has been the subject of a
long series of laborious researches, much less difficult, and
not far from complete. Yet more attention ought to be
paid than is paid to the first experiment of Vauquelin, in
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which it is shown that watei*, saturated with one salt,

remains capable of receiving another, and even acquires

by that the singular property of dissolving a new quantity

of the first. This experimeiit, which has been in a manner
desi^ised, seems to me of the first order in its way, and a
fit basis of a series of interesting researches about the

apparently capricious laws of solubility, the study of which
is yet essentially empirical.

Chemists were long in conceiving that water, besides being
a solvent, might act in a really chemical manner, otherwise

than by its elements. It seemed as if a combination so

eminently neuter must be inoffensive, and inoperative, ex-

cept by its decomposition. It was Proust who thought
that this neutrality itself afi^orded a presumption of certain

chemical affections, independently of its composition. This
was the rational consideration which led him to create the

important study of the hydrates, regarded as a sort of new
salts, in which water plays the part, with regard to the

alkalies, of a kind of hydric acid.

The examination of these combinations, and of all others

that water can form with any substances without being
decomposed, constitutes the thii'd and last jDart of the fun-

damental study of water, regarded as an indispensable

preliminary to the general system of chemical studies.
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CHAPTER III.

DOCTRINE OF DEFINITE PROPORTIONS.

THERE are two general doctrines in chemistry, as it

now exists, which present a systematic appearance,

and invest the science with such rationality as it has at-

tained. The first of these is the important doctrine of

Definite Proportions.

Even if this doctrine were complete, it

could exert only a secondary influence on the joctHne
solution of the great problem of the science,

—the study of the laws of the phenomena of composition
and decomposition. The essential question is, what separa-

tions and new combinations must take place under deter-

minate circumstances ; and the theory of definite propor-
tions affords no assistance to this kind of prevision. It

proceeds, indeed, on the supposition that the question is

already solved ; and that it is to be taken as the point of

departure for the estimate of each of the new products,

—

of their quantity and the j^roportion of their elements.

Thus, the theory of definite proportions presents the
singular scientific character of rendering rational, in its

numerical details, a solution which usually remains empi-
rical in its most important aspect.

It was natural that the founders of modern chemistry
should have attended to the laws of composition and de-

composition, in preference to a study which they regarded
as subordinate ; and it was natural also that, as the ad-
vance of science disclosed to them the vast difficulties of

the main problem, they should attend more and more to

the secondary study, which promised an easier and more
speedy success. But the most important office of this sub-
ordinate theory,—that of supplying the defect of imme-
diate experiment,—can be but very imperfectly fulfilled,

while it is regarded apart from the principal theory ; and
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thus, the doctrine of definite proportions will never acquire

its iull scientific value till it is connected with an unques-
tionable basis of chemical laws, of which it will be the in-

dispensable numerical complement.

Meanwhile, however, it affords a real, though secondary

assistance to chemists, in renderino- their analyses more
easy and more precise. Moreover, it restricts the number
of cases of combination logically possible, by exhibiting

the very small number of distinct proportions ; and by
thus diminishing the uncertainty in cases of chemical

action, it is, in fact, a natural preliminary to the establish-

ment of those chemical laws to which it will be, under
another view, a necessary supplement.

. , , ^ . In regard to doctrine, this theory offers a
As to ooctrme. n ,r £ j.i • i • i ^ "j.- tj.perfect type of the precise kind of rationality

which must hereafter belong to Chemistry as a whole. In

. , , regard to method, the inquirers who have
devoted themselves to establish the theory

have advanced chemical science while appearing to diverge

from it ; simplifying the vast problem which their suc-

cessors will solve, and preparing for the disclosure of the

great laws of composition and decomposition, which would
be undiscoverable amidst the infinity of products, if sub-

stances could combine, within certain limits, in all ima-

ginable proportions. Such are the claims of this theory,

as to doctrine and to method.

J-

, . It assumed its existence and present form
during the first quarter of this century: and

it arose from a phenomenon discovered by Richter, and a

speculative discussion established by Berthollet.—During
the latter half of the last century, several chemists had
observed that, in the mutual decomposition of two neutral

salts, the two new salts thus formed are always equally

neuter. Bergmann, among others, had steadily and spe-

cially dwelt upon this. Yet the fact was neglected or

underrated till Richter, at the end of the century, gene-

ralized the observation, saw what it imported, and derived

from it the fundamental law which bears his name. The

J,.
. , , law is this: that the ponderable quantities

of the different alkalies requisite to neutralize

a given weight of any acid are always proportionate to
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those required for the neutralization of the same weight
of every other acid. This is, in fact, evidently the imme-
diate consequence of the maintenance of neutrality after

the double decomposition. Such a transformation would
appear almost spontaneous if it related to a simpler and
more developed science than Chemistry ; but amidst its

complications and the imperfection of our intellectual

habits, the closest deductions are difficult if they have anv
character of generality, and therefore of abstraction ; and
this achievement of Eichter's is, in consequence, eminently
meritorious, on other grounds than its high utility.-—His
law, with the complements it has since received, is the
original basis of the general doctrine of definite propor-
tions. It exhibited, in the case of a considerable number
of compounds, the great end of this doctrine ; viz. the
assignment to every substance of a certain chemical co-

efficient, invariable and specific, indicating the proportions

in which it can combine with each of those that have been
similarly characterized. When it had been determined, by
a double series of trials, what was the numerical composi-
tion of all the salts that may be formed by any one acid
with the different alkalies, and any one alkali with the
different acids, Richter's law enabled us to deduce imme-
diately the proportions relating to all the compounds that
can result from the binary combination of these two orders
of substances. Richter himself brought his discovery up
to this result, and prepared (but on a basis of experiment
too narrow and imperfect) the first table of what were
afterwards called chemical equivalents.

These neuti-al salts constituted a particular

case, which could hardly have led on to a extenSo?'^
general theory of definite proportions. The
idea of perfect neutralization must probably, at all times,

have suggested to chemists that of a single proportion, on
either side of which the neutrality must be destroyed ; and
thus the neutral salts were a natural first stage of the
general theory ; but they could not in themselves involve
such a theory. It was Berthollet who extended the con-
sideration of proportions to the whole of chemical pheno-
mena. Some years after Richter's discovery he established

as a fundamental principle, in his " Chemical Statics," the
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necessary existence of definite proportions for certain com-
pounds of all orders ; and he assigned the essential con-

ditions of this characteristic property, which he attributed

to all causes which can release the product of chemical

reaction, as it forms, from the ulterior influence of the

primitive agents. He thus added to Richter's restricted

case the idea of a great number of cases subjected to the

same principle, and able to lead on to its entire generaliza-

tion. It is assigning much too little honour to Berthollet

to recognize only the influence of his controversy with

Proust, eminent as was the service rendered by Proust in

that conflict, in establishing directly the general principle

of determinate and invariable proportions.

Such was the double origin, experimental and specula-

tive, of numerical chemistry. The next development had
also a double character, arising fi'om the

extension
^^ ^^^ harmony between the conception of Dr.

Dalton and the ex2:)erimental reseai'ches of

Berzelius, Gay-Lussac, and Wollaston. The inquiry was

in a nascent state when Dalton's philosophic mind dis-

cerned its i^ossible generality. He proposed the great

. ^ . ^, Atomic theory, under which the doctrine of
Atomic theory, t ^ ., -' . n i t . -i

dennite proportions was developed to the

whole extent that it has reached, and which serves as the

basis of its daily application. The general jjrinciple of the

theory is this : all elementary bodies are conceived of as

formed of individual atoms, the different species of which
unite, generally by twos, in a small number of groups,

constituting compound atoms of the first order, always

mechanically indivisible, but thenceforth chemically di-

visible, and, in their turn, constituting all the other orders

of composition by a series of analogous combinations. The
principle is in such harmony with scientific conceptions in

all departments, that it appeared like a hapi)y generaliza-

tion of the most familiar ideas of scientific men in every

province of natural philosophy ; and its universal and
immediate admission took place as a matter of course.

It was observed by Berzelius that the deduction of the

existence of definite proportions from this principle would
be illusory if the combinations were not restricted to a

very small number of atoms : for otherwise,—if the number
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was, though limited, very great,—the binary assemblages

would be so multiplied that we might as well have combi-

nations in any proportions whatever ; and then the atomic

theory might almost equally well represent the opposite

doctrines of definite and indefinite proportions. Dalton
was well aware of this ; and the restrictions that he enun-

ciated were presently declared too narrow by his successors,

who found that they would not comprehend all existing

combinations. His assertion was, that, in every combina-
tion, one of the immediate principles always enters for a
single atom, and the other generally for a single atom
also, and always for a very small number, rarely exceeding

six. Taken with the exj^ansion proposed by his successors,

the atomic conception evidently represents the entire doc-

trine of definite proportions. But it is the theory of suc-

cessive multi])les, derived from the primary doctrine, which
especially distinguishes Dr. Dalton's influence upon nu-
merical chemistry. From the ground of his doctrine he
easily saw that if two substances can combine in various

distinct proportions, the ponderable quantities of the one
which correspond, in the diffei-ent compounds, to the same
weight in the other, must naturally follow the series of

whole numbers, since these compounds will have resulted

from the union of one atom of the second substance with
one, two, three, etc., of the first : and this constitutes a
principal element, then perceived for the first time, of the
theory of chemical proportions.

Berzelius followed, with his vast experi-

mental study of the whole of the important
jjerzriius"

^^

points concerned in numerical chemistry, the

diiferent parts of which he has done more than any other

chemist to develope and systematize. He first perfected

Richter's law, so as to connect it closely with the atomic
theory ; by which it became susceptible of the extension

given to it by Berzelius himself, to all compounds of the

second order. But the most important new knowledge
has arisen from his numerical study of compounds of the

first order. By comparing the composition of the metallic

sulphurets and that of the corresponding oxides, he dis-

covered a law, analogous to Richter's in regard to the
salts. This law,—that the quantity of sulphur of the first
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is always proportionate to the quantity of oxygen com-
bined with a Kke weight of the base in the second,—is

now regarded, by induction, as appKcable to all the com-
pounds of the first order to which the same degree of

chemical neutrality is assignable. And again, the luminous
series of the analyses of Berzelius have precisely verified

in another direction the law of successive multiples dis-

covered by Dalton in pursuance of his atomic theory.

Gay-Lussac followed, with the valuable

Gav-Lussac numerical analyses he eftected by having
recourse to gaseous combinations, considered,

not as to weight, but to volume. He thus not only verified,

in a special manner, the general principle of definite pro-

portions, but j^resented it under a new aspect, which, by a

wise induction, comprehends all possible cases,—showing
that all bodies in a gaseous state combine in invariable

and simple numerical relations of volume. An accessory

advantage of this achievement was that the specific gravity

of the gases might be obtained with a precision often com-
parable to that of experimental estimate. It is necessary

however to warn inquirers not to be led away, in their

application of the theory of volumes to substances which
have never been vaporized, from the point of view which
in Gay-Lussac's aj^jilication is equivalent to Dalton's, as

adopted by Berzelius.

,
The labours of Wollaston bore a great

verilication^ P^'^"^ ^^^ establishing the doctrine of definite

proportions. I do not refer chiefly to his

ti-ansformation of the atomic theory into that of chemical

equivalents, though it has a more positive character, and
tends to restrain the student from wandering after inac-

cessible objects, to which the first might tempt him, if not

judiciously directed. The substitution would be of high

value, lao doubt, if it were not less a change of conception

than an artifice of language. Nor have I in view the

ingenious expedients by which Wollaston popularized

numerical chemistry by rendering its use more clear and
convenient. A greater service, in our present view, was
his furnishing us with the indispensable complement of

E/ichter's discoveiy, by establishing the theory in regard

to the acid salts, since extended by analogy to the alkaline
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salts. The case of the acid salts was j^erhaps the most
unfavourable possible for the ascertainment of the prin-

ciple of invariable proportions. Wollaston effected the

proof in the most satisfactory manner ; and this sjjecial

confirmation of the principle is considered, from its nature,

the most decisive of all.

Such has been the logical and historical progress of the

researches which have constituted numerical chemistry as

it is now. We can represent by an invariable number,
appropriated to each of the different elementary bodies,

their fundamental relations of chemical equivalence, whence,

by very simple formulas, immediately expressing the laws

just indicated, we easily pass to the numerical composition

proper to each combination. No further evidence of the

truth of the doctrine is needed, than the fact of so many
illustrious inquirers having attained the same view by
ways which each one opened for himself, and all agreeing

as to its positive application to all cases of importance,

differing only as to the mode of expression of the results,

in as far as the atomic theory left it indeterminate, and
therefore optional. But we must glance at the difficulties

thrown in the way of its application by a consideration of

the aggregate of chemical jihenomena, in order to form a
clear idea of the final improvement of which this doctrine

yet stands in need.

Among the points which are beyond dis- Scope of appli-
j)ute, it is, first, evident, and no chemist has cation of Nu-
ever doubted it, that substances differ as merical Che-

much in the proportion as in the nature of ""^^ry.

their constituent principles. It is an axiom of chemical
philosophy that an}^ change whatever in the numerical
composition causes a change in the whole of the specific

properties, in a more marked degree as the alteration is

greater. Varied and gradual above all others as are the
proportions produced by the chemical phenomena proper
to living bodies, they afford a striking confirmation to this

universal maxim. Therefore, in the lowest stages of

chemical analysis, chemists have always endeavoured to

assign, as a characteristic property, the proportion of the

elements of each substance, as far as was possible : and
when this was omitted, it was on the understanding that
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the proposed combination admitted of only a certain pro-

portion ; as in the case of the neutral salts.

Again, it has long been acknowledged that there always
exists, between any two substances, a certain minimum
and maximum of recijiroeal saturation, beyond or short of

which all combination becomes impossible. At the utmost,

certain variations, themselves restricted, have been sup-

posed procurable. Berthollet established, more directly

than any one else, the general and necessary existence of

these limits of combination,—one of the principal cha-

racters which distinguish it from simple mixture. It is

clear that the two extreme degrees of all combination must
be subject to special and invariable proportions : and, as

all agree in this, all argument about the opposite doctrines

of indefinite and definite proportions is reduced to the

question whether the passage from the minimum to the

maximum of saturation can be effected gradually and
almost imperceptibly, or whether it takes place always
abruptly, through a small number of well-marked degrees.

Thirdly, the possibility and actual existence of interme-

diary definite proportions ai'e admitted by all chemists,

who can have no other dispute than about the greater or

smaller generality of such a property. We have seen that

the idea of neutrality must, sooner or later, bring after it

that of a determinate and unchangeable proportion ; and
the gradual development of chemical knowledge has ex-

tended this character to more and more varied cases.

Berthollet disclosed several other causes of definite pro-

portions, which were entirely misconceived before his time,

and which may meet in almost all combinations, modifying
certain circumstances of the phenomenon. The precise

question now is, therefore, whether, besides these deter-

minate compounds, subject to fixed proportions, within the

two limits of possible combination, there does or does not
exist, in general, a continuous series of other intermediate

compounds of a less marked chai'acter ; in a word, whether
definite proportion constitutes the rule, as is now generally

supposed, or, as Berthollet endeavoured to establish, the

exception. This is now the only dispute. It is no deroga-
tion from the interest of the doctrine of definite proportions

to say, as some preceding considerations compel us to do.
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that the decision of this disputed point is not of the

importance commonly supposed. The doctrine has tended
to simj)lify the genei'al problem of chemistry ; but it must
not be supposed that the solution would have been impos-
sible without this aid :—it would have been simply more
difficult and less precise. The eminent chemists who con-

curred in establishing the doctrine were naturally engrossed

by that labour ; but their successors, who find numerical
chemistry constituted to their hand, must beware of losing

sight in it of the true scientific aim of chemistry. They
must not linger in this vestibule of the science, to the

neglect of the direct construction of Chemistry itself,—an
enterprise scarcely begun, and to which it is high time
that attention should be once more fully directed.

If we inquire, as we must do, how far the doctrine of

definite jDi-oportions is irrevocably established, we shall

bear in mind that the founders of numerical chemistry
have accomjjlished that chief part which depends on an
investigation of all known compounds, leaving only the
question whether the doctrine is compatible with certain

chemical phenomena, neglected during its formation, and
remaining to be since referred to it.

The first general objection relates to the .

important phenomenon of dissolution, evi-
dissolution^

dently 2:)ossible in an infinity of different pro-

portions. It must be actnowledged that the distinctions

between the state of dissolution and that of combination,
by which the difficulty has been met, afford little satisfac-

tion. In my opinion the only eifectual reply must consist

in the extension of the principle of definite proi:)ortions to

the phenomena of dissolution ; and, difficult as it may be
to do it, it does not seem to me impossible. The way is

by the use of an hypothesis already proposed for other
cases in which it miglit appear less admissible. All the
successive degrees of concentration of the liquid must be
regarded as simple mixtures of the small number of definite

dissolutions which shall have been established, either

between themselves or with the dissolvent, in the manner
of habitual mixtures of water with alcohol, with svilphuric

acid, etc. In any case, the positive verification of this

hypothesis must be extremely delicate. Furthermore, to
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render the study of dissolutions fully rational, in this

point of view, it is necessary to combine with it that of

other analogous chemical phenojnena, relating to the

absorption of gases by liquids or by porous solids. All

these different modes of molecular union are often energetic

enough to resist influences able to destroy certain combina-
tions, properly so called : why should they not be, like

them, subject to the rule of definite proportions, if that

rule is truly a fundamental law of nature ?

The next case, that of various metallic

allovs
alloys, is very extensive, though more par-

ticular. The difficulty lies in the question

whether these are cases of combination or of mixture.

The state of combination has been taken for gi'anted in

the case of alloys ; whereas the general application of the

principle of numerical chemistry reqidres that they should

be mixtures ; while, again, it is diflicult to conceive of such

a mixture of solids as could resist perturbing influences

which would appear to be necessarily destructive ; as great

changes of temperature, the influence of crystallization, etc.

The question can be decided only by a series of special

experiments, devised to find the general limits of the

permanence of unquestionable mixtures ; and the results

might be extended to other questions of numerical

chemistry, as of certain oxides, on which explanations have
been hazarded too freely. When a true chemical theory

of mixtures is established on a proper l)asis of experiment,

and we leave off referring to an hypothesis of mixture all

cases in which combination seems susceptible of an inde-

terminate proportion, in order to bring them under the law

of definite propoi'tions, we shall get rid of a formidable

objection to the principle of numerical chemistry.

The remaining case constitutes the greatest

Hubstances
obstacle of all in the way of the generaliza-

tion of the law of definite proportions : and
if it cannot be surmounted, the law sinks to the rank of

an empirical rule, fit for nothing more than facilitating a

certain order of chemical analyses. I refer to the class,

anomalous in this view, of substances called organic. And
this is the effect, in fact, of the declaration of the chemists

of our time, that organic substances do not come under
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the principle of definite proportions. It amounts to saying

that the law rules all the elements, except oxygen, hydrogen,

carbon, and azote. The division between inorganic and
organic chemistry is merely scholastic ; for ail chemistry

is, by its nature, homogeneous,—-that is, inorganic. And
thus, if we admit of the enormous exception of the nume-
rical composition of so-called organic substances, the

doctrine of definite proportions is overthrown as a rational

theory. As it evidently cannot be founded on any a priori

considerations, it is only by a strict generality that it can

become a rational theory.

If we could not hold at once the grand Application of

principle of the dualism which pervades the principle

chemistry, and constitutes its homogeneous °^ (uiahsm.

character, and the doctrine of definite proportions, I should

not hesitate to sacrifice the latter : for it is more important

for chemical jirogress to gi-asp the great principle of syste-

matic dualism, than to advance our investigations by the

use of the numerical rule. But there is not, in fact, any
incompatibility between these two means of progress : and
such a brief sketch of my conception on this subject as my
limits allow may show how the doctrine of definite pro})or-

tions can be duly generalized only by discarding organic

chemistry as a separate body of doctrine, and extending

the principle of dualism to all organic compounds.
If we are to include all organic compounds under one

uniform system of chemistry, properly so called, we must
refer to physiology, vegetable and animal, the study of the

numerous secondary substances which owe their transient

and variable existence to the development of vital

phenomena, and which have no scientific interest except

under the head of biology. We shall see, under that head,

hereafter, what the precise classification is ; and all that

we have to do with it now as to show that it proceeds from
the fundamental distinction between the state of death

and that of life. The second, and most extended class of

oi'ganic substances is chiefly composed of mixtures which,

as such, admit of all imaginable proportions, within the

limits of vital conditions. As for the substances which,

exhibit real combinations, we must conceive of them as

subject to the law of definite proportions ; but the com-
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plexity, and yet more the instability of sucli compounds
will probably for ever forbid their being successfully

studied under the numerical jjoint of view, which is indeed

of very inferior interest in biology.—Even after this clear-

ing of the field, we could not accomplish the desired

generalization if we had not taken a new stand with regard

to the ternary and quaternary substances contemplated by
ordinaiy chemistry. The rigorous dualism which I have
before, and in a higher view, shown to be necessary, seems
to supjily, naturally and finally, the needs of the doctrine

of definite proportions.

As long as chemists persist in regarding organic com-
binations as ternary and quaternary,—that is, in con-

founding their elementary with an immediate analysis ;

—

while oxygen, hydrogen, carbon and azote are regarded as

immediately united, the compounds from them which
must be recognized as distinct, after the severest sifting,

*will be enough to constitute an invincible objection to the

princij^le of a numerical chemistry. But if they become
binary compounds of the second, or at most the third

order, whose principles are formed by the direct and binary

combination of those three or four elements, we find our-

selves able to represent all the actual numerical varieties

established by an elementary analysis, conceiving, for each

degree of combination, a very small number of distinct and
entirely definite proportions.—In the ternary case,—appro-

priate to compounds of a vegetable origin,—their three

elements may be united in three kinds of binary combina-
tions. Combining these again, still employing at once

oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon, we have three principal

classes of comj^ounds of the second order. But then again,

each term of the new compounds really corresponds to two
distinct substances : and thus, while admitting only one
proportion for the binary composition of tliese bodies, we
have already provided for the numerical composition of

twelve substances at present called ternary. But, further,

we are compelled to suppose at least three different pro-

portions for each l)inary combination : one producing per-

fect neutralization, and the other two the extreme limits

of the reciprocal saturation : and chemical analogies indi-

cate a much larger number of comi^ounds. Putting those
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aside, "we have thirty-six compounds, without goiug beyond
the second order, by the known combination of three

elements on the principle of dualism. We are also entitled

now to conceive of a third possible combination between
oxygen and carbon, or between carbon and hydrogen, etc.,

which already furnish two, after being long supposed to

admit of only one. Hence, and in view of all these con-

siderations, we may be assured that by dualism we might
completely and naturally subject to the law of definite

proportions eighty-one compounds of the second order,

formed from oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon ; and this

would unquestiouably more than suffice to represent the

elementary analysis of all distinct substances in the range
of vegetable chemistry.

Passing on to the quaternary case,—characterizing what
is called Animal Chemistry,— it seems as if the principal

class of compounds of the second order must be more
numerous than in the tei-nary case : but the indispensable

condition of employing all the four elements at once
restricts the classes to three. But when we examine the

terms of the secondary compounds, we find that while two
represent only one compound each, a third represents five.

Thus, the three pairs of compounds yield fourteen of one
proportion, and forty-two of the three proportions indi-

cated in the last case. But applying, at each degree, the
rational rule of a triple binary combination, without stop-

ping at the inevitable gaps of our existing chemistry, we
find ourselves in possession of ninety-nine compounds of

the second order, now regarded as quaternary. This is

probably a larger number than a rational analysis of

animal substances will be found to require. Moreover, as

animal substances have undergone a greater degree of vital

elaboration than vegetable matters, it would be philo-

sophical to admit, with respect to them, the possibility of

a higher order of composition, such as physiological com-
binations must eminently tend to realize. On such an
hypothesis, without going beyond the third order, we
might obtain ten thousand perfectly distinct compounds
from these four elements, all formed by an invariable

dualism, and strictly subject to the law of definite propor-
tions. It is true, nature would not jjermit the realization
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of more than a small part of these speculative combina-

tions ; but I have pursued the consequences of my con-

ception to this extreme ideal limit, to show how abundant
are the rational resources supjjlied by this new theory for

the generalization of the laws of numerical chemistry. If

this view is not followed up, or some equivalent one pro-

posed, it is evident that we must give up the doctrine of

definite proportions as a law of natural philosophy, and
return to Berthollet's theory, merely enlarging the cases of

fixed proportions which he admitted. In the present state

of the question there is no other choice. But my theory

having been, not instituted for this destination, but natu-

rally arrived at by another way, and with higher views,

and proceeding from established principles, to meet the

needs of chemical philosophy, seems to me to be presump-
tively entitled to a future, and pei'haps speedy realization.

This account of the present aspects of the doctrine of

definite proportions will enable any one to judge of its real

progress from its institution to this day ; of the conditions

which must be fulfilled before its principle can be con-

verted into a great law of nature ; and of the rational

course which alone can lead to such a final constitution of

numerical chemistry.
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CHAPTER IV.

THE ELECTRO-CHEMICAL THEORY.

FROM the beginning of modern cliemistry, Relation of

the chemical influence of electricity Electricity to

manifested itself uneqiiivocally in many im- Chemistry,

portant phenomena, and above all, in the grand experi-

ment of the recomposition of water by the direct combina-
tion of oxygen with hydrogen, effected by the aid of the
electric spark. But the special attention of chemists was
not strongly drawn towards this agency till Volta's im-
mortal discovery disclosed its princij^al energy, in render-

ing the electric action at once more complete, more pro-

found, and more continuous. Since that time, various

series of general phenomena have taught us that electi-icity

is a chemical agent more universal and irresistible than
heat itself, both for decomposition and combination. The
danger now is of exaggerating the relation it bears to the
general system of chemical science. Though chemistry
is united to j^hysics by this agency more than by any
other, it must yet be remembered that the two sciences

are distinct, and that there should be no confounding of

chemical with electrical properties. In order to ascertain
with precision what are the relations of chemistry with
electrology, we must briefly review the gradation of ideas
which have led up to the present electro-chemical theory,

as systematized by Berzelius.

The first important chemical effect of the History of

voltaic influence was the decomposition of tlie case.

water, established by Nicholson in 1801. It Nicholson's

was a necessary result of examination into discovery,

the action of the pile, without any chemical intention. It

confirmed a truth before well known : but it had a high
chemical value, as revealing the chemical energy of the
instrument ; and it thus constituted the starting-point of
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eleetro-clieinical research. We may even refer to this

origin the first attempts at founding a general theory of

electro-chemical phenomena ; for the conception offered hy
Grothuss, to explain Nicholson's observation by the electric

polarity of molecules, contains the germ of all the essential

ideas which have expanded, according to the requisitions

of the phenomena, into the present electro-chemical theory.

The analytical power of the voltaic pile having been
once discovered, it was natural for the chemists to apply

the new agent to the decomposition of substances which
had hitherto resisted all known means. The first series of

,
attempts produced, after a few years, the

coverv
^

^'^

brilliant discovery by the illustrious Davy,
—of the analysis of the alkalies, properly so

called, and the earths. Lavoisier's theory, which showed
that every salifiable base must be a result of the combina-
tion of oxygen with some metal, had foreshown this

analysis ; but no chemical means had sufficed to effect it.

It was believed in, in spite of Berthollet's discovery of the

true composition of ammonia ; and the brilliant result

obtained by Davy was an easy consequence of a discovery

completely jirepared for. M. G-ay-Lussac soon followed,

with a more difficult but less striking achievement,—the

confirmation, by a purely chemical process, of the electrical

analysis of potash.

Nicholson's observation having originated electro-

chemistry, and Davy's given it a great impulse, the next

step was to investigate the chemical influence of elec-

tricity, in a scientific view. This was effectually, though
indirectly, determined by Davy's great feat ; for by it

chemistry was proved to have achieved the most im-
portant, and hitherto inaccessible analyses : and in fact,

the science has not since made any essential acquisition.

Electro-chemical action was presently and permanently
subjected to direct and regular study ; and it was irrevoc-

ably constituted a fundamental part of chemical science

,
when Berzelius accomplished his series of

extension
investigations on the voltaic decomposition
of all the salts, and then of the principal

oxides and acids. It was in consequence of these researches

that the habitual consideration of electric i:)roperties has
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assumed a growing importance in the chemical study of

all substances, which are now scientifically divided into

the classes of electro-negatives and electro-positives. It

was thus the privilege of Berzelius to be the first to con-

ceive of the electro-chemical theory under an entirely

systematic form.

One condition remained to be fulfilled, to
s -

tl f •

1

give its due scientific character to this new process,

branch of chemistry. The voltaic action had
thus far been regarded only analytically :—it must be re-

garded synthetically also. This was done by the labours

of Becquerel, who fully established the synthetical in-

fluence of electricity, fitly applied ; and who, moreover,

employed it in effecting new and valuable combinations,

hitherto impracticable. From this procedure arose the

necessity of modifying the method of experimentation.

The apparatus which was powerful enough to decompose

was much too powerful to combine, because it would pro-

bably decompose the immediate principles which were in-

tended to be combined ; and thence arose the method of

employing the protracted action of very feeble electric

powers,—every advantage being given to the disposition

of the substances to be acted upon. M. Becquerel did

this very successfully by operating with a single voltaic

element, and seizing each substance in the T.^„„„Q,.ar' '^ - . , . , l>ecquerel s.

state called nascent, which is agreed upon
as most favourable to combination. This change of pro-

cedure is the distinctive honour of M. Becquerel. He not

only determined direct combinations, not before obtainable,

but exhibited in others, which were obtainable, the re-

markable property of clearly manifesting their geometrical

structure, through the slowness and regularity of their

gradual formation ;—a character especially marked in the

case of certain metallic sulphurets, some oxides, and
several salts. It does not lie within our province to point

out the results of this method in regard to the natural

history of the globe, in explaining a great number of

mineral origins, when the time for such concrete questions

shall have arrived. It is more in our way to observe the

importance of these labours in bringing up chemical syn-

thesis to something like harmony with the progress of
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analysis,—favoured as the latter pursuit had been by the

ease with which we destroy, in comparison with the diffi-

culty with which we recreate. Once more, these researches

of M. Becquerel have comj^leted the general constitution of

electro-chemistry, which, being henceforth at once syn-

thetical and analytical, can only expand in one of these two
directions, however great the improvements remaining to

be attained.

Such has been the filiation of electro-chemical discoveries,

since the beginning of our century. A little attention to

the great phenomenon which was the original subject of

the electro-chemical theory will show how this study has

gradually led to a new fundamental concejition for the

whole of Chemistry.
It has been said, through all periods of

combustion chemical research, that the study of Com-
bustion must be the central point of the

science. So it was thought in the ancient theological

period of the science ; and also in the more recent meta-
physical stage, when combustibility was called phlogiston,

and regarded as an intangible materialized entity : and the

advent of the positive period of chemistry was marked by
the establishment of Lavoisier's new theory of combustion.

In our day it is the recognized necessity of modifying this

theoi'y that has especially led to the electric conception of

chemical phenomena.
. . ,

The pneumatic theory of combustion of

theorv Lavoisier had two entirely different objects

in view ; objects which are too commonly
confounded, but which we must be careful to keep apart.

First, the analysis of the general phenomenon of combus-
tion : and, secondly, the explanation of the effects of heat

and light, which is, in the eyes of the vulgar, the more im-
portant of the two. Both were treated in the most ad-

mirable manner possible in the existing state of knowledge;
and in the characteristics of postivity and rationality La-
voisier's theory has not since been surpassed. All combus-
tion, abrupt or gradual, was regarded as consisting in the

coml)ination of the combustible body with oxygen, whence,
when the body was simjole, must result an oxide, generally

susceptible of becoming the basis of a salt, and, if the oxygen
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was preponderant, a true acid, the principle of a certain

kind of salts. As for the disengagement of heat and light,

it was attributed, in a general way, to the condensation of

the oxygen, and in an accessory way, to that of the combus-
tible body, in this combination.

The first part of this anti-phlogistic theory -p. i. i- .• •

has a much more philosophical character than

the second. It was eminently rational to analyse the pheno-

menon of combustion, so as to seize whatever was common
to all cases. The conclusions drawn might be too general

;

and were afterwards proved to be so ; but Avhatever would
stand the test of time miist form a body of indestructible

truth, constituting an essential part of chemical science

through all future revolutions. The case is different with

the explanation of heat and light. The question is not,

like the first, of a chemical, but a physical nature ; and,

whatever may be its final solution, it cannot affect chemical

conceptions. It would have been wiser to abstain from
offering any general explanation of the effects of heat and
light through such a supposition as that of a condensation,

which does not necessarily take place, and which is, in fact,

found to be often absent. Lavoisier hoped to attach the

therniological effect to the great law discovered by Black,

of the disengagement of heat proper to the passage of any
body fi'om one state to another more dense ; but such a

connection could not be established on the ground of

phenomena not invariably present, or indisputably mani-
fested. However, it would be too much to expect a perfect

scientific reserve in discoverers who bring out scientific

truths from a region of metaphysical fantasies. It is from
their followers that we have a right to demand it ; and we
are compelled to charge upon the chemists who have been
eager to substitute the electro-chemical theory for the anti-

phlogistic theory, properly so called, a want of care in con-

structing explanations analogous to those which are dis-

missed as insufficient. To justify this charge, we must
review the proofs of the imperfection of Lavoisier's theory,

— still regarding it under the two divisions just exhibited.

Berthollet saw presently that Lavoisier's „ .i ii .,

method of analysis of combustion must be limitation
"

modified. One of the chief consequences of
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this analysis was that every acid and every salifiable base

must be a result of combustion ; that is, of the combina-
tion of any element with oxygen ; whereas, Berthollet dis-

covered that one of the most marked of the alkalies,

ammonia, is formed of hydrogen and azote alone, without
any oxygen ; and soon after, he proved that sulphuretted

hydrogen gas, in which also there is no oxygen, neverthe-

less presents all the essential properties of a real acid.

These facts have since been confirmed in every possible

way, and especially by the electric method ; and the excep-

tions, both as to alkalies and acids, have become so multi-

j^lied, that the investigation and comparison of them have
given that high character of generality to the study of

alkalies and acids which belongs to it in our time.

Moreover, the primitive theory of combustion has been
gradually modified by the discovery that a rapid disen-

gagement of heat and light is not always an indication of a
combination with oxygen. Chlorine, sulphur, and several

other bodies, even non-elementary, have been found to

occasion true combustion. And again, the phenomenon of

fire is no longer attributed exclusively to any special com-
bination, but, in general, to all chemical action at once very

intense and vivid.

It does not follow that because Lavoisier's discoveries

have parted with some of their character of generality,

they have lost any of their direct value : and such altera-

tion of views as there is relates chiefly to artificial pheno-
mena, while the natural facts remain securely established.

Thus, though there are acids and alkalies without oxygen,
it is unquestionable that the greater number of them, and
especially the most jjowerful, are oxygenated : and again,

if oxygen be not indispensable to combustion, it remains
the chief agent, and especially in natural combustions. In
natural history, the theory is applicable, almost without
reserve, though it is insufficient for the severe conditions of

abstract science. If the universal sovereignty of oxygen
has been overthrown, it will yet be for ever the chief

element of the whole chemical system.

Second division. ,,
^^ ^^^

*^^f.
^«'^^!^

J ^«P^.^,* ^^
^^f

discovery,

the explanation or fare,—it was destroyed by
the first direct examination of it. No new facts were re-
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quired for its overthrow, but merely a more scientific

appreciation of common phenomena. It will not even

serve naturalists for their concrete purposes in any degree,

having never really explained the most ordinary effects.

The required condensation is found to be only occasionally

present, and often absent in the most important cases ; so

that if it were not for the connection of this aspect of the

theory with a sounder one, it would be inconceivable how
it could have held its ground up to a recent period,—busy
as the chemists were with other theoretical speculations.

After finding that in cases where condensation was sup-

posed, expansion exists instead ; and that where we find

vivid combustion, there should, by the theory, be a great

cooling, we are brought to the reflection that if the fire on
our hearths was not a matter of daily fact to us, its exis-

tence must become doubtful, or be disbelieved, through
those very explanations by which the phenomenon has
been proposed to be established. To my mind, this is a

clear indication that the chemical production of fire does

not admit, in a general way, of any rational explanation.

Otherwise it appears incomprehensible that men of such
genius and such science, at a time so near our own, should
have been so deluded. The electric fire, now proposed for

an explanation, must have been sufficiently known to La-
voisier, Cavendish, Berthollet, and others, to have served

as a basis to their theory, if its preponderance over the
merits of their hypothesis had been so great as is now
commonly supposed. This consideration however, striking

as it may be, is no dispensation from the duty of examin-
ing the electro-chemical conception, for which we have been
prepared by this short account of its antecedents.

According to this theory, the fire produced in the greater

number of strong chemical reactions must be attributed to

a real electric discharge which takes place at the moment
of combination (by the mutual neutralization, more or less

complete, of the oi:»posite electric conditions) of the two
substances under consideration,—one of which must be
electro-positive and the other electro-negative. There is

every reason to fear, however, that when this theory has
been effectually examined, it will be found as defective

in rationality as its jjredecessor. If electric effects are

I. B B
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concerned in all chemical phenomena, as seems to be now
agreed upon by most chemists and jihysicists, they must
oftener be supposed than found : and the electric symptoms
are most impossible to detect in precisely those chemical

phenomena which have been most relied on for overthrow-

ing the old theory. And in the cases in which electriza-

tion is evident, its chemical influence is so equivocal that

some regard it as the cause, and others as the effect, of the

combination. The explanation is not yet positively estab-

lished for any phenomenon whatever that has been duly
analysed : while its vague nature leaves room for fear that

it will not be so radically or so speedily destroyed as its

predecessor. It could be plainly shown whether the

requisite condensation did or did not exist : but there is

always a resource, in the more recent case, in the faint or

fugitive character of the electric condition, which defies

our means of positive exploration,—qualities which are

far from being a ground of recommendation of a theory

which is to account for very striking and intense effects. I

do not desire to say that the disengagement of light and heat

can never have an electric origin, any more than that it can
never proceed from the condensation proposed : but 1 think

an impartial observation woi;ld decide that in most cases

of combustion there is neither condensation nor electriza-

tion. My own view is that these vain attempts to explain

the chemical production of fire jDroceed from the lingering

metajihysical tendency to penetrate into the nature and
mode of being of phenomena : and that chemical action is

one of the various primitive sources of heat and light,

which cannot, from their nature, usually admit of any
positive explanation ; that is, of being referred, in this

relation, to any other fundamental influence.

If our chemical science were more advanced than it is,

we should not have to point out that the consideration of

fire, which, however important, is only a physical accessory

of chemical phenomena, cannot afford a rational ground
for a radical change in our conceptions of chemical action.

When our predecessors regai'ded heat as the

tlie theorv^
chief physical agent in composition and de-

composition, they did not pervert such a

consideration to the point of assimilating chemical to
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thermological effects. We are less cautious at the present

day : we confound the auxiliary, or the general physical

agent of the jjhenonienon, with the phenomenon itself, and
pervert chemistry by confounding it with electrology, by
irrationally assimilating chemical to electrical properties,

as is seen especially in the theory of M. Berzelius. How
can there be any scientific comparison between the tendency
of two bodies to a mechanical adhesion after a certain mode
of electrization, and the disposition to unite all their mole-
cules, external and internal, by a true chemical action ?

M. Berzelius has frankly declared that cohesion, properly

so called, admits of no electric explanation. Nothing is

gained towards explaining the molecular connection, in-

dissoluble by any mechanical force, in contrast with the
magnetic union so easily overcome, by talking of voltaic

elements with their positive or negative pole, and their

connection by the electric antagonism of the opposite poles.

Such inventions give no idea whatever of molecular co-

hesion. Nor is affinity, or the tendency to combination,
any better explained by the electro-chemical theory. Elec-

trical phenomena, in physics, are eminently general, offering

only differences of intensity in different bodies ; whereas,
chemical phenomena are essentially special or elective : and
therefore every attempt to make chemistry, as a whole,
enter into any branch of physics, is thoroughly anti-

scientific. This would be enough : but we see besides that

the smallest changes in the mode of electrization reverse

the electric antagonism, and destroy the proposed electrical

order of elementary bodies : we find ourselves \anable to

deduce the new electric properties which the theory bids

us look for in the compounds of different orders ; we do
not know by what laws they derive their positive or nega-
tive character from the electric condition of each of the
two elements ; nor are we able to approach the great end
of chemical science,—the prevision of the qualities of com-
pounds by those of their constituent elements. Moreover,
in any case, the great body of chemical phenomena opposes
insurmountable obstacles ; as when oxygen, the most nega-
tive element, when entering largely into certain oxides,

finds them positive towai'ds certain acids, into which it

enters much more sparingly,—the radicals of the first
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bein^ often as negative as those of the last. According to

M. Berzelins's own frank declaration, organic compounds
cast insuperable difficulties in the way of his arrangement
of electric relations ; and he alleges the transience of the

combinations in that class of cases as an explanation of

the anomaly : but chemical science would be impossible if

compounds were not throughout considered stable till

causes of decomposition arise : and if organic compounds
are guarded from these, they remain chemically stable,

like inorganic substances. The fundamental obstacle of

the whole case,—the identity of the elements, in opposition

to the electric variety,—cannot by any means whatever be

got over.

Leaving all these difficulties on one side, we learn nothing

about chemical phenomena by likening them to electrify

action, for we establish thus no harmony between the pre-

tended causes and the real eifects. Every attempt seems
to prove simply the auxiliary influence of electricity on
chemical effects,—acting as heat does, only with a different

intensity. In fact, there are scarcely any electro-chemical

combinations which caimot be effected by ordinary chemical

processes, without any electric indications ; and the few
exceptional cases still existing may, by analogy, be expected

to be brought under the rule. If, in the face of all this,

we were to persist in investing the electrical influence with

the specific and molecular attributes of chemistry, we
shovild merely be restoring the old entity of affinity, decked
out with some hypothetical material attributes, which would
be far from rendering it more positive : and such a pro-

cedure would be as hurtful to jjhysics as to chemistry, by
infusing new vagueness into our notions of electricity,

which are at present far from being sufficiently distinct.

And then might follow, as likely as not, the founding on

electrology, not only the whole of chemistry, but the

theories of heat, of weight, and probably, as a conse-

quence, that of celestial mechanics. And then, if we
added to this heterogeneous assemblage a confounding of

the supposed nervous fluid with the pretended electric

fluid, we should have attained to the show of an universal

system, devoid of all scientific use, which would fall to

pieces as soon as tested by real study, parting off into
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categories of independent doctrine, and encumbering natural

philosophy with insoluble questions, which must be dis-

carded, to enable us to begin afresh.

Thus, to sum up, the great chemical influence of elec-

tricity, like that of weight, and yet more of heat, is un-

questionable ; and I have endeavoured to exhibit the high
imjiortance of electro-chemistry to the improvement of

chemical science, of which it is one of the essential

elements. But I must, once for all, reject the conception

through which it has been attempted to transform all

chemical into electrical phenomena. In a philosophical

point of view, Lavoisier's theory appears to me, notwith-

standing its serious imperfections, very superior as a
scientific composition to that to which it has given j^lace.

It related directly to the aim of chemical science,—the
establishment of general laws of composition and decom-
position ; whereas the newer theory draws attenticm away
from it, in a vain inquiry into the intimate nature of

chemical phenomena. Thus the anti-phlogistic conception
has suggested numerous and important chemical dis-

coveries, while it is very doubtful whether as much will

ever be said for the electric theory. In an indii-ect way
however it may operate favourably for . .

chemical science, by its binary antagonism amUKnvers^
suggesting the extension of dualism among
compounds which are as yet supposed to be more than
binary. Berzelius appears to have felt this connection

;

and he would probably have erected dualism into a funda-
mental principle, but for his subjection to the old division

of chemistry into organic and inorganic. Others, who are

free from this entanglement, may be prepared by the
electro-chemical theory for general dualism ; though it is

not, in principle, desirable to recur to faulty means to

attain good results in an indirect way. In another view,

this theory may be useful,—in fixing the attention of

chemists on the influence of time in the production of
chemical effects ;—an influence remarkably manifested by
many phenomena, but not, as yet, directly analysed. Not
only does time naturally increase the mass of the products
of chemical re-action ; it also causes formations which
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would not otherwise exist. The chemical theory of time

is at present a blank in science ; and the phenomena of

electro-chemistry seem likely to enlighten us on this head,

—so all-imjiortant in its connection with chemical geology,

while constituting an indispensable element in the concep-

tions of abstract chemistry.

To complete our survey of the |>hilosophy of Chemistry,
we must turn to some considerations already suggested, on
the subject of what is commonly called Organic Chemistry.
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CHAPTER V.

ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

ORGANIC Chemistry comprehends, it cannot be denied,

two kinds of researches, chemical and physiological,

which are perfectly distinct. For instance, the study of

organic acids, and especially the vegetable Confusion of

acids, and alcohol, ethers, etc., has a character two kinds of

as purely chemical as that of any inorganic *^^*-

substances whatever ; and, on the other hand, there is no
doubt of the biological character of inquiries into the com-
position of sap or blood, and of the analysis of the products

of respiration, and many other matters included in organic

chemistry. The confusion of the two orders is prejudicial

to both sciences, and especially to physiology. The division

of Chemistry conceals or violates essential analogies, and
hinders the extension of dualism into the organic region,

where it is seldom found, though, as I have shown, it is

optional, in fact, throughout the whole range of chemistry

;

and thus the arbitraiy arrangement is the chief obstacle in

the way of the entire generalization of the doctrine of de-

finite proportions. And whenever a true chemical theory

shall fitly replace the anti-phlogistic conception, it must
necessarily comprehend all organic, as well as inorganic

compounds. The most philosophical chemists are tending
more and more to a recognition of the identity of the two
departments ; and there can be no doubt that the establish-

ment of that identity will be an immediate conseqxience of

a rational classification of chemical knowledge.
The confusion is more mischievous, but less felt by

chemists, under the other view,—the comprehension of

biological phenomena among those of organic chemistry.

The confusion arose from the need of chemical researches

in very many physiological questions ; and these chemical
researches, being usually extensive and difiicult, were out
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of the range of the jihysiologists, aucl were taken posses-

sion of by the chemists, who annexed them to their own
domain. Both classes were to blame for the vicious

arrangement, and both must amend their scientific habits

before a division can be effected in entire conformity to

natural analogies. The physiologists have the most difficult

task before them, having to qualify themselves for inquiries

from which the chemists have only to abstain.

It is scarcely possible to characterize or to circumscribe

the physiological part of organic chemistry, formed as it is

by successive encroachments. It comjirehends the chemical
analysis of all the anatomical elements, solid or fluid, and
that of the ^ro(^Mc/s of the organism ; and if its usurpations

remained unchecked, it would soon include the phenomena
of Avhat Bichat called the organic life ; that is, the functions

of nutrition and secretion, the only ones comiuon to all living

bodies, and in which the chemical point of view might well

appear the natural one. In such a state of" things, physio-

logy would be reduced to the study of the functions of

animal life, and to that of the development of the living-

being. It is easy to see what would become of biological

science, if it were reduced to this fragmentary state.

Chemists cannot but be unfit for the rational examination
of the important questions of anatomy and physiology,

vegetable and animal, because the research requires that

comprehension of view which their studies, as chemists,

preclude them from obtaining. In the anatomical relation,

they are perpetually overlooking the fundamental division,

established by M. de Blainville, between the true elements

of the organism, and its simple products; and they take

for one another, almost indifferently, the tissues, the paren-

chyma, and the organs. The spirit of biological investiga-

tion being unknown to them, they can neither choose their

subject well, nor direct their analysis wisely. If these are

grave inconveniences in anatomical questions, they are

much more serious in physiological problems, properly so

called, the essential conditions of which are not understood

by chemists. The rational direction of physiological analysis

can take place only by the subordination of the chemical to

the physiological view ; and therefore by the employment
of chemistry by the physiologists themselves, as a simple
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means of investigation. It is an analogous case to that

before exhibited, of the application of mathematical analysis

to physical questions. If it is important that physicists

should emj)loy the instrument of analysis, instead of de-

livering over physical subjects to the mathematicians, to

be a mere theme for analytical exercises, much more im-

portant is it that the greater diversity of view in chemistry

and physiology should not be lost sight of. The irrational

and incoherent studies comprised in the organic chemistry

of our day give us no idea of the true nature of the aids

that biology may derive from chemistry. A few instances

will show the high im]>ortance of an improved organization

of scientific labour.

In the anatomical order, almost all the re- Kelatiou of

searches of chemists have to undergo an Chemistry to

entire revision by the physiologists, before Anatomy,

they can be applied to the studies of the elements or the

products of the organism. The fine series of researches of

M. Chevreul on fatty bodies are ])erhaps the only important

chemical study immediately applicable to biology, animal

or even vegetable. In the chemical analysis of blood or

sap, or almost any other element, a single case, taken at

hazard, is usually presented as a satisfactory type, without

any comparative investigation either of each species of

organism in its normal state, or of the degree of develop-

ment of the living being,—its sex, its temperament, its

mode of alimentation, the system of its exterior conditions

of existence, etc., and other modifications which physio-

logists alone can duly estimate. Such analyses correspond

to nothing in anatomy but the single case observed ; and
even that is seldom sufficiently characterized. Hence inevit-

able divergences among chemists, who choose different

types, and discussions of no scientific use, as the discor-

dance is attributed to the diiferent analytical methods em-
ployed, instead of to the variations which physiology would

have led them to anticipate. The case is the same with

regard to products first secreted and then excreted, as bile,

saliva, etc., which offer a still greater complication. The
chemists make no incpiiry about the parts from which these

products are taken, or the modifications which may have

been occasioned by their remaining some time after their
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production, etc. ; and therefore the analyses of these pro-

ducts, however often renewed, are still incoherent and
thoroughly defective. We owe to M. Raspail a full expo-

sure of the practice of the chemists of multiplying oi'ganic

principles almost without limit, from differences of character

which imply no distinction of nature, but are merely marks
of various degrees of elaboration of the same principle in

different developments of vegetation ; and even from con-

founding the observed substances with their anatomical

envelope. It is to be regretted that M. Easj^ail did not

complete his great service to science by founding rationally

the physiological portion of organic chemistry, instead of

vainly attempting to systematize organic chemistry, under
the bias of our crude chemical education.

rp pj .• 1 „ , If we turn from the anatomical order of
''"

' questions to the jDhysiological, we shall find

yet stronger evidences of the inaptitude of chemists for

biological inquiries. All endeavours have yet failed to

establish any point of general doctrine in biology ; and we
find ourselves merely with simple materials, which must be

newly elaborated by physiologists, under the view of

vitality, before they can be put to use. To give an example
or two :—the experiments of Priestley, Sennebier, Saussure,

and others, on the mutual chemical action of vegetables

and atmospheric air, were of the highest value, as insti-

tuting positive knowledge of the vegetable economy ; but
the inquiry is by no means so simple as its founders natu-

rally supposed, after having analysed one separate portion

of the phenomenon of vegetation. The absor2:)tion of car-

bonic acid, and the exhalation of oxygen, though very

important in relation to the action of leaves, are only one

aspect of the double vital motion, and cannot be understood
but in the physiological view of both. This action cannot
explain the elementary composition of vegetable substances,

or determine the kind of alteration sustained by the air

through vegetation, because it is, in other ways, partially

compensated by the precisely inverse action produced by
the germination of seeds, the ripening of friiits, etc., and
even, as regards the leaves, by the mere passages from
light to darkness. It is much to have indicated the true

nature of the requisite research, and to have supplied some
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materials for it. The rest is the business of the the physio-

logists. If we turn to animal physiology for examples, the

case is yet more striking.

After all the inquiry that has been made into the chemi-

cal phenomena of respiration, no fixed point is yet estab-

lished. It was long supposed that the absorption by the

lungs of atmospheric oxygen, and its transformation into

carbonic acid, would exj^lain the great phenomenon of the

conversion of venous into arterial blood. But the problem
is much more complicated than was supposed by the

chemists who established this essential part of the phe-

nomenon, and whose labours present the most contra-

dictory conclusions in regard to the facts under their

notice. We do not know, for instance, whether the quantity

of carbonic acid formed really corresponds to the quantity

of oxygen absoi'bed ; and even the simple general difference

between the inhaled and exhaled air, which is the first

point to be ascertained, is far from being positively estab-

lished. The atmospheric azote appears to some to be in-

creased after respii*ation, while others say it is diminished,

and others again that it remains the same. The disagree-

ments about the changes in the composition of the blood
are yet more marked. Perhaps the inaptitude of chemists
and physicists for physiological researches is more striking

still in the case of animal heat. In the early days of

modern chemistry, this phenomenon seemed to be suffi-

ciently accounted for by the disengagement of heat corre-

sponding to the decarbonizing of the blood in the lungs,

which the chemists regarded as the focus of a real combus-
tion ; but this explanation was soon found to be inadequate,
even in a normal condition ; and much more in various
pathological cases. Uncertain as we still are as to the
pulmonary influence in the process, we know that all

the vital functions must concur in it, in a greater or
smaller degree. There is even some reason to suppose, in

direct opposition to the opinion of the chemists, that
respiration, far from aiding to produce animal heat, con-
stantly tends to diminish it. No doubt, the chemical effects

occasioned by vital action must always be taken into the
account in the study of animal heat ; but it is only the
physiologists who can deal with them in the light of the
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whole subject. When we have learned to combine the

chemical and the physiological view, we may proceed to

the tormation of positive doctrine, without having to deal

with preliminary obstacles ; as, in regard to such questions

as the general agreement between the chemical composition

of living bodies, and that of the whole of their aliments
;

a case which constitutes one of the principal aspects of the

vital state.

It is evident, at the outset, that every living body, what-

ever its origin, must be, in the long run, composed of the

different chemical elements concerned in the substances,

solid, liquid, and gaseous, by which it is habitually

nourished ; since, on the one hand, the vital motion sub-

jects its parts to a continual renovation, and, on the other,

we cannot without absurdity sujjpose it capable of spon-

taneously producing any real element. This consideration

is so tar irom involving any difficulty, that it might lead

us to divine the general nature of the principal elements

of living bodies ; for animals feed in the first place on
vegetables, or on other animals which have eaten vege-

tables ; and in the second place, on air and water, which

are the basis of the nutrition of plants : and thus, the

organic world evidently admits of those chemical elements

only which are furnished by the decomposition of air and
water. When these two fluids have been duly analysed,

physiologists can, in a manner, forsee that animal and
vegetable substances must be composed of oxygen, hydro-

gen, azote, and carbon, as chemistry taught them. It is

true, such a prevision must be very imperfect, as it indicates

nothing of the difference between animal and vegetable

substances, nor why the latter usually contain so much
carbon and so little azote. But this hrst glimpse, though
it suggests some of the difficulty of the problem, yet indi-

cates the possibility of establishing such a general harmony.
But, when we proceed with the comparison, we encounter

important objections, which are at present insoluble. The
chief difficulty is that azote appears to be as abundant in

the tissues of herbivorous as of carnivorous animals, though
the solid aliments of the former contain scarcely any azote.

The opinions of chemists, as of J>erzelius and Kaspail, as

to the nature of azote, do not solve the difficulty, as they
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cast no light upon its origin. This is one of a mnltitnclp

of cases in which we cannot at all explain the chemical

composition of anatomical elements bv that of the exterior

substances from which they are iniqnestionably derived.

Another striking case is that of the constant presence of

carbonate, and, yet more, phosphate of lime in the bonv
tissue, though the nature of the aggregate of aliments

appears to afford no room for the formation of those salts.

This system of investigations, considered in its whole
range, constitutes one of the most important general ques-

tions that can arise from the chemical study of life ; and,

if it is at present hardly initiated, the backwardness is

owing, not only to its eminent difficulty, but to the bio-

logists having abandoned to the chemists a task which.

UTider a wise organization of labour, would have belonged
to themselves alone.

In order to effect a rational division of Partition of

organic chemistry, and to assign its ]>ortions Oi-o-anic

to chemistry on the one hand and physiology Chemistry.

on the other, we must talce our stand on the separation

between the state of life and that of death ; or. what comes
to nearly the same thing, between the stability and in-

stability of the proposed combinations, submitted to the

influence of common agents. Among the compounds in-

discriminately called organic, some owe their existence only

to vital motion ; they exhibit perpetual variations, and
usually constitute mere mixtures : and these cannot belong
to chemistry, but must enter into the domain of biologv,

—

statical or dynamical, according as we study their fixed

condition, or the vital succession of their regular changes.
Such, for instance, are l)lood, lymph, fat. etc. The others,

which form the more immediate principles of these, are

substances essentially dead, admitting of a remarkable
permanence, and presenting all the characters of true com-
binations, independent of life : their natural pla.ce i"

evidently, in the general system of chemical science, among
the substances of inorganic origin, from which they differ

in no important respect. Of these, the organic acids,

alcohol, albumen, etc., are examples. These are the sub-
stances which truly belong to organic chemistry ; and no
reason exists for their separation from analogous inorganic
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substances, eveu if no injury was done by sucb an arbitrary

division ; and there is more reason for giving the title of

organic to them than to the theory of oxygen, hydrogen,

carbon, and azote, or to the study of many other substances,

acid, alkaline, saline, etc., without which chemical anatomy
and physiology would be unintelligible. As for chemical

phenomena truly common to all compounds of this class,

in consequence of the necessary identity of their chief

elements, it is certainly important to assign to them their

precise relations. The most important of these phenomena
relate, at present, to the interesting and very imperfect

theory of the diiferent kinds of fermentation. But the

consideration of these properties does not constitute a

different order from that which results from the same
ground in the case of many other comj)ounds, purely in-

organic. The property of fermentation, however important,

has not a higher scientific value than that of burning, and
has no more right to an exclusive classification. It is

admitted that too much was attributed to combustion
formerly, in regard to inorganic substances ; and we may
be attributing too much now to fermentation, or any other

common property, among so-called organic bodies. We
cannot yet assign their proper place to these compounds in

the rational system of chemical science ; but we are able

to affirm that, in that system, they must be more or less

sej)arated from each otlier, and interposed among sub-

stances called inorganic. Nothing more than this is needed
to settle the question of the maintenance or the suppression

of organic chemistry as a distinct body of doctrine. In
applying the principle which I have proposed, to ascer-

tain to which science any question belongs, it is enough to

inquire whether chemical knowledge will serve the pur-

poses of the research, or whether any biological considera-

tions enter into it. The i^roposing such an alternative is,

in fact, making the classification.

It is not our business to treat of any special application

of this principle ; but it is desirable to point out that in

this partition of organic chemistry, its two portions are

very unequally divided—the study of vegetable substances

contributing most to chemistry, and that of animal sub-

stances to biology. At the first glance, we might suppose
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the difference to be the other way ; for the iraportance of

chemical considerations is really much greater with regard

to living vegetables than animals, whose chemical functions

are, except among the lowest orders of the zoological

hierarchy, subordinated to a superior order of new vital

actions. Yet, in virtue of the higher degree of vital elabo-

ration that matter undergoes in the animal than in the

vegetable organism, the chemical part of animal physio-

logy j)resents a much greater extent and complexity than
the vegetable, in which, for instance, the whole series of

the phenomena of digestion is absent, and in which assimi-

lation and secretion are much simplitiecl. But, on account
of the superior elaboration, and of the greater number of

elements, animal substances are much less stable than
vegetable : they rarely remain separate from the organism

;

and, at the same time, the new immediate principles proj)er

to them are so few that their very existence has been ques-

tioned. Vegetation is evidently the chief source of true

organic compounds, which are derived thence by the

animal organism, and modified by it, either thi'ough their

mutual combinations or new external influences. Thus,
the true domain of chemical science must necessarily be
more extended by the study of vegetable than by that of

animal substances.

Enovigh has been said about the necessity of subjecting

organic compounds to the law of dualism ; but there is a
particular aspect, under which the importance of this

conception in improving chemical theories is worth a brief

notice.

In considering substances as ternary or Application of

Cjuaternary, their multiplicity is accounted dualism to

for only bv the difference in the proportions organic

of their constituent elements,—their com- compounds,

ponent principles being identical. Very great differences

are sometimes explained by inequalities of proportion so

small as to shock the spirit of chemical analysis : and in

other cases, the proportions being the same, the differences

remain unaccounted for ;—as, for instance, in the cases of

sugar and gum, in which we find the same elements, com-
bined in the same ^proportions. If we extend dualism to

organic compounds, this class of anomalies disapj^ears
;
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for the distinction betAveeu immediate and elementary
analj^sis enables us to resolve bv dualism, in the most
natural manner, the s^eneral paradox of the real diversity

of two substances composed of the same elements, in the

same projiortions. In fact, these substances, identical in

their elementary, would differ in the immediate analysis,

as Ave may understand from what was offered in my
chapter on the law of definite proportions. In another

connection, chemists have remarked the possibility of

exactly representing^ the numerical composition of alcohol

or ether, etc., according to several binary formulas, radi-

cally distinct from each other, and yet finally equivalent

with regard to the elementary analysis. Now, if svich

fictitious combinations should ever be realized, they would
prodvice highly distinct substances, which might differ

much in the aggregate of their chemical properties, and
yet coincide by their elementary composition. It is only

necessary to transfer the same spirit into the study of

organic combinations, by the establishment of a universal

dualism, to dissipate all these anomalies : and the re-

soui'ce may thus be happily pre])ared, before the cases of

isomerism (as Berzelius calls this fact) have become very

numerous.
We have now seen how heterogeneous is

the"char)ter
^^^^ body of doctrine included under the

name of organic chemistry ; how it should
be divided ; what is the duty of physiologists with regard
to their share of it ; and how the extension of dualism will

establish a natural agreement between the composition of

substances and their collective characters.

With regard to Chemistry at large, I have

tlie^Boolf
*^ pointed out the true spirit of the science,

under a philosophical view of its present

aspects, and of the indispensable conditions of its advance-
ment. We do not want new materials so much as the

rational disposition of the details which already abound

:

and I have offered two prominent ideas, in my survey of

chemical philosophy ; the fusion of all genuinely chemical
studies into one body of homogeneous doctrine ; and the

reduction of all combinations to the indispensable concep-

tion of a dualism always optional. These two conditions,
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distinct but connected, have been presented as necessary

to the definitive constitution of chemical science. The
application of such a conception to the only part of

chemical research which yet exhibits anything of a posi-

tive rationality has removed all doubt about its general

fitness, by showing its spontaneous aptitude to resolve the
anomalies of numerical chemistry.

With this division closes our survey of the whole of

natural philosophy that relates to universal or inorganic

phenomena. In the order of phenomena to which we next
proceed, there is at once much more complexity, and much
less established order. The study of them is scarcely yet
organized ; and yet, out of the speciality of the pheno-
mena arises the most indispensable part of natural philo-

sophy,—that of which Man is first the chief object, and
then Society.
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lated by G. H. Venables, under

the supervision of the Rev. Canon
Venables. 2 vols. 5^. each.

BOETHIUS'S Consolation of
Philoaophy. King Alfred's Anglo-

Saxon Version of. With a literal

English Translation on opposite

pages, Notes, Introduction, and
Glossary, by Rev. S. Fox, M.A,

BOHN'S Dictionary of Poetical
Qixotations. 4th edition, ts.

BOHN'S Handbooks of Games.
New edition. In 2 vols., with

numerous Illustrations 31. 6«.

each.

Vol. I.

—

Table Games :— Bil-

liards, Chess, Draughts, Back-
gammon, Dominoes, Solitaire,

Reversi, Go-Bang, Rouge etNoir,
Roulette, E.G., Hazard, Faro.

Vol. 11. — Card Games :
—

Whist, Solo Whist, Poker, Piquet,

Ecarte, Euchre, Bezique, Crih-

bage. Loo, Vingt-et-un, Napoleon,
Newmarket, Pope Joan, Specula-

tion, &c., &c.

BOND'S A Handy Book of HuJes
and Tables for verifj'ing Dates
with the Christian Era, &c. Giving
an account of the Chief Eras and
Systems used by various Nations

;

with the easy Methods for deter-

mining the Corresponding Dates.
By J. J. Bond. t^s.

BONOMI'S Nineveh and its!

Palaoes. 7 Plates and 294 Wood-
cut Illustrations. 5^.

BOSWELL'S Life of Johnson,
with the Tour in the Hebrides
and JOHNSONIANA. Edited by
the Rev. A. Napier, M.A. With
Frontispiece to each vol. 6 vols.

3^. dd. each.

BRAND'S Poptdar Antiquities
of England, Scotland, and Ire-

land. Arranged, revised, and
greatly enlarged, by Sir Henry
Ellis, K.H., F.R.S., &c., &c. 3
vols. Sj. each.

BREMER'S (Frederlka) Works.
Translated by Mary Howitt. 4
vols. '^s. 6d, each.

BRIDGWATER TREATISES.
Bell (Sir Charles) on the Hand.
With numerous Woodcuts. 5j-.

Eirby on the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals.
Edited by T. Rymer Jones.
With upwards of loo Woodcuts.
2 vols. 5^. each.

Kicld on tho Adaptation of Ex-
ternal Nature to the Physical
Condition of Man. 35. 6d.

Chalmers on the Adaptation
of EztPmal Nature to the
Moral and Intellectual Con-
stitution of Man. 5^.

i5RINK (B. ten) Early English
Literature. By Bernhard ten

Brink. Vol. I. To Wyclif. Trans-
lated by Horace M. Kennedy
y. 6d.

Vol. II. Wyclif, Chaucer, Ear-

liest Dram.a Renaissance. Trans-
lated by W. Clarke Robinson,
Ph.D. 3J-. 6d.

Vol. III. From the Fourteenth
Century to the Death of Surrey.

Edited by Dr. Alois Brandl.

Trans, by L. Dora Schmitz.

3J. 6d.

Five Lectures on Shake-
speare. Trans, by Julia Franklin.

3.f. 6d.

BROWNE'S (Sir Thomas)Works
Edited by Simon Wilkin. 3 vols.

3^. 6d. each.
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BURKE'S Works. 8 vols. y. 6d.

each.

I.—Vindication of Natural So-
ciety— Essay on the Sub-
lime and Beautiful, and
various Political Miscel-

lanies.

II.—Reflections on the French
Revolution — Letters re-

lating to the Bristol Elec-

tion— Speech on Fox's
East India Bill, &c.

III.—Appeal from the New to the

Old Whigs—On the Na-
bob of Arcot's Debts—
The Catholic Claims, &c.

IV.—Report on the Affairs of

India, and Articles of

Charge against Warren
Hastings.

V.—Conclusion of the Articles oi

Charge against Warren
Hastings— Political Let-

ters on the American V7ar,

on a Regicide Peace, to

the Empress of Russia.

VI.—Miscellaneous Speeches —
Letters and Fragments

—

Abridgments of English
History, &c. With a

General Index.

VII. & VIII.—Speeches on the Im-
peachment of Warren
Hastings ; and Letters.

With Index. 2 vols.

3j. dd. each.

Life. By Sir J. Prior. 35. 6d.

BURNEY'S Evelina. By Frances
Burney (Mme. D'Arblay). With
an Introrluction and Notes by
A. R. Ellis. 3J-. 6d.

Cecilia. With an Introduc-

tion and Notes by A. R. Ellis.

2 vols. y. 6d. each.

BURN (R ) Ancient Rome and
its Neighbourhood. An Illus-

trated Hand boot; to the Ruins in

the City and the Campagna, for

the use of Travellers. By Robert
Burn, M-A. With numerous
Illustrations, Maps, and Plans.

"js. 6d.

BURNS (Robert), Life of. By

J. G. Lockhart, D.C.L. A
new and enlarged Edition. Re-
vised by William Scott Douglas.

3.;. 6d.

BURTON'S (Robert) Anatomy of

Melancholy. Edited by the Rev.

A. R. Shiileto, M.A. With In-

troduction by A. H. Bullen, and
full Index. 3 vols. y. dd. each.

BURT'>N (Sir R. F.) Personal
Narrative of a Pilgrimage to

Al-Madlnah and Meccah. By
Captain Sir Richard F. Burton,

K.C.M.G. With an Introduction

by Stanley Lane- Poole, and all

the original Illustrations. 2 vols.

3J. bd. each.

*^* This is the copyrifjht edi-

tion, containing the author's latest

notes.

BUTLER'S (Bishop) Analogy oi

Religion, Natural and Revealed,

to the Constitution and Course of

Nature ; together with two Dis-

sertations on Personal Identity and
on the Nature of Virtue, and
Fifteen Sermons, y. 6d.

BUTLER'S (Samuel) Hudibras.
With Variorum Notes, a Bio-

graphy, Portrait, and 28 Illus-

trations, y.

or, further Illustrated with 60
Outline Portraits. 2 vols. y. each.

CiESAR. Commentaries on the
Gallic and Civil Wars. Trans-
lated by W. A. McDevitte, B.A.

55.
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CAMOENS' Lusiad ; or, the Dis-

covery of India. An Epic Poem.
Tra^.slated by W. J, Mickle. 5th

Edition, revised by E. R. Hodges,
M.C.P. 3J. dd.

CARAFAS (The) of Maddaloni.
Naples under Spanish Dominion.
Translated from the German of

Alfred de Reuraont. 3J. bd.

OaRLYLE'S French Revolution.

Edited by J. Holland Rose,

Litt.D. Illus. 3 vols. 5^. each.

Sartor Resartus, With 75
Illustrations by Edmund J. Sul-

livan. 55.

CARPENTER'S (Dr. W. B.)
Zoology. Revised Edition, by
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. With very

numerous Woodcuts. Vol. I. ds.

[ V^ol. II, out ofprint.

CARPENTER'S Mechjinlcal
Philoaophy, Astronomy, and
Horology. 181 Woodcuts. 5a-.

Vegetable Physiology and
Systematic Botany. Revised

Edition, by E. Lankester, M.D.,
&c. With very numerous Wood-
cuts. 6^.

Animal Physiology. Revised
Edition. With upwards of 300
Woodcuts. 6s.

CASTLE (E.) Schools and
Masters of Fence, from the

Middle Ages to the End of the

Eighteenth Century. By Egerton
Castle, M.A., F.S.A. With a

Complete Bibliography. Illus-

trated with 140 Reproductions of

Old Engravings and 6 Plates of

Swords, showing 114 Examples.
6s.

CATTERMOLE'S Evenings at
Haddon Hall. With 24 En-
gravings on Steel from designs by
Cattermole, the Letterpress by the

Baroness de Carabella. ^s.

CATULLUS, Tibullus, and the
Vigil of Venus. A Literal Prose
Translation. 5^.

•:'. E L L IN I (Benvenuto). Me-
moirs of, written by Himself.
Translated by Thomas Roscoe.
3^. 6d.

CERVANTES' Don Quixote de
la Mancha. Motteau.x's Trans
lation revised. 2 vols. 3^. 6d.

each,

Galatea. A Pastoral Ro
mance. Translated by G. W. J
Gyll. y. 6d.

Exemplary Novels. Trans
lated by Walter K. Kelly, y. 6d.

CrXAUCER'Jii Poetical Works
SvHted by Robert Bell. Revised
Edition, wilh a Preliminary Essay
by Prof. W. W. Skeat, M.A. 4
vols, y. 6d. each.

CHESS CONaRESS of 1862.
A Collection of the Games played.

Edited by J. Lowenthal. 5^,

CHEVREUL on Colour. Trans-
lated from the French by Charles
Martel. Third Edition, with
Plates, 5^. ; or with an additional

series of 16 Plates in Colours,

js. 6d.

CHILLINGWORTH'S Religion
of Protestants. A Safe Way to

Salvation, y. 6d.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive,
and Historical. Wilh Map and
nearly 100 Illustrations, y.

CHRONICLES OF THE CRU-
SADES. Contemporary Narra-
tives of the Crusade of Richard
Cceur de Lion, by Richard ol

Devizes and Geoffrey de Vinsauf

;

and of the Crusade at St. Louis,
by Lord John de Joiuville. 5^.

CICERO'S Orations. Translated
by Prof. C. D. Yonge, M.A. 4
vols, 5^. each.
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CICERO'S Letters. Translated by
Evelyn S. Shuckburgh. 4 vols.

55. each.

On Oratory and Orators.

With Letters to Quintus and
Brutus. Translated by the Rev.

J. S. Watson, M.A. 5^.

On tb.6 Nature of the Gods,
Divination, Fate, Laws, a Re-
public, Consulship. Translated

by Prof. C. D. Yonge, M.A., and
Francis Barham. 5^.

Academies, De Finibus, and
Tusculan Questions. By Prof.

C. D. Yonge, M.A. 5^.

Offices ; or. Moral Duties.

Cato Major, an Essay on Old
Age; Lselius, an Essay on Friend-
ship; Scipio's Dream; Paradoxes;
Letter to Quintus on Magistrates.

Translated by C. R. Edmonds.
3^.6^.

CORNELIUS NEPOS.— .S^^

Justin.

CLARK'S (Hugh) Introduction
to Heraldry. iSth Edition, Re-
vised and Enlarged by J. R.
Planche, Rouge Croix. With
nearly 1000 Illustrations. 5^. Or
with the Illustrations Coloured,

CLASSIC TALES, containing
Rasselas, Vicar of Wakefield,
Gulliver's Travels, and The Senti-
mental Journey. 35. 61a?.

COLERIDGE'S (S. T.) Friend.
A Series of Essays on Morals,
Politics, and Religion. 3^. (jd.

Aids to Reflection, and the
Confessions of an Inquiring
Si'lRlT, to whioii are added the
Essays on Faith and the Book
OF Common Prayer. 3.5-. bd.

Lectures and Notes on
Shakespeare and other English
Poets. Edited by T. Ashe. y.dd.

\

COLERIDGE'S Biographla Llte-
rarla; together with Two Lay
Sermons. 3J. dd.

Table-Talk and Omnlana.
Edited by T. Ashe, B.A. y. ed.

Miscellanies, .Esthetic and
Literary; to which is added,
The Theory of Life. Col-
lected and arranged by T. Ashe,
B.A. 3J. 6d.

COMTE'S Positive Philosophy.
Translated and condensed by
Harriet Martineau. With Intro-

duction by Frederic Harrison.

3 vols. 5^. each.

COMTE'S Philosophy of the
Sciences, being an Exposition of
the Principles of the Cours de

Philosophie Positive. By G. H.
Lewes. 5^.

CONDE S History of the Do
minion of the Arabs In Spain.
Translated by Mrs. Foster. 3
vols. 3J-, 6a?. each.

COOPER'S Biographical Dic-
tionary. Containing Concise
Notices (upwards of 15,000) of
Eminent Persons of all Ages and
Countries. ByThompson Cooper,
F.S.A. With a Supplement,
bringing the work down to 1883.
2 vols. 5J. each.

COXE'S Memoirs of the Duke of
Marlborough. With his original

Correspondence. By W. Coxe,
M.A., F.R.S. Revised edition
by John Wade. 3 vols. 3^. 6a?.

each.

*,* An Atlas of the plans of
Marlborough's campaigns, 4to.

\Qs. 6d.

History of the House of
Austria (1218-1792). With a
Continuation from the Accession
of Francis I. to the Revolution of

1848. 4 vols. 3J. 6d. each.
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CRAIK'S {G. L.) Pvirsult of Know-
ledge imder Diffloultles. Illus-

trated byAnecdotes and Memoirs.
Revised edition, with numerous
Woodcut Portraits and Plates. 5^.

CRUIKSHANK'S Punch and
Judy. The Dialogue of the

Puppet Show ; an Account of its

Origin, &c. With 24 Illustra-

tions, and Coloured Plates, de-

signed and engraved by G. Cruik-

shank. 5^.

CUNNINGHAM'S Lives of the

Most Eminent British Painters.

A New Edition, with Notes and
Sixteen fresh Lives. By Mrs.
Heaton. 3 vols. 35. 6d. each.

DANTE. Divine Comedy. Trans-

lated by the Rev. H. F. Gary,

M.A. 3J. (>d.

Translated into English Verse

by I. C. Wright, M.A. 3rd Edi-

tion, revised. With Portrait, and

34 Illustrations on Steel, after

Flaxman.

DANTE. The Inferno. A Literal

Prose Translation, with the Text
of the Original printed on the same
page. By John A. Carlyle, M.D.
Ss.

The Purgatorio. A Liter;U

Prose Translation, with the Text
printed on the same page. By
W. S. Dugdale. 5^.

DE COMMINES (Philip), Me-
moirs of. Containing the Histories

of Louis XI. and Charles VIII.,
Kings of France, and Charles
the Bold, Duke of Burgundy.
Together with the Scandalous
Chronicle, or Secret History of

Louis XI., by Jean de Troyes.
Translated by Andrew R. Scoblc.
With Portraits. 2 vols. 3^. 6d.

each.

DEFOE'S Novels and Mti?cel-

laneous Works. With Prefaces
and Notes, including those attri-

buted to Sir W. Sco.t. 7 vols.

3J. 6d. each.

I.—Captain Singleton, and
Colonel Jack.

II.—Memoirs of a Cavalier,

Captain Carleton,
Dickory Cronke, &c.

IIL—Moll Flanders, and the
History of the Devil.

IV.— Roxana, and Life of Mrs,
Christian Davies.

V.—History of the Great Plague
of London, 166$ ; The
Storm (1703) ; and the

True-born Englishman.

VI.—Duncan Campbell, New
Voyage round the
World, and Political

Tracts.

VII.—Robinson Crusoe.

DEMMIN'S History of Arms
and Armour, from the Earliest

Period. By Auguste Demmin.
Translated by C. C. Black, M.A.
With nearly 2000 Illustrations.

7^. 6d.

DEMOSTHENES' Orations.
Translated by C. Rann Kennedy.
5 vols. Vol. I., 3J. 6d.; Vols.
II.-V., 5j. each.

DE STAEL'3 Corince or Italy.

By Madame de Stael. Trans-
lated by Emily Baldwin and
Paulina Driver, t^s. 6d,

DEVEY'S Logic, or the Science
of Inference. A Popular Manual.
By J. Devey. 55.

DICTIONARY of Latin and
Greek Quotations ; including
Proverbs, Maxims, Mottoes, Law
Terms and Phrases. With all the
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Quantities marked, and English
Translations. With Index Ver-

borum (622 pages). 55.

DICTIONARY of Obsolete and
Provincial English. Compiled
by Thomas Wright, M.A., F.S A.,

&c. 2 vols. 5^-. each.

D IDE, GIST'S Christian Icono-
graphy : a History of Christian

Art in the Middle Ages. Trans-

lated by E. J. Millington and
completed by Margaret Stokes.

With 240 Illustrations. 2 vols.

S^. each.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Lives
and Opinions of the Ancient
Philosophers. Translated by
Prof. C. D. Yonge, M,A. $5.

DOEREE'S Adversaria. Edited

by the late Prof. Wagner. 2 vols.

5j. each.

D O DD ' S Epigrammatists. A
Selection from the Epigrammatic
Literature of Ancient, Medireval,

and Modern Times. By the Rev.
Henry Philip Dodd, M.A. Ox-
ford. 2nd Edition, revised and
enlarged. 6j.

DONALDSON'S The Theatre of

the Greeks. A Treatise on the

History and Exhibition of the

Greek Drama. With numerous
Illustrations and 3 Plans. By John
William Donaldson, D.D. 5^.

DRAPER'S History oi the
Intellectual Development of

E'jrope. ByJohn William Draper,

M.D., LL.D. 2 vols. 55. each.

DUNLOP'S History of Fiction.

A new Edition. Revised by
Henry Wilson. 2 vols. 51. each.

DYER'S History of Modern Eu-
rope, from the l^"all of Constan-
tinople. 3rd edition, revised and
continued to the end of the Nine-
teenth Century. By Arthur Has-
sall, M.A. 6 vols. 3^. Gd each,

DYER'S (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii : its

Buildings and Antiquities. By
T. H. Dyer, LL.D. With nearly

300 Wood Engravings, a large

Map, and a Plan of the Forum.
Ts. 6d.

DYER (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past.

An Account of the various Games
and Customs associated with Dif-

ferent Days of the Year in the

British Isles, arranged according
to the Calendar. By the Rev,
T. F. Thiselton Dyer, M.A. S^,

EBERS' Egyptian Princess. An
Historical Novel. By George
Ebers. Translated by E. S.

Buchheim. 3^-. 6d.

EDGEWORTH'S Stories for
Children. With 8 Illustrations

by L. Speed. 3^. 6d.

ELZE'S William Shakespeare.—See SlIAKESrEARE.

EMERSON'S Works. 5 vols.

3J. 6d. each.

I.—Essays and Representative
Men.

II.—English Traits, Nature, and
Conduct of Life.

III.—Society and vSolitude—Letters

and Social Aims— Ad-
dresses.

VI.—Miscellaneous Pieces.

V.—Poems,

ENNEMOSER'S History of
Magic. Translated by William
Howitt. 2 vols, 5^. each.

EPICTETUS, The Disoouraos of.

With the Encheiridion and
Fragments. Translated by George
Long, M.A. $s.

EURIPIDES. A New Literal

Translation in Prose. By E P.

Coleridge, M.A. 2 vols. t^s. each.
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EUTROPIUS.—^«« Justin.

EUSEBIUS PAMPHILUS,
Ecclesiastical History of. Trans-
lated by Rev. C.F.Cru^e.M.A. 5^.

EVELYN'S Diary and Corre-
spondendence. Edited from the

Original MSS. by W. Bray,
F.A.S. With 45 engravings. 4
vols. 5J-. each.

FAIRHOLT'S Costume in Eng-
land. A History of Dress to the
end of the Eighteenth Century.
3rd Edition, revised, by Viscount
Dillon, V.P.S.A. Illustrated with
above 700 Engravings. 2 vols.

5^. each.

FIELDING'S Adventures ot

Joseph Andrewsand his Friend
Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Cruikshank's Illustrations. 35. dd.

History of Tom Jones, a
Foundlin.^. With Cruikshank's
Illustrations. 2 vols. 3^. ()d. each.

Amelia. With Cruikshank's
Illustrations. 55.

PLAXMAN'S Lectures on Scixlp-
ture. By John Flaxman, R.A.
With Portrait and 53 Plates, ds.

FOSTER'S (John) Life and Cor-
respondence. Edited by J. E.
Ryland. 2 vols. 3^. dd. each.

—— Critical Essays. Edited by

J. E. Ryland. 2 vols. 3^. dd.
each,

Essays : on Decision of Cha-
racter ; on a Man's writing Me-
moirs of Himself ; on the epithet
Romantic ; on the aversion of
Men of Taste to Evangelical Re-
ligion. 3^. 6(/.

Essays on 1 he Evils of Popular
Ignorance ; to wliich is added, a
Discourse on the Propagation of
Christianity in India. 3^'. dd.

FOSTER'S Essays on the Im-
provement of Time. With Notes
OF Sermons and other Pieces.

3J-. dd.

GASPARY'S History of Italian
Literatixre. Translated by Her-
man Oelsner, M.A., Ph.D.
Vol. I. y. 6d.

GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH,
Chronicle oi.—See Old English
CJuonic'es.

GESTA ROMANORUM, or En-
tertaining Moral Stories invented
by the Monks. Translated by the

Rev. Charles Swan. ' Revised
Edition, by Wynnard Hooper,
B.A. 55.

GILDAS, Chronicles of.—Jf^^ Old
English Chronicles.

GIBBON'S DecUne and FaU of
the Roman Empire. Complete
and Unabridged, with Variorum
Notes. Edited by an English
Churchman. With 2 Maps and
Portrait. 7 vols. 3^-. dd. each.

GMLBART'S History, Principles,
and Practice of BanMng. By
the late J. W. Gilbart, F.R.S.
New Edition, revised by A. S.
Michie. 2 vols. \os.

GIL BLAS, The Adventures of.

Translated from the French of
Lesage by Smollett. With 24
Engraviiigs on Steel, after Smirke,
and 10 Etchings by George Cruik-
shank. 6y.

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS'
Historical Works. Translated
by Th. Forester, M.A., and Sir
R. Colt Hoare. Revised Edition,
Edited by Thomas Wright, M.A.,
F.S.A. 5J.

GOETHE'S Faust. Part I. Ger-
man Text with Hayward's Prose
Translation and Notes. Revised
by C. A. Buchheim, Ph.D. 51.
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aOETHE'S WorkB. Translated
into English by various hands.

14 vols. 3^-. 6d. each.

I. and II.—-Poetry and Truth
from My Own Life. New
and revised edition.

III.— Faust. Two Parts, com-
plete. (Swanwick.)

IV.—Novels and Tales.

V.—Wilhelm Meister's Appren-
ticeship.

VI.—Conversations with Ecker-
mann and Soret.

VIII.—Dramatic Works.

IX.—Wilhelm Meister's Travels.

X.—Tour in Italy, and Second
Residence in Rome.

XI.—Miscellaneous Travels,

XII.—Early and Miscellaneous
Letters.

XIV.—Reineke Fox, West-Eastern
Divan and Achilleid.

GOLDSI^TH'S Works. A new
Edition, by J. W. M. Gibbs. 5
vols. 35. 6d. each.

GRAMMONT'S Memoirs of the
Court of Charles II. Edited by
Sir Walter Scott. Together with
the BoscOBSL Tracts, including
two not before published, &c.
New Edition. 5^.

GRAY'S Letters. Including the

Correspondence of Gray and
Mason. Edited by the Rev
D. C. Tovey, M.A. Vols. I

and II. 3J-. 6d. each.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. Trans
lated by George Burges, M.A. 5^

GREEK ROMANCES of Helio
doruE, Longus, and Achilles
Tatlus—viz., The Adventures of

Theagenes & Chariclca ; Amours
of Daphnis and Chloe ; and Loves
of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans-
lated by Rev. R. Smith, M.A.
5^.

GREGORY'S Letters on the
Evidences, Doctrines, & Duties
of the Christian Religion. By
Dr. Olinthus Gregory. 3.;. 6d.

GREENE, MARLOWE, and
BEN JONSON. Poems of.

Edited by Robert Bell. ^s. 6d.

GRIMM'S TALES. With the

Notes ofthe Original. Translated
by Mrs. A. Hunt. With Intro-

duction by Andrew Lang, M.A.
2 vols. 2^. 6d. each.

Gammer Grethel; or, Ger-
man Fairy Tales and Popular
Stories. Containing 42 Fairy
Tales. Trans, by Edgar Taylor.

With numerous Woodcuts after

George Cruikshank and Ludwig
Grimm, p. 6d.

GROSSI'S Maroo Visoonti.
Translated by A. F. D. The
Ballads rendered into English

Verse by C. M. P. 3s. 6d.

GUIJEOT'S History of the
English Revolution of 1640.
From the Accession of Charles

I. to his Death. Translated by
William Hazlitt. 3^. 6d.

: History of Civilisation, from
the Fall of the Roman Empire to

the French Revolution. Trans-
lated by William Hazlitt. 3 vols.

31. 6d. each.

HALL'S (Rev. Robert) Miscel-
laneous Works and Remains.
35. ed.

HAMPTON COURT: A Short
History of the Manor and
Palace. By Ernest Law, B.A.
With numerous Illustrations. i;.v.

HARDWICK'S ITJstory of the
Articles of Religiou. By the !ate

C. Ilardwick. Revised by the

Rev. Francis Procter, M.A. 55.
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HAUFP'S Tales. The Caravan—
The Sheik of Alexandria—The
Inn in the Spessart. Trans, from

the German by S. Mendel, is. 6d.

HAWTHORNE'S Tales. 4 vols.

3J. 6d. each.

I.—Twice-told Tales, and the

Snow Image.
II.— Scarlet Letter.andthe House

with the Seven Gables.

III.—Transformation [The Marble
Faun], and Blithedale Ro-
mance.

IV.—Mosses from an Old Manse.

HAZLITT'S Table-talk. Essays
on Men and Manners. By W.
Hazlitt. T,s. 6d.

Lectures on the Literature
of the Age of EU2abeth and on
Characters of Shakespeare's Plays.

3J. 6d.

Lectures on the English
Poets, and on the English Comic
Writers. 3^. 6d.

The Plain Speaker, Opinions
on Books, Men, and Things. 3^. 6d.

Hnund Tfttle. ;/. id.

Sketches and Essays.
y. dd.

The Spirit of the Age ; or,

Contemporary Portraits. Edited
by W. Carew Hazlitt. 3^. 6^.

View of the English Stage.
Edited by W. Spencer Jackson.
y. dd.

HEATON'S Conciee Plistory of
Painting. New Edition, revised
by Cosmo Monkhouse. 5^.

HEGEL'S Lectures on the Philo-
sophy of History. Translated by

J. Sibree, M.A.

HEINE'S Poems, Complete
Translated by Edgar A. Bowring,
C.B. 3J. 6d.

TravGl-Piotures, including the
Tour in the Harz, Norderney, and

Bock of Ideas, together with the
Romantic School. Translated by
Francis Storr. A New Edition,
revised throughout. With Appen-
dices and Maps. 3^. 6d.

HELP'S Life of Christopher
Golumbu.^, the Discoverer of

America. By Sir Arthur Helps,
K.C.B. 3J. 6d.

Life of Hernando Cortes,
and the Conquest of Mexico. 2
vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Life of Pizarro. 3^. 6d.

Life of Las Casas the Apostle
of the Indies, y. 6d.

HENDERSON (E.) Select His-
torical Documents ofthe Middle
Ages, including the most famous
Charters relatmg to England, the

Empire, the Church, &c., from
the 6th to the 14th Centuries.

Translated from the Latin and
edited by Ernest F. Henderson,
A.B., A.M., Ph.D. sj.

HENFRET'S Guide to EngUsh
Coins, from the Conquest to the
present time. New and revised

Edition by C. F. Keary, M.A.,
F.S.A. 6s.

HENRY OP HUNTINGDON'S
History of the English. Trans-
lated by T. Forester, M.A. v,s.

HENRY'S (Matthew) Exposition
of the Book of the Psalms. 5^.

HELIODORUS. Theagenes and
Chariclea. — See Greek Ro-
mances.

HERODOTUS. Translated by the
Rev. Henry Cary, M.A. 35, 6d.

Notes on. Original and Se-
lected from the best Commenta-
tors. By D. W. Turner, M.A.
With Coloured Map. 5^.

Analysis and Smnmary of
By J. T. Wheeler, ^s.
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HHSIOD. CAI.LIMACKUS, and
TH)i;OGNIS. Transited by the

Rev. J. Banks, M. A. ^s.

HOFFMANN'S (S. T. W.) The
Seraplon Brethren. Translated

from the German by Lt.-Col. Alex.

Ewing. 2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

HOLBEIN'S Dance of Death
and Eibla Cuts Upwards of 150
Subjects, engraved in facsimile,

with Introduction and Descrip-

tions by Francis Douce and Dr.

Thomas Frognall Dibden. 5^.

HOMER'S Iliad. Translated into

English Prose bv T. A. Buckley,

B.A. 5^.

Odyssey. Hymns, Epigrams,
and Battle of the Froj^s and Mice.

Translated into English Prose by
T. A. Buckley, B.A. ^s.

See also Pope.

HOOPER'S (G.) Waterloo : The
Downfall of the First Napo-
leon: a History of the Campaign
of 18

1
5. By George Hooper.

With Maps and Pians. 3.?. ()d.

The Campaign of Sedan :

The Downfall of the Second Em-
pire, August - Septc-mber, 1870.

With General Map and Six Plans

of Batile. 3J-. 6d.

HORACE. A new literal Prose

tianslation, byA. Hamilton Bryce,

LL.D. 3 J. 6d.

HUGO'S (Victor) Dramatic
Works. Hernani—Ruy Bias

—

The King's Diversion. Translated

by Mrs. Newton Crosland and
F. L. Slous. y. 6d.

Poema, chiefly Lyrical. Trans-

lated by various Writers, now first

collected by J. H. L. Williams.

HUMBOLDT'S Cosmos. Trans-

lated by E. C. Olte, B. H. Paul,

and W, S. Dallas, F.L.S. S vols.

3J. 6d. each, excepting Vol. V. 5^,

HUMBOLDT'S Personal Narra-
tive of his Travels to the Equi-
noctial Regions of America during
the years 1 799- 1804. Translated

by T. Ross. 3 vols. 55. each.

Views of Nature. Translated
by E. C. Ott^ and IL G. Bohn.

HUMPHREYS' Coin Collector's
Manual. By H. N. Humphreys,
with upwards of 140 Illustrations

on Wood and Steel. 2 vols. 5^.

each,

HUNGARY : its History and Re-
volution, together with a copious

Memoir of Kossuth. 3^. 6d.

HUTCHINSON (Colonel). Me-
moirs of the Life of. By his

Widow, Lucy : together with hei

Autobiography, and an Account
of the Siege of Lalhom House.
3^. 6d.

HUNT'S Poetry of Science. By
Richard Hunt. 3rd Edition, re-

vised and enlarged, 5^.

INGULPH'H Chronicles of the
Abbey of Croyland, with the

Continuation by Peter of Blois

and other Writers. Translated by
H. T. Rj!,f;v, M.A. 5^.

IRVING'S (Washington) Com-
plete Works. 15 vols. With Por-
traits, &c. 3.r. 6d. each.

I.—Salmagundi, Knicker-
bocker's History of New
York.

II.—The Sketch-Book, and the
Life of Oliver Goldsmith.

HI.—Bracebridgs Hall, Abbots-
ford and Newstead Abbey.

IV.—The Alhambra, Tales of a
Traveller.

V.—Chronicle of the Conquest
of Granada, Legends of

the Conquest of Spain.
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Irving's (WA«iHiNGTON) Complete
Works continued.

VI. & VII.—Life anc' Voyages o<

Columbus, together with

the Voyages of his Com
panions.

VIII.—Astoria, A Tour on the

Prairies.

IX.—Life of Mahomet, Lives o' the

Successors of Mahomet.
X.—Adventures ot Captain Bon

neville, U.S.A., Woltert's

Roost.

XI.—Biographies and Miscella-

neous Palmers.

XII.-XV.—Life of George V/ash
ington. 4 vols.

Life and Letters. By his

Nephew, Pierre E. Irving. 2 vols.

3^-. 6d. each.

ISOCRATES, The Orations of
Translated by J. H. Freese, MA.
Vol. I. s^.

JAMES'S (G. P. R.) Life of
Richard Coevir de Lion. 2 vols.

y. 6a. each.

JAMESON'S (Mrs.) Shake-
speare's Heroines. Character-
istics of Women: Moral, Poetical,

and Historical. By Mrs. Jameson.
3^. 6d.

JESSE'S (E.) Anecdotes of Dogs
With 40 Woodcuts and 34 Steel
Engravings. 5^.

JESSE'S (J. H.) Memoirs of the
Court of England during the
Reign of the Stuarts, including
the Protectorate. 3 vols. With
42 Portraits. 55. each.

Memoirs of the Pretenders
and their Adherents. With 6
Portraits. 5^.

JOHNSON'S Lives of the Poets.
Edited by Mrs. Alexander Napier,
with Introduction by Proi'essor
Hales. 3 vols, 3^. 6d. each.

JOSEPHUS (¥lavius) The Wo,k.
of. Whiston's Tiansl^Ttion, re-

vised by Rev A R Shilleiu M.A
With Topograptiical an'" (xeo.

graphical \oies b- Colon. 1 sii

C. W Wil.wn. K.C.B 5 ^ols

3.f. bd. each.

JULIAN, the Emperor. Contain
ing Gregory N.izianzen's Two In

vectives and Libanus' Monody,
with Julian's extant Theosophical
Works. Translated by C. W.
King, M.A. $s.

JUNIUS'S Letters. With all tht

Notes of Woodf:iirs Edition, and
importani Additions. 2 V(i).=i.

3.f. 6d. each.

JUSTIN G RNELIUS NEPOS.
and EUTROPIUS. Tran.slaicd

'ny the Rev. J. S. Watson. M.A.

JUVENAL. PERSIUS. S^'L-
PICIA and LUCIjLIUS. Trans-
lated by L. Evans, M.A. 5^.

KANT'S Critique of Ptire Reason.
Translated by J. M. D. Meikle-

john. 55,

Prolegomena and Meta-
phy&icalFoundatioris ofNa tural

Science. Translated by E. Beltort

Bax. 5^.

SEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) My-
thology of Ancient Greece and
Italy. 4th Edition, revised by
Leonard Schmitz, Ph.D., LL.D.
With 12 Plates from the Antique.

KEIGHTLEY'S Fairy Mytho-
logy, illustrative of the Romance
and Superstition of Various Coun-
tries. Revised Edition, with
Frontispiece by Cruikshank. 5^.

LA S'ONTAINE'S Fables. Trans-
lated into English Verse by Elizur

Wright. New Edition, with Notts
by J. W. M. Gibbs. 3^. 6d.
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LAMARTINE'S History of the

Girondists. Translated by H . T.

Ryde. 3 vols. 3^. M. each.

History of the Restoration

ofMonarchy in France (a Sequel

to the History of the Girondists).

4 vols. 3J. bd. each.

History of the French Re-
volution of 1848. 3J. ^d.

LAMB'3 (Charles) Essays of Ella

and Eliana. Complete Edition.

35. dd.

Specimens of English Dra-
matic Poets of the Time of

EUzabeth. 3^^. 6.^.

Memorials and Letters of

Charles Lamb. By Serjeant

Talfourd. New Edition, revised,

by W. Carew Hazlitt. 2 vols-

3^-. dd. each.

Tales from Shakespeare
With Illustrations by Byam Shaw.

y. 6d.

LANE'S Arabian Nights' Enter-
tainments. Edited by Stanley

Lane-Poole, M.A., Litt.D. 4
vols. 3?. 6d. each.

LANZI'S History of Painting In

Italy, from the Period of the

Revival of the Fine Arts to the

End of the Eighteenth Century.

Translated by Thomas Rnscoe.

3 vols. 3x. (>d. each.

LAPPENBERG'S History of

England vmder the Anglo-
Sazon Kings. Translated by
B. Thorpe, F.S.A. New edition,

revised by E. C. Otte. 2 vols.

3^. 6d. each.

LECTURES ON PAINTING,
by B.urv, Opie, FuscU. Edite('

by R. Wornum. 5^.

LEONARDO DA VINCI'S
Treatise on Painting. Trans-
lated by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.,

With a Life of Leonardo by John
William Brown. With numerous
Plates. Ss.

LEPSIUS'S Letters from Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of

Sinai. Translated by L. and

J. B. Horner. With Maps. $s.

LESSING'S Dramatic Works,
Complete. Edited by Ernest Bell,

M.A. With Memoir of Lessing

by Helen Zimmern. 2 vols.

3^. 6d. each.

Laokooa, Dramatic Notes,
and. the Representation ol

Death by the Ancients. Trans-
lated by E. C. Beasley and Helen
Zimmern. Edited by Edward
Bell, M.A. With a Frontispiece

of the Laokoon group. 3^. 6d.

LILLY'S Introduction to Astro-
logy. With a Grammar of
Astrology and Tables for Cal-

culating Nativities, by Zadkiel. 51.

LIVY'S History of Rome. Trans-
lated by Dr. Spillan, C. Edmonds,
and others. 4 vols. ^s. each.

LOCKE'S Philosophical Works.
Edited by J. A. St. John, 2 vols.

3J. 6d. each.

Life and Letters: By Lord
King. 3^. 6d.

LOCEHART (J. a.)—See Burns.

LODGE'S Portraits of Illustrious

Personages of Great Britain,

with Biographical and Historical

Memoirs. 240 Portraits engraved
on Steel, with the respective Bio-

graphies unabridged. 8 vols. 5^.

each.

LONGFELLOW'S Prose
Works. With 16 full-page Wo!jd
Engravings. 5^.
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LOUDON'S (Mrs.) Natural
History. Revised edition, by

W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Vv^ilh

numerous Woodcut Illus. 55.

LOWNDES' Bibliograpber's

Manual of English Literature.

Enlarged Edition. By II. G.

Bohn. 6 vcls. cloth, 5.?. each.

Or 4 vols, half morocco, 2/. 2s.

LONGUS. Daphnis and Chloe.
—See Greek Romances.

LUGAN'S PharsaUa. Translated

by H. T. Riley, M.A. 5^.

LUCIAN'S Dialogues of the

Gods, of the Sea Gods, and
of the Dead. Translated by
Howard WilHam.s, M.A. 55.

LUCRETIUS. A Prose Trans-
lation. By H. A. J- Munro.
Reprinted irom the Final (4th)

Edition. With an Introduction

by J. D. Duff, M.A. 51.

Translated by the Rev. J. S.

Watson, M.A. V-

LUTHER'S Table-Talk. Trans-

lated and' Edited by William
Hazlitt. 3J. dd.

Autobiography. — ^^c
MiCHELET.

MACHIAVELLI'S History ol

Florence, together with the
Prince, Savonarola, various His-
torical Tracts, and a Memoir 0/

Machiavelli. 3^. dd,

MALLET'S Northern Antiqui-
ties, or an Historical Account of

the Manners, Customs, Religions
and Laws, Maritime Expeditions
and Discoveries, Language and
Literature, of the Ancient Scandi-
navians. Translated by Bishop
Percy. Revised and Enlarged
Edition, with a Translation of the
Prose Edda, by J. a. Blncit-

well. <sS.

IVLANTELL'S (Dr.) Petrifactions

and their Teachings. With nu-

merous illustrative Woodcuts, bs.

"Wonders of Geology. 8th

Edition, revised by T. Rupert
Jones, F.G.S. With a coloured

Geological Map of England,
Plates, and upwards ol 200
Woodcuts. 2 vols, 7j. (>d. each.

T^ANZONI. The Betrothed:
being a Translation of ' I Pro-

messi Sposi.' By Alessandro
Manzoni. With numerous Wood-
cuts. 5j.

MARCO POLO'S Travels ; the

Translation of Marsden revised

by T. Wright, M.A., F.S.A. Jj.

MARRYAT'S (Capt. R.N.)
Masterniaa Ready. With 93
Woodcuts. 3^. 6a?.

Mission ; or, Scenes in Africa.

Illustrated by Gilbert and Dalziel.

y. 6d.

Pirate and Three Cutters.

With 8 Steel Engravings, from
Drawings by Clarkstm Stanfleld,

R.A. 3J. 6d.

Privateersman. 8 Engrav-
ings on Steel. 3^. 6a

Settlers in Canada. 10 En-
l^ravings by Gilbert and Dalziel.

2,s. 6d.

Poor Jack. With 16 Illus-

trations after Clarkson Stansfield,

R.A. 3J-. 6d.

Peter Simple. With 8 full-

page Illustrations. 3^. C'.d.

Midshipman Easy. With S

full- page Illustrations. 3^, 6d.

MARTIAL'S Epigrams, complete.

Translated into Prose, each ac-

companied by one or more Verse
Translations selected from iht

Woiks of English Poets, ami
other sources, 7^. 6d.
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M/^BTINEAU'S (Harriet) His-

tory of England, from 1800-

1815. 3^. 6>d.— History of the Thirty Years'

Peace, a.d. 1815-46. 4 vols.

3j. 6cl. each.

See Comte's Positive Philosophy.

MATTHEW PARIS'S English

History, trom the Year 1235 to

1273. Translated by Rev. J. A.

Giles, D.C.L. 3 vols. $5. each.

[ Vols. II. and III. out ofprint.

MATTHEW OP WESTMIN-
STER'S Flowers of B.istory,

from the beginning of the World
to A.D. 1307. Translated by C. D.

Yonge, M.A. 2 vols. 5^. each.

MAXWELL'S Victories of Wel-
ington and the B'itish Armies.
Frontispiece and 5 Portraits. 51

MBNZEL'S History of Germany.
from the Earliest Penod to 1842.

3 vols. 3.r. 6(/. each.

MICHAEL ANGSLO AND
RAPHAEL, their Lives and
Works. By Duppa aud Quatre-

mere de Quincy. With Poi traits,

and Engravings on Steel. 5^.

MICHELET'S Luther's Auto-
biography. Trans, by Williani

Hazbtt. With an Appendix (no
pages) of Notes. 3.^. hd.

History of the French Revo-
lution from its earliest indication.s

to the flight of the King in 1791.

MIGNET'SHistory of theFreuch
Revolution, from 1789 to 1814.

35. dd. New edition reset.

MILL (J. S.). Early Essays by
John atuart Mill. Collected from

various sources byj. W. M. Gibbs.

35. dd.

MILLER (Professor). History
Philosophically Illustrrited.froni

the Fall of the Roman Empire to

the French Revolution. 4 vols.

3.f. bd. each.

MILTON'S Prose Works. Edited
by J. A. St. John. 5 vols. 3^-. dd.

each.

Poetical Works, with a Me-
moir and Critical Remarks by
James Montgomery, an Index to

Paradise Lost, Todd'sVerbal Index
to all the Poems, and a Selection

of Explanatory Notes by Henry
G. Bohn. Illustrated with 120
Wood Engravings from Drawings
by W. Harvey. 2 vols. 3;. dd.

each.

MITPORD'S (Miss) Our Village

Sketches of Rural Character and
Scenery. With 2 Engravings on
Steel. 2 vols. 35. dd, each.

MOLIERE'S Dramatic Works.
A new Translation in English
Prose, by C. H. Wall. 3 vols.

3^. 6d. each.

MONTAGU. The Letters and
Works of Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu. Edited i)y her great-

gr.indson, Lord Wharncliffe's Edi-

tion, and revised by W. Moy
Thomas. New Edition, revised,

v/ith 5 Portraits. 2 vols. t^s. each.

MONTAIGNE'S Essays. Cotton's
Translation, revised by W. C.
Hazlitt. New Edition. 3 vols.

3^. (id. each.

MONTESQUIEU'S Spirit ol

Laws. New Edition, revised and
corrected. By J. V. Pritchard,

A.M. 2 vols. 3^. dd. each.

MORPHY'S Garoes of Chesa.
Being the Matches and best Games
played by IheAmerican Champion,
with Explanatory and Analytical

Notes by J. Lowcnthal. 5^.

LffOTLEY (J. L.). The Rise 01

the Dutch Republic. A History.

By John Lothrop Motley. New
Edition, with Biographical Intro-

duction by Moncure D. Conway.

3 vols. 3^. (id, each.
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MUDIE'S BrlUsh Birds ; or, His-

tory of the Feathered Tribes of the

British Islands. Revised by W.
C. L. Martin. With 52 Figures

of Birds and 7 Coloured Plates of

Eggs, 2 vols.

NEANDER (Dr. A.). History
of the Christian Religion and
Church. Trans, from the German
byJ.Torrey. 10 vols. 3^.60^. each.

Life of Jesus Christ. Trans-

lated by J. McChntock and C.

Blumenthal. 31. dd.

History of the Planting and
Training of the Christian
Church by the Apostles.

Translated by J. E, Ryland.

2 vols. 3^. dd. each.

Memorials of Christian Life

In the Early and Middle Ages
;

including Light in Dark Places.

Trans, by J. E. Ryland. 31. dd.

NIBELUNGEN LIED. The
Lay of the Nibelungs, metrically

translated from the old German
text by Alice Horton, and edited

by Edward Bell, M.A. To which
is prefixed the Essay on the Nibe-
luugen Lied by Thomas Carlyle.

NEW TESTAMENT (The) in
Greek. Griesbach's Text, with
various Readings at the foot of

the page, and Parallel References
in the margin ; also a Critical

Introduction and Chronological
Tables. By an eminent Scholar,

with a Greek and English Lexicon.
3rd Edition, revised and corrected.

Two Facsimiles of Greek Manu-
scripts. 900 pages. 55.

The Lexicon may be had sepa-

rately, price 2s.

NICOLINI'S History of the
Jesuits : their Origin, Progress,
Doctrines, and Designs. With 8
Portraits. Jj.

NORTH (R.) Lives of the Right

Hon. Francis North, Baron Guild-

ford, the Hon. Sir Dudley North,
and the Hon. and Rev. Dr. John
North. By the Hon. Roger
North. Together with the Auto-
biography of the Author. Edited

byAugustus Jessopp, D.D. 3 vols.

3J. 6d. each.

NUGENT'S (Lord) Memorials
of Hampden, his Party and
Times. With a Memoir of the

Author, an Autograph Letter, and
Portrait. 55.

OLD ENGLISH CHRON-
ICLES, including Ethelwerd's
Chronicle, Asser's Life of Alfred,

Geoffrey of Monmouth's British

Plistory, Gildas, Nennius, and the

spurious chronicle of Richard of

Cirencester. Edited by J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. <,s.

OMAN (J. C.) The Great Indian
Eplca : the Stories of the Rama-
YANA and the Mahabharata.
By John Campbell Oman, Prin-

cipal of Khalsa College, Amritsar.
With Notes, Appendices, and
Illustrations. 3^. dd.

ORDERICUS VITALISE Eccle-
siastical History of England
and Normandy. Translated by
T, Forester, M.A. To which is

added the Chronicle of St.
EvROULT. 4 vols. 5^. each.

OVID'S Works, complete. Literally

translated into Prose. 3 vols.

5J-. each.

PASCAL'S Thoughts. Translated
from the Text of M. Auguste
Molinier by C. Kegan Paul. 3rd
Edition. 3^. 6rf.

VATJLI'S (Dr. R.) Life or Alfred
the Great. Translated from the

German. To which is appended
Alfred's Anglo-Saxon Version
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OF Orosius. With a literal

Translation interpaged, Notes,

and an Anglo-Saxon Grammar
and Glossary, by B. Thorpe. 5^.

PAUSANIAS' Desci-iptlon of

Greece. Newly translated byA. R.

Shilleto, M.A. 2 vols. 55. each.

PEARSON'S Exposition of the

Creed. Edited by E. Walford,
M.A. s^.

PEPYS' Diary and Correspond-
ence. Deciphered by the Rev.

J. Smith, M.A., from the original

Shorthand MS. in the Pepysioji

Library. Edited by Lord Bray-

brooke. 4 vols. With 31 En-
gravings. 55. each.

PERCY'S Rellques of Ancient
English Poetry. With an Rssay

on Ancient Minstrels and a Glos-

sary. Edited by J. V. Pritchard,

A.M. 2 vols. 3j. dd. each.

PERSIUS.—i'^e TOVENAL.

PETRARCH'S Sonnets, Tri-

umphs, and other Poems.
Translated into English Verse by
various Hands. With a Life of

the Poet by Thomas Campbell.
With Portrait and 15 Steel En-
gravings. 5^.

PHILO - JUD^US, Works of.

Translated by Prof. C. D. Yonge,
M.A. 4 vols. 5J. each.

PICKERING'S History of the
Races of Man, and their Geo-
graphical Distribution. With An
Analytical Synopsis of the
Natural History of Man by
Dr. Hall. With a Map of the

World and 12 coloured Plates. 5.?.

PINDAR. Translated into Prose

by Dawson W. Turner. To which
is added the Metrical Version by
Abraham Moore, f^s.

" . lNCHE. HistoiT of British

jstume. from the Earliest Time
the Close of the Eighteenth

^ ..^ury. By J. R. Planch^,
i»- f -.rset Herald. With upwards
•! ' y •; Illustrations. "Jy.

/jATO'S Works. Literally trans-

lated, with Introduction and
Notes. 6 vols. 5^. each.

I.—The Apology of Socrates,

Crito, Phsedo, Goreias, Pro-

tagoras, Phsedrus, Thecetetus,

Euthyphron, Lysis. Trans-
lated by the Rev. H. Carey.

II.—The Republic, Timseus, and
Critias. Translated by Henry
Davis.

III.—Meno, Euthydemus, The
Sophist, Statesman, Cratylus,

Parmenides, and the Banquet.
Translated by G. Burges.

IV.—Philebus, Charmides, Laches,

Menexenus, Hippias, Ion,

The Two Alcibiades, The-
ages. Rivals, Hipparchus,
Minos, Clitopho, Epistles.

Translated by G. Burges.

V.—The Lav/s. Translated by

G. Burges.

VI.—The Doubtful Works. Trans-

lated by G. Burges.

Summary and Analysis of

the Dialogues. With Analytical

Index. By A. Day, LL.D, 55.

PLAUTUS'S Comedies. Trans-

lated by H. T. Riley, M.A. 2

vols. 5^. each.

PLINY'S Natural Histoiy.

Translated by the late John
Bostock, M.D., F.R.S., and H.T.
Riley, M.A. 6 vols. 5^. each.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny
the Younger. Melmolh's trans-

lation, revised by the Rev. F. C
T. Bosanquet, M.A. 5^.

PLOTINUS, Select Works of.

Translated by Thomas Taylor.

With an Introduction containing

the substance of Porphyry's Plo-

tinus. Edited by G. R. S. Mead,
B.A., M.R.A.S. 5x.
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PLUTARCH'S Lives. Translated

by A. Stewart, M.A., and George
Long, M.A. 4 vols. 3^. dd. each.

Morals. Theosophical Essays.

Translated by C. W. King, M.A.

Morals. Ethical Essays.

Translated by the Rev. A. R.

Shilleto, M.A. 51.

POETRY OF AIvTERICA. Se-

lections from One Hundred
American Poets, from 1776 to

1876. By W. J. Linton. 3^-, bd.

POLITICAL CYCLOPEDIA.
A Dictionary of Political, Con-
stitutional, Statistical, and Fo-

rensic Knowledge ; forming a

Work of Reference on subjects of

Civil Administration, Political

Economy, Finance, Commerce,
Laws, and Social Relations. 4
vols. 3^. dd. each.

POPE'S Poetical Works. Edited,

with copious Notes, by Robert
Carruthers. With numerous Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 5^. each.

Homer's Iliad. Edited by
the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
Illustrated by the entire Series of

Flaxman's Designs. 55.

Homer's Odyssey, with the

Battle of Frogs and Mice, Hymns,
&c. , by other translators. Edited
by the Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With the entire Series of Flax-

man's Designs. S^.

Life, including many of his

Letters. By Robert Carruthers.

With numerous Illustrations. 55.

POUSHKIN'S Prose Tales: The
Captain's Daughter—Doubrovsky
— The Queen of Spades — An
Amateur Peasant Girl—The Shot
—The Snow Storm—The Post-

master — The Coffin Maker —
Kirdjali—The Egyptian Niijhts

—

Peter the Great's Negro. Trans-
lated by T. Kea«<;. y. 6-J.

PRESCOTT'S Conquest of

Mexico. Copyright edition, with

the notes by John Foster Kirk,

and an introduction by G. P.

Winship. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Conquest of Peru. Copyright

edition, with the notes of John
Foster Kirk. 2 vols. 35. 6d. each.

—— Reign of Ferdinand and
Isabella. Copyright edition,

with the notes of John Foster

Kirk. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

PROPERTIUS. Translated by
Rev. P. J. F. Gantillon, M.A.,
and accompanied by Poetical

Versions, from various sources.

y. 6d.

PROVERBS, Handbook of. Con-
taining an entire Republication

of Ray's Collection of English

Proverbs, with his additions from

Foreign Languages and a com-

plete Alphabetical Index; in which
are introduced large additions as

well of Proverbs as of Sayings,

Sentences, Maxims, and Phrases,

collected by H. G. Bohn. 5^.

PROVERBS, A Polyglot of

Foreign. Comprising French,

Italian, German, Dutch. Spanish,

Portuguese, and Danish. With
English Translations & a General

Index by H. G. Bohn. 5^.

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN,
and other Objects of Vertu. Com-
prising an Illustrated Catalogue of

the Bernal Collection of Works
of Art, with the prices at which

they were sold by auction, and
names of the possessors. To which

are added, an Introductory Lecture

on Pottery and Porcelain, and an
Engraved List of all the known
Marks and Monograms. By Henry
G. Bohn. With numerous Wood
Engravings, 5^. ; or with Coloured

Illustrations, lOi. 6d.

PROUT'S (Father) Rellques. Col-

lected and arranged by Rev. F.

Mahony. New issue, with 21

Etchings by D. Maclisc, R.A.
Nearly 600 pages. S''*
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QUINTILIAN'S Institutes of

Oratory, or Education of an
Orator. Translated by the Rev.

J. S. Watson, M.A. 2 vols. s.

each.

RACINE'S (Jean) Dramatic
Works. A metrical English ver-

sion. By R. Bruce Boswell, M.A.
Oxon. 2 vols. 35. 6d. each.

RANKE'S History of th-. Popes,
during the Last Four Centuries.

Translated by E. Foster. Mrs.
Foster's translation revised, with

considerable additions, by G. R.
Dennis, B.A. 3 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

History of Servia and tiie

Servian Revolution. With z.n

Account of the Insurrection in

Bosnia. Translated by Mrs. Kerr.
T,s. 6d.

RECREATIONS InSHOOTING.
By ' Craven.' With 62 Engravings
on Wood after Harvey, and 9
Engravings on Steel, chiefly after

A. Cooper, R.A. 5^.

RENNIE'S Insect ArcMteoture.
Revised and enlarged by Rev.

J. G. Wood, M.A. With 186

Woodcut Illustrations. 5^.

REYNOLD'S (Sir J.) Literary
Works. Edited by II. W. Beechy.

2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

RIGARDO on the Principles of

Political Economy and Taxa-
tion, Edited by E. C. K. Gonner,
M.A. 55.

RIGHTER (Joan Paul Prledrlch).

Leyana, a Treatise on Education:

together with the Autobiography
(a P'ragment), and a short Pre-

fatory Memoir. 3^. 6d.

Flower, Fruit, and Thorn
Pieces, or the Wedded Life, Death,
and Marriage of Firmian Stanis-

laus Siebenkaes, Parish Advocate
in the Parish of Kuhschnapptel.
Newly translated by Lt.- Col. Alex.

Ewing. 3/. 6d.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN'S An-
nals of English History, com-
prising the History of England
and of other Countries of Europe
from A. D. 73?, to A. D. 1201.

Translated by H T. Riley, M.A.
2 vols, 5j. each.

ROGER OF WENDOVER'S
Flowers of Hi-nory, comprising
the History of England from the

Descent of the Saxons to A.D.

l235,formerly ascribed to Matthew
Paris. Translated by J. A. Giles,

D.C.L. 2 vols. 55. each.

[ Vol. II. 02it ofprint.

ROME in the NINETEENTH
GENTURY. Containing a com-
plete Account of the Ruins of the

Ancient City, the Remains of the

Middle Ages, and the Monuments
of Modern Times. By C. A. Eaton.
With 34 Steel Engravings, 2 vols.

5^. each.

See Burn.

ROSCOE'S (W.) Life and Ponti-
ficate of Leo X. Final edition,

revised by Thomas Roscoe. 2

vols. 3.?. dd. each.

Life of Lorenzo de' Mediol,
called ' the Magnificent.' With
his poems, letters, <fec loth

Edition, revised, with Memoir of

Roscoe by his Son. 3^. dd.

RUSSIA. History of, from the
earliest Period, compiled from
the most authentic sources by
Walter K. Kelly. With Portraits.

2 vols. 3 J' dd. each.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VEL-
LEIUS PATERGULUS.
Translated by J. S.Watson, M.A.

SGKILLER'S Works. Translated

by various hands. 7 vols. 3^. 6rf.

each :

—

I.—History of the Thirty Years'

War.
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Schiller's Works continued.

II.—History of the Revolt in the

Netherlands, the Trials of

CountsEgmont and Horn,
the Siege of Antwerp, and
the Disturbances in France
preceding the Reign of

Henry IV.

III.—Don Carlos, Mary Sluart,

Maid of Orleans, Bride of

Messina, together with the

Use of the Chorus in

Tragedy (a short Essay).

These Dramas are all

translated in metre.

IV.—Robbers { with Schiller's

original Preface), Fiesco,

Love and Intrigue, De-
metrius, Ghost Seer, Sport

of Divinity.

The Dramas in this

volume are translated into

Prose.

V.—Poems.

VI.—Essays, ^stheticaland Philo-

sophical

VII.—Wallenstein's Camp, Pic-

colomini and Death of

Wallenstein,William Tell.

SCHILLER and GOETHE.
Correspondence between, from
A.D. 1 794 -1 805. Translated by
L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols. 3^. bd.

each.

SCHLEGELS (F.) Lectures on
the Philosophy of Life and the
Philosophy of Language. Trans-
lated by the Rev. A. J. W. Mor-
rison, M.A. 3J. dd.

Lectures on the History of
Literature, Ancient and Modern.
Translated from the German. 35.6;^.

Lectures on the Philosophy
of History. Translated by J. B.
Robertson. 3^. ^d.

SCHLE GEL'S Lectures on
Modern History, together with
the Lectures entitled Caesar ai^d

Alexander, and The Beginning of

our History. Translated by L.
Purcell and R. H. Whitetock.
3^. (id.

.Esthetic and Miscellaneous
Works. Translated by E. J.
Millington. 31. bd.

SCHLEGEL (A. W.) Lectures
on Dramatic Art andLiteratiire.
Translated by J. Black. Revised
Edition, by the Rev. A. J. ViT.

Morrison, M.A. y. 6d.

SCHOPENHAUER on the Four-
fold Root of the Principle of
Sufficient Reason, and On the
Will in Nature. Translated by
Madame HiJlebrand. 5^.

Essays. Selected and Trans-
lated. With a Biographical Intro-

duction and Sketch of his Philo-

sophy, by E. Belfort Bax. 5^.

SCHOUW'S Earth, Plants, and
Man. Translated by A. Henfirey.

With coloured Map of the Geo-
graphy of Plants. 5j.

SCHUMANN (Robert). His Life
and Works, by August Reissmann.
Translated by A. L. Alger. 3^^. 6d,

EarlyLetters. Originally pub-
blished by his Wife. Translated
by May Herbert. With a Preface
by Sir George Grove, D.C.L.
35. 6d.

SENECA on Benefits. Newly
translated by A. Stewart, M.A.
3.(. 6d.

Minor Essays and On Clem-
ency. Translated by A. Stewart,
M.A. 5J-.

SHAKESPEARE DOCU-
MENTS. Arranged by D. H.
Lambert, B.A. 3^^. 6d.

SHAKESPEARE'S Dramatic
Art. The History and Character
of Shakespeare's Plays. By Dr.
Hermann Ulrici. Translated by
L. Dora Schmitz. 2 vols. y. 6d.
each.
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SHAKESPEARS (WiUiam).^ A
Literary Biography by Karl Elze,

Ph.D., LL.D. Translated by

L. Dora Schmitz. 5^.

SHARPE (S.) The History of

Egypt, from the Earliest Times
till the Conquest by the Arabs,

A.D. 640. By Samuel Sharpe.

2 Maps and upwards of 400 Illus-

trative Woodcuts. 2 vols. 5^. each.

SHERIDAN'S Dramatic Works,
Complete. With Life by G. G. S.

SISMONDI'S History of the

Llteratiire of the South ol

Europe. Translated by Thomas
Roscoe. 2 vols. 35^. 6d. each.

SMITH'S Synonyms and An-
tonyms, or Kindred Words and

their Opposltes. Revised Edi-

tion. 5^.

Synonyms Discriminated.

A Dictionary of Synonymous
Words in the English Language,

showing the Accurate signification

of words of similar meaning.

Edited by the Rev. H. Percy

Smith, M.A. 6s.

SMITH'S (Adam) The Wealth of

Nations. Edited by E. Belfort

Bax. 2 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Theory of Moral Sentiments.

With a Memoir of the Author by
Dugald Stewart. 3^. 6d.

SMYTH'S (Professor) Lectures

on Modem History. 2 vols.

3^. dd. each.

SMYTH'S (Professor) Lectures

on the French RevolutlOQ.

2 vols. 3^. (>d. each.

SMITH'S ( Pye ) Geology and
Scripture. 2nd Edition. 5^.

SMOLLETT'S Adventures 01

Roderick Random. With short

Memoir and Bibliography, and
Cruikshank's Illustrations. 3^. (>d.

SMOLLETT'S Adventures of

Peregrine Piclde. With Biblio-

graphy and Cruikshank's Illus-

trations. 2 vols. 3^. Gd. each.

The Ezpedition of Hum-
phry Clinker. With Bibliography

and Cruikshank's Illustrations.

3J. 6d.

SOCRATES (sumamed ' Scholas-
tious '). The Ecclesiastical Hls-
toryof (A.D. 305-445). Translated
from the Greek. 5^.

SOPHOCLES, The Tragedies 01.

A New Prose Translation, with

Memoir, Notes, &c., by E. P.

Coleridge, M.A. Ji.

SOUTHEY'S Life of Nelson.
With Portraits, Plans, and up-

wards of 50 Engravings on Steel

and Wood. 55.

Life of Wesley, and the Rise

and Progress of Methodism. $s.

Robert Southey. The Story

of his Life written in his Letters.

Edited by John Dennis. 3.^. 6d.

SOZQMEN'S Ecclesiastical His-

tory. Translated from the Greek.

Together with the Ecclesiasti-

cal History of Philostor-
GIUS, as epitomised by Photius.

Translated by Rev. E. Walford,

M.A. 5'.

SPINOZA'S Chief Works. Trans-

lated, with Introduction,by R.H.M.
Elwes. 2 vols. $s. each.

STANLEY'S Classified Synopsis

of the Principal Painters of the

Dutch and Flemish Schools.

By George Stanley. $$.

STARLING'S (Miss)NobleDeeds
of Women. With 14 Steel En-
gravings. jJ.

STAUNTON'S Chess - Player's

Handbook. 55.

Chess Praxis. A Supplement
to the Chess-player's Handbook.

Ss.
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STAUNTON'S Chess - player's

Companion. Comprising a Trea-

tise on Odds, Collection of Match
Gaines, and a Selection of Original

Problems. 51.

Chess Tournament of 1851.
With Introduction and Notes. 5^.

STOCKKARDT'S Exparlmental
Chemistry. Edited uy C. W.
Heaton, F.C.S. 5^.

STOWE (Mrs.H.B.) Uncle Tom's
Cabin. Illustrated. 3^. dd.

STRABO'S Geography. Trans-

lated by W. Falconer, M.A.,
and H. C. Hamilton. 3 vols.

5^. each.

STRICKLAND'S (Agnes) Lives
of the Queens of England, from
the Norman Conquest. Revised
Edition. With 6 Portraits. 6 vols.

Jj. each.

Life of Mary Queen of Scots.

2 vols. 5 J. each.

Lives of the Tudor and Stuart
Princesses. With Portraits. 5^

STUART and REVETT'S Anti-
quities of Athens, and other

Monuments of Greece. With 71
Plates engraved on Steel, and
numerous Woodcut Capitals. 5^.

SUETONIUS' Lives oftheTwelve
Caesars and Lives of the Gram-
marians. Thomson's translation,

revised by T. Forester. 55.

SWIFT'S Prose Works. Edited
by Temple Scott. With a Bio-
graphical Introduction by the Right
Hon. W. E. H. Lecky, M.P.
With Portraits and Facsimiles.

12 vols. 3J. bd. each.

[ Vols. I.-XI. ready.

I.—A Tale of a Tub, The Battle

of the Books, and other
early works. Edited by
Temple Scott. With a

Biographical Introduction
by W. E. H. Lecky.

Swift's Prose y^OKKS continued.

11.—TheJournal to Stella. Edited
by Frederick Ryland,M.A.
With 2 Portraits and Fac-
simile.

III.& 1 V.—Writings on Religion and
the Church.

V.—Historical and Political

Tracts (English).

VI.—The Drapier's Letters.
With facsimiles of Wood's
Coinage, &c.

VII.—Historical and Political

Tracts (Irish).

VIII.—Gulliver's Travels. Edited
by G. R. Dennis. With
Portrait and Maps.

IX,—Contributions to Periodicals.

X.—Historical Writings.

XI.—Literary Essays.

XII.—Index and Bibliography, &c.

[In preparation.

TACITUS. The Works of. Liter-

ally translated. 2 vols. 55. each.

TASSO'S Jerusalem Delivered.

Translated into English Spenserian
Verse by J. H. Wiffen. With 8

Engravings on Steel and 24 Wood-
cuts by Thurston. $s.

TAYLOR'S (Bishop Jeremy)
Holy Living and Dying. 3^. dd.

TEN BRINK.—.SVe Brink.

TERENCE and PH^DRUS.
Literally translated by H. T. Riley,

M.A. To which is added. Smart's
Metrical Version of Phaedrus. 5^.

THEOCRITUS, BION, MOS-
CHUS, and TYRT.aiUS. Liter-

ally translated by the Rev. J.
Banks, M.A. To which are ap-

pended the Metrical Versions of

Chapman. 51.

THEODORET and EVAGRIUS.
Histories of the Church from a.d.

332 to A.D. 427 ; and from A.D.

431 to A.D. 544. Translated. 5^.
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THIERRY'S History of the
Conqiiest of England by the

Normans. Translated by Wil-

liam Hazlitt. 2 vols. 35. M. each.

THUCYDIDES. The Pelopon-
neslan War. Literally translated

by the Rev. H. Dale. 2 vols.

3^. 6d. each.

An Analysis and Summary
of. By J. T. Wheeler. 5^.

THUDICHUM (J. L. W.) A Trea-
tise on Wines. Illustrated. 5^^.

URE'S (Dr. A.) Cotton Manufac-
ture of Great Britain. Edited

by P. L. Simroonds, 2 vols. 5^.

each.

Philosophy of Manufactures.
Edited by P. L. Simraonds. Ts. 6d.

VASARI'S Lives of the most
Eminent Painters, Sculptors,

and Architects. Translated by

Mrs. J. Foster, with a Commen-
tary by J. P. Richter, Ph.D. 6

vols. y. 6d, each.

VIRGIL. A Literal Prose Trans-
lation by A. Hamilton Bryce,

LLD. With Portrait. 31. dd.

VOLTAIRE'S Tales. Translated

by R. B. Boswell. Containing
Bebouc, Memnon, Candida, L'ln-

genu, and other Tales. 3^-. 6d.

WALTON'S Complete Angler.

Edited by Edward Jesse. With
Portrait and 203 Engravings on
Wood and 26 Engravings on
Steel. 5^.

Lives of Donne, Hooker, &c.

New Edition revised by A. H.
Bullen, with a Memoir of Izaak

Walton by Wm. Dowling. With
numerous Illustrations. 5^.

WELLINGTON, Life of. By ' An
Old Soldier.' From the materials

of Maxwell. With Index and 18

Steel Engravings. 5^.

WELLINGTON, Victories of.

See Maxwell.

WERNER'S Templars In
Cyprus. Translated by E. A. M.
Lewis, y. 6d.

WESTROPP (H. M.) A Hand-
book of Archaeology, Egyptian,
Greek, Etruscan, Roman. Illus-

trated. 5^.

WHITE'S Natural History oi

Selbome. With Notes by Sir

William Jardine. Edited by Ed-
ward Jesse. With 40 Portraits

and coloured Plates. s,s.

WHEATLEY'S A Rational Illus-

tration of the Book of Common
Prayer, y. 6d.

WHEELER'S Noted Names of

Fiction, Dictionary of. 55-.

WIESELER'S Chronological
Synopsis of the Four Gospels.
Translated by the Rev. Canon
Venables. 3^. 6d.

WILLIAM ofMALMESBURY'S
Chronicle of the Kings of Eng-
land. Translated by the Rev. J.
Sharpe. Edited by J. A. Giles,

D.C.L. 55.

XENOPHON'S Works. Trans-
lated by the Rev. J, S. Watson,
M.A., and the Rev. H. Dale. In

3 vols. 5J-. each.

YOUNG (Arthur). Travels in
France during the years 1787,
1788, and 1789. Edited by
M. Betham Edwards. 3^. 6d.

Tour In Ireland, with
General Observations on the state

of the country during the years

1776-79. Edited by A. W.
Ilutton. With Complete Biblio-

graphy by J. P. Anderson, and
Map. 2 vols. 3J. 6d. each.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Col-

lection of Scandinavian and North-
German Popular Tales and Tra-

ditions. Edited by B. Thorpe. Sj.



THE YORK LIBRARY
A NEW SERIES OF REPRINTS ON THIN PAPER.

IVi'^/i specially designed title-pages^ binding, and endpapers.

Fcap. 8vo. in cloth, 2S. net
;

In leather, 3s. net.

' The York Library is noticeable by reason of the wisdom and intelli-

gence displayed in the choice of unhackneyed classics. ... A most
attractive series of reprints. . . . The size and style of the volumes are

exactly what they should be.'

—

Book/nan.

The following volumes are now ready :

CHARLOTTE BRONTE'S JANE EYRE.
BURNEY'S EVELINA. Edited, with an Introduction and

Notes, by Annie Raine Ellis.

BURNEY'S CECILIA. Edited by Annie Raine Ellis. 2 vols.

BURTON'S ANATOMY OF MELANCHOLY. Edited by the
Rev. A. R. Shilleto, M.A., with Introduction by A. H. Bullen. 3 vols.

BURTON'S (SIR RICHARD) PILGRIMAGE TO AL-
MADINAH AND MECCAH. With Introduction by Stanley Lane-
POOLE. 2 vols.

CERVANTES' DON QUIXOTE. Motteux's Translation, re-
vised. With Lockhart's Life and Notes. 2 vols.

CLASSIC TALES : Johnson's Rasselas, Goldsmith's Vicar
OK Wakefield, Sterne's Sentimental Journey, Walpole's
Castle of Otranto. With Introduction by C. S. Fearenside, M.A.

COLERIDGE'S AIDS TO REFLECTION, and the Confessions
of an Inquiring Spirit.

COLERIDGE'S FRIEND. A series of Essays on Morals,
Politics, and Religion.

COLERIDGE'S TABLE TALK AND OMNIANA. Arranged
and Edited by T. Ashe, B.A.

COLERIDGE'S LECTURES AND NOTES ON SHAKE-
SPEARE, and other English Poets. Edited by T. Ashe, B.A.

DRAPER'S HLSTORY OF THE INTELLECTUAL DE-
VELOPMENT OF EUROPE. 2 vols.

EBERS' AN EGYPTIAN PRINCESS. Translated by E. S.
BUCHHEIM.

GEORGE ELIOT'S ADAM BEDE.
EMERSON'S WORKS. A new edition in 5 volumes, with the

Text edited and collated by George Sampson.

FIELDING'S TOM JONES (2 vols.), AMELIA (1 vol.), JOSEPH
ANDREWS ( I vol.).

GASKELL'S SYLVIA'S LOVERS,
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GESTA ROMANORUM, or Entertaining Moral Stories in-

vented by the Monks. Translated from the Latin by the Rev. Charles
Swan. Revised edition, by Wynnard Hooper, M.A.

GOETHE'S FAUST. Translated by Anna Swanwick, LL.D.
Revised edition, with an Introduction and Bibliography by KARL Breul,
Litt.D., Ph.D.

GOETHE'S POETRY AND TRUTH FROM MY OWN LIFE.
Translated by M. Steele-Smith, with Introduction and Bibliography by
Karl Breul, Litt.D.

HAWTHORNE'S TRANSFORMATION (The Marble Faun).

HOOPER'S WATERLOO : THE DOWNFALL OF THE
FIRST NAPOLEON. With Maps and Plans.

IRVING'S SKETCH BOOK.
IRVING'S BRACEBRIDGE HALL, OR THE HUMOURISTS.
JAMESON'S SHAKESPEARE'S HEROINES. Characteris-

tics of Women : Moral, Poetical, and Historical.

LAMB'S ESSAYS. Including the Essays of Elia, Last Essays
of Elia, and Eliana.

MARCUS AURELIUS ANTONINUS, THE THOUGHTS
OF. Translated by George Long, M.A. With an Essay on Marcus
Aurelius by Matthew Arnold.

MARRYAT'S MR. MIDSHIPMAN EASY. With 8 Illustra-

trations. i vol. PETER SIMPLE. With 8 Illustrations, i vol.

MIGNET'S HISTORY OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTION,
from 1789 to 1814.

MONTAIGNE'S ESSAYS. Cotton's translation. Revised by
W. C. Hazlitt. 3 vols.

MOTLEY'S RISE OF THE DUTCH REPUBLIC. With a
Biographical Introduction by Moncure D. Conway. 3 vols.

PASCAL'S THOUGHTS. Translated from the Text of M.
Auguste Molinier by C. Kegan Paul. Third edition.

PLUTARCH'S LIVES. Translated, with Notes and a Life by
Aubrey Stewart, M.A., and George Long, M.A. 4 vols.

RANKE'S HISTORY OF THE POPES, during the Last Four
Centuries. Mrs. Foster's translation. Revised by G. R. Dennis. 3 vols.

SWIFT'S GULLIVER'S TRAVELS. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by G. R. Dennis, with facsimiles of the original illustrations.

SWIFT'S JOURNAL TO STELLA. Edited, with Introduction
and Notes, by F. Ryland, M.A.

TROLLOPE'S BARSETSHIRE NOVELS.—THE WARDEN
(i vol.), BARCHESTER TOWERS (i vol.), DR. THORNE (i vol.),

FRAMLEY PARSONAGE (i vol.), SMALL HOUSE AT ALLING-
TON (2 vols.), LAST CHRONICLE OF BARSET (2 vols.).

VOLTAIRE'S ZADIG AND OTHER TALES. Translated by
R. Bruce Boswell.

ARTHUR YOUNG'S TRAVELS IN FRANCE, during the
years 1787, 1788, and 1789. Edited with Introduction and Notes, by M.
Betham Edwards.

Other Volumes are in Preparation.



BELL'S HANDBOOKS
OF

THE GREAT MASTERS
IN PAINTING AND SCULPTURE.

Edited by G. C. WILLIAMSON, Litt.D.

NEW AND CHEAPER REISSUE.

Post 8vo. With 40 Illustrations and Photogravure Frontispiece. 3.r. M. net each.

The following Volumes have been issued :

BOTTICELLI. By A. Streeter. 2nd Edition.

BRUNELLESCHI. By Leader Scott.

CORREGGIO. By Selwyn Brinton, M.A. 2nd Edition.

CARLO CRIVELLI. By G. McNeil Rushforth, M.A.
BELLA ROBBIA. By the Marchesa Burlamacchi. 2nd Edition.

ANDREA DEL SARTO. By H. Guinness. 2nd Edition.

DONATELLO. By Hope Rha. 2nd Edition.

GERARD DOU. By Dr. W. Martin. Translated by Clara Bell.

GAUDENZIO FERRARL By Ethel Halsey.
FRANCIA. By George C. Williamson, Litt.D.

GIORGIONE. By Herbebt Cook, M.A.
GIOTTO. By F. Mason Perkins.

FRANS HALS. By Gerald S. Davies, M.A.
BERNARDINO LUINI. By George C. Williamson, Litt.D. 3rd Edition.

LEONARDO DA VINCI. By Edward McCurdy, M.A.
MANTEGNA. By Maud CRurrwELL.
MEMLINC. By W. H. James Weale.
MICHEL ANGELO. By Lord Ronald Sutherland Gower, M.A.,

F.S.A.

PERUGINO. By G. C. Williamson, Litt.D. 2nd Edition.

PIERO DELLA FRANCESCA. By W. G. Waters, M.A,
PINTORICCHIO. By Evelyn March Phillipps.

RAPHAEL. By H. Strachey. 2nd Edition.

REMBRANDT. By Malcolm Bell. 2nd Edition.

RUBENS. By Hope Rea.

LUCA SIGNORELLL By Maud Cruttwell. 2nd Edition.

SODOMA. By the Contessa Lorenzo Priuli-Bon.
TINTORETTO. By J. B. Stoughton Holborn, M.A.
VAN DYCK. By Lionel Cust, M.V.O., F.S.A.

VELASQUEZ. By R. A. M. Stevenson. 3rd Edition.

WATTEAU. By Edgcumbe Staley, B.A.

WILKIE. By Lord Ronald Sutherland Gowrr, M.A., F.S.A.

WriU for Illustrated Prospectus.



THE

CHISWICK SHAKESPEARE
Illustrated by BYAM SHAW

With Introductions and Glossaries by JOHN DENNIS.

Printed at the Chiswick Press, pott 8vo., price \s. 6d. net per volume

;

also a cheaper edition, is. net per volume ; or 2s. net in limp leather ; also

a few copies, on Japanese vellum, to be sold only in sets, price 5^-. net per

volume.
Now Complete in 39 Volumes.

ALL'S WELL THAT ENDS LOVE'S LABOUR'S LOST.
WELL.

ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA.
AS YOU LIKE IT.

COMEDY OF ERRORS.
CORIOLANUS.
CYMBELINE.
HAMLET.
JULIUS C^SAR.
KING HENRY IV. Part I.

KING HENRY IV. Part II.

KING PIENRY V.

KING HENRY VI. Part I.

KING HENRY VI. Part II.

KING HENRY VI. Part HI.

KING HENRY VIII.

KING JOHN.
KING LEAR.
KING RICHARD II.

KING RICHARD III.

MACBETH.
MEASURE FOR MEASURE.
MERCHANT OF VENICE.
MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR.
MIDSUMMER-NIGHT'S DREAM.
MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING.
OTHELLO.
PERICLES.
ROMEO AND JULIET.
THE TAMING OF THE SHREW.
THE TEMPEST.
TIMON OF ATHENS.
TITUS ANDRONICUS.
TROILUS AND CRESSIDA.
TWELFTH NIGHT.
TWO GENTLEMEN OF VERONA.
WINTER'S TALE,
POEMS.
SONNETS.

' A fascinating little edition.'

—

Notes ajid Queries.

'A cheap, very comely, and altogether desirable edition.'— IVesimitisUr dizette.

But a few years ago such volumes would have been deemed worthy to be considered
Editions de luxe. To-day, the low price at which they are offered to the public alone
prevents them being so regarded.'

—

Studio.

' Handy in shape and size, wonderfully cheap, beautifully printed from the Cam-
bridge text, and illustrated quaintly yet admirably by Mr. IJyani Shaw, we have nothing
but praise for it. No one wfio wants a good and convenient Shakespeare—without
excursuses, discursuses, or even too many notes—can do better, in our opinion, than
subscribe to this issue : which is saying a good deal in the.se days of cheap reprints.'

—

Vanity Fair.

'What we like about the.se elegant booklets is the attention that has been paid to the
paper, as well as to the print .inddecoration ; such stout laid paper will last for ages.

On this account alone, the ' Chiswick ' sliould easily be first among pocket Shake-
speares.'— Pall Mall Gazette.

*^* The Chiswick Shakespeare may also be had bound in 12 volu/nes,

full gilt back, price 36J. net.



New Editions, fcap. 8vo. 3<. 6d. each net.

THE ALDINE EDITION

BRITISH POETS.
This excellent edition of the Eiiglish classics, with their complete texts and

Boholarly introfiuctions, are BomethinE; very different from the cheap volumeii of

extracts which are just now so much too common.'

—

St. Janws's Gazette.

* An exceUent series. Small, handy, and complete.'

—

Sattirday iJevieto.

Edited by W. M. Rossetti.

Edited by G. A. Aitken,

Edited by R. B. Johnson.

Blake.

Bums.
3 vols.

Butler.
2 vols.

Campbell. Edited by His Son-
in-law, the Rev. A. W. Hill, "With
Memoir by W. Allingham.

Ohatterton. Edited by the Rev.
W. W. Skeat, M.A 2 voh.

Chaucer. Edited by Dr. R. Morris,
with Memoir by Sir H. Nicolas. 6 vols.

OhuroMll. Edited by Jas. Hannay.
2 vols.

Coleridge. Edited by T. Ashe,
B.A. 2 vols,

CoUins. Edited by W. Moy
Thomas.

Cowper. Edited by John Bruce,
F.S.A. 3 vols.

Dryden. Edited by the Rev, R,
Hooper, M.A, 5 vols.

Goldsmith. Revised Edition by
Austin Dobson, With Portrait,

Gray. Edited by J. Bradshaw,
LL.D.

Herbert. Edited by the Rev. A, B.
Grosart.

Herrlck. Edited by George
Saiiitsbury. 2 vols.

Keats. Edited by the late Lord
Houghton.

Kirke White. Edited, with a
Memoir, by Sir H. Nicolas.

Milton. Edited by Dr. Bradshaw.
2 vols.

Pamell. Edited by G. A. Aitken.

Pope. Edited by G, R. Dennie.
With Memoir by John Dennis, 3 vols.

Prior. Edited by R, B. Johnson.
2 vols.

Raleigh and Wotton. With Se-
lections from the Writing's of other
COURTLY POETS from 1540 to 1650.
E'lited by Van. Archdeacon Hannah,
D.C.L.

Rogers. Edited by Edward Bell,
M.A.

Scott. Edited by John Dennis.
5 vols,

Shakespeare's Poems. Edited by
Rev. A. Dyce.

Shelley. Edited by H. Buxton
Forman. 5 vols.

Spenser. Edited by J. Payne Col-
lier. 5 vols.

Surrey. Edited by J. Yeowell.

Swift. Edited by the Rev. J.

Mitford. 3 vols.

Thomson. Edited by the Rev. D.
0. Tovey. 2 vols.

V a u g h a n. Sacred Poems and
Pious Ejaculations. Edited by the
Rev. H. Lyte.

Wordsworth. Edited by Prof.
Dowden. 7 vols.

Wyatt. Edited by J. Teowell.

Young 2 vole. Edited by the
Rev. J. Mitford.



THE ALL-ENGLAND SERIES.
HANDBOOKS OF ATHLETIC GAMES,

' The best instruction on games and sports by the best authorities, at the lowest
prices.'

—

Oxford Magazine.

Small 8vo. cloth, Illustrated. Price Is. each.

Cricket. By Fred C, Holland.
Cricket. By the Ron. and Kev.
E. LTTTEIiTON.

Croquet. By Lieut. -Col. tbe Hon.
H. C. Needham.

Lawn Tennis. By H. W. W.
WiLBEEFORCE. With a Chapter for
Ladies, by Mrs. Hilltard.

Squash Tennis. By Eustace H.
Miles. Double vol. 2s.

Tennis and Rackets and Fives.
By Julian Marshall, Major J. Spens,
and Bev. J. A. Aknan Tait.

Golf. By H. S. C. Eveeabd.
Double vol. 2s.

Rowing and Sculling. By Gut
RixoN.

Rowing and SoulUng. By W. B.
WOODGATE.

Sailing. ByE . F. Knisht, dbl.vol. 2«.

Swimming. By Maetin and J.

RAC3TEE COBBETT.
Camping out. By A. A. Maodon-

ELL. Double vol. 2s.

Canoeing. By Dr. J. D. Hatwabd.
Double vol. 2s.

Mountaineering. By Dr. Claude
Wilson. Double vol. 28.

Athletics. By H. H. Geipfin.
Riding. By W. A. Keeb, V.C.

Double vol. 2s.

Ladles' Riding. By W.A.Kebe,V.C.
Boxing. By B. G. Allanson-Winn.
With Prefatory Note by Bat Mnllins.

Fencing. By H. A. Colmoee Dunn.
Cycling. ByH.H. Gkiffin.L.A.C,
N.C.U., C.T.O. With a Chapter for
Ladies, by Miss Agnes Wood. Double
vol. 2g.

Wrestling. By Walteb Abm-
STBONG. Now Edition.

Broadsword and Singlestiok.
By E. G. Allanson-Winh and C. Phil-
LIPPS-WOLLEY.

Gymnastics. By A. F. Jenein.
Double vol. 2s.

Gymnastic Competition and Dis-

play Exercises. Compiled by
P. Graf.

Indian Clubs. By G. T. B. Cob-
BETT and A. P. Jenkin.

Dttmb-bells. By F. Gbaf.
Football — Rugby Game. By
Harry Vassall.

jf'ootball—Association Game. By
0. W. Alcocs. Revised Edition.

Hockey. By F. S. Cbeswell.
New Edition.

Skating. By Dou&las Adams.
With a Chapter for Ladies, by Miss L.
Cheetham, and a Chapter on Speed
Skating, by a Fen Skater. Dbl. vol. 28.

Baseball. By Newton Ceane.
Rounders, Fleldball, Bowls,

Quoits, Curling, Skittles, &c.
By J. M. Walker and C. C. Mott.

Dancing. By Edwabd Scott,
Double vol. 2s.

THE CLUB SERIES OF CARD AND TABLE GAMES.
' No well-regulated club or country house should be without this useful series of

books.'— Globe. g^^^jj g^^,^ ^1^,^.1^^ lUustvated. Price Is. each.

Bridge. By 'Templae.'
Whist. By Dr. Wm. Pole, F.R.S.
Solo Whist. By Eobebt F. Gbeen.
Billiards. By Major-Gen. A. W.
Deatson, F.B.A.S. With a Preface
by W. J. Peall.

Hints on Billiards. By J. P.
Buchanan. Double vol. 2s.

Chess. By Robeet F. Gbeen.
The Two-Move Chesa Problem.
By B. a. Laws.

Chess Openings. By I. Gunsbhbo.
Draughts and Backgammon.
By • Berkeiev.'

Reveral and Go Bang.
By ' Berkeley.'

Dominoes and Solitaire.

By * Berkeley.'

B6zique and Cribbage.
By ' Berkeley.'

£oart6 and Euchre.
By ' Berkeley.'

Piquet and Rubicon Piquet.
By ' Berkeley.'

Skat. By Louis Dibhi,.
*»* A Skat Scoring-book. Is,

Round Games, including Poker,
Napoleon, Loo, Vingt-et-un, Ac, By
Baxter-Wray.

Parlour and Playground Games.
By Mrs. Laurknok Oouub.



BELL'S CATHEDRAL SERIES.
Profusely Illustrated^ cloth, crown 8vo. is. 6d. net each,

ENGLISH CATHEDRALS. An Itinerary and Description. Compiled by James G.
Gilchrist, A.M., M.D. Revised and edited with an Introduction on Cathedral
Architecture by the Rev. T. Perkins, M.A., F.R.A.S.

BANGOR. By P. B. Ironside Bax.

BRISTOL. By H. J. L. J. Masse, M.A.
CANTERBURY. By Hartley Withers. 5th Edition.

CARLISLE. By C. King Eley.
CHESTER. By Charles Hiatt. 3rd Edition.

CHICHESTER. By H. C. Corlette, A.R.I. B. A. 2nd Edition.

DURHAM. By J. E. Bygate, A.R.C.A. 3rd Edition.

ELY. By Rev. W. D. Sweeting, M.A. 2nd Edition.

EXETER. By Percy Addleshaw, B.A. 2nd Edition, revised.

GLOUCESTER. By H. J. L. J. MassiI, M.A. 3rd Edition.

HEREFORD. By A. Hugh Fisher, A.R.E. 2nd Edition, revised.

LICHFIELD. By A. B. Clifton. 2nd Edition.

LINCOLN. By A. F. Kendrick, B.A. 3rd Edition.

LLANDAFF. By E. C. Morgan Wii.lmott, A.R.I. B.A.
MANCHESTER. By Rev. T. Perkins, M.A.
NORWICH. By C. H. B. Quennell. 2nd Edition.

OXFORD. By Rev. Percy Dkarmer, I\I.A. 2nd Edition, revised.

PETERBOROUGH. By Rev. W. D. Sweeting. 2nd Edition, revised.

RIPON. By Cecil Hallett, B.A.

ROCHESTER. By G. H. Palmer, B.A. 2nd Edition, revised.

ST. ALBANS. By Rev. T. Perkins, M.A.
ST. ASAPH. By P. B. Ironside Bax.
ST. DAVIDS. By Philip Robson, A.R.I.B.A.
ST. PATRICK'S, DUBLIN. By Rev. J. H. Bernard, M.A. , D.D. 2nd Edition.
ST. PAUL'S. By Rev. Arthur Dimock, M.A. 3rd Edition, revised.

ST. SAVIOUR'S, SOUTHWARK. By George Worlev.
SALISBirRY. By Gleeson White. 3rd Edition, revised.

SOUTHWELL. By Rev. Arthur Dimock, M..\. 2nd Edition, revised.

WELLS. By Rev. Percy Dearmer, M.A. 3rd Edition.
WINCHESTER. By P. W. Sergeant. 3rd Edition.
WORCESTER. By E. F. Strange. 2nd Edition.
YORK. By A. Clutton-Brock, M.A. 3rd Edition.

Uniform with above Series. Noiv ready, is. 6d. net each.
ST. MARTIN'S CHURCH, CANTERBURY. By the Rev. Canon Routledge,

M.A., F.S.A.
BEVERLEY MINSTER. By Charles Hiatt.WIMBORNE MINSTER and CHRISTCHURCH PRIORY. By the Rev. T.

Perkins, M.A.
TEWKESBURY ABBEY AND DEERHURST PRIORY. ByH. J, L. J. Mass6, M.A.
BATH ABBEY, MALMESBURY ABBEY, and BRADFORD-ON-AVON CHURCH.

By Rev. T. Perkins, M.A.
WESTMINSTER ABBEY. By Charles Hiatt.THE TEMPLE CHURCH. By George Worlev.
Im-o^^HSS^^'"'-'^'-''' SMITHFIELD. By George Worlev.
SIRATFORD-ON-AVON CHURCH. By Harold Baker.

BELL'S HANDBOOKS TO CONTINENTAL CHURCHES.
Profusely Illustrated. Crown 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. net each,

AMIENS. By the Rev. T. Perkins, M.A.
BAYEUX. By the Rev. R. S. Mylne.
CHARTRES : The Cathedral and Other Churches. By H. J. L. J. Mass^, M.A.
MONT ST. MICHEL. By H. J. L. J. Mass6, M.A.
PARIS (NOTRE-DAME). By Charles Hiatt.
ROUEN : The Cathedral and Other Churches. By the Rev, T. Perkins, M.A.



The Best Practical Working Dictionary of the

Eng:lish Language.

WEBSTER'S
INTERNATIONAL

DICTIONARY.
2348 PAGES. 5000 ILLUSTRATIONS.

NEW EDITION, REVISED THROUGHOUT WITH A

NEW SUPPLEMENT OF 25,000 ADDITIONAL
WORDS AND PHRASES.

The Appendices compsise a Pronouncing Gazetteer oi the World,

Vocabularies of Scripture, Greek, Latin, and English Proper Names,

a Dictionary of the Noted Names of Fiction, a Brief History of the

English Language, a Dictionary of Foreign Quotations, Words, Phrases,

Proverbs, &c., a Biographical Dictionary with io,ocx3 names, &c., &c.

Dr. MURRAY, Editor of the ' Oxford English Dictionary; says ;— ' In this its

latest form, and with its large Supplement and numerous appendices, it is a wonderful
volume, which well maintains its ground against all rivals on its own lines. The ' defini-

tions,' or more properly, 'explanations of meaning' in ' Webster' have always struck me
as particularly terse and well-put ; and it is hard to see how anything better could be
done within the limits.'

Professor JOSEPH "W RIGHT, M.A., Ph.D., D.C.i:.,, LL.D., Editor oj
the ' English Dialect Dictionary; .says :

—
' The new edition of " Webster's International

Dictionary " is undouljtedly the most useful and reliable work of its kind in any country.
No one who has not examined the work carefully would believe that such a vast amount
of lexicographical inlormalion could possibly be found within so small a compass.'

Kev. JOSE^'H \VOOD, D.D., Head Master of Harrow, says :— ' I have always
thought very highly of its merits. Indeed, I consider it to be far the most accurate
Kngiish Dictionary in existence, and much more reliable than the "Century." For
daily and hourly reference, "Webster" seems to me um-ivallcd.'

Prospectuses, with Prices and Specimen Pages, on Application.

WEBSTER'S COLLEGIATE DICTIONARY.
The Largest and Latest Aeridgment of 'The International.'

Full particulars on application.

LONDON : GEORGE BELL &- SONS, YORK HOUSE,
PORTUGAL STREET, W.C.

x)o. S. & S. 5.0S.
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